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IINTRODUCTO 5

Luwis K. Aleander
Executive Director

The La of the Sea Institute, which was formed in early 1965, ts designed to facilitate the emchange of

information and ideas asong lawyers. Scientists. businees and governnt officials on probleme relating to the control

and use of the "arise environment. The Institute's first annual conference wae held at the University of Mhode

Island an June 27-30o 1966. The proceedings of that conference hae been published by the Ohio State University free

under the title. The Law of the ft Offshore boundaries end Zng

Thema 1967 proceedings include not only the papere presented at the conference but also verbatim tren-

Scripts of Soma of the discussins. In selecting portion. of the discussions for publication It wee found that Som

transcripts were too poor to be utilized and that io other cases the discussion material contributed little to the

goal of pointing uap relevant concepts. There has been minimal editing of soy of the conference material.

Two contributions, although not presented as part of the conference program. were accepted for publication

in thie volume. to the rear cover of these proceedings is a copy of a m#p of the world's ocean floor prepared by Dr.

Francis T. Christy, Jr. , and dieplayed at the conference. This map portrays how the pattern of national ownership of

the ocana would appear if all nations were free to advance their boundaries out to the median hInse. Its purpoee Is

merely illustrative. and the map should not be coostrad as suggesting support for this type of regime by Dr. Christy

p , or by the La of the Sea Institute. Additional copies of the map may be secured for $1.00 each from the L... of the Sea

I Institute. University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Mhode Island.

The Executive Comittee of the Institute wishe, to thank the three federal agencies which hae provided

upporting funds for its acivtis the Office of Navl Research. the Bureau of Commrcial Fisheries, ed the nvirn-

f mantel Science Services Administration. In addition, the Gamittee expresses its appreciation to Col. Elisha 0. Peckhms,

Mr. Thomas White. and other officials at the University of Rhode Iland for their assistance In managing the conference.

Kingston, Rhode Island
a January, 196$
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- Monday, June 26, 1967 Op&Mg Remarks

Dole C. Krause
Aesociate Professor of Oceanography

4University of Rhode Island

tWelcome to the Second Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute and to the University of Rhode Island. As you
9 know, the topic this year diNals with "The Freedom of the Sea's Resources." A chief goal of the conference is to bring

together people concerned with the law of the sea and to discuss freely in a non-political environment. We shall be spend-
ing four days together of, I hope, interesting and fruitful discussion. The conference i destigned to idertify, discuss.
and investigate problem (1) while they er& still small of theoreticAl. (2) to do the sae to the large problem which my
be unrecognised or whose Implications aet not yet fully rsalised, end (3) to hold useful discussions in a relaxed, on-
political atmosphere on the really tough problems.

This conference, you in the sudience, Is composed of the men who are instrumentel io crating the problem, of
men who study them, and of men who must solve them. Nov the answer does not come in preventing the causes of the problem,

if this requires preventing ectivity at sea, but in the creative resolution of the potential conflict. I ephaise that

this is not merely jargon. The creative method of resolving fishery disputes is not to prevent fishing but to allow fish-
ing compatible with fishery stocks, national goals, historical precedents, and so forth, leavink as much basic freedom as
possible to the participants whether they be sen or nationS.

Let me give som background material on the Law of the Sea Institute. The Executive Committee consists of:

Dr. Levis H. Alexander, Executive Director, Department of oography, University of
Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode laland

Dr. Willies T. Burke, College of LA. Ohio Stats University, Columbus. Ohio

Dr. Francis T. Christy, Jr., Resources for the Future, Inc., Washington, D.C.

Dr. John A. Knauss, Dean, Craduate School or Oceanography, University of Rhode Ielanl,
Kingston, Rhode Island

Dr. Dale C. Krouse, Graduate School of Oceanography, University of Rhode Island,

Kingston, Rhode Island

The Institute has an Advisory Cossittee which consists of:

Mr. Edward W. Allen, Allen, DeCorm & Leedy, Seattle, Washington

Dr. Wilbert M. Chapean, Van Camp Sea Food Comapany, San Diego, California

Non. Arthur H. Dean, Sullivan 6 Cromwell, New York, New York

Prof. Myras S. McDougael, School of Law, Yale Univereity. New Haven, Connecticut

Mr. Richard Young, Von Mornesville, New York

Each of our motives behind the formation of the Law of the Sea Institute was as different as the men himself, the common

factor being the concern regarding the law and the sea. Rather than cover all of the motives, let me as a scientist, a
marine gsologisc, discuss my concern which can be divided betwean the social and the scientific.

My social concern stmmed from the recognition that our oceanographic discoveries can lead to international die-
cord, both over new resources and new territories. I took part in the early manganese nodule explorations during IOY,
This topic will be discuse.d during the conference. My bathymetric surveys establish limits of the continental shelf and
thus the precise limit st a nation's Influence. Although the surveys have a solely scientific purpose, they have a real.
if subtle, social effect. As such I must be concerned with the social impact qf my research.

My scientific concern with the law of the sea concerns freedom of inquiry. Freedom of inquiry is absolutely
essential for valid scientific research. Restritiooas of this freedom demonstrably inhibit science and lead to inferior
science. Such restrictions are deplorable yet territorial restrictions are increasing for oceanography today. not only by

foreign governments but by our own as well.

Oceanography by its very nature Is International in scope. Not only Is the environment baeically international,
but cooperative research is necaary end widespread, an Integral part of the basic framework of the science. The R/V

Trident of the UPI Graduate School of Oceanography has carried out research over the shelf waters of seventeen nations
with many foreign scientists participating on board. a typical situation with ocesnog-aphic Vessels.

The territorial restrictions are of two types, restrictions on national ships and restrictions on foreign ships.
I don't believe that national governments recognize that territorial restrictions on scientific research at sea by foreign
vessels actually hurts their own national science because of the two-way international flow of information. Also res-
trictions on foreign ships often induce reciprocal action by the concerned countries.

I emphasle that "science" by definition must consist of published or otherwise reported research. I do not In-
clude here the various aspects of applied research that are not aported. but which are often of real Importance to a
nation. This topic will be well covered during the next few days. Here national interests bein to conflict at the

practical level. Howevr,agsin a long term interest for any nation requires as great a freedom of Inquiry es possible.

LSI-2 Proceedings
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""eday. Jens 26, 1907 Opening tissrka Krause, Jmee

Thea a. aa oceaaegrapher, I require the right to Pursue MY reearch to any Curn#r of the world with a minimum of
restricin Uad red tape. On a reciprocal basis but &ao because of a real need, that same right must be shared by my
foreign colleage. On the oither hand. we must be aware of the social consequences of our work within the context of the
pride, fears. grend. and inorance of satiats and of the shear min, of the effort of a few nations. Ways must be found to
allow freedom of activity while respooding to the very human feelings and needs of notion@, ways which this conference
will explore.

Greetings frem the Vniversity - Acting Iresidont * F. Doe Jens.

Mr. Q~ien. Distinguished Participants, end Visitors% Some of you might think it in quite a chore to run
ftem oae meting to mother but I find I eajay it and regard It asa privilege bacause it giwves no a chance to Meat the
various ""Inl contng o the conus. The only frustrating thing sbout it tihough is this; I see the program that is out-.
LIs" for you this week and I wish I could drop all the dutiea in my office. forget about the oftice, and come over and
join you.

We ane delighited to hae" you ce our campus. You know, btode Island Is categorited semotimes aa a state whicii
is filled with a little bit oI land eurrowafted by a lot of water. It is a very natural thing, geographically. that here

at thes University o f Diode i:lad we should be very strongly oriented to the marine sciences. These marine sciences,
touch sot onsly our Croduata School ot Octomography but an every area of the University, including the College of Agricul-
ture. Arts and Sciences, Inoieering (we have an Ocean gagineating Departaent), and the Institute of Ocean Technology.
-Is every field we are very strongly concerned about the sea and the rsouurces of the sea. This is why we are very gladIto hoae Professor Alexander building up this Lo of the Sea Institute, bringing people such an you from all around the
world together to deal with the future of the resources of the sea, recognising that this is one of the frontiers we
have yet to explore.

it is a pleasure to wslcome you officially to our campus. We hope that we can continue to provide this kind
of good New Ingland weather for you the rest of the week. Us hope you enjoy your stay, We feel that we will profit by
your being here and we hope that you will profit also hy joining together with your colleagues around the world In this
import ant con ference.* Thank you.

IA

IS- rceig
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FROTIL2S OP MAITNTIE LAW

Edward Weank, Jr,
Executive Secretary

Kattonal Council on Marine Resources and Engineering Development
Executive Office of the President

Washington, D.

Dr. Alexander, Dr. Krause, ladies and gentlesent It is a very great privilege to speak from this podim at the
University of Rhode Island today. For such a smell state it should be very proud of its achitvment. of such Interest to
this audience--achievemente not only in marine sciences but in the broadest reaches of science policy, Those of you who
are relidents of this state know how very important were Representative Pogarty's contributionsto the great advances of
medical research in this country. You should know, too, how very important are the contributions of your two enators--
Senator Pastore and Senator Pell--to advances in this field. The as grent program yes born and bred on this campus and
I an sure there are other new program that have distinguished the university in science.

I should like to congratulate those who founded this Lsv of the Sea Conference, Your initiative demonstrate. an
Lmginetin and a vision in advance of the legislation which last Year marked the turning point in the affairs of the
marine sciences in this country.

Giving a ksynote address it also somewhat of a responsibility and, in this particular instance, I approach it
with soma apprehension. First of all, there is always some difficulty for a person from one profession comanicating with
those of other professions. I romber the story that Adlai Stevenson once told, who as a lawyer had been Invited to
address a group of scientists. In remarking on this problem of communication he said, "A. long an Its had been invited he
understood that it was his task to talk and the audience's task to listen; and it was his great hope that they would both
finish at about the same time."

Well, I have some apprehensions from yet another poln of view that aris because most of us in puhlic life make
it a principle to never address an audience where more than 101 know more about the subject than the speaker. This is a
case where 110% know more than the speaker. The best thing, of couree, would be not to talk about this subject at all but
about something else, but I m afraid that the discipline of your chaiman is going to compel me to talk a little bit on
the subject of the low of the sea.

If I were to entitle this address it would be to bring two old-fashioned words together In a way that strangely
enoUgh I have not seen before: that is to talk about "Frontiers of Maritime Law." Wa have used the term "frontier" a
7r d deal in talking about geogrrphical exploration and we have used it in reference to technology. But for some reson
or other we ha e' not recognized that ona of the most important, challenging, and exciting qualities of this maritime
enterprise concerns possible evolution and change in the law which governs these activities.

When we talk about law and technology together, we come to recogniS that these two elements ver independent
catalysts in bringing the marine science affairs to its present eate. In the first instance, a technological readines
now permits man to do almost anything in the sea that he wishes to do. And In recognition that what he does there sust be
subject to international agreements, we have the collateral advantage of the 1958 Convention which was "stifled in 1964

to set some new ground rules.

We should recall, notwithstanding these new stimuli, that law end science are not necessarily mutually compaetble,
Some of you my remember that one of Our state legislatures some years ago attempted to pass a Law etating that the vmlu6
of pi is 3. How the reason for this wee that members of the legislature had heard how difficult it was to pin down the
exact value of pi, and rather then leave this to the anarchy of science, this group decided that it was far better to eye-
tomatise the regime by passing a law. Whilo there could have bean such a low. pi Is not 3. We might also rebaoeer the

attitude of lawyers in soame of our state legislatures to the theories of Derwin. All I can say te that some of our exist-
ing maritime law reflects an ignorance of nature just as great as th two cases I have cited.

Thin leads us to the real proble of how te blend :.cural sciecs and Pol:ctcal Acience.

Those of us who have worked in the vineyards of natural science have come to recognise that we share an appetite
for change. The real excitement of science lies in new discoveries, in building brick on brick with change, Nut the ame
is not true with human law. There we find that ve must be concerned with a stability of a system of relationships bettee
the participants. Sometimes that stability is constructive because it foasters progress but sometimes, too, it can freome
progress. In the particular area of marine sciences, ve are 'aced today with an unprecedented opportunity to make er c-
tribucioo by change and the three points that T would like to leave with you here today are,

-- First, to emphasize how very Important has been an act of Law by the United States Congress in
establishing s mandate for the future of the marine sciences in this country and how it has been

implemented in the past year;

-- Second, to talk about the relationship of law and technology;

-- Third and moat important, to suggest that the United States can exercise leadership to this area
of legal research and advances just as such as it can In technolosy.

We have an opportunity to construct a legal milestone of historic isrtance by which the United States thought
through and provided the opportunities for ocher nations, for states, for industry, and for the 6niversitles in this
country to work together to carry out the fundamental intent of that legislation for the sea to beefit all mankind.

LSI-2 3 Proceedings



Needas, Jum Z6, 1967 Opening Addrel'o Wink

Firat, with regard to the mandate Itself. Most of you have read the law and the report that the President trans-
witted to the Congress io March of this year. So I m going to assume sufficient familiarity on your part to go on to

Interpret how those of us issociated with this new enterprise look at the "map" of marine science affairs.

In the first instance. we have tried to understand hoy the sea relates tn human affairs. Here we find that the
activities that take plat& -m lad do not stop at the water's edge. Rather than carve out the universe of activity that
has salt water as a cooso deomzintor, our first attempt is to understand the relationship of maritime activitles to
activities on land: to military security, to a better understanding of wind, tide, weather, and Sa conditions; to explore-
tion and development of minral and energy resources of the seabed; to understand and to utilize the living resources of
the sa; to take account of the Importance of our vary scarce seashore resources--to understand batter its uses for recre-
ation, but also to recognise the insults which man himself renders to his own environmant, unintenticnally but with severe
effect. Ad we mat not forget also that the ease have been a bridge of comnication and culture between the different
nations of our planet. At a special time in history when we at trying to seek meane for a peaceful, orderly world, w
must .', irsd and imaginatively at the sea aso a mans for improving conanication with other nations.

* of the first things, therefore, that has been done is to interpret the legislation in terms of these broad
goals: o .aderstand mankind's shared concerns about an orderly world, about famine, abou, health and disability, about
the better quelity of life itself, and about economic growth. Then for these old problems we fry to determine how the sea
migit provide m solutions. The structure of go rmant today is no different than it was a year age. The means for
carrytn out these different wiasions still resioes with the operating agencies. The role of our Marine Scieuces Council,
which s established by the legislation, As to assist the President in providing a coherent, coordinated, balanced set of
program* and policies so that with the eleven participating agencies we do not find ourselves running off in twenty-two
directions,

I find "self as an ongineer often looking for simple analogies to try to understand what ue do and how we do it.
I tripped over one recently that perhaps best explains the role of this Council. All of you dre familiar with the sanner
in which a bern may carry a load impoaed at its center and supported at the ends. If you made up such a beam out of a
&eries of laminated at-ipe then this beam would deflect under load a certain amount. You are all familiar, since vvery
one of you has probably used plywood, how important the cement is between two laminations to increase the stiffness far
beyond that of the original laminations. In attempting to utilize all of the past advances, the strengthe and the crea-
tivity of the separate federal agencies, the Marine Sciences Council, like a cement, seeks to gain sn effect that is
greater Th n the evm of the parts.

The first year has beta a year of transition. The law was a turning point. It is significant in thinking about
the law of the see not to forget the role of public law and the processes of Congressional study that went behind the
generation of the Council ,ad of the advisory Comiasion.

This transition reflects the move from merely describing the sea to an intensified concerted national effort to
utilize it. It reflects the broadening of involvement from science to technology that now includes not only the oceanog-
raphers who are the important core of this activity, but engineers, economists, lawyers, public administrators, foreign

affairs specialists, bankers, businessmen, industrialists and, hopefully, some old-fashioned explorers.

Another element of this transition it to go from program planning to policy planning. This escalstion, if you
wi'., brings in another cast of participants different in kind from the first set. In addition to the many different
disciplines involved, you now have many different levels of concern. Most important now is the fact that this level of
c .cern extends to the President of the United States. the Secretary General of the United Nations and, based on conver-
nations I have had the privilege to conduct recently with heads of six nations in Furope, right to the heeds of those

nations.

One of the bits of genius of this legislation is the call for the Council to undertake legal studies concerned

with the resources of the sea. I wtrn'a go into great detail other than to say that we have begun this task by trying to
ideotily the issues which depend upta ttc lsgAl regimes; secondly, to encourage two of the Federal agencies that have key
responsibilicies here--the State Depa'te.-n and tie Department of the Interior--with fiunds from the Council to hetin
these legal studies on contract.

We have a timetable connected with thea, studies that may be unusual in the process of undertaking legal re-

eatch, much let say research. But it Is oar earnest hope that the Council and the Comission will have the benefits of
these legal studies soon enough to utilize them in connrction with the prescription of the legislation that by this time
next year the Commission will have developed a long-range plan and a proposal for a possible re-alignment er the federal

agencies wh'rh will go to the President via the Council and to the Congresa. And it is our hope that what- et rlan is
developed dres so in !ull light of the alternative legal regimes that are available to us, with some under-anding of the

Isplications of each and the consequences of each.

One of the interesting qualities of the law in thia respect o that it casts a long shadow ahead of it. In

referring earlier to the fact that the law itself changes mjch more slowly than does science, it does so for some very

goad reasons. Any of you who have thought about this question recognize that there are certain time constants in the
G ffair* of sm. Someone once said that the fastest thing that can happen happens in nine months. thetner or not this in

true, progress Is not made rapidly when it involves the affairs of ren -nd especially when it involvet, different insti-
tutions and different veste

4 
interests. 4

In this context, we have to recognize that the law covpriges the "rules of the Fame," and different sets of
players say have different rules. One set of rules is concerned with relationships between the different ntions;
another set of rules governs the gamre between the federal government and our ststce; a set of rules governc the role of
the federal governient in relation to industry.

LSI-2 Proceedinps
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Rules are established for two main purposes: they are to protect interests of the individual by preserving
his rights. In the United States, we have also come to learn that our public law is an Important element of protecting
scity against the excesses of government itself.

As a starting point, we must identify the vested interests (and I say this without any editorializing), to
understand the relationships tcday between the nations, between the federal governent and the states, betwe the gomra-
ment and Industry. and then to examine what opportunities lie ahead for which changes in the game may be indicated.

In looking at the conascuences of alternative legal regimes, wc recognise that there are not only different
regimes of inter-governmentel relations, federal-state relations and so on, but there may well be separate regimees ae thq
relate to fisheries, as Chey relate to mineral rights, to scientific exploration, and to our important military interests.
These are not necessarily compatible, and from where I sit it aews important not to exseine each completely independent-
ly but to understand how they may relatg to each other. I know that there is an eternal quest in the physical sciences
for an understanding of the universe and one unified law which will relate electro-magnetic energy, gravity. and "gnet-
ism. It has not been found. I an not sure that there will be one, unified, coherent body of law relating all of these
activities, and I as not at all aure that we should wait or can wait until that penaces is with ua. It BOA to me that
we wt have the broadest possible perspective as we examine each of these seperte ingredients and find how they relate
to each other.

In so doing. I would suggest that th-re Is an Important ingredient of science here in order that we do not and
up with laws that say that pi is 3: It is critically Important to undertend something about the natural onviromment
about which the laws are being made.

It turns out very curiously that some of the toughest problems occur at the boundaries. They occur not only
at national boundaries but at the margin between the ocean and the sea coast, at the interfae between the surface and
the air, and at the seabed. With fish arguing with each other, there is probalhy a p: "tles within the medium Itself. As
we look at these separate problem it meas to me that there must be a continuing dialogue between the scientists and
those engaged in legal research in order that there not be the development of a law that is In a dirt t contradiction to
our understanding of the environment. Conversely, those scientists engaged in leading this endtavor should gain clues
from the lawyers &a to what research ought to be conducted on a priority basis so as to provid, the necessary understand-
ing by which the lov could be developed rationally, constructively an harmony with the sciences.

When I mentioned before that we have to recognize the existence of vested irtereats I want to note first the
need to do this on an International basis--to look not only on those nations which have historically vested Interests in
the sea but to look at those that do not have historically vested interests in the sea but might well have. Here, w e
come to grips with one of the major problems that we are faced with today, the contrast between the developed nations and
the lessor developed nations.

As I mentioned earlier, every activity in relation to marine sciences has a terrestrial counterpart. The seate

thing Is true here. There is a technology gap. We have to recognize that that tachn( 'ay gap is more important as
between the well-developed nations And the smaller ones than It is say between the Un,-ed States and Western Europe. The
second gap has gained a good deal of recent attention but it Is also gaining, I think, a good deal of understanding.
There -s a far more serious technology gap between the developed nations of East and West and the less-developed ones.
That ap is growing and as the iess-developed nations recognize that technology Itself is a resource, they are going to
have their own views a to how that technology is going to be exercised in their interests or against their interests.

What I an saying is the great energy and innovative capacity of this country to produce new technology is now
going to have to be matched by the sase quality of statesmanship and wisdom in learning how to use that technology in the
long-run beat interests of thist country. I emphasize long-run best interest because most of us believe that the long-run
beat interest of this country is also the long-run best Interest of the world at large. This is why we have to try to put
ourselves in the place of some of the lees-developed nations and look at the sea and at the new technological developseots
from their point-of-view as well as from ours. It is for this reason that the report of the President to the Congress in
March, in listing some nine not initiatives for the current fiscal year, listed first the area of international coopera-
tion. This was deliberate; It was thoughtful; .t say prov Lontroversial, but the President has taken a position already
and all of us in government feel obliged to support his In this reaerd--to make sure that we do not have another colonial

race for the resources of the soa. As we seek to utilize the resources of the oceans more effectively, we must be sure
that we do not inadvertently stir rivalries ad conflicts which will only block and ultimately frustrate or even cause
complete failure of our other plans. We have taken no positions on any of thea. issues. I underscore that, but we are
working hard to understand what these issues are, to understand the alternatives and to weigh them in the councils of
governent and to develop whatever policies then see to be in our best long-run national interest.

I am pleased to report to you that on this trip in April with the Vice President I had the opportunity of
meetng with the heads of six nations, with the science advisors, and with the most senior marine science officials of
these six countries. These were the United Kingdom. France, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, and West Germany. I ds is-
pressed with the fact that they had already studied our legislation that was passed lest suer and were just beginnig
to recognize that the problems that the United States had in mobilizing its own activities aleso existed In each--similar
In kind and even similar in degree to where we were maybe seven years ago. I say this without judgment of their programs
but simply reflecting the fact that the United States has already exercised leadership in identifying the Importance of
the sea and taking the necessary steps to provide a legislative mandate and leadership to advance the program. Their
first steps, therefore, may be to examine their own internal operaclons and see what they may do in order to strengthen
their activitie. There are two predictable consequences of this--the first is that they will dincover that in moat
cases they will look to soe cooperation with their neighbors, perhaps through some pan-European program by which their
aggregate activity may. in fact, have important impact. Secondly, I think they will look to the uabrellas of multi-
lateral and bi-laterol agreements with the United Srates by which their program can advance to meet their interests in
harmony with ours. In so doing, it is interesting that in every case these representatives stated that if they are to be
t partner in so-,e kind of cooperative enterprise they want to pull their weight. It may take a little while for this am-
bition on their part to be realized for their problems of internal organi ation are at least as difficult as ours.
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An your keyrote speaker, let me end with a key note. It seem to me that we have an unusual opportunity to
build omthinS. •ameet as tlwa h ve had an enterprise that we could design from scratch. It is. Of course, not quite
his way. Is comparison with the space program, we have far nore of a history with which we must live; there are far

more interests alreedy Involved in the sea than there had been in outer space. Parenthetically, there were vested inter-
sets io the outer space program and all of you mey radbetr the effort@ by the Air force to prevent the estsblishumet of
the sece act sad of NASA. The space program has et many of its goals, and it has met then effectively. It has drawn
o all of the ismeiatim sod creative qualities of this country. in the federal govorrment and in the universities and

in Industry. We must learn from thai preceSent that We mst do the sme thing here in the marine sciences field,

outer space. Kre, however, we are much more concerned with the matter of law--becaume of precodent--thn was true In

People in this country--because we are a young nation, because we are so full of enthuslasm to make progress--
seldom look backward. An a consequence, we have less appreciation of history than do our foreign neighbors. Neverthe-
less. it Is here that we should take a look backwards at @os of the basic principles that will underlie the spirit of

* this eterprise for the future. We are engaged in a progra of scientific research; we will be engaged in a program of
geog phical aeploration; we must be engaged also in legal research that is underway .todsy. It @sem to me that indeed
we have a frontier of maritime La that will be Just as challenging, just as inviting. just as exciting to enter as any
physical froutier. Those of us in Washington with responsibilities in this area look to you at this conference to pro-
vide us with help. with Insights as to what the issues are; to separate the signal from the olse level; to help us un-
deretsad the pros and coe of the alternatives; and to help us smke some wise decisions for the future.

Again. my congretulotioa to the officers aMd founders of this symposium. I regret very much that I cannot
stay through all of it but you have a very avid reader. Thank you.

6I
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Lewis M. Alexander: Executive Director, Law of the Sea Institute

In planning these conferences we have tried to establish goes form of continuity froe me annual conference
* to the next. Last year's them dealt with zones of offshore control and with the general question of whet hs happened

since the 1958 Geneva Convention. We felt in plaing last year's conference that there had really been little work dons
in recent years on the lan of the se and how it had evolved since 1958, so a lot of our effort was directed to bringing
up-to-date the things that had traaspired over the lst eight or nie years. This year's conference, however, looks
ahead. Given the situation we are now in as regards the la of the sea. what happens next? What can we look forvard to
eo far as the future of the sea' resources is concernedt

In theme opening ramarks I would like to very hriefly review where we are now vith respect to the Geneva Coan-
ventlens and the low of the sea. An yov probably know all four of the Conventions which were adopted at Geneva are new
in effect. All four have been ratified by the United States. Yet les th n fifty states out of a possible total of over
130 have meen fit to ratify even one of the four Conventions and lase than halt of these fifty have ratified all four of
tha. Given this situation, to what extent in fact do the Geneva Cooventions represent the international low of the gsa
for all countries?

The Conventions vere adopted nine years ago and gae of their articles my soon be outdated; they certainly
usy be outdated before a majority of the countries of the world ratify them. This to something ve talked about last
year, and I me sure the subject will come up again this year. For the United State., and Indeed for any particular
state, there seems to be certain alternative actions which eight be taken with respect to these Geneva Articles.

Pirst, the articles say be looked upon as embodying the international lw of the aea to which all states are
expected to adhere, regardless of whether or not they have officially ratified the Conventions. This. I believe, Is the
position taken by the United States. Within the frmework of certain articles, however there may be broad interpret,-
tions, as for example in the case of the definition of limits of the continental shelf or of the exclusive fisheries
rights of coastal states out to twelve wlis from shore. Such interpretations by one state may prove unacceptable to
other states.

A coast&! nation may seek revision of one or orte of the articles as soon as the initial five-year effective
period is over. This was mentioned lest year by Mr. Northcutt Ely in connection with possible modifications of the Cos-
vention oan the Continental Shelf in 1969, five years after the Convention had come into effect. Or, indeed, the coastal
state may choose to i-nore ons or more of the articles, on the Bro id that it no longer is relevant in the light of
chasnging conditions. 1hare were also a numer of matters which ware not covered by the Conventions, as for axample the
came of straight baselines in archipelago@, the definitions of historic bay*, or the principles of abstention. In these
situations a state may feel itself compelled to fix policy both as to what controls it will ;eek in the sea and what
recognitions it will give to other countries' claim. And finally, through bilateral or tuultllstoral agreements a coast-
al state may establish specialized fora of control in the sea which may or may not be vieVed as binding on all other
countries.

Theme sumer conferences are designed to explore alternative courses of action in the seas for the United
States, for individual foreign states, and for the comunity of nations as a whole. In a world which becemie lncreas-
ingly fragmented politically the task of achieving consenaus of opinion on the low of the sea becomes tncreasingly diffi-
cult; but the alternative is chaos. Somehow & rational use of the sea and Its resources must be affected. I hope in the
next few days we say move a step further towards this goal of rational use.

William T. Burke: Professor of Law, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohi and mesber of the Executive Comittee,
La of the Sea Institute

We have just heard a brief description of what transpired here a year ago at the initial meeting and, as wa
noted, through circumstances beyond our control, we wore unable to have the Proceedings in your hands before this &econd
session. We have also heard an authoritative acco'mt of the efforts now underwsy in the federal goverment to place the
national oceanographic effort on a firmer and expanding foundation. Perhaps there is some danger of repetxtion.

I would like to r " our attention to the place this meeting and others resembling it has in the context of
both the federal effort and other efforts on a state, corporate, industry, end private level. What we are concerned with
here in talking about the future of the sea's resources are the ways in which soc!al probleme of all kinds, not merely
legal, can be surmounted in order to make productive use and wise distribution of the sea's resources. Keay of these
problem are only dialy perceived, and some may not be above the horizon at all. Whatever the category, however, the key
word, in my opinion, in approaching the subject ts lnticipstion. Anticipation not of benefits, although this is the
hoped-for outcome without vhich our concerns would be merely casual, but anticipation of now and imaginative ways in which
problem-solving can be made more effective for the benefit of all. However hoary and familiar some ocean-centered con-
troversiao may be, the challenge is st'il to seek out nw propeeala for rasolving them. It !*ad, the more barnacle-
encrusted the problems the greater the challenge. The questious are what techniqus, device,, or approaches have been en-
tirely emitted in the past and what of these have been neglected, or slighted, or give inoaffllent attention? what
resources of data, skill, eubstantive discipline and procedural technique could new be tapped fo aiding in the establish-
ment of policy for these old and new ocean problems. What questlons have not best asked, let o ansered? What insti-
tutions, governmental or private, ought to be created not only for promoting effective use of re sea but for performing
all these tua as problems occur and recur through ties.

Now the fact that these and other questions are under active consideration at a governmental level certainly
does not mean that they are beyond consideration in gatheriass of this kind. At one time these conferences eight have
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is". regarded, and justly so. as "taikathons" for the benefit of those attending. Hopwever this may have been, It is no
larger trem at leat to the extent that our efforts here are &imed at the generation of ideas, proposals, end suggestion*
releant to thee. wua. reeponibility--whether in governsint or outside the government--is the teask of makking recommeda-
ties or isable 1 decisions about the future of ocean development. It might not be inappropriate to systematize those
qustions I have just put In a little more relevant fashion. The problem to what kinds of questions are relevant If ye -

seek to improve our eocial problem-solving capabilities in the development of the ocean, and the following covoent. are
Intended to be briefly suggeative of the various tsk& confronting me.

First, in regard to the many ume" of the sa. what are the objectives at stake (using objectives here In the
sma*u of our long-rim. lotersedist., and short-run preferencs) for the events which we wish to have occur? I think we
oughat to plece a Sceat deal of emphasis on the three categories--long-rum, intermediate, and short-run, and especially
longrem interests. Clarification of goals aught to be sought for promoting long-run interests, with intermediate end
short-rm gols carefully designed to achieve that end. Now clarification of these objectives may obviously proceed on
any levels. But I think it is a&Io obvious that vs wish to become as detailed about these objectives as these eitu-
ationa require. oe function of a meeting of this kind Is to contribute to this process through the debates end the dis-

I aims that are provt*ed by the papers selected for presentation here. As noted sbove, a special concern Is to enlist
orto attract the attent Ann of all thoe whose qualifications and skills may contribute to more detailed specification of

the goals which we seek o6 ought to Peek. And I think it ought to be emphasised that the desipmation "Law of the Sea
Institute'* is not Intended !a suggest that lawyers are the only ones who can contribute.

Secondly, we are interested in describing the choice* made in the past with respect to recurring problems;
for lawyers especially the concern Is for choices which are supported by severe sanctions. What we wish to do here is to
Identify trends in the decisions which have besn made in earlier time. Although this Is essentially descriptive in

nature, the took is not davoid of creativity &inco discussing relationships In past decisions, and the outcomes thereof,I ma contribute to wise decisions in the future.
Third, and of special significance in the present context. is the Identification of conditions affecting

these choices. It is coomplace to note that decisicas about what Is permissible or acceptable conduct reflect the
social process am a whole. and the tak of relating conditions of the social process to past decisions is extremely dif-
ficult; yet it may offer helpful guides in the evolution of future wise choices.

Fourth, the projection of future conditions relevant to choice is a task to which many persons with the
widest variation in backgrounad, Interest, skill, end training must be recruited. Obviously, In focussing on the future
of the seaa resourcea we are concerned vith projecting ocean developments through time. The Increasing Intensity of our
Interest in the sea, and the wider awareness of potential benefits and problem , suggest a need for disciplined, system,-
atic projections, utilizing every avenue for acquiring relevant data. The dimensions of this task are ouly gradually
being understood, but with meetings such as this and others progress is being made in enlisting the specialized know-
ledge and skills required. I think It is especially important to emphasise that the npture of this task is inter-
disciplinary in content.

The Last and probably the most difficult element of problem-solving is the invention of alternatives in
policy for realizing our objectives. I doubt there is any need to emphasize the difficulties and the challenge of this
taske And again, success in this phase of problem-solving is the real test of overall achievement. One of the present
aims bore is to contribute to the process of creating realistic and desirable alternative* for ocean development. I
hope that somewhere within this fruiswork much of what we do In the next four days will fell.

Francis T. Christy, Jr.: Staff. sourcob for the future, Inc., Wabshington, D.C..* and member of the Executive Comttee,
S Law of tha Sea Institute

I feel as if this morning's program has eome of the characteristics of a common property resource, and that
I ass contributing to the dissipation of the economic rent by being redundant end saying some of the thinga that were said
befrre. I chink. however. that the things thhae svaue said before ars very important and should be repeated or at

Least expressed In a different *sos.

The Idea for the conferance over these next four days Is in keeping with w at Dr. Wank said earlier. We
wt to begim toa get sonme bet ter understanding of the pressures that are at work on the ocean-the economic, political,
mdsocial preusurs--Lo Identify the vested interests, both present and future. We will have to unaderstand who is gong

to be using the sea and how they are going to use It in order to work toward the establishment of soew viable regimes
and sets of rules.

A second aspect is that we must exanine carefully the kinds of rules and regimes tha! are required to accom -
modate the pressures; we must determine who needs what in order to operate efficiently within the high seas and on the

Rseas* bottom. Than % third aspect is to go into the present kinds of regimes and rule@ that we haw and snelyze these
s- frost the point of view of the requirements that will be placed upon the., and see to what extant they will meet these

requirements smi to what extent they will not. And the final "act is to go into the discusrion of the now kinds of
regime which might be established.

If you look at the program I think you will see that this io the way we have tried to work It out. This
efternoonIs papers ore dealing with the fisheries and the future growth of world fisheries, the problems of enforcement,

fl the quetionis of overcapitalizatin aaLd wt-~ kindse of develops6ntS will be takinit place. Tomorrow ncrning we touch upon
c
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sow of the other non-fisher- uses of the ocean--th. Minerals an the sea floor. omen science, silitary, needs, oil ad
gao--this is to mot the frmework in Lerts of the needs for rules and rihts. And tomorrow afternoon you will notice we
turn to the preent kinds of arrangemnts with a discussion of the** end t.w they might smet the pressures that have been

I put upon than. Wedneeday morning 4n the discussion of conflicts we will bring together the different uses of the meo;
on Wednesday afternoon sow suggestions on alternative ragimos. and on Thursday ws hope to again have suggestions for al-

t ternatiws regimes with a full discussion on various aspects of this subject.

As has been montioned, the importance of this is to stimulate as much constructive and open discuasion as
possible. We one has the answers at the moment and vs need to get as such exchange of ideas and research on thes* ideas
as possible. In this connection I sight mention that my own organtitation, Resources for the future. of which rmse of you
may not kn, In a small group in Washington financed entirely by the Ford foundation. undertaking economic rsearch on
natura rsucspola.we are anticipating the devalopment of a program for "arine resources. We hops to develop
a sMall staff and look forward to cse modest financing for support of research projects. Your ideas will be very wal-
cose. One final note; I have played the role of Pops Alexander VI and have divided up the ocean as a matter of illuetra-.1 tion. This is visible on a map in a room acroes the hall. There are some interesting aspects of this divisin ad you
are all welcome to take pot shot* at it.

4T
EDITOR'S MMT: A fold-out copy of Dr. Christy's map is inserted in the back cover of this volume. Additional copies
may be obtained for 11.00 each from the La of the See Institute. University of Rhodo Island, fingston, Rhode Island
02881.
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I ~SOMEK 0bSERVATIONS ONl ThE FUZZRE Mii Of WORLD] FtSNERItS A140 ThE NATURE OF THE OWNSUVAIION PROBLEM

Ray 1. Jackson
Assistant Director-General (Fisheries)

Food end Agriculture Orgnization of the United Nations
I My sbjct. -The future Growth of Wl-d Fiehertea and the Nature of the Conservation Prcbe--is both too large

and too rapidly rhanging to be dealt with comprehensively by met or perhbpe by any single person. It could well be theIitheme of see or more conference@. I will content myaelf with aking eume observations on the Subject, meontioningt first
present and future catch"s and their distribution, and then discussing to*e aspect. of the problms of conservation s, Ie hn I~Y

- IIt Is a cause for saw satiefaction to thoee engaged in fisery development that tho world catch has been in-
creasing at an average rate of 7 or S par cent annually in the two post-war daedes. We often observe that fish isaon* ofEthe few major sources of food whose production is outstripping the rate of human population growth. This is true, though
a&e may queation whetber fieharia smake a "&ajor" contribution to world food supplies today.

A few days ago 1 received a first estimte of the world catch for 1966. it is too early for official figures,
- bwt prelimainary, reports plus estimates indicate that the world catch will reach an all-time high of approximately 56 mill-

I=n mtric tmnat of marina and fresh-water fish. including crustaceans. molluscs. and othe mrine ietebr te Tis
* estimate excludes vhl scae. and plants. The incree over 1965 is about 6 par c: t. the 1965 catch being osacimatedi
*at 33 million tons.

SSome simple arithmetic showe that the marine portion of the catch for 196, if spread over the whole of theIworld ocean, amounts to about 1.2 pounds of fish per surface acre of ocean per year. After a suitable pout* to let that
statistic be scrutinized, one then points out that the average acre of ocean is 12.000 feet deep.

Such a figure can mislead on* to a lot of speculation, especially If It is compared with results obtained from
1intenaive cultivation of fiah In ponds where production of several thousands of pounda per acre per year can be obtained
* with present techniqus utilizing artificial (coding. but I suggest that after all due allowance for oceanic deaerts,

for goe-attiiation of most organisas, for Lack of knowledge of what Is actually there. such filtures indicate that an
* vrwh*a&a proportion of tea see& production of living material, animal as well as plant, in not utilized by man.

What is more relevant certainly is that over mst of the open oceans we do niot really know quantitatively what
form are present, we do not know how to catch them, and we could not afford to catch than if we knew how, which in
another way of saying that we do not want them very badly.

A number of students of the matter have come up with estimates of 200 million tons or thereabouts as the amount
of fish we ay expect to take from the ocean in the future. I have no quarrel with this figure as an estimate of what
my be taken under a particular met of assumptions, particularly concerning whet species and sizes of fish and ocher ani-
mals can be economically harvested--but other, quite reasonable assumptions can give quite different estimates.

It sesm certain that increased catches of this order of magnitude will require dramatic additional changes in
an industry that Is already in the process of rapid change. A number of marine fishery scientists have noted that the

*catches from mot of the major stocks in the Northern Atlantic and Pacific of desired species cannot be significantly in-
crosed. From seeral of these stocks a average catch not very different from the present could be taken with consider-
ably loe finhicg. The lest major cod stock in the North Atlantic, the cod off Labrador, is now heavily fished. There
are grounds for concern about the level of exploitation of the trawlable stocks off West Africa and off Southwest Africa

and South Africa,
while emma of theae fear* may bs premature and while there ta no doubt that new grounds will be found and that

a" stocks ay be exploioted on known grounds--it may be said that the present rats of increase of catch canot be m~in-
talmed foir many years, on the types of fish now preferred (cod, hake, tuna, breass ,etce.). Increased catthes in the

f uture will be taken from the smaller schooling species, the herrings, mnchovetes.% and also from others little utilized
at present. S uch form even today account for nearly half of the marina catch and have supported most of tho Increase In
world catch In the Last decade or moe. Capturing and marketing fish of these species offers bcth advantages and disad-
vantages. They concentrate naturally, which is essential for presnt methods of harvesting. They aes low In the food-
chain and thus can graze directly or one step removed on the plant life of the sea.

At present mest of the 6mall fiah*& are, used for Indus trial put-posse--the production of mal to be used as a

ly said, a chicken on the farm is probably a more efficient device for conversion of low-value protein mterirl Into high
value food than a tuna or a salm. Also at present the practical choice io between not using the Peruvian anchovetsaet
all1, and using it for animal fesding. All of us would agree that given the Shortage of protein in many parts of the
world affecting Perhas two-thirds of mankind, It is desirable that fish protein be fed directly to people. But mankind
ham shown little ability to date to solve the problems of p-oduci. development, marketing, and economics that ste involved.

Although the use of the small fish of the sea suet be expanded within narrow limits of cost and Profit, the
ateady increase of world population, the advancing technologies of capture and product preparation, A the spreading

reags of the importance of anial protein in human diet create a situation in which this food aource should set in-
creesing diand--perhape at some expense to the abundance of some of the stocks of the sea's certtivores- the gunes.
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salons, and others for which these smeall fishes ere a major food supply. There will be many problems in catching, pro-
cesming, and marketins, but this paper will be concerned principally with the probiems directly concerned with the re-
source ard its mnement.

Perhaps one can cnaclude, at least for purposes of argumat. that most of the increased catches of arnie fish
in the future viii come from the smaller, more abundant, less desired and therefore less valuable species. One may also
conclude that, since the fish of the sea are hunted and not husbanded, the level and the stability of the catch viii de-

nend, on the one hand, on the great improvement of hunting techniques and, on the other hood, on the Successful develop-
sent and enforcement of the game lws--the conservatios system--to ensure that the potential resourcei are not vested by
too such. or the wrong kind of fishing.

11i NATU'RE OF THE CONSFRVATIUM PROBLEM

The problem -f fisheries conservation in the broad sense, consists of two interacting complexes or galaxies of
problemos neither of which we very well underetand or control.

The firit group of problem are those involving primarily knowledge: Of what kinds of fish there are, how many.
how they react to being fished (that is, how many can be caught), how they Interrelae with each other, how different
years and sesons affect their abundance.

The second group of problem which forms part of a ystesm of fisheries conservation or amagement begins with 4
technology ane ends with international poltrisc, with elements of science, economics, national and international low, and
sociology a other important components.

Perhaps we can begin with an approximation of where tish are taken in the sea. Date on this factor are sadly
lacking and indeed greatly improved catch and effort statistics became sore ad more essential as we approach production
limits of more and more stocks. (I shall say more about this in a moment.) Members of the staff of the Department of
Fisheries of FAD in response to my question have suggested that a rough grouping of location of capture of the world's
catch of 47 million tons of marine animals in 1965 might be as follows:

(a) coastal. occurring close Inshore along the coasts of one
country (molluscs, some crustaceans, etc.) ...... .................. ... 2-1/2 million tons

(b) offshore, occurring off the coast of only one country
(not too migratory fish, living off the coact of a
large country) ....... ..... ................................ .4 million tons

(c) offshore, occurring, at different times, off the coasts
of several countries (demersal. and most pelagic fish
other than (b)) ...... ........ ................................ 35 million tone

(d) oceanic, occurring at some time outside even the widest
limits (whales, tuna, salmon, some herring) ..... ........... ...... .. 5-1/2 million to

Note; Coastel in this aense means close inshoru In depths up to around 10 fatho"; offshore Includes the watere beyond
the coasteal sone up to, roughly, the limits of the continental shelf, say 200 fathom, j

Ihis tab..ation underestimates the ctonomic contribution of oceanic fish, s.nce many of them attract very highprices.

.Clearly. the question of whether fish from the sme bloogical populstion unit may be captured within one or
more then one notional jurisdiction or in sme cumbination with locations of capture on the high seas (i.e., outside of
national jurisdiction) will have much effect both on the nature of the conservation problem and on its solution.

As some criteria for judging whether a program of fishery management (conservation) is being successful, the
following three points may be considered:

(1) Does It ensure that the effect of fishing--the fishing mortality--on a tesvily fished
stock does not increase so much as to so reduce the abntdance of the stock that the

yield from it is substantially reduced.

(2) Does it permit the allowable amount of fishing to be carried out efficiently.

(3) Does it permit the full development of fisheries on un- or undor-exploited stocks in Che
same waters, and encourage measures of resource protection and improvement.

This is nut, however, a comprehensive list of requirements for successful management.

Before beginning a discussion of sme of the broader aspects of fisheries conservation in the future I should
like to drw special attention to some of the fundamental requirements of any conservation measures-- requirments that
become more iportant as the level of exploitation increases and a the fishing power, mobility and versatility of ves-
sels and gear also ln rese. There is first of oil the need for improved statistics of catch and effort--almost all the
knowledge a scientist has of a stock of fish In the quantitative sense cases from calculations based on commercial catch
and effort statistics and from size and growth rate information based on catch sasples. FAO obtains and compiles and
distributes official statistics from our member countries and from other sources. All who use these Jata are generous in
pointing out both titeir value and their shortcomings and we sgree.
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to suppleent and improve an the estimates of population size and response to the fisery calculated From catch
I ad effort statistics, it is desirable to develop methods of rapid and direct assessment of abundance of major stocks.r

In my view the range, mwbility. spted, and analytical power of the fisheries scientists are falling steadily behind the
fleets and the Industrits they serve, There io need not only for rapid asseassment techniiques but fur a new o rder o f kill-T

I itude in research. The world supply of fishery research workers Is small. inadequate to meet demands and t ends to hr
-Qcacenltrated in a handful of cauntrie. The fishing vessels are moving further, faster, the gear changes are so rapid
that the reference base for population estimates requires constant changes. As I look aroutid this room I see a nnimber of
'a who a In cometition for scientific manpower. All of us suffer from lack of Funds to keep essential activities go-
tag--all of us can dafine problem areas Of great Importance that we cannot enter.

Attempts to solve most management problems have foundered on the question of limitation of effort and the nagt-Initude of difficulties that develop where entry Is not controlled. This question is compounided In the multi-nations)
fisheries aidce the"e must be complete, or almost complete, agreement among all the countries concerned to restric. their
effort, mid even then such areeiment can be frustrated by new countries entering the fishery.

We aunt do these things bearing always in mind that we desire a cijntinuous and ADtnificant ex ansion in total
SALSb.--conservation measures for particular stocks should not Inhibit the exploration and utilixstlon of new fisheries.
Therm are several examles where such inhibition loss in fact otcurred.

The status of national jurisdiction over fisheries has changed and continues to change rapidly mince 1958; 1
have some tablesg which show the currant jurisdiction* as far as our world-wide enquiry has brought responses. A summsary

I based on data from a year ago shows 15 nations claiming 3 miles; 10 claiming I to 10 miles; 49 claiming 12 miles and
17 nations claiming from 12 miles upward to 200. (Twenity-three Lnited Nations members have no asa coast..) Shigeru Ode

has recently said that Japan is the only real fishing state that still belongs to the three-mile group.

At this point it should be stressed that PAO takes no position with respect to the extert of the territorial
sea, the contiguous tone, or the extent of jurisdiction over fisheries. our memers cover the full range of positions on
thee matters. Rather, our interest Is in the advancing of fisheries development, nationally and internstionally, the
Increasing of production on a sustainable basis. We are engagted in eatablI-hing systems and bodies for International co-
operationk in fisheris development. We are interested in a stable situation with respect to fishing limits in order that

IIt can be knomn for a sufficient period ahead so that the investment and increased effort required to give Increased pro-
- ductlin can take plate.

We do not advocate any particular limit, but we must be against underfiahina asr well as overfishinR sa long as
- more protein food is needed.

It Is necessary, in many parts of the msa, to coordinate national and International research programs and con-
servation measurs. To an Increasing extent this needs to be done not only on a coastal basis, but. es fish and fisher-
am are shown to wander farther afield, on a multi-national coastal and non-coastal basis. Although I am inclined to
think that extreme distant water fishing. of the kind for example that giveii South Korea the largest high seas tuna
fleet in the Atlantic. may phase out when coestal countries begin real competition--there reamin many areas where f isi-
erman are congregating from all parts of the globe and even rudimentary mechanisms for Interniational cooperation are
lacking.

PAO, with t',e constant policy advice and g~uidance of its thirty-cnsier nations Corrvlittee on Fisheries ((OFL)
has saved rapidly in the last several years to fill some of the more Important gaps in the geographic and species n~ap of

* world fisheries requiring international cooperation. A year ago, under FAO good offices An Atlantic tuna Lctiventicrn wam
- prepared In Rio de Janeiro, covering all species of tuna and tuna-like fishes of the Atlantic Ocean and its neighboring

as". The convention is open-ended, to all members of FAD, the US and any of its specialized agencies. It Is open no.w
for ratification or adherence. Seven ratifications or adherences are required--to date we hold one, that of the United
States.1 hope that within a year the first imeting of this body can he held.

t ~Last week the Louncil of FAO, an executive body of member nations, completed action thint originated wit" 10Ff,
to establish em International fisheries advisory body for the Indian Ocean and anoth~er for the multi-national f0slierirs

Iof the waters of the Esatern Lentral Atlantic off West Africa north of the mouth of the Congo River. This body will
replace the non-operative FAi-sponsored Regional Fisheicets Commisslon 'or Weiit Africa, .1,10. aar l~mitei in ru~~~t
to states holoing territory aLong the coast and which failed to convene a meeting because of political differences.

Soutlh of the mouth of the Congo, in the Southeast Atlantic. the Secretariat of FA0, on request of a member
state mid with guidance from COWL * will draft a treaty to cover the fit.heries of the sea area off South Africa and Southo-
wevst Africa where fifteen or more nations are engaged in the hake and other fisheries. After consultations with inet
ated states, FAD will convene a conference of plenipotentiaries t(, prepare a final version and open it for signature.

FIn this case, as in the case of the Atlantic Tuna Convention, the new body is not to be set up under the FA) Cznatitu-
cion, but will be an independemnt comnislon. Naturally we will cooperate and assist to the extent possible, as we
ay ttamsp, to do with all the regional bodies. The membership of COFI is so representative and so many senior fisheries
officers have taken pert In Its two meetings to date that we believe we can continue to supplement and not interfere with
saeisting regional bodies.

1
1By Mover 1. 1967, two more adherences or ratifications had been recorded, from Japan and South Africa.

FL
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One of the major conservation problems of the future lies in making the international regional fishery bodies
more .ffsctive end, In some cases. more flexible. It is unfortunate that on of the earliest and broadest of the inter-
natirnal bodies, the International Whaling Comission. end one with perhaps the simplest scientific problem, is concerned
vit'i a group of species with almost no capacity to compensate, except after many years, for the effects of overftishing.
T
hi exaple'givs little encouragement to developing coastal *totes to put the welfare of fisheries off their Photos in

the hands of similar bodies.

But much vorse--to my mind--is the fact that the mobility range and intensity of today's fishery and the rapid-
ity with which stocks come under heavy exploitation is leaving the scientist less and lees eble to obtain the data from
the commercial fisheries that constitute his principal research tool. There is need for much greeter support particular-
ly for the regional interntionl bodies (I find the continued inadequate support of the ?ATTC both inexcusable and d-
pressing). We are exploring means of international development fund financing of the research protram of regional inter-
national fishery bodies where other form of support are inadequate.

Hr. Chairman, I have no sumary for this collection of observations--I hays tended to emphasixe the ptobleas and

ignored the positive aspects of fishery development-- fish husbandry. the enhancement of fresh water fisheries, the ex-
citing development of new techniques of fishing and new species to be exploited, all giv promise of growth in fisheries
that will take place in spite of the problems that concern us and probably in directions that none of us can predict.

DISCUSSION

It was pointed out that while FAC has no policy on what the limit to national jurisdiction over fisheries ought
to be, it is vitally concerned with the effects of national limits on utilir tion, conservation systems. overflehing or
underfishing, and on kinds of regimes necessary for the rational use of the resources. FM3 has a constitutional obliga-
tion to sugment food supply, better the conditions of world populations, and insure better nutrition.
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INPAC? OP DISTAMT MAT1 0 COASTAL Vl tIURlS

Jab, Wadis
Staff

U.S. Senate Comerce Comittee

The specific sub ject of this pegr wud em to be perticularly important to relation to the them of the
191? LM of the Ie Itstitute Coeferemce--"The IPut of the Sea's Ieeourcee." There can be little ioubt that met of
the conflict betvme matinee ham etoemd from impact an4 conflict of distant water fleets on coastal fisheries end fisher-I en.

It woud sean proper to assume that we are talking sbout the world ocean rather then the adjacent or even
ever-adjeesat vters where U.S. fle veesels now operate or may operate, or vhere there might be preent or future Atern-
cm Latest. Amy diecussio of ocean harvest and the tme providing an orderly regime Ii increainSly becoming s matter

a of focusing mationel and Internatioeal Interest to light of growing world hunger problem.

tI the limited tim available On such a broad eubject. It appears that a treatment, for the moat part, of

Usited State interest in the eraa will be broad enough to allow discussion of mot of the problems which face both fish-
isa and coastal srates in the conederetion of the future of the resources of the world oceans.

lfortunately, It has been difficult to remain within the strict context of the assigned topic, end I must
aek not only the Indulgence of thos preest for frequent departures but, more important, the understaMding of other
panel spkoers for occasional crossing of topic bounderis.

Cootition "Wthin_2eers

When we use the term Impact we are probably thinking of the resultant conflict and competitior in the broad-
est arsea. Firt, tt tmight be well to classify Sear coetition into specific categories: competition "within geare" and

c-mpetittoo "etween gears."

Competition "within gears" occurs normally when two ot more nations are competing for resources in a cmon
area and the exploitation is accomplished with the sime or similar types of gst. An example might be the problem which
existed off the coat of the State of Washington duting 1966. In this instance both United States end Soviet vesecls were A
exploiting the hake resources adjacent to the Washington coast. Gear competition and minor conflict resulted due to the
large disparity between the towing power and fleet mies of the two nations. lssentielly, it appeared that the large
Soviet fleet, throuh the use of its greater toning power, was displacing the smaller, less powerful American vessels. A
emehat stmllar situation developed in recent years in the md-Atlantic bight, again between Soviet and Lnited States
vesels., where the rod hake resource has been taken in increasinp quantities by the Soviet fleet, while the Americas catch

has declined is almoet direct proportion. Here. however, the ituation eemi to stem more from the Soviets capturing the
resource prior to Its Inshore entry to the American fleets.

Another sample of competition within gear--and perhaps a classic--is that of the Soviet-Japanese set net
fisheries In the trting Sea. Here again both nations are exploiting a common resource in competition with each other and
both nations are uder restriction concerning the total yield that they might achieve; that is, the quota as established
In bilateral hesotiationa between Japan. the United States, and the Soviet Union. As a result of the rather restrictive
productive &roomd and the desire to achieve their share of the available king crab, each nation apparently overaaturstes
the area with gear. In this Instance we have competition for space on the productiva grounda and there is a resulting
Interference factor that diminishes the fishing effectivenesa of all the note set; that is, there to too such geSar for
the number of crabs. The result is the catch per met net drops.

in addition, there is an apparent loe of crabs as both narions may set more Sear than they can effectively
handle In what might be considered a proper time intervsl. In uther words, to insure their share of the catch they over-

saturate the grounds with Sear. thus insuring that the net occuples a certain effective area although they may not be able
to haul the met In the proper time span. Thus there is a higher sea of crabs due to death in the nets and fallout then

* would normally occur. In this Instance Seat competition results in waste of the resource, reduction In efficiency of the

gear. end overall economic loss to both parties concerned.

The projected solution, of course, is the separation of areas for each nation for exclusive fishing in any
* one year.

Competition "within Sear" basically represents prior occupancy and hence eltuinates the competitor. This is
true with pots, astlines, and similar equipment. Eseentially the first man nr vessels to an area can occupy all the

desirable flohIng locations and thus preenpt competition. This can occur within a fishing fleet or betveen the fishing
fleet# of two nations. All of these instances refer to competition "within gear" directed toward exploiting the asmt

- species.

Competition "Setween Gears"

Probably the most prevalent type of Sear conflict Is cometition betwon different types of fishing gear.

Typical is the conflict between trap and setline fishermen end the so-called mobile gears, such as trawls. In this in- a

stance the setline or trap fisherman, in theory, preempts an area to the mobile lear when a ground is saturated. In
V reality, then, it is a competition for fithint space that creates the problem.

both the trawler and the longliner went to fish the same grounds but perhaps for different objectives. The

trawler ay be exploiting ocean parch, pollock, or cod, while the longliner may be exploiting halibut and crab,
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respectively. The problem Is generated by nature which allows both specie, or a aeries of desirable species to occupy the

same geographic area during the amem time spen. in this instance there may be no real competition for resources betveen
nations, as the objectives are mutually exclusive. The problem reverts, then, to one of a real distribution of gears in
time, end how can nations effectively exploit or achieve their objectives without preempting the other or resulting in
loas of Sear to one or both nations involved?

There are no easy answers here, but there are a number of steps that have been taken to etnimige loeses bet-
ween gears. In thoe Instance* where the resources are not highly mobile, it in poseible to minLaitse ear conflict by
separating the time spos of fishing. This was done in the halibut trawl problem tn the Gulf of Alaska; that is, during
the period of Intense logline fishing on Albatross and Portlock blank the region was closed to trawling for several weak&
Another solution, of course, is effective marking of tre Sear and laying the lear out in certain patterns to minimize con-
flier "4th rrawl operators.

Finally, exclusive areas can be et up for pot or trawl operations as has been done in the king crab agree-
sent in the Bering Sea. Competition between Sear may also be the product of different gears being used to exploit the

asew species. There are numerous exanples of this, where sillnes, trails, and even purse seiners have been used to her-
veast the eae specile. The real problem here, however, cannot be differentiated between the types of things described
above, and basic to the problem is utilization of eec gear which preempts mobile gears from soe areas.

Recent U.S. Agreements

In order to ascertain the United States intent and direction in the area of fishing impact and resultant con-
flict, it would seem proper that we exasine in a general way some of the ngreements which we hove recently reached, or
attempted to reach, with some of the nation, whose fisheries are common with ours, on our coast or their$.

beginning about last July. a delegation of United States experts journeyed to the Soviet Union to discuss
eoe of the probleme arising from the presence of Russian trailers off the coasts of the United States. Significantly
enough, the Soviet Union refused to accept language to this effect, noting that the conflict was a mutual result from the
presence of both coastal and distant water fieets on the same ground.

Although this first meeting was prior to the enactment in Congress of the nine-alile fishery zAne extension
legislation, the question was in the minds of those present, and in ensuing negotiations became very much the center of
discussions.

It is true, of course, that in many caes we were thinking more of "who gets the fish," As some ;refer to
label It, than the issues as publicly expressed. But regardlese of underlying motive, the question of rules and rtghteo
and the Iewsct of df-',t fleets on coastal fleets and fisheries hae been the agenda Item.

Following the eariier meeting in ? focow we met again in November with the Soviete, this time to attempt to

agree as to what the problems were and what possible solutions might be used. Later, in Washington. D.C., an agreement
was reached covering the Pacific problem. Earlier tile month we continued a meeting with the Soviets in BoLon, just
prior to the annual eeting@ of the International Convention for the Northweat Atlantic Fisheries, in an effort to solve
some of the problems of concern in the aid-Atlantic bight area.

Similar meetingsa were Inaugurated with .apan during this period, and earlier this year an agreement was
reached in Tokyo with that nation spelling out individual reeponaibilities and providing, hopefully, some kind of balance
between privileges inside our newly-adopted nine-mile fishery zone, as well as some restrictions outside that area. With
both of these nations there was no reciprocity as far as limit privileges were concerned, for no American vessels are
fishing off either the Japanese or Soviet coasts.

Continuing discussions with Canada, however, are heavily concerned with the question of reciprocity, for both
nitions are engaged in fisheries off each others coasts. Thi was partially true in the recent ten-day session with Mex-
ico in Washington , D.C.. but Mexico tended to reject our suggestiontt. proclaiming that her fiehtrl.ea off our caata were
minivel. In the Mexican agreement, however, we might contend that reciprocity was present, for the element of the huge
United States market for Mexican shcimp was an ever-present consideration. The same situation exists in our discussions
with Canada.

Agreement vs. Precedent

In each of these discussions, whether recorded officially or not, there has been a background concern on the
part of those participating toward the poe.ibility of precedents established in an agreement, and the resultant effect
upon tie respective nation's role in fisheries off other shores. With the United States, our principal concern has been
for our distant water fleets for tuna and shrimp, although with Canads the bottom fisheries we enjoy off their shores are
going to be a matter of concern. The lev-1 or degres of fear as to precedent has not been equal, obviously, for such
nations as Japan and the Soviet Union, who fish off a major portion of the world's coastline, have much more to lode, or
gain, by the kind of agreement established. The United States, despite Its declining production In the stale of world
fishery production, still ranks a a leader in the area of International conduct and world fisheries organization affairs
participat in, and an agreement here is vital to a fishing nation a a means of proper precedeor in other areas.

What we must recognize is that the impact of the distant water fleets on the coastal fisheries--the subject
of this paper--may well be the key to the future of the sea's resources, the theme of this conference. For how we deal
with this proble As a leading world maritime power canot help but have strong effect on other nations, and may well con-
atitute the trend of world agreement in the fiture.
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Our Lack of Knoledge

First, logically, conservation must be considered when we discuss agreements, and this is the subject of a
sparate paper at the p.'vent forum. Certainly, conservation and maximum sustainable yield have been high in considers-

tion in the agreents t,ua far negotiated by the United States. There have been times, and there will he occasions in
the future, when the use of the word "conservation" will be practically interpreted and applied in an econom.c role, but
tie value of the ter will continue to cause its use in official agreement and treaty language.

Regardless of relative national political strengths, doreeric pressure, or even justice, the accepted basis
for determination of dispute rests upon adequate scientific data an to the extent of the stocks and potential sustainablo
yield. But all too often we have found that we know less about our adjacent resources than those who come from afar to
exploit them. This is not always true but it has occurred often cnojgh to be a matter of concern to this baac questioa
It io extremely difficult to discuss any fishery problem across the negotiating table without facts--scientiflcally

acceptable data--particularly when the area in q ustion is adjacent to our shores. Yet chi% is precisely the position itn
which we have found ourselves in relation to negotiation with the Soviet Union and Japan.

Divided United States Interest

In any discussion of distant water impact we must look to our o n national fishcry Interest, and herein lies
a problem for we ore a nation of divided Interest. This is not unusual, for a good manr of the fishing nations of the
world also have coastal fisheries and appropriate interests. Not so many, however, have such everly balanced Interests as

F we do between our distant and coastal fisheries. As a result--and I would emphasize that the record -ll show numerous
individual instances of one faction sacrificing to tho benefit of the other--we have had difficulty in achieving agree-
meat aS to what our national posture should be. On the one hand, our coastal fishe men, to a large degree, favor a 200-
ill zone, perhaps jurisdiction to the edge of the continental shelf, or a combination of both. (,n the other, the distant

water fishermen would rather retain the traditional three-mile terriorial sea as the outward boundary for fisheries. As
to agreements , the coastal fisheomen--assuLming the understandings reached are potentially beneficial--would like a short
term; the distant water interests, with the .me asmption, would prefer them to be of a longer duration.

Out of this divided interest some cloudy concepta are merging which do not necessarily reflect the desire of
either side, proposals which appear to come as a best alterntive to the circuntances. The recently-p4ased nine-aile
fishery zone law, for example, was not the predominant choice of the coastal fishery interests. and tiough thzir support
was a vital factor to Its passage, they have generally made it cleat that our present twelve-mile jurisdiction for fish-
eries should ue regarded only as a step toward broader esclusive claims of something like 200 miles.

Some factions within the distant water commnity appear today to be seeking a second-best position also,
recognizing world trends as they aret, and are talking in terms of United Nations control of the high seas, thus preventing
further jurisdictional claims. Needless to say, these reletive positions are the result of the subject of this paper,
"Tne Impact of Distant Water on Coastal Fisheries," and It Is well to recognize that the whole question is a fluid ons dn
whatever final *ldgmnt is made, It may not be based on the Utopian desire of either camp.

Interpretation of Existin Law4

Inhirent In the question of potential impact and conflict in this question of distant water and cosetal fish-
eries must be Che resolution of such problems as base lines, base periods, and phase outs. Few of these were totally re-
solved in the discumsions or Conventions at Ceneva In 1958 and 1960. It is true that a goodly part of international
marine low was codified or adopted in these two historic conferences, but even in the areas of solid agreement there ore
continuing problem of interpretation. "Innocent passage" is a timely example, and the mid-East crisis is an apt denon-
stration of the utilization of a particular interpretation for temporary advantaxe.

Within the fisheries community of the Unitet. States, of course, we have not had this degree o! interpretation
conflict, but rather the stance of the respective interasts. We have avoided a major confronration on some of these ques-
tio s by choosing the course of bilateral agreenents of relatively short duration. snd in r.nnc of !iesi aais ,av. v.
sought to either define what t'sdiltional rights are or how long they should endure. We hoe not sought duplication but
mere balance, although we have expressed a desire for consistency of precedent.

There are thc-e who claim that the United States has avoided the basic Issue of our fishery problems, nas
dodged meeting the real conflicts, and merely put them off for disposition by some ensuing generation. Despite the ob-
vioue motive. however, it would appear that we have token the position that each of the considerations has been individ-

ual and peculiar, and thereby Insolvable with any universal treatment a sought in Geneva in 1959 and 1960.

but in each of these agreeaments and discussions, the United States has consistently taken positions calculat-
ed to inflict the least possible damage on distant water fisheries, or, if that segment was the order of discussion, equal
constlderation to our own Important coastal fishery interests.

The QQestion of Relative Efficiency

From the earliest entry of foreign vessels aff our shores we have heard the consistent cry of the huge,
modern, and efficient foreigr Ships of the so-clled "invaders." and the resultant damage to our fisheries resources and

r-to the economy of our "decadent" fishing fleets. The American fishing fleet has been universally branded as too small in
number and Individual size and hopelessly obsolete. It would be improper to deny these charges in the instance of our
domestic vessels, but In the ares of pure economic efficiency there is a danger in such broad and universal reference, for
mamy of our vessels and fleets are m ong the highest unit producere in the world.
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First of all. there seem to be come kind of misconception in the relationship between respective ese of
vessel and efficiency. Granted, if we are to fish off distant shores. we would use larger vessels than we now operate
relatively close to shore. By the &ame token. however, these so-called efficient foreign operators do not use their
motherships or huge stern trawlers in their own coastal fisheries, for there are adjacent ports, anchorages, facilit

4
-a

and markets close by.

The Pacific Northwest trawl fleet, for example, with vessels in the sixty to eighty toot category, when
given a virtually unlimited market a few years ago clearly established their fitness and ability to harvest record quan-
tines on a catch-per-ean basis, and with a man-share and owner return more than comparable to shoreside employment or
investment.

A more recent example is the record being established by the ne ten-boat hake fleet out of Grays Harbor on
the Washington coast, where some of the vessels have pas!ed the millior, po.ind mark in individual production In just over
two weeks fishing. These vessels were not built for hake. but they have proven beyond doubt that they are neither anti-
quated or obsolete.

This is not to intimate that there is no need for upgrading or modprnizing our fishing fleets, or that we
nor look to larger vessels. It is merely a statement of oppositio. to ,te general statements which universally condemn
the American fishing vessels, and further propose that we should dup..-_-e the frreign fishing fleets off our shores with-
out consideration to efficimn-cy or regard to the distant water logistics involved.

Also, in considering relative efficiency, we must consider the needs of respective national interest. Car.
twinly, no United States fleet could economically operate in the same manner as the Soviet Union on many of the fisheries
now exploited.

Inevitable Ipact and Conflict

Recogniting this difference and isolating the individual problem, however. does not serve to solve the con-
flicts which .' now have or are likely to have in the future with distant water trawlers off our coastline. Ihe operation
of a huge harvesting fleet, together with support vessels, despite the proven usefulness of the nine-mils fishery zone,
cannot help but impair the efficiency and orderly harvest by the smaller coatal fishing vessels.

Our effort to date as a nation he been to resolve these conflicts or as many of them as possible through
the aforementioned bilateral agreements. we have made similar efforts for orderly harvest in a specific area through the
recent London Pol.cing Conference, though universal ratification if that agreement appears to be somewhat distant, if not
unlikely.

The argument posed that we should rush to sea with our smaller veseels to battle for fishing posit on on the
grounds with vessels many times our size may sound heroic to the shoreside observer. When you speak to the cap. in5 of
American fishing vessels who have been among these foreign fleets* their reluctance to return to the scene is not based
on any intrinsic lP.ck of courage, but rather stema from an unusual demonstration of common sense. The answer, therefore,
to S'ch problems must be found in setting aside areas for the domestic fisherman to prosper, whether this be done by ex-
tended jurisdiction or by area agreements. The lattrr course ia being pursued at the present time, but the national
coastal fishery clamor for broader jurisdiction is held back only by a present lack of confidence for success. Those who
might feel this situation will reirn static are not watching world fishery development or counting United Nations noses,
and the recent distant water suggeation for United Nations control of the high aes, is the best indication of that
group's concern for the future.

Present United States Bovernment policy points to the potential violation of t .u 1958 Geneva Conventions
to which we are signatory, as valid argument against an extension of Jurisdiction beyond tu. mi'q. r nust be
remembered, however, that until the 1951 World Court Decision between the United Kingdom ana ir-ay ae kind of
case was being made against change of the traditional three-mile limit. Granted the three-mi ,ccepted world
Isv# for a long time, it would be foolish to base the life of the twelve-mile trend on any a"h ple,.t , at least as far
as fisheries are concerned. The world fisheries harvest is expanding rapidly, and modern technology and world food needs
will force changes in law at an equal pace.

What Are The Alternatives?

The unilateral extension of fishery jurisdiction, United Nations control, or the negotiation of bilateral

or multilateral agreements are not the only alternatives being suggested. In each case, however, there is an automatic
cry that the concept of "Freedou of the Seas" may be restricted or violated. The question arises, however, with the
rapidly increasing harvest of the world oceans and some obviov', examples of ovarfiahing and resultant depletion, that
there most be a limit to this so-called freedom. Freedom tc deplete cannot be justified in a world that is becoming in-
creshingly hungry, and the once noble philosophy must be brought into the light and thoroughly examined.

The Congress of the United States has been regularly advised by fishery Interests and others throughout the
nation of methods to solve the conflict and impact of foreign fishing off our shores. The following are a few, sos re-
quiring mere unilateral action, others lending themselves to bilateral or multilateral agreement, and some neceseitating
the calling of a Third Conference on the Lin of the Sea:

1. Exteusion of jurisdiction.
a) Fishery son* of 200 miles
b) Fishery zone to the end of the continental shelf

c) A combination of (a) and (b)
d) Delimitation of fishing &ones by depth
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a) Sole jurisdiction and sovereignty to desired distance or depth
f) Expansion of the abstention principle
g) Demanding a larger share of resources based on developing need

E h) Establishment of narrow territorial sea with division of the high mean
by the United Nations In the manner of land distribution

i) Strengthening and iapleentaLion of the 1958 Geneva Conventions.

2.Hervesting and marketing restrictions
a) Catch quotas by area end species

b) Restriction of port use by the cosatal nation
c) Tariffs, quotas, duties on fisheries iportation

d) Preventing over-capitallstion by licensee, etc.
e) Gear restrictions, mash sites, etc.
f) T eses, license&, fees for distant water fishermen.

We night also choose the route of the Pacific Fur Seal Agresent, where Japan and Catas have forfeited
their pelagic fishery rights in exchange for a share of the United States and Soviet harvest.

Obvioualy the foregoing list is neither cneprehensive or complete, but gives some evidence of the aiversity
of thought toward achieving some answer to the problem. Maey of theme are wholly imprctical, but such a label has not
prevented fairly widespread support.

Enforcement and Dispute Settlement

Inherent in all of these proposals is the question of enforcement. It is fairly obvious that whatever
scheme may eventually be established to reduce the physical or economic impact of the distant water fleets on the coastal
fisheries, there must alt a cooperative attitude together with a firm and strict enforcement system. There are some
natious in the world that do not look kindly on the patrol or boarding of their fishing vssels by nationals of another
country, uithsr do they look with favor upon a universal or United Nations kind of enforcement arm.

Indeed, enforcement does not end merely with policing or arrest. The question of resolution of disputes is
equally knotty. There is no doubt that part of the failure of implsetation of one of the prime 1958 Geneva Conventions
rests with the question of compulsory arbitration. The World Court is not a useful instrument in this regard unless the A
parties to the dispute are prepared to voluntarily submit their problems.

Present Jurisdictional Trends

It would appear that were normal trends allowed to develop in world fisheries, the extended jurisdiction
course would be quite logical. The question would remain &s to timing, but It is increasingly apparent that such devel-
opment sury be much closer than soewe think. It is obvious, however, that there are many who fear such a trend for sub-
stantial and obvious reasons. and they can be expected to agitate or pressure alternatives. The expression of support
for division of the high sea by the United Nations Is just such an alternative approarh. For those who might think this
an idle or unlikely possibility, it might be well to study the development and growing support for the recent United
Nations Kesolution. It is particularly noteworthy that many of the basic proponents of this scheme have no interest it
fisheries impact, conflict or conservation whatsoever. Neither in their goal found in helping feed the hungry of the
world. They are launched on what appears to be a reasonably sound sethod of providing independent financing of the
United Nations--a method which they proclaim as essential to world peace. There are many of us who feel th&t the harvest
of the sea, used toward the alleviation of worlc hunger, may very well be more importaht toward the goal of peace then
the balling out of the United Nations, and further are concerned about some of the practical aspects of such management
and control by the United Nation.. Dr. W. H. Chapumn recently called attention to some of the problem of enforcement
and manaaement which might well take a disproportionate bits out of what is destined for the world organization.

It is quite obvious to most political observers that the United States government is not about to support
any moves for extendetd fishery jurisdiction beyond the present twelve miles. Neither is the current Congress in the

frame of mind to adopt such legislation .r the objections of this or any ensuing administration. This does not mean,
however, that the situation will not change, for a. mentioned before, the present world fisheries regime is far from
stable.

This leaves the route of a Third World Conference as a logical alternative for the protectionist or coastal
state interest. Such a conference would require leadership, however, and many would look to the United States for such
direction. Although the present attitude of the State Department in opposition to extended jurisdiction centers around
the proclsimed threatened violation of three of the 1958 Geneva Conventions, it is quite obvious that this is merely the
glib answer to forestall further question or effort from those who seek such expanded fishery ownership. The core of
the United States position, as usual, goes much deeper than our international fishery comaitments or interest. Once
again we are faced with the national security and world waterway needs which unspokenly block tha way of positive decia-
ion, just as they did an the two previous Geneva Conferences, and there are still a bruised and battered group of fish-
ery delegates to these conferences around to attest to the United States desire to trade fish for things which we be-
lieve were of loe value.

This Is eome distance from the suggested topic of this paper, an, yet to discuss the Impact of distant water

fishing on coastal interests it is necessary to know why conflict occurs, what we are presently doing, and some of the
fl-eretives which are being expressed.

P The scope of the suhject today does not permit the drawing of conclusions or the support of future direct-
ion. It would be hoped that discuasion periods would serve to bring such conclusions before the iuterestad legal and
fiehery people present.
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PROBLE4S OF ENFORCEMENT OF FISHERIES REG'IATIONS

A. J. Axlen
Department of Agriculzure and Fisheries

for Scot land
Edinburgh, Scotland

I feel I ought to start with two explanations. The first is since I happen to be in the employment of my
government what I ms going to say I made in my personal capacity and dnes not commit my government in any way. The
second I think has been set out in the abstract of my talk. As I was asked originally to discuss the problema of fith ry
policing, and to trace developments from the Convention of 1882 to th. recent fisheries policing conference, I thought it
as well to point out that "police" and "policing" as used in those connections have rather a different meaning from what
we understand by than now.

The titte.of the North Sea Convention of 1882, or rather Article I of that Convettion, stated that ita
object was to regulate the police of the fisheries of the North Sea. "Police" is there used in a somewhat archaic way
to mean good government and behavior. "Policd'and "policing" now I think usually are thought to mean something more than
chat; that is. they now refer to the arrangements for seeing that rules and regulations are observed or, in short, et-
forcement. I think I shall start with some reference to the earlier conventions and the recent fisheries policing con-
ference and then go on to the more general question of enforcement.

On the subject of good conduct nd behavior, it ts rather a truism to say that wherever fishermen from
more than one country operate on the ame fishing Arounds it is very desirable that there should be some loternetional
rules to prevent interference by the fishermen from one country with the operation of fishermen from another country or
countries; this was long realized in the United Kingdom where the fishing Rrounds are rather crowded with fishermen from
several nations. The matter wa first regulated in the Convention of 1839 between the United Kingdom and France, which
introduced aome regulations only for the waters between the coasts of the two countries, that ia to say the English hun-
nel. That settled matters there, but in the wider waters of the North Sea, where fishermen of several nations were oper-
sting, disputes and incidents were very common in the decaus which followed 1839 and by all accounts something akin to
active hostilities was rife. Wide use was maid to be made by trawlers of an implement known as the "devil," which was
designed for the sole purpose of cutting nete that were in the way of the trawlera; this was the result of the compar-
tiwv innovation of trawling, and its interference with the such older methods of drift-net fishing which was the comn
method of fishing for pelagic fish anywhere ir those days.

The disturbed conditions ceused the British government to seek the cooperation of other countries in pro-
viding a remedy. The result was the convening by the Netherlanda of a conference in the Rogue in 1881. The object of
that conference was to draw up rules for the conduct of fisheries in whot were called the ,ourtn waters of the North Sea,
and an initial difficulty arose over the need to define the area to which the regulations would apply. The matter was
settled by the inclusion in the resulting Convention of an article declariqg that the fivhermen of the contracting par-
ties had exclusive rights to fishing within three mtiles of the low water mark anld closing% lines across boys of not more

than ten miles wide. I mention this especially because it had important implications both for th, coverage of the Con-
vention and for laterevents. The rest of the Convention was taken up with rules of conduct and their enforcement.
There were about ten articles dealing with such things as marking of boats and gear; these were done in meticulous de-
tail, even prescribing the else of the letters and numbers, and the color of the paint--the oil paint at that--that Wee
to be used In putting them on to vessels. The middle section of the Convention dealt with the conduct of boats on the
fishing grounds, and included the more obvious Provisions, for eample, that fishermen should not make fast or hold onto
the boats. nets, or gear of other fiaherm n. It banned the use of the instruments to which I have referred and dealt
with the arrangements for disentangling noa and lines if they got foul of each other.

Perhaps the most noteworthy provision in this part of the Convention was that which enjoined trawl fisher-
men when in sight of drift net or line fishermen, to take all necessary steps to avoid doing injury to the latter, and
placed the resporuibility for any damage caused on the trawlers--unless they could prove that they were under stress of
compulsory circuastances or that the loss sustained was not their fault. It is, of course, raeeor.&ble that a special
responsibility should have been placed on trawlers who have their gear in motion and to some extent under control but
the bias. in favor of the older, passive methods of fishing, owed something to the fact that at that time trawling Wee a
comparatively new method of operation and was usually conducted from arge- and more powerful boats.

Toe remaining articles of the Convention dealt with eiforcraent of the rules. The superintendence of the
fisheries was placed in the hands of naval vessels of the contractin.4 partiea except Belgium, which could use any state-
owned ship provided it was under the tomand of a captain holding !! commission. The rules relating to marking of boats.
gear, and such like. were placed under the enforceent of national authorities, and it wes only the rules for the con-
duct of fiah-g on the fishing grounds which had an international element about them.

The powers which inspection ships could exercise with respect to fishing vessels of any nationality
covered by the Convention wJre set out in this part and included powers to investigate enfringement, to board veassels,
to obtain proof of offenses, end in grave cases to arreat a fishing vessel or me,-ers of its crew. Comanders could
also, with the consent of the parties, arbitrate ,ecveen them at sea. I am not going to say much about how theme pro-
visions have worked in practice, mainly because the Conventiou, aet up no centtalied internationai body to aupervise its
application. When i'a international enforcement provlsions have been invoked it has usually bee6n on a bilateral basis
and it is extremely difficult to obtain specific infor-mtito on the subject. I think it would ba true to say. however,
that the occasions on which the powers of arrest have ben used by a vessel of one country over a vessal of another
country, have been very few and far between, and that the chief value of the power of arreast contained io the Convention
lay in ita deterrent effect. It is aleo true that the enforcement of many of the provisione of the Convention was in
the hands of national authorities. The Convention was, in (act, embodied in national law, and although much of the w-
forrement we do nowadays stems from the Convention it is not labeled as such.
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It is also true teat incidents between fishermen of different countries usually take place when there is
no policeman around; such incidents usually resolve themselves into claims for damage which are pursued through ordinary
channels. So the fact that the interiational provisions of the Convention have not been used .ery extensively does not
man that the Convention did not have a go"J effect. Its coverage, however, wss rather small; it applied only to the
North Sea s defined, and only six countries subscribed to it. Norway and Sweden, which at that time were united in one

kingdom, participated In the Conference but did not subscribe to the Convention because they could not accept the fish-
try limits defined to the way to which I hawe referred. Although provision was made for their adherence at a later date,

they never did so. But although the coverage was limited I think there can be little doubt that the Convention of 1882
wa an iiportant landmark In the progress towards orderly conduct In international fisheries, and that it set a pattern
of behavior whlch by and large cow to be accepted by fishermen generally. whether they belonged to the signatory states
or not.

This does not meam, of course, that incidents and disputes no longer occurred. Far fro it. They are
moet liable to arise whem large fleets of mixed nationality congregate on some favored fishing ground. Wie have found
that when these concentrations can be foreseen, It helps to have the area patrolled by a protection ship, even though it
has no specific powers in relation to many of the fishing vessels which are there since they do not belong to any of the
eigntory states. But it has 'song been felt that the situatiu~n could be improved if the coverage of the Convention were
wider, and this brings me to a consideration of later events,

The provisions of the 1882 Convention coucerving fishery limits may in fact be said to have ha-. a direct
effect on the recent Policing Conference in London. As a preliminary to the evolution of the new regise of fishery
limito embodied in the European Fisheries Convention of 1964 the United Kingdom withdrew from the 1882 Convention, and
it was at the Conference convened for the purpose of that Convention that the idea emerged that attempts should he made
to replace the 1882 Convention by a now one which it was hoped would bring its provisions up-to-date and give it a wider
coverage both In the area of its application and the number of participating countries. In fact, with this object in
vlw the Confarence dealing with the European Fisheries Convontion passed a resolution requesting the United Kindcom to
Invite all countries participating in the Northeast Atlantic fisheries, as well as Canada and the United States, to send
repreentatives to a preparatory technical conference. The United Kingdom did so in 1965 and thereafter convened what is
called the Fisheries Policing Conference,which held six sessions in 1966 and 1967. Representatives from eighteer coun-
tries, Including Canada and the United States, took part, and an agreement was finally reached at the last session in
March this year on the term of a draft convention covering the whole North Atlantic. This was adopted at referendum.
The Couveetiou was open for eignature on 1 Junz, and will remain so until 30 Movember. Thereafter it will require rati-
fication by at least ten signatories before it toters into force.

One must be careful not to assume, therefore, that it is a fait accompli. Nevertheless, I think It i
reasonle to regard agreement on the draft Convention amng representatives of so many countries whose practieis and
Interests differ, " a substantial achievement which auturs well for the future. Perhnps it would be desirable to take
a brief look at what this Convention provides. I would mention here that steps were taken to avoid the ambiguity about
policing, because the Convention is called the Convention on Conduct of Fishing Operations In the North Atlantic. it
does not use the word "policing."

The geographical scope of the new Convention is very much wider than that of 1882, and unlike its yee--

ceasor it applies both within and without the fishery limits. The scope of its content Is however very much the same as
that of the earlier one--in the marking of boats and Sear and rules covering operation of fishing boats. Generally
speaking the detailed rules are set out in annexes, while the body of the Convention deals with the governing principles,
with the obligations of government, and particularly with arrangements for international inspection and enforcement. I
an not going to m-ke a detailed comparison of its provisions with the earlier Convention. but I think It might be well
to pick out one or two of the features of the new Convention.

in dealing with the marking of bosts and gear, I m lad to say it does so in much less meticulous detail.

This va pertly because It was found very difficult to reach agreement among eighteen countries as to the precise Way in

which to put the name of a boat on its tows, or its stern, or amid-ships, and to the color in which these names were
painted, so the Convention does tir in p.enera ter',. (In the marsing of gear, however, I think it Is a little bit Msore
specific than the older Convontion--partly because experience has shown this to be necessary and partly because it takes
account of the now fishing methods that have been developed since 1882. The point that I mentioned earlier that this
Convention applies inside fishery limits is perhaps worth mentloning specially. There was a good deal of discussion at
the conterenca as to whether general rules should apply only outside fishery limits or. as the jargon has it, "from
coast to coast." It was argued that although within fishery liLits fishing may often be confined to vessels of the
coastal state, this Is not always so; In any case it sight be helpful to shipping generally if the sime rules (for
example, thosa relating to marking of gear and lights) could apply inside as well as outside fishery limts. On the

other hand, several countries felt that it would be difficult to apply the general rules Inside a fishing limit
especially to mall boats which in practice say rarely, if ever, go outside the limits. In any event, it was agreed that

the general rules should apply from coast to coast, but that the coastal state should have power to make special rules
and exemptions for vessels and gear which by reason of their site or type operate or are set only in coastal waters.

Enforcement is perhaps the most important part of the Convention and there are two aspects of this. The
S fitst concerns the obligations of contracting states with respect to their own vessels, while the second concerns Inter-
Snational arrangements. On the first, the Convention includes the customary provision that the contracting states under-

take to take appropriate measures to implement and enforce the Convention on their own vessels, but there was a good
deal of argument on the question of jurisdiction In the cases where vessels from one country are allowed ro fish within

the fisher? limits of snother. I don't think I need to go into that here. and I will pass on to the internationalI arrangements.
The principle was accepted, as In the earlier Convention, that there 3hould he International arrangements

on the high seas to secure observance of the Convention under which duly atthorised officers of any contracting state
can exercise power with regard to fishing vessels of any other contracting state. The underlying thought is, of course.
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that An this way greeter resources of control can be brought to beer than any one country can apply to its own vassels on
the high sees end that this principle would help to Insure that control was applied uniformly to the fiehermen of differ-
ant countries. The dominant mood of the conference, however, was that actions of inspecting officers of one country
with regard to fishermen of another country should be very closely defined. Such actions should be confined to what is
strictly necesesry to detect onfrlngements and report them to the flag stat., in order to reduce to a minimum interfer-
ence with the fishing operations. The arrangements set out in the Convention therefore specify In so"e detail the powers
that authorized officers may exercise in relatoin to vessels of another flag state. In passing I should mention that
these officers must be carried in ships, though not necessarily navel or inspection ships. They can be carried in fish-
ing vessels. There was a good deal of discussion about the use of aircraft for inspection purposes but this ws not iier-
*itted. (I will say a little more about that later on.)

The authorized officers are given the general duty to inquire into end report on Infringements, end to
seek information. In cases of damage, where they a,&ve reason to believe that the vessel is not complying with the Con-
vention, an authorizead officer is empowered to seek Information from the vessel. If the matter Is sufficiently serious--
and 7 am more or less quoting here--he ma" order the vessel to stop. and then, only If It is necessary to verify facts.
say he board the vessel. Now seme of you may think that this !a very restrictive in the light of some other conventions
which are not nearly so specific. In all cases authorized officers are required to report their findings on a prescribed
form tc the competent authorities in the flag state, and contracting states are obliged to consider and act on these re-
ports on the same basis as reports of their own nationsl officers. It follows that any proceedings resulting from the
report of an officer would be taken in the courts of tha flag state. There we considerable discussion about the need to
secure uniformity of treatment at this stage. It was recognized, however, that there was consiJerable divergence of
practice and procedure In different countries, and that what is sufficient evidence to secure a conviction in one country
say be quite insufficient in others. For this reaaon the Convention provides that contracting states need not give a re-
port of a foreign authorized offilr a higher evidential value than it would possess in the authorized officer's own coun-
try. For the mame reason complete uniformity of treatmont may be difficult to secure but the Convention obliges contract-
ing states to collaborate in order to facilitate jui icial or other proceedings.

I should perhaps say at this stage that some countries had considerable reservations about these inter-
national inspection arrangements. They were persuaded to accept them as part of the Convention only at the ccat of In-
cluding in the Convention the specific power of reservation in regard to them, so here is one reason for not expecting
Chat these international arrangements may operate fully between all the signatory countries. but it is hoped that very
few countries will make use of this reservation.

In passing I might say again that this new Convention does not include the power of arrest or seature of a
ressel. There was a good deal of argument about this too at the Conference and there vere some countries who thought
that a Convention which did not Include such powera would have no teeth in it. On the other hand, it was pointed out
with some justice that similar powers in the 1882 Convention had very rarely been used, and the upshot was that these
powers were left out. But it is interesting in this connection to note the several international conventions in the Fe-
cific which do include this power of arrest; two of them I think have been exercised within the last two years. Maybe
it is easier in the Pacific than it is in the Atlantic to get agreement on these matters.

Time alone will show whether the provirions of the new Convention will be effectively enforced. My own
experience with the enforcement of the domestic regulations in national waters leaves ma to think that fishermaen sre as
good a any at taking liberties with the law when they get the chance, and of behaving as they should when there sa a
policemen around. Accordingly, the observance of rules is best insured by employing as large a police force as possible
in the wide areas of sea where fishermen operate. I believe, therefore, that if the international enforcement arrange-
Cents I have described are put Into operation, they will prove their worth and be beneficial to the peaceful and orderly
conduct of fishing. j

So %uh for rules of conduct. It is just as important, of course, to enforce other rules such as conser-
vation regulations in the North Atlantic. We now have two regulatory comissions, one on each side of the ocean. To
date, only regulations on rinim a s eh elie are enforces oo either si.;e of tie Atlantic, with the eaception that on the
eastern side there are minimum sizes of fish laid down also. The primary responsibility for enforcement of these meas-

ures rests with tht flag state, but it has long been felt desirable to supplement these with international Inspection
arrangements. The Northeast Atlantic Fisheries Convention of 1959. therefore, empowered the Coomission it established.
called NEAF for short. to recomeend international measures of control on the high sees. The corresponding commission for
the Northwest. ICNAF, does not at present have similar ;p.ers but it is in the course of getting them. After a good deal
of preliminary consideration, NEAF at its meeting in Kay of this year reached agreement on recoemendation* to governments
that international inspection arrangements should he established. This recommendation is s111 open to objection by
governuents, and the arrangement cannot in any case come into operation until 1969, so here again one Is talking about
the future. Nevertheless, I think the adoption of this recommendstion by the Commission is important as a definite step
forward, as a first example of enforcement of conservation measures in a general fishery situation. I say "general" be-
cause the other esamples that there are apply mostly to rather special situations.

I shell not describe the arrangements adopted by N.AP in detail, elthough there ere several comments I
should like to make. First, the arrangements have much in common with the arrangements I have already described under

the new Convention, partly because they were incubated over very much the same period of time during the last two years.
It is possible that the same officers will be authorized by some countries for the purposes of both, and I venture to
hope that as the two schemes develop they will, ao to speak, fertilize each other to the advantage of both and strengthen
the both. Secondly, arrangement* provide that the contracting states inform the Commission in advance of their pro-
visional plans for participating in these joint arrangements sod allow the Commission to make suggestions for the coor-
dination of national operaeions, including the niber of inspectors and ships to be used. This provision stems partly
from the fear expressed by some countries that the whole scheme might be uneven in effect as between different contri-..
This is a very real fear in some countries, and to guard against it the scheme allows pairs of countries to agree bi-
laterally and between themselves on adjustment of plas, and to suspend the operation of the scheme until adjustments
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have be" imads to their mutual satisfaction. This is an Important point because several countries will not accept the
Smoral arrangements s they stand without a lot of bilateral adjustsmt.

,tui provision that I wes referring to about the plane being submitted to a isisloo also provides the
wmmie (and this is perhaps the most important point) for coordinated atrangements to be made. This may take some time
to shake out is practice, but it soo to me that here at lesat are the seeds of wh.t you might call a truly internation-
al polciag scheme. In this respect the existence of the Comission s the father of them* arrangements provides oppor-

t wittles which do nt eist inder the Policing Convention, if I may so call it, because there is no central body under
that Comissios to coordinate arrangements.

The new joint !'sr-ton sevote mey be especially valuable in relation to mesh regulations in two differ-
mat ways. First, however well the*2 regulations are enforced at the national level (which broadly means enforcement
whom the boats are in port). It is difficult to be sure that the regulations are always observed when the veasels are
fishing, partly because the regulations themslves necessarily have many exceptions for fishing for particular species.
ad partly because it is well known that there are practices which In affect nullify minimus mesh regulations. Second.

It io cmmonly maid thet fishermn are inclined to believe that the regulations are esforced more strictly on themselves
then they are on fishervin of other countries. International inspection arrangements may do much to remove the cause of
such fears if they are wall fouaded. and at lest make it clear that the regulations are uniformly enforced or run.
This. I think, is more important than it may sound, for the acceptance of any law or regulation and its proper obsery-
uacA depends a great deal oo whether it Is believed to be fair. This is a point which may be Important in relation to
afa types of cou ervation measures which may be Introduced in the future.

We ore at or nearly at, should I say, the threshold of now conservation regimes, for it is widely recog-
nised that in many situations on the high seas regulation of mashes alone is insufficient to secure conservation of
stocks. to fact, there is a god deal of evidence that their effect can be greatly reduced if not nullified altogether
by the build-u of fishing effort. In the North Atlartic both Cinsiono have been worried on this score and have be-
sun to consider vaya mod mama of cuabsting the trouble either through effort regulations or by catch quotas. One can
nly speculate on how theme ideas will take shape en4 how quickly. I am here talking about the present regime because
in international affairs thera have been a good many things that have beer, said about now regimes or possibly are going
to be said about new regimes.

One of the diffliculties is, of course, that there are as yet no generally-accepted units in which fishing
effort cm be measured. For this reason It may be easier to regulate effort by means of catch quotas, yet it must be
recognised that howervet regulation ie done there may be difficulties of enforcement to insure that the effect of the
masures adopted matches the requirements of the situation on the fishing grounds. Catch controls can easily enough in-
sure that the total overall catch by national fishing fleets is at an acceptable level, but with highly mobile fleets it
may be difficult to make sure that too ouch is not taken in one area where the stocks are under strain. With direct con-
trol of fishing effort it may be equally difficult to insure that too such effort is not devoted to particular areas.
Pot these reasons it may in the and of the day become necesser. to evolve more refined methods of control. Neither
catch utrol nor regulation of effort. in their present rather rudimentary form, or form being talked of, land them-
sves Lo International control measures; since you can't very well check the catches of a fishing vessel on the high
seas. it is rather meaningless to set up such controls. Fquallv, you can't very well test whether or not if you see a
fiehing vassel in a particular area, its catch t within the iimits of the national quota. These things can only be
dome centrally, unless your scheme of regulations i very detailed. Indeed, it ie not possible to conceive detailed
arrangements, whereby you might license fishing vessels for particular ares. which would lend themselves to inter-
national control; this is perhaps one of the things that ought to be kept in mind in further consideration of this ques-
tion.

I a talking here about the general fisheries situation, because in special situations I think you can
do these things with considerable effect. Thor* are, of course, other ways of conserving stocks and both North Atlantic
Comalsitns are empowered to recommend closed areas or closed seasons, but in teneral these methods have not appealed.
I don't want to diacuss the merits of such conservation measures except to note that these are among the eastest conser-
Vatio measuree to enforce. You cn see whether fishing vessels are in an ares where they should not be. although in
practice there still may be complications. When you have a line of demarcation to enforce, on one side of which certain
boats are allowed to fish and on the other side they are not, we often have difficulties in Insuring that the line is
observed; if tne boats can legitimately fish on one side of the line, and if the policeman doesn't happen to be around.
they can easily hop across onto the other side. Our fishermen have a very good bush telegraph service, so they have a
pretty good indication of where the policeman are At any one ties, and we have to exercise a great deal of Ingenuity to
overcome this. Aircraft can help us in this connection--which brings me back to what I said earlier--although they are
not such use in bringing vessels to book, You can't very easily board a fishing boat from aircraft without some coop-
oration from tne fishermen themselves. We do find, however, that aircraft are very useful in making quick reconneis-
minces of are" and that aircraft can be used in cooperation with surface craft to direct them to the right places and
to keep probable offenders under survey until the surface craft arrives. I venture to think if closed areas were adopted
Internationally Am conservation measures and if the areas concerned are rather large, there sight be considerable diffl-
culty in policing them.

DISCUSSION

Notice was taken of the slow progress ir the Atlantic In implementing international fisheries agreements

because of the lack of effective monitoring provisiona. Many American fishermen feel that international regulations are
not being enforced by certain other nations and thus these fishermen are reluctant to abide by the regulations them-
as ves.
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The interest of economists wsa first drawn to the marine fisheries by serious evidences of economic weakness
in the performance of the industries based on them. Despite a growing web of regulation, a number of important comer-
cial fisheries had been seriously depleted over the years. Incomes in most commercial fisheries are relatively low, and
very few sees to yield adequate profits to entrepreneurs once the first flush of production from virgin stocks Is over.

Perversely. the most serious difficulties apper in fisheries where the value of the snd products is highest relative to
the cost of harvest. Finally. there is much perplexity and concern over the simultaneous existence on the one hand of
large undeveloped stocks of marine fish that could provide urgently needed protein foods end on the other of different
marine stocks P.bject to severe overexploitation.

The reasons for these anomslous results have been analyzed carefully in previous papers, and only a brief re-
capituletion ts called for. If a fishery were subject to unified control (which amounts to saying if It were owned by
someone), the conditions for Optimal utilizeation of the resource would differ from those of other natural resource-

oriented firma and industries nly in the high degree of uncertainty about input-output relations characteristic of fish-
erles, But ownership in any meaningful sense is almost never possible In marine fisheries. The physical difficulty of

delineating and holding claims to specific stocks of mobile animals in the sea, together with a long standing predilection
for freedom of entry, both International and national, have made most of the world's high-ses fisheries comon-property
resources, eccesslble to anyone capable of mounting the technical effort required.

The results of this situation are inevitable and undesirable. As long a there is a gap between expected re-

turns and expected costs (i.e., as long as there is any net rent to be realised), new firm will be attracted to the fish-
ery, even if the resource is already being exploited to the point where further increases in effort produce no increase in
output, In technical terms, there is an isportant external effect which is not and cannot be recognized by any Individual
vessel or fleet operator: the level of fishing mortalitv in the current period has important effects on the total weight
and size composition of the catch that can be taken at a future date. In this sense, a fish stock is comparable to a

growing forest. The significant difference Is that the owner of a forest can decide between today's and tomorrow's har-
vests wheres the fisherman, operating in a completely open-access industry, simply cannot make these decisions, even if
the necessary biological information were available to him. The fish that he does not catch today will not be available,
larger and in more marketable form, in the future. They will simply end up In the nets of a competitor.

Given particularly favorable relations between the prices of end products and the costs of fishing, it is
perfectly possible for equilibrium to be reached only at levels of fishing effort at which marginal physical prcduct is
negative. From any point of vieu, biological or economic, it makes no sense for a fishery to reach s steady state p-35i-
tion under circumstances In which a reduction of effort (and cost) would result In an increase in phyelcal output (nd
dollar revenue). Yet tlia is precisely the sltuation that prevails in many of the heavily exploited species of fisheries
of the Atlantic and Pacific, and it threatens to become the general situation throughout moSt of the world's demersal and

anadroous fisheries (and perhaps in some of the pelagic a well).

The situation becomes more complicated, though not altered in any basic respect, when the high seas fishery
ix interrnational ra he then national. The obvious complications are: (1) different nations with different incomes,
tastes, and pr ferences will not have identical demand for fish; and (2) relative prices of labor, capital, and management
wil diffcr among countries, giving rise to differenlt optimal combinations for greatest efficiency of fishing operations.
Clearly. then, no single set of deelioSn as to the level of fishlng effort, the types of geat to be employed, and the
fish to be harvested will be ideel from the standpoint of every participating nation. In addition, the distribution of
the resulting catch remains unresolved evtn If the nations could agree on the right level of total effort and the proper

ways of carrying it on. The problem is not merely one of maximizing the total economic yield from the resource and then
finding a way of dividing it. For some nations, moreover, the foreign exchange problem may be so severe as to dictate a
policy of pressing for a larger share, even if this results in a decline in the total catch. Severe unemployment prob-
lems in the fishing sector of a nation may give rise to the same kind of attitude.

Traditionalists among fisher, scientists feel that economists have been fr too pessimistic Ir, the analysis
sketched above. The skeptics fall into two classes: those who simply do not believe that the industry will behave In the
way indicated, and those who argue that the potential productivity of the living resources of the sea is so great that

only market limitations prevent Smas expansion of output without much danger of overfishing in the sense suggested in our
analysis. The latter argument has. by now, been pretty well d

4
uposed of in the literature. No one who ham followed the

course of fishery development on the high seas during the lat few decades can be unimlndful of the fact that severe over-
exploitation of some species can exis cheek by jowl with underutilization (or no utilization at all) of others. A fish

stock is, after all, a natura resource like many othera--an input in the productive processes, but only one of several.
The extent to which a given stock will be used is thus a matter of the intensity of demand for its end products and of

the aggregate cost of the activities necessary to produce them--flshing, processing, and marketing. The existence of

large unexploited and underexploited stocks of fish may well blunt the impact of overfishing on the more accessible and
desirable species through substitution effects and through the stimulus to improved technology crested by growing scarcitv
of thc more valuable fish. but there are limits to both effects. It has become abundantly clear that severe wastage of
labor and capital is incrtasing even more rapidly thln had been expected in sea fisheries subject to constrained supply
and intense demand.

Moreover, we find (to our great distress) that the bloeconomic model of s high seas fishery open to all
comers performs sbout as we had expected. A series of industry studies completed over the past decade without exception
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indicate the pattern of development outlined it the models referred to earlier. The only qualifications ore in the wrong
direction: an n'oted earlier, the lack of Sysmetry between entry to and *&it from the fishing industry see to result in
a symptomatLc tendency for capacity to overshoot the equilibritum level severely. resulting in deeper and more persistent
depression of iceme than the equillibritm model would predict. It it also clear that we underestimated the competitive
drive to increaae Oen nation's share of a static or dwbindling fishery by the building of larger seals with greater
range and fishing capacity. In the small boat fisheries, the effects of overcapacity and depressed earnings have typi-
cally been to block technological progresq; in soe cases "conseervation' regulatlons have been specifically usilgned to
prevent any improvement in the sweep efficiency of the Individual unit. But in other cases, most notably in the North
Atlantic, the relatively large, veal-financed fleets of some arket-oriented economies, as well am the new and highly
efficient vessels of the Soviet Union end Poland, are being spurred to greater and greater efforts to improve national
shares of a virtually static fishery by incresmes in the effectiveness as well s the number of fishing units.

How serious is the resulting economic waste? If no more weto at issue the, the argument that maxium sus-

taimed physical yield always results in a level of output higher than one should eek (aiSce the last units of effort
have a finite cost, hut produce additions to output approaching zero), ou- concern might be small indeed. But much more

than this is involved. Many of the most desirable resources of the see a,-e valuable enough relative to costs of produc-
tion so that very substantial aounts of exceas capacity indeed may be reuched before economic desperation brings the

process to an uneasy rest. The stakes are ouch too high to play the game with such ravaliler stupidity. Let we turn
briefly to some specific axamples.

Professor Giulio Pontecorvo and I have recently completed an economic anslysir of the Pacific salmon fish-

ary, a major purpose of which was to estimate the meount of economic vste existing in the fishery. Since the Pacific
ealoons, almost without exception, return to their spawning rivers as mature adults to complete the reproductive cycle
before dying, they are therefore accessible to several kinds of fishing gear while tightly concentrated in inshore waters.

They are, of course, among the highest-priced fish taken in salt water; and--unlke most marine fish--the anadromoum sal-
mn can easily be overfished to the point of complete physical extinction. The economic story of the development of tne
Pacific esalmon fishery can be told in one simple and appalling statistic--the total number of fishing unilt has tripled
over a period in which the total catch has daclined substantially. Moreover, the fiehe.y has developed under a variety
of severe restrictions, som having the avowed purpose of reducing the efficiency of the Indlvi dual unit, and others pro-
ducing the same effect indirectly.

It is isposible, with existing date, to make a prcdoe estimate of te potential net economic yield fro.
the fishery as a whole, i.e., the difference between market value and the lowest cost that could be achieved with exist-

ig technology and knweladge. It has been possible, however, to develop fairly detailed estimates for individual areas,

and these ta
- 

be extrapolated roughly to provide estimates for the remainder of the fishery. The results are more than
slightly disturbing. On the mset conservative possible assumptions--thet Is. that the fishery is carried on with exist-
ing types of gear, adjusted only to eliminate the redundant units--it appears that 5) per cent or eore of the capital and

labor employed represents sheer waste. The regulatory authorities have been able to stave of oisastee only by stringent
limitetion of the number of days that the gear can be used during the fishing season, sn by equally stringent proscrip-
tios of the mat efficient types of gear. It is highly likely that the resulting estimates of economic waste (apprOxi-
ately $45 to $50 million AruuaIIy in British Colmbia and the four Pacific stSLes) would be even greeter if the bench-

imark were the cost of harvesting by the most efficient types of gear known, and with full flexibility to introduce other

techniques new to the fishery. This is no idle conent. At present, purse seiners are denied the use of electronic fish-
finding equipment or spotting aircraft; nets of all kinds are limited as to site and depth; site limitations are imposed

on vessels -. ohibited. everywhere. California has reached the ultimate in regulatory inefficiency by prohibiting the use

of any kind of nets--salmon can be taken only by the very inefficient trolling gear.

A second exms!ple is furnished by the widely praised Pacific halibut program. You are all doubtless aware of

the splendid record of the Halibut Commiasion in rebuilding the sadly depleted stocks of this valuable species from a
level yielding only about 34 million pounds at the low point in the 19)0's to catches of approximately 70 million pounds
in recent year, But this triumph has not been without its aconomic costs. To maintain fire control over the fiehery

and over the statistical underpinnings necessary for interpretation of the state of the stocks, the fishery has been re-
crictei entirely to a Oegn-line operation. A number of authorities have argued persuasively for some time that at least

pert of the operation could be conducted such more efficiently by various types of nete. If not, this would certainly be

the only major demereal fishery on record in which long-lining was the most efficient technique.

In a physical sense, the halibut program has been far imore successful than any regulatory measures in the
Pacific salmon fishery, with the possible exception of the excellent Fraser River program. In an economic sense, how-

ever, the record appears disturbingly similar. The number of vessels engaged in the halibut fishery nearly tripled dur-

ing a period in which the total permitted catch rose by only about 5G per cent. The inexorable facts of economic life
were at work. am the fishery ecovered, the unit costs of catching a pound of halibut declined, and more and more vessels

we-. attracted to the operation. The tremendous surge in prices of halibut during and after World War II brought a

record number of boats into the fishery and, nile the number of vessels has tailed off slightly in recent years, it still

remains true that the season lasts les than half as long as it might if the fishery were conducted by only t'e numaer of
vessels required to take the permitted quota. Only the Imposition of a layover provision, uder which each vessel must

spend a specified nuaber of days in pot between tripe, has prevented further shortening of the season. Indeed, before

the layover program was introduced, the season was compressed to less than thirty days in one maJt ares and less than

sixty days in the other.

The economic costs of this situation have been docusented elsewhere ad need not be repeated here. Suffice

- it to say that a fishery with a gross value of perhaps $15 million annually is wasting $7 to $8 million in excessive

costs, most of it in the form of redundant fishing equipment, but such also in unnec"esesly high frozen-storage coats
ad lees of quality resulting from the prolonged storage necessary to even up flows of fish over the marketiog year.

3. Despite the brilliant success of the biological aspect of the program, returns to individual halibut fisherme n, adjusted
for changes in the general price level. are almoet exactly what they were in the days of severe depression and overfish-
log; the average age of the vessels in the United States halibut fleet is about thirty years, and the return to
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Investment for the fleet e&a a whole has been very low or negative in recent years. A kind of economic Kalthuslian process
has eaten up virtually all of tht potential economic gains thet a well-planned and executed scientific and management
program had ade availabla to ue.

Let in shift now to the other side of the continent, and take a brief look at the fisheries of the North At-
lantic. Por several years, the International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries end the Northeast Atlantic
Fisheries Commission have heen Increasingly concerned over evidences of declining yield in the face of expanding fishing
capacity throughout the major cod and haddock fishing areas of the entire North Atlantic, In addition to the regular ate-
tistical work of the comesions, a working grour, was convened by the International Commiesion for the Northwest Atlantic
Fisheries to investigate the need for regulatory action and the degree to which performance of the cod and haddock fish-
eries might be improved by alternative progres. While these studies are not yet complete, the general order of magni-
tude of the economic waste implicit in the situation can be indtcat l.

IK.AF and SLAM date on landings and effort, gathered for aome tiae, were analyzed recently by mebeers of a
working group to give some idea of the present relevant yield functions in major subareas of the North Atlantic cod and

haddock fisheries. It aust be emrhamized that for several fairly 10portent fishing aces in the North Atlantic adequate
data do not yet exist. But for areas accownting for about 75 per cent of the total catch, It uas possible to indicate
approximately the potontlal impact on physical yields of a reduction in fishing effort. The results of these preliminary
Investigations confirm the fact that the overfishing pioblem, in the critical economic sense, is already upon us in the
North Atlantic.

The findings are particularly important, since they staras that reliance on physical catcf
, 
as a guide to the

health of the fishery is cumpletely inadequate. The yield functions for these demereals are relatively flat over a s b-
stantial range in the vicinity of maximum yield, Consequently, it cannot really be argued that the physical productivity
of the stock* has been impaired. Obviously. whet Is happening is that a larger proportion of the total catch now con-
stte of smaller fish; while total yield ie being maintained, it is made up increasingly of new recruita, taken with con-
siderably higher fishing effort and--in mast cases--providinp 2omewhat lower marketable yields. The real problem, then,
is entirely economic. Ignoring for the moment the wide fluctuations in year classes that make "saxinum sustained yield"
a somewhat tricky concept, particularly in the short run, it can be said that any further expansion of fishing effort
will not increase total output and may even de.rease it as the fishery moves toward or closer to a long run equilibrium
position. (The latter point is significant, since the Incremae in effort In the past few years has been very rapid, and
it is likely that the fis.ery is still In short-run dlaequilibrium.)

The general results of the working group anslysis are aemarized below. It is apparent that effort could
be curtailed by amounts ranging from 10 to perhaps 30 pet cent with no decrease in equilibrium catch levels and with soe
possibility of increases ranging from 2 to 5 per cent. Equally significant, the cod and haddock are relatively fast-
growing demersals; hence, the adjustment period required to regain (and perhaps surpass) the catch level from which the
initial curtailment was undertaken Is not unduly great. If one asumes that the fishery is in equilibrium at the present
time, the initial catch levels would be reached in about four to five years, with lower fishing inputs and an increase in
the average eise of individual fish taken, On the more likely assumption that equilibrium has not yet been reached, the
reduction in catch w'-Ad not be proportionate to the reduction in effort, and the recovery period would be corresponding-
ly shorter. Equally important, the sobile vessels of the distant water fleets could and doubtless would be deployed to
other operations, eo the economic loss during the interim adjustment period would be smaller than the decline in physical
catch from the areas in question.

The economic significance of these findings is apparent. The reduction in effort *ould produce, in the long
run. a m te than proportionate reduction in -oat, since the reduction would almoet certainly be accomplished by remowing
the eatt efficient vessels first. Even on the assumption of a reduction in costs only proportionate to the reduction in
effort, net economic gains ranging from IU to 20 per cent of the gross value to fishermen of the North Atlantic cod and
haddock catch 1 a plus well worth seeking, to say the least,

An excellent paper prepared by Dra. Hennemuth and Va Neir ties down the short-run effects much sora specifi-
cally. Their study dealt with the Caorge's Bank haddois fishery, with particular reference to the American fleet operat-
in S on these stocks. Detailed data were available to indicate the salee end cost structure of representative American
trawlers operating in this fishery. On the basis of their estimates of the short run and long run seffects of effort cur-
tailmnt on total catch, it is poesible to reorder the cost and revenue figures for the representative vessel to indicate
the financial results to be expected--and these are dramatic. Even if the effort reduction were accomplished simply by
spreading the reduction in fishing days smong existing vessels, the equilibrium values attained (at the end of seven
years) vuld increase crew earnings by about L per cent. with a reduction in lsses to the individual vessel owner of
about $7.500 annually. On the more rational assumption that the reduction in effort would be accomplished by reducing
the number of vessels proportionately. a very large increase in crew shares would result (from 5115.000 to $181,000) and
a severe loss position for the vessel would be converted into a handsome profit (from -$8,000 to +$30,O00).

There is no reason to anticipate any tprovemear in the situaiton of the North Atlantic fiahenies in the
foreaeeable future. A recent study by the Organization for European Cooperation and Development concluded that by 1970
the effective fishing capacity of fleets exploiting the North Atlantic might be expected to increase by 10 per cant or
more over present levels--this In the face of the finding that little or no increase in output of cod or haddock may be
expected. While no increase is expected in the number of vessels in the fleets of most of the major market-oriented •c-
on iles, improvements will continue In the range, speed, and ratio of fishing to total elapsed time away from port. It
is expected that the Soviet Union and Poland will continue to increase the number of vessels destined for the orth Atlan-
tic fishery (though they may be capable of f*.hing elawhere s well).

The situation in the fisheries cited above ay be expected to recur in other parts of the world. There are
already grounds for concern over the state .f demersal fish stocks on the major trewling grounds off the coast of Mauri-
canie and Senegal. Even the coast of Sounusest Africa, surely one of the more resnts reas in the world, is now being
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exploited by modern commercial vessels of no loas than fifteen nations. Yellow fin tuna stocks of the Southeast Pacific
erm already being fished at or beyond the level of suatained physical yield, and all evidence points to the development

f of the afts situatiom in the Atlantic tuna fisheries.

the lesson that atargee from each of these examples is pallfully clear. Civen fish of sufficient value role-
tise to coat of capture, thare is a inevitable tendency for exce Iv fishing effort to develop. In casae where the
fwctiul relating yield to fishing effort is relatively flat near it MAXteUM or where no discernible maximum exists, the

"daeae" has little or nothing to do with the yield of fish products as such, and any approach to national or inter-

notional management of marine fisheries couched In tem of purely physical objectives simply cannot cow to grips with
the basic problam involved. A long as individual vessels or national fleece cannot make decisions based on the essential
link between today's activity and the yield in subsequent periods, the participants in an open access fishery will inevit-
ably understate the present cost& of thei activities. Een where actual output falls short of the axisum physical yield
that could be attained, the tendency will be simply to use more resources to take the given yield in any merine fishery I

in which eatry ts '-,*letely unrestricted.

It, am Is the North Atlantic case, the participants are financially equipped to compete aggressively in fieh-
ins technology, the degree of overcapacity and of overfishing in the economic sense is likely to become even greater, even
thouh, on the surface, the fishery Is lass absurd in its economic aspects than those in which regulation deliberately
freemee the industry in a state of technical backwardness in order to hold fishing pressure down.

The North Atlantic coe also illustrates the iuttlity of a partial approach to reguletion. even in the bio-
loical sense. A great deal of useful information has been developed regarding how various mash sizes affect the yield
of demerseal stocks in the North Atlantic area, largely taken by trawls. But since there is no effective limit on total

* effort, the gains realized hare been dissipated entirely in increased effort by the participating nations.

Perhaps the most frumtreting feature of this situation is that it cannot be traced to individual Irrational-

icy, ilnotance, or monepoly--the umual whipping boys. From the standpoint of the individual fleet or nation involved, a
move to increase its share of a catch fixed by natural productivity of the stocks or by regulations would produce a siR-
nificant gain to the innovator If everyone else stood till. But everyone else must be well ware of the action taken

and will sufftr leass dmage if they expend their own effort accordingly, even though the overall futility of the combined
expansion is apparent to everyone. There is more than a glimer of truth to the aigment that the really low cost pro-
ducer might, therefore, benefit by "fishing everyone else off the see." The problem is that everyone cannot increase
ylelds simult neoualy. Until this can be driven home, the possibility of lealiting all--or even a meaningful portion--of
the real potential of the living resources of the ao is remote. No combination of limitations on fishing mortality, how-
ever Ingenious, can avoid excessive entry dad economic waste ules explicit step* are taken to prevent it. Despite the
obvious advantages of whet le literally "aomething for nothing"--echieving the am or greater output at lower cost--it
han not been possible to follow this course in any major international fishery. 'VyT

The North Atlantic cane offers a good illustration of somt c the obstacles to the development of a control-
led entry fishery. Note that none of thee can refute the central prososition that if we catch the samse or greater quan-
tity of fish with a substantially smaller effort we are better off, Tfhe problems deal entirely with the distribution of
the proceeds--but they are no les severe on that account. In the Nor:hwest Atlantic. for example, the Canadian position
is a uneasy one in two respects. First, in en effort to protect esi-vrely depressed isolated fishing comunitles in the
Naritime Provinces &ad Nwfoundland, Canada followed for decades a policy of prohibiting more efficient, larger scale,

fishing vtesle. As a result, it is felt by many that the Canadian thare of the Northwest Atlantic catch has not yet
reached a level at whih Canada would be willing to settle down to a long term management program, The seriousness of
the Situation is, of course, accentuated by the fact that limited outward mobility of labor from Newfoundland and the
relatively sparse opportunities for industrial development baped on resources other than timber and fish in both Newtound-
land and the Harlcimes make the fishery a serious political as well as economic problem in Canada.

The Russians, on the wtl.er hand, have been rapidly increasing their ahare of the catch from the North Atlan-
tic In recent years, Since the Soviet Union is using the latest type of large scale fishing and floating procesaing
equip nt, it may well appear that Its interests w.od u & atbe iervl b vtiLnuios ty etatue quo. evat at cosL oi some

reduction in total yields, if the Soviet share could be increased significantly in the interim. Poland is also in the
prcess of expanding a deep a.. flea. capable of fishing almost anywhere in Atlantic waters, and obviously would prefer

that an much " poseible of the catch required to utilize the new fleet fully come from the more accessible North Atlan-

tic grounde. Iceland and Norway are both heavily dependent on exports of processed fish from the North Atlantic to main-
tain balance of payeints equilibriu, and both are dependent on relatively small vessela of limited range that could not
be deployed effectively to other areas if entry to the North Atlantic should he closed and gear reduction programe insti-

tuted.

On the Pacific side, the conflicts are sapler but still deep rutuning. At rink of some oversimplification,
the situation looks roughly like this. The United States and Canada, with relatively high wage structures end long dis-

tances to central markets, are exploiting fully oly te high-valued species--salmon. halibut. and king crab. They are
meking only light use of the huge stocks of groundflish in the Northeast Pacific and the Bering Sea. The Soviet Union and
Japan. on the other hand, face preference schedules that dictate the desirability of using large, highly efficient fleets

to catCh large quantities of groundfish, and would be little concerned if, in the process, halibt;,t king crab, or other

h!nh-priced hut reletivtly i-crce species were decimated. Note that neither side is irrational in any sanse of the word.
from the standpoint of the individual national Interest, each country makes good sense in its arguments.

There Is, of course, a sound answer to all of these apparently insoluble conflicts. Each argument rest n
the asumption that other netions do nothing in return. the race to increase one's share by building more vessels (or

larger, faster, or mo0e efficient unlts' and the frantic scramble to obtain internationally salable fisi commodities for

foreign excIange purposes are bound to be mutually defeating unless the combineJ objectives are compatible with the bio-
logical limitations an he produc-.ivity of the *tocke exploited. gut clearly, this is not the case. The plans of ea:h
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nation for expansion are being frustrated by plans of othero to do the same thing. The missing ingredient is the absence
of a single authority that can ssue compatibility of the production plans of Individual and national participants with
the yield capabilities of the resources in question.

These are, to be sure, imposing obstacles. But if the questions raised are rephrased in more relevant forms,
the prospect fot reasonable and feasible policies looks much less forbidding. The first step is recognition that each
nation face, a chole-not between what it would like to have and the present situation, but rather between what it might
achieve under a second best international aRreement and what little !t would most certainly realize in the future under
the depletion of physical stocks and rapidly increasingly economic cost occasioned by unrestricted entry. In effect, I
would argue that there is a substantial bArgaining range within which the least acceptable mpromsie, as viewed by any
single nation, would still leave it better off than under a continuation of the present r, of the high seas fisheries.

If entry to all marine flsheries remains unrestricted, we are faced with two groups of alternatives. On the
one Iand, we may initlste, under the provisions of the Convention on Fisheries and Living Resources of the High Seas,
progrars that assure continued physical productivity of these resources (or at least slow down the rate at which that pro-
ductivity is eroded). To the extent that multinational agreements can be reached under the Convention, they promise some
benefit to conotumeq ho assuring a higher output than would otherwise be forthcoming, but they provide no assurance
against dissination of all the potential gains frot wise scientift, management by the attraction of excessive amounts of
iiaM% gear. If we were wise, honest, aid lucky, we night get a repetition of the halibut case; if not, of the whaling
fiasco.

The second alternative is to flaunt the Convention and follow either of two courses: destruction of the re-
iource, in an econceic if not a biological sense: or unilateral action by the individual coastal states to protect at
least son fisheries from this kind o f disorderly degradation. As Dr. Chapman has argued persuasively in a number of
papers, the creation of a series of national lakes in the open seas offers no real solution to fishery management prob-

lems. Apart from the fact that fieu appear unable to recognize national boundaries and are likely to be mobile across

any that can he drawn, there are many areas in the world in which sensible jurisdictional boundaries simply cannot be
draan by unilateral extension of territorial waters into special fishing zoea.

What, then, can be suggested in the way of practical alternatives? It would appear that they must meet the
following essential tests: (1) a program geared to a continuing scientific appraisal of the stocks, their yield poten-
tLial, and the present and prospectiue adjustment of fishing effort to that potential: (2) analysis of technologically
efficient ways of exploiting these resources, using efficiency in the dual sense of the right type of fishing unit and the
minimum number of such optimum units required to harvest continuously the proper catch; (3) an orderly method of dealing
with potential new entrants; (4) an orderly method of distributing th;, catch among participating nations.

It rust be pointed out at the outset that there exists no basis in science or in economics that will justify
objectively any given division of the spoils among presrnt and potential participants in a high seas fishery. But is
this necessarily critical? The partially successful management program in the Ftnaer River salmon case appears to have
met this problem head on with reasonably gc-od results. In the case of the Fraser River sailmn fishery, the catch is
simply divided equally between Canadians and Americans. There is no ground for this--historical, scientific, economic,
or anything else. But no one could deny that it has a nice ring of fairness about it that made it more acceptable than
any specific teciical justification could have done. At the opposite end of the spectrum, one of the reasons for the
disaster In the Whaling Convention was certainly the unwillingness of nations engagin k in the operation to agree (or ad-
here) to shares consistent with the product/vity of the stocks.

My basic point is a simple one: any attempt to relate specific shares of a m .. eu fisliery with sclent~i.c

findings, economic factors, or any other objective criteria is sheer chianery. It may be that historical position in
the fishery has some real significance, although it would be hard to regard this as sore than a starting point for bar-
gaining. But the world is, after all. full of areas of disagreement in which negotiations to reach compromtise settlements
are successful an overwhelming portion of the time. We woild do far better te negotiate the shares as a matter of give
and take, regarding the effort as well worthwhile in the interest of achieving far more economic gain from marine re-
bources, Lthal to wrangle endlessly over , scientific basis for the division that does not exist and where such argument
is, esore often than not, a cloak for the expansion plans of a particular nation or group of nations.

Finally, it is trite but essential to point out that while the difficulties of unscrambling eggs are severe
indeed, an omelette car, be made by a skilled cook without too much difficulty. In short, very serious problems of equity.
national pride, and economic welfare are at stake in the rearrangement of existing fisheries to reduce excess capacity

and to put exploitation on a more rational basi . But there are also developing fisheries in almost every part of the
world which have not Yet reached the position where effort must be reduced to realize a fair portion of the potential net
econormic yield available. While we are struggling with the more difficult problems of the fisheries already heavily
overcapitalized. we should not lose sight of the urgent need to establish rules of the game under which we would prevent
the development of such ridiculous situations in those emerging fisheries now in the stages of early development.

DISCUSSION

1. Assuming a program of national quotas for certain species was sought by the United States, why would countries such
as the Soviet Union agree to such a schema? First, because it mipht limit their present efforts and, second, because
witfin a few years of expanding effort, they might Justify an even treater proportion of the total catch than would bo
Justified under the present take. Presumably, under & national quota system the Soviets could catch that portion of the
total allotted to them at even less cost per unit than at present, but the total volumie ight be smaller.
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DISCUSSIOt4 (continued)

2. Uld.r a national quota system each nation would be free to acquire its share of the total under any system which it
saw ,IL to adopt. One sytesm night be that based on economic efficiency which implies limitation of entry into the
f! "hing.

3. Natiotis seldom are moved to adopt major changs in their way of doing things unless there is a "horrible alternative"
facing them if they continue things as they are. In the case of national quotas it munst at leat be pointed out that the
states involved are considerably better off with, than without, some international agreement.

4. Still another approach to the problem of rational use and distribution of world fisheries is through the dev-ilopeent
of a regional or world authority that could manage a fishery as if it were the landlord and could lease or license or
hae auctions for right@ to exploit the marine resources. The primary rationale for this is that it would permit an effi-
cient form of exploitation; there would still be the question of distribution of the revenue.

a
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DISTRIBU'IOH OF FISH RESOURCES OF THE HIGH SEAS:
FREE CQ(FETITION OR ARTIFICIAL QUOTA?

Shigeru Ode
Professor of international Law

Tohoku University, Japan

It is certainly a great honor for a specll.st in international low to be Invited to talk at this inatitute.
I as very pleased to be able to arrange my visit here on my way back to .apan from Geneva, where I participated as a
legal expert in the work of the Group of experts on Marine Science and Technology set up by the United Nations in accord-
ance with its General Assembly resolution last year.

1 
Today, I would like to talk very briefly about the problem of dis- 7

tribution of fish resources of the high seam. I talked on this subject in 1962.2 It has been my concern for the past
several years.

3 
However, I still cannot find any solution to it. Today. I will not propose any solution, but simply put

a question for your consideration.

For the past several decades a number of conventions, bilateral or suitlaterel, have been concluded with a
view towards conserving fish resources of the high mea. The idea that . state has a general legal obligation to promot
conservation of fish resources was innovated by the Geneva Convention of 1958 on rishing and Conservation of the Living
Resources of the High Seas. This convention, which was adopted by the overwhelming majority of forty-five votes to one
with eightean sbttencion,

4 
was brought into force on March 20, 1966.

The 195B Geneva Convention is noteworthy in several respects. First, concrete duties of fishing states are
provided for in detail in this convention. A state whose nationals are engaged in fishing any stock of fish &hall adopt
for its own nationals measures for the conservation of such a stock, If the nationals of two or more states are engaged
in fishing the ame stock, these states shall enter into negotiation with a view to arriving at an agreement to prescribe
for their respective nationals the necessary measures for the conservation of the stock. The newcomer state is to apply
to its own nationals the existing measures which have beer taken by other fishing states. Secondly, the convention sets
forth a now concept of the special interests of the coastal state in the conservation of offshore fish resources. Toe
coastal state, whose nationals may not even be engaged in fishing off its coast, t entitled to participate with other
fishing states in any conservation measure applicable to offshore fisheries. Thirdly, the convention has some provisions
concerning compulsor, settlement of differen-es among the states concerned. This provision contemplates the establish-
ment of ad hoc commissions, called special comissions, each consisting of five members, who must be well qualified per-
sons being nationals of states not involved in the disputes and specialists in legal, administrative or scientific ques-
tions relating to fisheries. The procedure of the special comissions is obltgatcry and their decisions are binding upon
the disputant steaee. The special ccauciasions so established are empowered to decide upon the necessity of conservation
and reasonableness cf onceete conservation measurea. In a sense, the embodiment of the idea of compulsory settlement
of disputes , th. no,' comendable feature of this convention. There is no doubt in this way that the Geneva Convention
of 1958 is commendable for the conservation purposes.

In my opinion, however, we are now faced not only with the problem of how to conserve fish resource* of the
high seas from extinction, but also with the problem of how to distribute them among the nations, each of which naturally
wants to maximize its own share even in sacrifice of the intere4t of other nations. The latter question does not fall at
all into the scope of the GenevL Convention, and we should not exaggerate the significance of the convention for solving
this Important problem relat~ng to the high seas fisheries. I would like to demonstrate this problem of distribution of
fish resources among the nations in more concrete ways.

No stte categorically objects to conservation measures as the goa1 of conservation to serve the common incer-
est of &1I nations. Generally, conservation measures impose their burdens equally upon all signator7 states. Each
nation complies with the same roarr

4
ction a to fishing methods made applicable to all signatory powers for the purpose

of conservation. It is the actual fferences in the fisl '.ng technology or economic power of each *tote and not any
iegal incitution, which dictates ceoring catches for each state. Free competition in fishir4 Is not denied within the
limitation prescribed on scientific bases in order to promote conservation. The ides of equal access to fisheries and
equal limitations on fishing is theoretically fundamental to the conservation program to be provided for In each agree-
ment between the states concerned. The underlying rationale of free competition is one of the basic values endorsed by
modern history in many fields. However, the principle of free competition among states was applied only where the de-
sands upon the resources did not overwhalmingly exceed the mount of allowable catch, and conservation measures were is-
nosed in terms of certain restrictions in permissible fishing appliances, fishing seasons, or fishing areas. If a tunds-

itsl change in circumstances occurs, each state will undoubtedly be inclined to minimize its own sacrifice and maxi-
.ie its own share of the resources Invoking any reasoning in favor of preferential distribution of resources.

This conflict can best be illustrated by a si-ple example. If the demand for the catch of a certain species
is 150, and prudent conservaion practice deusndr that .ne total allowable catch be only 100, the burden of abstaining
from harvesting the extra 50 will have to be imposed in some way upon the states concerned in exploitin; th,; available
100. Each state can, of course, freely compete in fishing utthin the total allowable catch of 100. Free competition,
however, does not satisfy the states with less advanced technologies and economies, or the states which so substantially
preempt the fisheries concerneo that fishing by any newcomer will necessarily decrease their own catch. In such cases.

I UN Doc., GA Res. 2172 (XXI). December 6, 1966.

2 Oda, "Recant Problems of International High Sea fisheries: Allocation of fishery Resources," The Philippine Inter-

national Law Journal, Vol. 1 (1962), pp. 510-19.

3 See Oua, International Control of Sea IaoAtcea (Leyden: A. W. Sythoff. 19b3), Part 1, Chapter 2.

Official Records of the United Natisne Conference on the Law of the Sea, Vol. I, A/CONF.13/38, p. 139.
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conflict between two parties, both of whom may agree upon the desirability of conservation of fish resources, cannot be

avLded. One state adheres to traditional argumente of free competition in fishing on the high sea sluce it considers
that its own technology and economy can bring for itself a larger share of the resources, while the other, seeking to

assure itself of a constant, preferably large, share of the resources, will invoke all kinds of reasoning in atte pting
to keep its competitors from exploiting the areas it considers met important. The allocation of limitations has in fact
made It difficult and sometimes imposaible to compromise conflicting national Interest# even among those states which are
soot vitally concerned with the conservation of resources.

In principle, two quite opposite policies are conceivable for the allocation of fish resources of the high

seas. (See the table, infre.) The one, which seems still to haw a sufficient ground, io to leave all the state to com-

pate in fishing freely among themselves; within the limit, of course, fixed by the conservation consideration.

The other is undoubtedly artificial allocation, am preferential shares for some privileged states such as
coastal states or the states entitled to historical titles. The lstte; policy is materialized in the North Pacific Fish-

eties Convention of 1952 between Canada, Japan, and the United Sateso, the Northwest Pasific Fisheries Convention of
1956 between Japan and the Sovet Union,

6 

1ome recent arrangements on Antarctic whaling, as well a the Interim Con-

vntion on fur Seals in the North Pacific, in one way or the other. In these arrangements, some contracting parties have

been successful in securing preferential shares (sometimes 100 per cent) of the admissible total catch in some high seas
areas. or they have agreed upon dividing resources on the basis of a rule which itself is not necessarily based upon the
principle of conservation.

In &ddition, there have been some attempts to generalize such a concept of a preferential share to some specif-
ic states under special conditions. The Gene-a Conference of 1958 on the Law of the See, in connection with the problem

of conservation, faced the very difficult questions of allocation of resources. The United States delegate proposed that

express rules should be formulaied to regulate the practical operation of the abstention formula. but this formula was

not approved by the conference. The idea of a preferential share for the coastal state in some special cases was
strongly advanced by the delegate of Iceland. This idea found support among many countries of Asia and Latin America,
which w ld have supported any concept in favor of the interests of the coastal state. The proposal was, however, re-
jected. Nor did the Second Geneva Conference of 1960 produce agreement on a preferential share for specific states.
Although there is no comon agreement supporting the concept of artificial allocation of fish resources of the high seas.
the fact cannot be ipnored that the idea of a preferential share for some specific state has met with acceptance mong a
number of states. I am not closing my eyes to the fact that such a concept will be Inevitably brought up, whenever the
stock of fish resources is so extensively exploited that intensive regulation such as the limltation of total catch is
needed, in order that the fish stock may be properly conserved from extinction.

In spite of these r.cent trends, however. I hesitate to support any generalixetion of artificial allocation of
fish resources among the nations. I am quite aare that free competition is not the most Ideal solution under the pres-

ent circusatances, when the demands of each nation do not necessarily coincide with Its ability. However, it is also
true, on the other band, that the international society does not provide for anr supernational authority to "ssure the
states of a fixed and guaranteed portion of the benefit on the reasonable basis in terms of the general interest of the
world community. Thus, the concept of artificial allocation itself will not provide for each state concerned a satis-

factory middle ground during negotiation on the amount of each share, unless each nation is guaranteed to be entitled to

an equitable share of fish resources in the light of the distribution of a11 other resources which it enjoys. Fully ad-
sltting that free competition is not the ideal solution, we should not be in heste, on the other hand, to replace the

principle of free competition--a fundamental and well-grounded rationale in modern society--by giving lip-service to the

so-called "equitable" quota of fish resources of the high seas. We do not live in an age where there is a common con-
senss among nations on the general Interest of the world community, or where each state is ready to sacrifice its own

interest for the benefit of the Rorld community.

I once wrote several years ago, as follows: "Let it suffice for the autho: to state that the problem of inter-
national fisheries cannot be solved solely by legal techniques. This vesting problem will require more compreheasive
ecuely by international awy~ers asl weil as by national etatesnen than it has rceived, if it is to be brought to astia-

factory solution.'
' l 

Either because I am too Incompetent, or because the problem we face Is too complicated, I cannot
but repeat today, whet i wrote several years ago. without proposing any positive solution.

UN. Treaty Series, Vol. 205, p. 65.

6 The American Journal of International La-. Vol. 53 (1959), p. 763.

7. 1 Treaty Series. Vol. 161, p. 72; Ode ann Oweda "Annual Review of Japanese Practice in International Law, 1 (1961-

62), II (1963). I11 (1964), IV (1965)," The Japanese Annual of International Law, Vol. 8, p. 123; Vol. 9, p. 120;

Vol. 10, p. 74; Vol. 11, p.

8 LI Treaty Series. Vol. 314. p. 105.

9 See Oda, op. cit. sura, note 3, pp. 124-27.
i 101

I.1 , pp. 122-24.

1i1d.., p. 142.-
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TABLE

Zonservat ion Al locat I on

Free Competition (,/haling Convention in its original form)

-Privileges of states entitled to him-

Maxlmaw, Sustainable Yield ------ |-------------- toric title. Refusal of newcomer states
I(North Pacific Fisheries Convention of

Artificial Qota -Special tsttus of the coastal state with

tespect to anadromoun fish (Northwest

Pacific Fisheries Convention of 1956)

-Special quota for the coastal state
(Proposal by Iceland at the Geneva Con-

ference of 1958)

Equal share for states concerned.

-Others (Antarctic whaling in its pres-
ent state)
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DEEP SEA MANGANESE 14OD4LES:

FRMSCIENTIFIC PHENOMENON TO WOR.LD RESOURECE

David 3. Brooks'
Chief,

Division Of Economic Analysis
bureau of Mines

E U.S. Department of the Interior
D Washington, D.C.

I ?en years a the presence of mangenese-besring nodules on the floor of the deep Ltean 'aains was known to

Ibut a few oceanographers. Today, their presence Is known not only to geologists, but to mining men, international lawyers,
nd-through nu.merous articles In Popular neva media--to nany in the general public. This burst of attention coms with

gopod reason, for what wsa once a scientific curiosity ia being heralded as a potential source of manganese, nickel, copper;
and other metals for the world's industries.

But the fact that a metal exists, even in very sizable quantities, is by no means sufficient to make it a re-I source in the sene. that it can be used comercially. Ocean water io a reservoir of all the metals occurring on earth,and one that is freely available to any coastal nation, yet except for magnesium. no primary metal is commercially re-
covered from sea water. Despite years of experimentation and hope, the oceans remain almoat as Intractable an they were
to the alchemists. The disance from scientific phenomenon to world resource is indeed large.

Clearl., then, the first thing to Oak about deep aso manganese nodules is whether there are any grounds for
thinking that they sight in the foreseeable future make the transition from phenomenon to resource. Anticipating my quail-
fled but affirative asswer to this question, two other general questions follow. Wie must ask what the characteristics of
deep sea mining ae likely to be. And we mst Oak what aorta of institutional arrangements such an operation will nor, in
order to operate equitably, gff

4
Ciently, and without conflict. The latter two questions are interrelated, but they arc

distinguishable, Whereas one Involves a sort of beat gues about the kind of mining operation that is likely to emerge
regardless of the International regime, the other involvoa the choice among those regimes and the Influence that each may
beer an the efficiency of production and the diotribution of returns.

Of course, as stated, the three questions have technologic, economic, and political dimensions. My own limit-
ations even more than those of times preclude a discussion of all of them. In order to emphasiae the economic dimenaion,
let m delimit the questiona as folloows: (1) are deep sea manganese nodules likely to become a commercial resource; (2)

4 what ecosomic characteriatics art deep sea mining ventures likely to exhibit; and (3) what institutional arrangements are
I meet likely to promote the economic efficiency of deep sea mining. These three questions correspond to the three main
11 ections of this paper and are taken up In order.

Before proceeding to the questions, an additional prefatory comment is called for. Consideration of the
second end third questions would be vital today even If thare were only a low probability that deep sea smagnese would
ever be exploited. I canot agree with those who say that international 1MW Will not And should not be developed until a
conflict situation hee *risen, that is, until mining has actually begun. It is inconceivnbl* to me that we cannot design
Institution$ that will serve to guide development rather then to follow It. By waiting we may just be abstaining from
choice In favor of lotting the circumstances of the first few mining ventures determine the results. More seri~usly. we
may be promoting conflict In a world already too burdened with it.

I. Deep Sea Manganese Nodules as a World Resource

Whet is a "Resource"?

There is no en' irely astisfactor ' definition of the word resource. It does not, on the one hand, Imply that
a material suet be producible at a profit today using present technology, nor does it, on the other hand, encompass all
possible soures& regardless of how lean or how deep In the earth. As. genetally understood, the tern resourcer falls
between "hes two extremes; It refers to a material that may someday be exploited given moderate changes, in economic con-
ditions end/or reasonably expectable technologic advances. 1

For our purposes it is convenient to propose a somewhat sharper definition. Let us say that a resource is a
material that may or may not be exploitable at today's technology and today's prices, but that is sufficiently closs to
exploitability that it exerts some influence on price. This addled criterion is an attempt to be mare g,'ecific about the
tie dimension of the future economic conditions or technologic advances that can make the material exploitable. The
effect on price may be direct, as when prices of current sources are forced downward, or it may be Indirect, as when busi-
nsas firm begin to coneid, r the new resource In their decision making. Thus, atomic energy had a direct effect on,

a This paper was prepared while the author was on the faculty of Beres College, Beres. Kentuckv.

- EnWn sources of some retalathat are producible at a profit toisy are called its reserves whereas all potentially re-
coverable sources of that metal constitute its resource base. This terminology, along with the broad use of the term
regra follows that proposed by Bruce G. netachert and Hans Hi. Landeberg in The Future Supply of the Major Metals

(Washington, D.C.: Leeourca for the ruture, Inc., 1961), p. 3.
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fossil juel prices lont before It became comercial, and oil shale is currently having an indirect effect on the Same
market.' On the other hand, see water (except for magesium) and granite are not yet resources; exploitability ie too
remote.

It is my contention that deep sea manganese nodules #re a resource in this sense of having a direct, or more
likely an indirect, influence on price, and. conversely, chat other alternative mangaese-bearing materials are not re-
sources. What io the evidence for such a positlon? In order to answer, we must investigate two things; the demand for
manganese , including both present uses and possible substitutes, and the supply of mangSnese. including both current
sources and potential alternative sources (of which deep see nodules are only rne). ftch limb of manganee economics has
numerous ramifications, but they must be treated in very eummary feashion here.

enianes e Demand

Consider demand first. The main use of manganese, accounting for nome 95 per cent of its consumption. is as
an additive metal in eteelmaking. It serves primarily to reduce a kind of brittleness called hot shortness that is
caused by excese sulfur. Common carbon stee contains about one half of one per cent manganese. Substitutes can be found
for each of the functions manganese serves in steel, but no other material does so such yet costs so little. Whereas man-
ganese seldom costs more -han 4t per pound, poesible subatitutes, such as the rare-earth "tale and vanadiun, cost upward
of $1 per pound. Though It is possible that econoles in use will cause the cosu ption of manganese Partro 0( steel to
decline In the future, all projectiocs indicate a continuing rise in the 1otal demand for manganese because of growth in
steel production around the world. Demand, then, looks favorable to the prospects of deep sea mining or of other aIterna-
tive manganese resources.

_KAnnesoe SuOVIV: Current Sources

Turning to the supply side, however, we find a different picture. Current sources of supply, i.e., existing
mins, appear quite adequate. Modern manganese mines contain vast quantities of high-grade, law-cost reserves; they can
continue to produce at high rates for many years to come. In fact, the newer aloes are really little sore than serth-
moving operations in which enormous beds of near-surface manganese ore are recovered by bulldozers and, after some con-
centration, are moved directly to a port. True, some of these mines have cost as such as $100 million to bring into
production, but they contain so such ore that it in doubtful whether the investment per to of reserve is any higher then
it wes in the past. In e,, while the demand for manganese ts strong, there is no present need to turn away from current
sources of supply unless and until oue of the alternative sources turns out to be as cheap as, or cheaper than, conven-
tional mines.

/4pi~aneoe Supply: Alternative Sources

With these projections in vind, we are in a position to consider alternative sources. Generally speaking.

there are two sorts of potential resources tor any minerel comodity. First, there are low-grade sources that are simi-
lar to deposits being mined today but in which the metal is les concentrated. Second, there are non-conventional
sources from vhich mital has not in the past been commercially recovered. Low-grade sources of manganese in this country
include deposits in Maine, South Dakota, Arizona, and Minnesota. There are also at least two non-conventional sources:

nganese-bearing sege produced as a waste product during steelmaking and the deep sea nodules.

At the risk of se oversimplification, the prospects for secondary recovery from slags and for mining low-
grade deposits vili be dismissed with just a few sentences. The possibility of secondary recovery arises because the
open-hearth process of steelmaking Is so inefficient in its use of manganese that sela may contain more then 10 per cent
manganese. Unfortunately, despite the fact that this source is found right at steel plants, the silicate metallurgy nf a
slag rcquires special refining procedures that significantly raise the costs of recovery. 1oreover, the basic oxygen con-
verter, to which steel makers are rapidly switching, Is far more efficient in Its use of manganese, and B-O-F slags rarely
contain more than 5 per cent manganese. Much the same conclusion applies to the low-grede deposits. While a small

2 The active msrket end rising prices for privately held parcels of oil shale land in Colorado provide evidence of this

indirect effect. An a matter of fact despite their completely different geology and geography, the economic sinmlarities
between deep sea manganese and oil shale are marked. Both have been known for bome time but never successfully exploited;
deposits of each can be delineated relatively easily so that greater uncertainty attaches to recovery methods than to the
resources; both will require large capital investments before exploitation Is possible; and neither Is likely to attract
any but the largest firms. These comon econuomic characteristics, which will be discussed below for the nodules, suggest
that there ay be similarities in the public policies applicable to nil shale and to deep sea manganese.

3 For a more complete dlscussion of these aspects of manganese economics, see David B. Brooks, Low-Grade and Nonconven-
tional Sources of MaoXanege (Baltimore: The John Hopkins Press for Resources for the Future, Inc., 1966). This book
represents a pilot study designed to se whether it was possible to clarify the concept of resources for the case of a
single sineral co dity.
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magamooo &iots& industry ham existed in this country from Ise to tise, largely a a creature of artificially high
pricea during war L-sor stockpiling progz, none of the low-grade deposits has ever produced on a comecial basis.
In fact, cost of preduct ion data * booed on many years of sxperimentatiot, are similar for the two sources. Using the
cheapest of the tested processes, and allowing for further technologic progress, It would cost the United States about S1

extr pe tonof teelt(an increase of mre than I per cent) to turn either to domestic deposits or to siags for our sang-
ameS. rThys,. te coat of using strictly domestic sources of acoganese would turn out to be a significant cost to the
economy. Thouh a considerable aus was spent by the gove rnment to investigate singts and low-grade deposits, the major
ratioosle did not derive from any feared nsa-urces shortage but from the security problem posed by our dependence on for-
sign inaganas. mines. For a nmber of reasons. ,ho aecurity problem carries laes weight today so an alternative source*
must prove Itself comercially or not at all. In short, neither the low-grads deposits noi the sings appear to be re-
sources in thesense defined above: their effect on manganese prices or on decision-making by manganase firms Is nil.

What about deep sea nodules, then? Are they an alternative whose costs of production are close enough to C

high-grade onshore reserves that they can be considered as a manganese resource? In contrast to the situation just des-
cribed, thtere are grouns for being less septical, so let us look at the evidence more carefully.

For ame thing, the nodules are attracting considerable attention from industry, which was never trut of the
sings or low-grade deposits. Quits a number of American firms have aireajy Invested funds In research on the geoiogy of
the nodules md a few an possible mining techniques; ozhers are studying processing techniques. Within the past vastr the
existence of a "smooth. black povesieot" of nodules on the Blake Terrace off Southeas tern United State* has been reported.

Alpqua deep-diving research submarine, rode on its wheels along the deposits and recovered ea ples that were said -

to be better than minimum comercial rmrads for manganese ore. 5  Other relatively high-grads nodules were recently dia-
covered on the continental shelf only fifty miles northwest of Vancouver, British Coliumhia. 6 Another aree of research
suggests that separation of the various metallic constituents of the nodules ay not be as difficult as was once sup-
posed. Studie by Furstenal, for examp Is, give grounds for hope that relatively simple processes way mske a multi-

product operation feasible.

Of course, few of the firma supporc.nit research on the nodules sre resily potential deep sea ainera. but
this is not the point. Deep sea manganese J1j beginning to figure into their dscision-making. Moreovar, firms in other

I would also maintain that the very fact that conflicting opinions are expressed about the value of deep sea

nodules indicates that they must be taken soriously. If someone suggested ining the moon, it Is doubtful that anyone
would respond with figures on the adequacy of conventional reserves. Such responses, which abound for deep sea nodules,
are geosrsted only for reasonably possible alternative sources. Almost from the original publication of engineering cost
estimates by John Hero In 1959, the feasibility of deep sea Lining has been a matter of controvtro-.5 While the quality
and quantity of mstailiferous material in deep see nodules is enough to ma's any lnube-it green with evmml
comparisons neglect the many problems that must be overcome before production is technologically, to say nothing of eco-
anomcally, feasible. Depth .f overlying water of course tops the liat. Despite their high grade in many places--they
run up to 50 per cant maganes plus several per tent of copper, cobalt, and rscl--the richest nodules tend to occur in
the daepest water. There is no proven technique for recovering large quantities of material from such depths. We have
had oely limited azperierce with hydraulic dredging, the moat commonly suggested technique, and still less with the thou-
*aads of feet of hoe anid problemis of positioning that full-scale mining would entail. Nor, even given the studies noted
above , is the technology available to cope with the fine grain size and intimate mixture of metals w~thin a nodule.

Despite all of these qualifications, investigation of as much coot information as I could obtain led me to
conclude that deep sea manganese nodules are the only potential resource that might he exploited in the nest-to-middle-
term future, and that to a cons iderable extent they already influence business decisions. '~This does not mean that re-
covery of manganamo from the oceans is todsv competitive with recovery from high-grode ore deposits of the conventional
type. Until deep ass mining is actually attempted, the question of cosipetiti~.e standing oast remain unresolved. How-
ever, it does mean that research an the possible exploitation of deep sea nodules has gone far enough to make them the
lowest coat alternative mengoevee resource of any sizt, and hen"e fat etkuuglh to put a firm ceiling on the long-run price
of mangeuese--and perhaps of cobalt and nickel as well. The price cannot rise higher than the cost of production of the
nodules. lr fed. future prices could seil be lcmwer than today's prices If deep sea mining becomes a reality.

41bid., pp. 63-92, 111-13.

5 
Lnalnosria and Minin Journal, Vol. 167 (September. 1966), p. 156.

6XIalia Enainear-ina, Vol. 19 (March, 1967).* p. 2';.

D. W. Furstenau, A. P. Herring, and 14. Hoover, "Leaching Manganese Nodules from the Ocean Floor,' Paper presented to
1967 Annual Meeting of the iorican Institute of Mining. Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers (AIKE), Los Angeles, Cal-
ifornia. See also Engineering and Mming Journal, Vol. 166 (April, 19651, p. 112.

John L. Nero's work and projections are most fully prevented In his book, The Mineral Resources of the Sea (New York;
Elsevier, 1965). For a more recent "progress report' by Moro. see "The Future of Mining the Sea," Oceanolosy Inter-
national (October. 1966), pp. 73-8. Two of the bast statements that question the prospects for deep sea manganese are as
follows: Chester 0. Lnaign. Jr., "Eonomic Barriers Delay Underseas Mining," Mining, Engineering, Vol. 18 (September,

F 1966), p. 59i and T. N. Walihier, Paper presented at the 1967 Annual Meeting of the AIME, Los Angeles, California.

9
9
Brn.eks, op ct. , pp. 93-106. 120-22.
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II. Economic Characteristics of Dee. Sea Mining

The second of our three questions asks about the economic characteristics of an ongoing deep so& mining indus-
trry. While we cannot pretend to clairvoyaice, enough Ie known about the problems and the oppcrtunities to derive some
tertative but important conclusion. Let us consider first those aspects related to a single operation, and then those
that will become important when competition develops for deep sea sources of supply.

The oeev Sea Mining Firm

So far as each individual mining venture is concerned, the foremost consideration is the high initial invest-
ment. Figures ranging from $30 to 5300 million have been suggested as the amount necessary to bring a deep sea mining
operation plus associated onshore processing facilities Into production. The appropriate figuie is probably in the neigh-
borhood of $100 million).

0  
Certainly this is high; but, neglecting any risk premium, the large volume of material that

would be available to a single ship memns that the investment per ton of reserves is no greater than that for am onshore
mine. Moreover. it does hot appear that investment cost is very sensitive to scale; a 2,0DO ton per day operation Is not
much cheaper than one designed for 5,000 to )0,000 tons per day. In fact, indications are that investment per daily ton
is still declining at IO,UO0 tons per day. 

1

In partial compensation for the high initial investment, a deep sea mining operation should entail relatively
low operating costs. Indeed, given the initial investment and the risk, a mining &stem will have to promise low operat-
ing costs if it is even to be considered. Again, published estimates are highly controversisl. But tvo factors stand
out. First, unit operating costa at all stages of production go down with Increases in output. ror Kemple, the coat per
ton of mo ving olidu s through a hose, as from the ocean botto' to a ship, decreases sharply over considerable ranges of
throughput. Second, unit operating costs for th, more likely recovery systems Increase only slowly with depth. Mero has
estimated that direct mining costs for a hydraulic dredge will range from about $2.25 per ton in 1,000 feet of water to

$4.25 per ton in 15,000 feet.
1 2

rhe tjin factors of high investment coat and low operating coat suRAest strongly that each deep sea mining
venture will have to be relatively large in sca!e. Only at high rates of production can such investments be amortised In

as acceptable length of time. Typical rates will almost surely not be less than 2,GO0 tons of nodules per day, and they
could be 10,000 tons per day,. ome 20 to 50 p-nr cent of this tonnage will be recoverable metal, which places each deep
sea mining operation st the scale of the largest onshore mines.

Under these conditions it is impossible to ignore the effect of scale on the prices of the outputs. Eatim-

ares based on current consumption rates in the Unired States indicate that a ship with an output of even 500 tons per day

would cause the price of cobalt to fall and that at rates of 2,000 to 5,000 tons per day the prices of nickel and mangan-
ese wouid also have to fall in order to clear the markkt.1

3 
Without going into detail, the implication is that gross rev-

enue will be considerably less than if current prices could be assumed to remain constant after deep sea mining 4egins.
Of course, the price effect of any one deep sea mining venture would diminish over time as consumption rates increased; on
the other hand, pressure on prices would increase if this one venture proved succeasf4l and competitors entered tnt field.

To some extent the potential price effect may moderate the tendency to build large-scale mining systems.
However, it is less likely to moderate a tendency to use fully whatever capacity is available. Near-capacity rates of

production are tyFical of systems chsracter.ted by high investment and low operating costs, particularly if uni operat-
ing costs continue to decline over most of the range up to full capacity. The object is to recover more of the Invest-
ment in any time period by taking advantage of the low cost of additional units of output. Such sction can be carried so
far that markets are totally disrupted and the resource is quite incompletely recovered, Of course, profits are apt to
be minimal under these conditions, but as Christy has pointed out. even if prices are depressed because of overproduction,
the anticipation of future returns sight well be sufficient to induce narlons to eat-.blish claims and operate them even
though present returns were unsatisfactor".

1
4 While it is not difficult to Jevelvp institutions to prevent a race to ac-

quire clsliri on the ocean bottom (see page 38, this does little to control overcspitalization of and over-production from
the claims that are acquired. This diffictlty almost inheres in the nature of the resource.

Competition Among Deep Sea Mining Firms

Turning now to the broader economic conditions that will develop if deep sea mining proves successful, we
can identify a number of important corollaries to the points just disctussed, corollaries thet relate both to considers-
tliOns of economic efficiency and to those of income distribution.

10 Brook a , op.cit. , p. 99 and references cited there.

II Based on data given by Hero, The Mineral Resources of the Sea, op.cit., pp. 2Elh-70.

"!Ibid., p. 290; the assueo production rate is about 4,000 tons per day. See also H. D. Hess, "The Ocean: Mining's

.Newest Frontier," Enzineering and Mining Journal, Vol. 166 (August, 1965), pp. 95-6,

" Brooks, 0O.ci_., pp. 103-7. Specifically, the estimate vas chat a single ship recovering 2,000 to 5,OO tons per day

of nodules containing 35% manganese, 0.51 cobalt, arJ 21 each of nickel and copper (a relatively rich nodule, but one that
might be reopresentatlve of the first type mined) would force manganese prices down to about 2-1/2C per pound, cobalt to
$1.00 per pound, and nickel to 65t per pound. These estimates were based or the price-consumptlon relationships as they
existed about 1964 They resulted in a one-third reduction in snnuml gross revenue.

1 Francis T. Christy, Jr., "Alternative Regimes for the Minerals of the Sea Floor." Proceedinas of the Amerlcan Bar Asso-

ciation National Inistitute or Marine Resources, June 8, 1967 (in press).
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Largely because of the high investment coat and large scale, we can aseume that the number of soirng opera-
tises will be limited, at least initially. Certainly rapid expansion into deep sea mining Itself, as distinct from simply
asaerting the right to mine, Is Improbable. orover, only firms in the mont highly developed nations will have the co-

bieation of technical ability and financial capacity to mount a deep asea mining venture. Even there, joint ventures to

Increase cepability and reduce risk are to be expected. Oligopoly, if not monopoly, will be the rule, and the resulting
concentration of econosic power must raise anew all of the old questions about the balance between gain in the efficienc
of production and oesais in the force of competition. It i unclear where the balance can or should be struck, though it

is obvious that it will be far from that which currently obtains for the fishing industry.

ACtually, in terms of the producing firma, all of this will entail just a continuation of past trends. most
of the metals recoverable from deep sea manganese nodulaes are recovered today by a relatively small number of concerns

from the advanced countries: western world nickel production is dominated by a single firm, and cobalt and copper pro-
duction by a doaen or so; manganese production has also tended to become concentrated over the past twenty year!5 The

only new factor will be the entry of other than traditional mlnin# firma into the production of primary metals.

If the nationality and structure of producers is not likely to change radically with the advent of deep sea

aining, the nationality of production may change sharply. With the exception of those in the Soviet Union. all of the

major manganese deposits of the world occur in the developing rations. From India to Brazil to Morocco to Gabon. mangan-

ese ore provides up to 5 per cent of the export earnings of developing nations. This may or may not create a problem.

Deep sea mining could develop so slowly that no country would lose its export markets. Even with rapid expansion into the
oceans., the deposits in certain netions, Gabon for example, are so rich and so large that they probably would not suffer
from the competition, On the other hand, the deposits in Ghana. Morocco. and India are more vulnerable; manganese export

earnings for these countries could be cut to zero if sea floor menganese proves commercially attractive.

Obviously, the exact distribution of gains from deep sea mining among the nations of the world will depend

upm the international regime finally adopted. Several groups with divergent interests can be readily identified. Unfor-

tumately, we cannot go further into these mtters without straying beyond my self-imposed limits, though it in clear that

they will have such to do with the political feasibility of any proposed regime.

liwever, one other aspect of the economics of deep ses mining deserves consideration at this time, vie.
valuation of the resource. This becomse a problem only to the extent that the resource is limited. If a resource is

essentially limitless in site, its In-place value drop* to zero because there is no need to compete for it. This is the

case for ocean water used as an industrial input in most locations. It is not likely to be the case for deep see mngsn-

ese nodules. The oft-repeated statement that nodules art forming on the ocean floor at a rate faster than that at which
the world Is co msing an gnese is not really of much practical importance. We don't mine the ocean bottom; we mine some

small portion of it. Sea floor manganese deposits vary greatly in grade, pounds of nodules per square meter, depth of

overlying water, and bottom conditions.
1 6  

They also vary in distance from markets and from supply ports, as well as in
the number of days of good weather that can be expected at the surface, In this respect manganose nodules are not so dif-

ferent from fish. Despite the er,ormoua mas of fish in the ocean, the demand is for certain species, and they are sought

in areas where the cost of hunting them is relatively low. For manganese, certain nodules in certain localities -111

offer the best commrcial opportunities, ard competition will develop for these deposits.

Therefore. as deep see aining is shown to be first technologically and then economically feasible, the depos-

its themeselves will come to have value. or, to be more specific, the rights to mine the deposits will come to have value.

The valuation process will take note of all the factors suggeeted above involving quantity, quality. and location. In

fact, if a market for deep set mining rights were established with enough buyers and sellers. the value determined for

each section of the ocean bottu would approximate the capitulled value of the net returns obtainable from exploiting the

deposit. The higher the expected returns and the lower the expected costs of production, the higher would be the value of

the deposit.

Of course, wth a new resource the valuation process will be highly approximate. But th: difficulties of es-

timation should x.ot be overstated. In contrast with most mineral deposits. manganese nodules -acur as a surficial layer

(so far &a the ocean bottom Is concerned). They are visible to a TV camera, and it may prove simpler than we now iragine

to make the necesseary estimates. The uncertainties shout mining and proceasing are likely to be greater than those about

the resource itself.

The valuation process is of critical concern because It has to be operating correctly for production to be

efficisot. It is the very lack of a market for fishing rights that has led to the inefficient use of inputs by the fish-

ing industry, and the inefficient delivery of outputs to the consumers. but how can a market be developed for manganese

deposits on the ocean bottom, or alternatively, what mechanism can we find that will substitute for a market? These are

matters to which we must now turn.

13b, Thomas A. Wilson, among others, has pointed Out, the lead into deep sea mining is being taken by petroleum and g

chemical firms. UVndersea Mining: Where [Do We Stand Today?," Engineering and Mining Journal, Vol. 166 (May 1965), p. 83.

1 6
Kero, Th. Mineral PResovucep of the Sea, op.cit. , pp. 127-241; 'Strategic Location is Key Factor in Marine Mineral Re-

covery, an interview with Walter H. Hibbard, UderSes Technoloy (January 1967), p. 47.
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111. Institutional Arrapement. and the Efficiencl of Deep Sea Pinin

Production of manganese froe the osan bottom will involve a series of operations beginning with exploration
and ending with transportation to processing &'d consuming plants located onshore. Whatever regime is designed must at-
comndte al.l of these steps, and must do so in a way that will permit productioii to be efficient, distribution of returns
to be equitable, and conflicts to be avoided. It goe without saying that the regime suet also be politically acceptable
to enough nations to Insure wide acceptance. A ntmber of authors have discussed possible regimes in just these terms.

1 7

The suggestions range from a sort of laissez-faire flag nation or rule-of-capture approach through nationalizstion of the
ocean bottom (perhaps by extension of the continental shelf doctrine) to internationalization under the aegis of the
United Nations or soe other Internationsl agency.

While it is tempting to slide off into discussion of the enormous issues posed by the alternative regimes, wy
comments will, a noted initisllybe restricted to institutional means for achieving economic efficiency, (By efficiency
I Sman the relationship between the value of all inputs and the value of useful outputs, and the attempt to increase the
latter relative to the former.

18
) In any event, I have already expresaed my personal preference for an international

approach, though largely on grounds other then those of aconomic efficiency.l

Any regime for deep sea mining must incorporate two fundamental principles. Northcultt Ely has stated the
firet as follows: "The petroleum and mining industets, whether operating on dry land or beneath the oea, require...ebove
all.. .the discover's exclusive right to exploit the minerals discovered and security of tenure while he does m..20 Sec-
ond, the mineral industries require assurance that no special advantage or disadvantage will bz grented to those mining
in any psrticular environment.

The principle of exclusive rights in so fundmntal to efficient mining that the industry often neglects to
elaborate upon it. Apart from exclusive rights there le no way to insure that the returns from exploration accrue to the
discoverer, hence no way to attract capital to the exploration effort nor any way to prevent the ctagon property dilemos
that bedevils fishing. If exclusive rights were not available one colwpany could wait until another had done the needed
exploration and then, having avoided these costs, move in on the deposit and operate in the sme locale. Ignoring the
obvious problem of conflict, it is easy to visualize problem of conqestion with equipment forced to operate at less than
optimum levels of productivity or safety. Moreover, the tendency L.) mine as fast as possible or to "high grade" would be
aggravated by the need to reap the benefits of mining before anothrr firm obtained them. But for materials like manganese
deposits that are fixed in position and cannot move across arbitrary property lines, these problems cannot arise once ex-
clusive use rights are made available. (It is because they are not fixed in position that common property rather than ox-
clusive rights apply to fisheries and that additional forces, such as unitization, must be applied to make exclusive
rights applicable to fluid minerals like petroleum and gas.)

The principle that deep sea deposits be treated equally with other sources of supply is also worthy of elab-
oration. The point is to avoid either subsidizing or burdening deep sez mining. Every economic system strives to conduct
it& affairs in such a vy that its demands are met at minimum cost. Indeed, one of the advantages of having a variety of
alternative resources is that society can choose that source that requires the least value of Inputs per unit of output.
An accurate choice is possible only if costs reflect the actual social va'..e of inputs, and this will not be the case if
one resource is subsidized by receiving underpriced inputs while anort.er is burdened with overpriced inputs. Note that
this principle implies nothing about the level of taxes or subsidies; it only says that whatever taxes or subsidies exist
should be applied equally to all sources. Of course, no system attains this goal, but it !s one toward which a regime
should strive.

Beyond the basic requirements of exclusive rights and equal treatment, there are other institutional forces
that will affect the efficiency of a deep sea mining industry With the economic characteristics discussed in the preced-
ing section. We can divide them into three groups: the direct conditions associated with exclusive exploration and ex-
ploitation rights; the method for dealing with the indirect or external effects of exploration or exploitation; and the
method of charging for exclusive rights. Each of these forces will be treated as if rights to mine deep sea manganese
were obtainable under some lease arrangement. This is not only a matter of convenience but also because it is reasonable

17 Numerous discussions have been held during the past few years on alternative regimes for the high seas and for the bed
of the sea beyond the continental shelf. Notable were those at the First Annual Law of the Sea Institute in 1966 and at
the American Bar Association National Institute on Kerine Resources in 1967. The Proceedings of the foreer have been
published by Thu Ohio State University Press as The Law of the Sea: Offshore Boundaries and Zones; the Proceedings of the
latter era scheduled for publication late this year. See also Francis T. Christy, Jr., and A. D. Scott, The Commn Wealth

in Ocean Fisheries (Balclaore: The John& Hopkins Press for Resources for the Future, Inc., 19b6); and William T. Burke,
Ocean Sciences, Technology, and the Future International Law of the Sea (C oluibus, Ohio: The Ohio State University Press,
1966).

18
F. H. Knight, The Economic Organization (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1933), p. 8. Knight's formulation of

efficiency was the ratio of useful output to total input.

19 Francib T. Christy, Jr., and David B. Brooks, "Shared Resources of the World Com.unity," in New Dimensions for the
United Nations (Dobbs Ferry. N.Y.: Oceans Press, 1966), pp. 153-65. Christy has put forward arguments to the effect that
internationalization would also tend to be more efficient than alternatie regimes, "Alternative Regimes for the Minerals
of the Sea Floor,' op.cit.

20 "The Laws Governing Exploitation of the Minerals Beneath te Sea," Exploiting the Ocen , Iransactiono of the Second

Annual Marine Technology !Society Conference (Washington, D.C.: Marine Technology Society, 1966), p. 377.
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to thInk that wharever ultimate control to vested, the actual mining concern will end up securing lease* from that body.t

theineitbleroaatwould be uncertainty, whereas economic efficiency demands as much certainty as possible.

t~et nttn o aaInad1  i
Assuming some forms of lease systemt ts to be set up and that it will have the respect of goat of the world

coomoity. how can the leasee be designed so as to promote efficiency? First, the systoe could be designed "ith iuat ex-
ploitation leases or with both exploration and exploitation leases. Under the former system, each Inrereetoed fir, would
unidertake exploration efforts freely and then act on the basls of this proprietary information In trying to win exclusive
exploitation les"*$. This Ie the arrangement currently In effect for offshore oil In the United States. Alternativaly, I
the leasing body coulId offer exclusive exploration leases, presumably with the usual provision that specified fraction.' oft
the tract be returned to public rwnnship at met Intervals, but aseo with the privilege of converting some fraction to -n
exploitation lIase. This io the starangement used by many undardeveln)pwd nations. 'he choice between the two will proican-
ly depend upon how well tha resource cowes to be known before exploitation Is iminent *22

Second, any lease should be limited in area. The see floor ie a definable surface so that establishing bo.ud-
ary Lines between lesses will give rise to no serious technical difficulties. The ese of any one lease should probably
sot be fixed but depend upon estimates of the quantity and quality of the resource available. The minimum site of the
lease would be determined by the room needed for technologically efficient recovery of minerals from the bottom uder
Ideal circumstances. Less than ideal circumstances would justify a larger ares. Exploration less. if used, should
cover such more area than exploitation leases.

Third, the lease should bev valid only so long as the coutpany needs Ir to explore for or exploit the resource
In question. On the other hand, assum~ing that the lessee do*-s not violate any of its provieions, a lease should be renew-
able so long Me work continues.

Fourth, a performance requiremewnt should be Included. This establishes some period of time within which
exploitation must COemnCe (or Within which a specified expenditure must be made for exploration). Otherwise the lease is
caiculltd. Mhe object of a performance requirement Is to prevent firms from acquiring and indefinitely holding lesses for
speculaive purposes. They are comm to almoet all lease or claim system, and they are effective to the extent chst the
time or moey required to satisfy them io a real barrier to "sitting on" a claim. Thre performance requirement takes on an
added Importance with a new resource euch as deep sea manganese nodules. The absence of an effective performance require-

men t Would practically Invite a race to clam areas of potential value on the sea floor. Such a race would be Inefficient
in the extreme, It would requite that capital snd manpower be devoted to establishing claims on these resources before
they are really needed by the world community. Total input* would be greatly In excess tf those needed for orderly de-
velopment. Performance requiremwents do hew., the disadvantage thet they contribute to the tendency toward excessive rates
of production, but this io a problem that must be dealt with by separate techniques.

finally, sofme procedure-- it matters lit tle wrhich--Ust I" established for dealing with boundary line disputes.
Again, efficiency is easily obtained for stationary resources like manganese nodule*. If some adjustments are necessary,
equitable divisions can be worked out much as the more complex boundary line disputes in petroleuw. have been settled.

Indirect Effects of-Use.

The second uf the Institutional forc es that will influence the economic efficiency of deep sea mining invol-
ves the methods for dealing with the Indirect or external effects resultirg from exploration or exploitation. Efficiency
Is not so obvious a goal as it sometimes seem.. For example. the goal of mlismixingt total cost for each level of nuept
should refer not iust to the cner of the minin& fire, itiesf iout also to any tosts that thc adniog acciviy may impose on

21 A number of the points in this section lean on the presentation by L.. P. E. Gcolia "Geneva Convention on the Law of
the Sea: The Need for Future Modifications," The Law of the Sea: Offshore Sounearies and Zones, op..it., pp. 273-93.
My only significant point of diasgreement with Prof. Goidie concerns the possibil ity of a mining firm operating outside of
the accepted regime, which he would permit at the option--and at the risk--of the fire. But the goal of reducing uncer-
tainty suggests that whatever internaetional regime obtains for one firm should obtain for all. The problem right ire mini-
mal if a few small concerns elect to operate outside of the Inter-national regime. It would seem more likely that the moot
powerful firms would exercise this option, In which case the regime could find Itself nearly powerless.
22 Under a third poesible arrangement, the leasing body Itself would conduct the exploration effort and then make the in-

formation available to any interested party. Thie arrangement would provide a significant economy in exploration expendi-
tures, and might promote competition by reducing both risk and initial investment. However, It is unlikely to appeal to
mining or petroleum firms and would place @nor-.ous burdens on the leasing agency.
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other economic units. Similarly, any benefits conferred by mining (as, pusibly, fish nutrients brought to the suriace)
should be counted as part of its output. Such external costs and benefits arise because of technologic int2rdependencies
among inputs and outputs, so that one economic tut can force another to operate at higher or lower levels of efficiency
than it would if operating alone. There are two common sorta of interdependencies that we may distinguish, though they
both reflect the ame economic forces. The first involves multiple demands for the Rame resource and the second, pollw-
t ion.

Multiple demands crise when several valumble resources occur within the same vertical tenant frog ocean
floor to ocean surface. For example, manganese deposits end pieferred Toutings for subrarlne cables could lie in the same
area. and a busy shipping lare could lie directlv above both. On efficiency grounds we should allow for that use on ci-
otnation of uses which will generate the highest nut returns (or, in economic terna, that will msximlse rent:. A useful
way to conccptualLze the problem of selecting among muitiple possible uses so ss to maximize net economic returns is to
ask what one operating unit would do if it owned all th. r.-sourcea in question, if multiple use would be Lnefficielt or
dangerous, the regime should be prepared to reallocate ue rights on this basis or to permit use rights to be "bid" from
one application to another. It may, for esample, be preferable to prohibit mlnlng in certain ateas if surface traffic is
very heavy and cannot use an alternative route without majot cost increases. in other areas .nganesr deposits may be so
valuable that it will be worth moving submarine cehl- to get at them. 'n many, perhaps most. cases it will be possible
to weEk out sx- fort of ac:ommIdation so that both ectivities can co-exist. Of course, there is nothing to force a re-
pitt to all te by returna; first-come first-cer is a nother rule that could be followed, All that can be said is that
any systep, oth, , than one based On net returns will reduce economic efficiency below what it could be,

The other conmeon external effect is pollution. This is also a matter of multiple use, the added demand for
use of the Per for waste disposal. however, in contrast to the cases Just presented where toe benefits of resource ue
are shared, "pillution is the process by which costs are chifted from one resource uer tt, another, The technologic inter-

dependencies associated with pollution are obvious. Waeste disposal by one economic mit transaits physical substances to

othor unit:. Pollution may. for example, destroy a fishery or a beach, In which case the returns to the miner are higher
than t hey should be env those to the fisherman or the beach uer lower than they should be.

Certainly, eAploration and exploitation leases should include clauses to deal with pollution. Since the
shifting of cos~s resulting from transmission of pollutants takes place outside the market system, the solution is to re-
distribute costs so that the effects of waste disnosal coae to bear on the mining firm's accounts books. One method for
acctpl ishing thic involves establishment of a charge or tax related to the damages iaposed on other economic uits by the
pollutants. In effect, this "internalizes" the cost i,. the same way that beneiits were treated by aeming they all
accrued to the same firm. Mining firma tight react to a pollution chare by teducing waste disposal volume by changing it
to a less noxtous form, or by paying compensation tr, those injured. Whatever its decision, the point is that In a strict-
ly private framework the control of pollution ie nit ecooomically attractive, but that it becomes so when all coats in the
system are taken into account.

Cutting across both aspects of indirect effects is the problem of values, for market prices are not always
adequate reflections of social values. We can only note the problem here, for the question -it how to ieasure values in
tic ocean is worthy of separate discussion. Clearly, many approximations will he necessry, but difticlties ray be miti-
gated Ly the absence of large intangible values on the high aeas. Losses in recreational benefits and natural beauty and
changes in ecology do not seer. likely to be widespread. However, this is juat a guess. It could be that deep ocean min-
ing will so stir up bottom conditionf that it will produce quite unexpected tangible and intangihie effects. Recent ex-
perience wIth oil spills should, it: nothing else, teach ue to be agnostic on such matters.

Ci5 e. fur Exclusive iHtnts

The final area we must take up is the matter of charges for exploration and exploitation rights. AtA before.
emphasif wil I remain at'i the Impact of such charges on the efficiency of production rather than with the matter of who
receives the pasrent. Actuall, it man not make -och differencc to thc pot-Er"li miner whether De makes paymenr to his
owe country, to Fonc thcr cD.ut r) , oi Lw an international agency. He Is almost sure to pay somethi 1g, even if it t no
nore then a ,oirsl fee for protection.

Howevrr, the principle of equal treatment of all resources suggests that the leasing authority, whatever it
in, charge moro than a nominal sun foi exclusive rights. If it does not attempt to extract fair market value (which ed-
mittedly ray b ery low or even nil at first), n unfair advantage would accrue to ocean mining firm compared with firms
that mutt las to rigt~s to s ne sitilsr resources on shore. As a result, capital and labor inputs would tend to be in-
efficiently allocated xctwec onshore and offshore areas, as well as among various offshore areas. If exclusive rights to
deep sea nesourCce are too higily priced, exploration and exploitation will be deterred and other deposits will be used
though Eory are higher cost sources. If exclusive rights are priced too low, there will be a tendency for excess Inputs
of capital and labor to move into deep &ec mining in order to reap the returns, thus aggravating the problem of high
rates of production that may result Just fro the economic characteristics of the mining operation.

2 3"

HOw can the value of -xcluscv rights to thils esource be detersined, and how can a mechanism to charge for
t'ese rights be set up? These two questions are inseparable. If we can find an appropriate mechanism for capturing rev-
enu-s, we will nave at tie same time found a way for determining their value. There is no one best solution, but some
su estlonf seem in ordvr.

Filrst, It would be useful to distinguish between charges to cover the cost of administering a deep sea recline
f,., ciare r.lpred to t'.e mirkct v&lut of teclunlue rights. T-ne former is a cost of opeiation that ought to be boi-e by
(hOuc who benefit from it. Thac is, there wil be certain public costs associated with necording leases, protecting
then, and dealing with boundary disputes. These costs could be expressed It, terms of an ainual rental pet aquare mile of

23
See also page 35.
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ocmm bottom, such rental to be fixed for all parties so as to just cover the public costs. Alternatively, public costs
could be csred by & liccase fee, a system that would be more appropriate if the largest shate of the costs occur upon
establishment of the lease rather than being distributed over its working life.

Second. the possibility of external effects suggests that a bonding system be developed. Such a system would

require that firms desiring sploration or exploitation leases establish a fund large enough to pay for esternal damages.
In the event that prescribed pollution-control procedures were violated or that unexpected damages occurred, the fund
could be used to reuce the pollution or compensate those who have suffered from it. If no damsae occurred, the bond
vo.ld be returned to the firm upon termination of the lease. Bonding arrangements are communly a part of mining regula-
tion, psrtic.nlarly with surface mining for coal in eastern United States. The needed pollution-control measures, the
appropriate size of the bond. ar. the conditions under which it would be forfeited could only be determined from experi-
onc€e.

Third, and most ifficult, a system is needed to establish and collect the market value for excluaive
rights.

24 
A number of techniques are possible including various kinds of bidding, appraisal prices, rovalties based on

flat or sliding scales, tax systems. and similar forms. Each technique requires that somebody have authority to dispose
of exclusive rights and that it either offer specified portions of the bottom or permit firms to suggest the ares to be
put up for auction. Each also requires that the criterion for awarding leases be Lanambiguous so that no question can
arise as to wh.ch firm made the best oiler. My suggeition is for a sealed-bid auction in which bids are made in the form
of a gross production tax or royalty.

Sealed bidding is strongly recotmended because unJer the competitive conditions to be expected with deep sea
mining, it is more likely than open (oral) biddir,g to yield true market values. The number oi tidders is apt to be small,
but based ov his studies of sealed bids by oil and gAs firpm operating on the continental shelf of the United States,
Walter Head ports that "even where...s lack of bidder Interest, rather than collusion, results in one-bidder sales under
sealed bid '.o.:edures, such sales may yield a price close to a competitive price,..."25

Head also suggested that the str'icturc of the industry should be considered when selecting a bidding pract-
ice. Sealed bids ate gsnirally more appropriate fot conditions where large capital investments are necessary and conse-
quently where bidding is apt to be ollgopsonisti_. This conclusion is reinforced for industries that have alternative

sources of ray material, that operate on tht basis of long-lived leases, and that expend relatively large s.ms Ln explora-
tion efforts 6 These cnaracteristics practically describe deep sea mining. Thus, there is every reason to think that
the sealed bid auction is appropriate.

Mead aIs, suggests that a refusal price that "realistically reflects competitive prices becomes more import-
anL as the structure of ths buyer Industry becomes more concentrated (olfgopscnistic).'

'
2

7 
However, as he also points out,

for some resources it is very difficult to establish realistic refusal prices, this is certainly going to be the case for
deep sea mining, at least for some time to come. 7f at some point it becomes possible to rapidly survey deep sea mangan-
ese deposits and estimate production costs, minimum acceptable prices may become appropriate. For the time being, the
minimum aceptable price should simply Le the rental charge noted above to cover direct public costs.

The uncertainty surrounding th. value of the resource also leads to the suggestion that a yield tax or
royalty system rather than a bonus payment syste% be utilized. A bonus must he paid upon securing the lease and regard-
lass of w, rher the venture turns out to be ftofltable or even p~.slble. With a new resource of wucertain value, there
is reaso. void Introducing added initial costs. it is preferal.ie to wait until production has rctually begun and at
that point . output. The absence of a bonus may also induce a larger number of bids because the investment, hence the
risk, is not ncreaed by an initial payment.

Yield taxes cana be designed in two ways, as a profit sharing (net incomec) tax or as a royalty (gross pro-
duction) tax. Economic theory lends support to the forer because it does not affect the costs or the rate of production.
If there are no profits, no tax needs be paid. Iio.,ve;, there are also som-e disaGiantages. Set income is often difficult
to determine, particularly for a single operation of a complex oigc.izstion, and the problemas of international policing
appear unmanageable. In contrast, unless production can be hidden, which is not likely to be the case for ocean mining,
grnis production is so apparent and the rax so esy to estira e that there ccud bc little q.estlon of wheh.t the cut-
tact amount was hairg paid. The royaity bid would vary from firm to firm because of their different situations and ex-
pectations. At leasr initially when lack ot competition would keep the bid low, the effect on cost of produ-tion should
prove minimal. Whatevr economic losses occur might well be counterbalanced by the gain in convenience and economy for
both operatinr firms and collecting ager.cy.

IV. Conesllon

The initial section of this paper developed t.,e idea that manganese is a resource in the sense that it is be-
ginnin to have an impact on both public and private decisions about future sources of supply. While it may ot be eco-
nomic to mine the nodules at present, analysis of alternative manganese resources Indicates that they are close enough to

Z4 many )f the suggestions in the following paragraphs are based on a fine article by Walter J. Head, "Natural resource

Disposal Poli~y--Oral Auc ion vs. Se_-co Bids," Natural Resources Journal, Vol. 7 (April 1967). pp. 194-224.

25 ___
Ibid., p. 213.

26 Ibid., pp. 219-23.

7 id.. p. 223.
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the margin to place a ceiling on the long-run px.ces of manganese, nickel, and cobalt. In the seco n section, it was con-
eluded that deep sea mining .1ll he a hig;ily capital intensive venture, that large capacity .,d high rates of production
will be the rule. and that only a relatively few firma and nations will be able to participate directly in it. It wee
also concluded that competition for the beat deposits of manganese nodules t almost 1.ortain to develop once deep see mn-
ing proves fceanble so that the rights to mine these deposits will acquire value.

The final section of the paper began with the premise that any institutional regime would have to take ac-
count of these economic characteristics. Hence, it focused on the ways in which institutional forces could be designed so
as to promote economic efficiency In deep sea mining. The usefulness of a market to establish the value of exclusive min-
ing rights was emphasized as a technique chat could go far towards this goal. Among other things, It was suggested that
such a market might beet be organized around a lease system with closed bids offered in terms of royalty payment.

However, except perhaps for some form of exclusive rights during minf.lg. none of the forces discussed in the
third section Is absolute In the sense that it must be present for mining to take place. On the one hand, leases could
be given away at no charge; pollution could be ignored; performance requirements need not be enforced. A nation night de-
cide, tor example, that national security requires better knowledge E the oceans and that subsidizing deep me& mining Is
one way to obtain It. The point Is not that such a decision would be invalid, only that economic efficiency would there-
by he reduced below what it otherwise could be. On the other hand, my suggestions have been made on the basis of certain
assumntions and projection.. If these turn out to be wrong, the suggestions may be inappropriate. Even if they turn out
to be correct, alternative instiutional forces might be designed that would be preferable in terms of economic efficien-
cy. Additional suggestions are all to the good; each of these owtters requires further attention. The purpose of this
paper is nnt to establish definitive criteria, but rather to extend discussion.

DISCUSSIOd

1. One question of deep sea mining involves the econocmics of use conflict, that Is, in the event of conflict., say between
mining and fishing interests, ought one group to pay to the other compensation for not engaging in its plamied activities?
Threat alone may be sufficient to zxact payment-

2. Iternationaliastion of the m.'.rals of the deep ocean floor difters in several respects from that of high seas fish-
eries; the mining of manganese nodules will probably for some time to cone be carried out through highly efficient opera-
tions conducted by vary large and technically-advanced companies. Under an international scheme these coinitriea would be
able to pay the highest hid for mining rights. Why then would a coastal state that has manganese deposito beyond its
shelf limits agree to an internationalization scheme? The point lu, If mining is to take place, that some organization

must have jurisdiction over the resources involved.

E4e
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The curve of oceanographic history is quite exponential. It sometimes seems to us as if the milestones crowd
ever closer together. Depending on how far back one wants to start his history, a hundred or one hundred and fifty years
perhaps, he can examine approximately a century of sapping and charting, spotted perhaps by some pockets of qite excelL-
ent biological research. This blended Into two decades of oceanographic surveys following world War II, along with In-
tensified oceanographic research, mostly A.SW-motLivated. The past few years have witnessed a rapid succession cf "in-
words": "applied research," emphasizing resources development, and "ocean engineering." Most recently the social sci-
ences have been highlighted, introducing perplexing legal and economic questions.

We believe the major trends in the progress of the marine science and technology program occur in the broad

categories of Instraentatinn, culmunications, vehicles, business, and institutional affairs.

(1) Instrumentation

With respect to Instrumentation, the Navy's Deep Ocean Technology program, conceived aa a broad-based techno-
logical assault on the undersea, will advance the development of technology 'eading toward the occupation and exploits-
tion of the ocean. Problems to be studied in the immediate future according to the Navy include:

1. The development of fuel cell power plants as prime movers for deep diving submarines.
2. The development of reliable, submersible motors, since motors presently in use are all

either incapsulated or unreliable.
3. The advanced development of tandem propulsion plants to enhance the maneuverabiliry so

vital to deep submersibles in near-botcom operation.
4. The development of seawater hydraulic aystem to provide for improved reliability of deep

ocean machinery and vehicses.

Attendant upon research and development in oceanographic instrumentation has been the growing recognition of
problem connected with standardization and intercalibration of oceanographic instrurents. This is currently considered

a major responsibility of the Navy's Oceanographic Instrumentation Center, which spends approximately UI million a year
to support this objective. This includes procurement, maintenance, and operation of specialized test facilities located
at the center which can calibrate and test oceanographic instruisents of wide varieties and diverse uses.

To editorialize for a moment, we believe the factor of standardization cuts across all the categories that
are going to be mentioned in this paper. In the future, designers, developers, and manufacturers will have to attain a
modicum of uniformity; the same will apply to researchers and their methods and deep research vehicles and their users.
In the latter case, etandardiration of markings, hatches, fittings, and escape provisions can save lives and add much
needed efficiency to present rescue procedures.

In the institutional sense, not only uniformity but--in some instances--clarity is sorely needed in legal reg-
imes which are separate and apart from some of the more glamorous issues being discussed here. Fishing is an example.

and a bad one at that. Vagaries in the lw, in methods, vessels, equipment and even catch landing confound the skipper,
the executive and the conservytlcn scientist fro-. state to state and reason to stgao.. we will xer.tlo later bustzc-
prognosticators wich nave earmarKed the rishing Industry and Its marketing techniques as fertile areas for capital in-
vestment. This (speculation) would have better odds at becoming prophetic if more than lip service were ,e,- to con-

cepts of standardizsiton-.-insatitutional am well as operative.

Increased life expectancy and reliability of undersea electronic instrurcntation is coning to the fore! and
exemplified in an untderwater transponder developed by Bendix Corporation, which has been functioning satisfactorily in
6,OOU feet of water since April, 1963.

A most striKing advance in oceanographic lnstrumentation techniques concerns the advent of computer technol-

ogy. Computers are used in the following ways in oceanography to:

a. Provide translated (that Is, into conventional units) direct read-out from uveeaide
meas ueen ts.

b. Larr- our dynamic computations.
c. Interpolate for readings at standard depths.
d. Store and process data for instant retrieval.
a. Perform statistical computations upon daca In terms of time, season, depth, and

geographical location.

Several major ucesnugraphic organizationg now possess their own computer tacilities; most of those not possessing their
own couputers have direct access through university facilities.
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During the past five years the prospect of uee of oceanographic buoys, that is, ummanned stations for ocean
measurement, a" bettered considerably. A survey conducted last year by the Interegency Committee on Oceanography re-
vealed o' - eighty buoy systems In various phases of design, construction, and/or operation. Accord.ngly, the Coast
Guard, ac. & as management agent for this committee, is currently sponsoring a study conducted by the Travelers Rasearch
Center and Alpine Geophysics] Corporation, the purpose of which is to develop optimal programs, including consolidation.
elinination, and coordination of several buoy projects now underway. A second aim of this study il to enhance buoy tech-
nology Utself In order to achieve the best possible system for all of the missions involved and contempleted.

Oceanographic measurement technology (metrology) progressed from mechanics to eloctronics during the first half
of this decade. Developments highlighted remote sensing and read-out; and gains in accuracy, speed, and rarge of maeure-
ments.

But this technology has always been plagued by the problem of adapting terrestrial instrumentation to a cold,
wet, corrosive environment under estraordinary arecures. The problem became accenuated with the advent of the scuba
diver who particularly needs hand tools to do his work effectively. Unconventionil application and modification of sev-
eral ordinary work tools and techniques, and development of special gear have provided underwater diving research with a
new set of unique tools and mechanical aids designed to perforw difficult taaki. As described by the Navy Mine Defense
Laboratory these new reliable, rugged, and easy to use tools packages will enable commercial divers to facilitate Inatru-
went Installation and location, data acquisition and recording, and survey and sapping.

In extrapolating trends in instrumentation for the future, tose most often predicted appear to include:(l) in-
atruments that can operate in the sea several months without Attention.(2) the use of spac technology by-products (e.g.,
microelectronics, etc.); (3) instrument packages,such as (with respect to fisheries for Instance), a cosbination menter,
depth sensor, and sampling device for plankton; and (4) expendable trnitruaents which can be used overside, underway, and
as demonstrated in the Ship of Opportunity program.

Regardless of the promising trend in instrumentation, certain drawbacks other than those environmental in
nature must be recognized. As promising as the instrument mar'set appears, for Instance, it will remsin relatively small
and expand slowly, Thus will emerge a paradoxical situation--if it is not here already--of demand for high quality
coupled with an insignificant demand for quantity. This paradox can be expected to keep the cost high.!

Although there are minor disagreements among members of the marine science community respecting specific A
trends in their component technologies, the opinion is uranimous that the trend is generally upward and that the end is
not yet in sight. Vast networks of ships, buoys, snd st.tellites are in various stages of concept, design, and fabrics-
elon. As a spin-off, comsmunications technology and marseecnt have become a malor consideration in this nation's ocean-
related programs.

(2) Communications

The development of communications should not be taken too lightly when computing the Impact of future trends
in marine technology. In fact, adequate comsuncations--or the lack of sane--may prove to be the operative factor upon
which government and industry predicate their decision to develop sophisticated instruments and buoy systems to stream-
line traditional research methods. Just as good research is the basis of successful application; timely transmission
and analysis of scLentJific data are the foundation of productive research.

The radio-frequency spectrum is a finite resource, the allocation and revision of which are the subjects of
international treaty law. Those services alread; holding a vested interest in portions of this resource must be made to
See thz multiple advantages derived from the inherent importance of these researches to mankind generally as preliminary
steps to mitigate the ravages of Ignorance, famine, and the forces of nature gone wild.

These points have bUee advanced before in tne appropriate international forum, but at times when even the en-
vironsental scientists were not fully aware of their total significance or their prospectus of benefits. Accordingly,

the case has not been won, and even though the environmental scientists cannot fully compute all the likely bene'.te,
they are more knowledgeable then before, and the better for their "combat experience," Of more importance, they have
finally developed a united front.

We feel the prognosis for realization in the future is bright; and aided by the support of foreign dminr.litra-
tLions and internationsl organizations--for which the United States has launched a vigorous campaign--vewould venture to
say that the goal so long sought might even be attained in Geneva this fall.

(3) Vehicles

During the past year or two we have seen a revolution in use of the small, deep-running research submarines
by all agencies of the federal government, by industry, and universities ALUMINAUT, ALVIN, DEEP STAR, and other Ameri-
can submersibles that made about thirty research dives in 1965 completed over 200 in 1966. This is clearly a fast-rising
trend.

Steaming in part from the mfortunate and tragic losses of tne THRESHER and the hydrogen bomb off Spain, the
Navy has taken steps to improve and extend its recovery capabilities. Plans include development of small, manned sub-
mersibles and associated equipment operational at depths down to 20,000 feet. The first vehicle to be acquired through
this subatantial engineering task should be ready for test by mid-1971. Effective means for rescuing crews from sunken -

submarines is also under development. A 30-ton, SO-foot prototype rescue vehicle, alr-transportable, and capable of
removing two dozen people per trip, Is being built.
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Tea The deep research vehicle N-i is being constructed at Croton, Connecticut, and expected to be launched in

1968. It will be the first true research aubaersible. With its nuclear propulsion it will be able to remain submerged
for several weeks independent of surface condition*, Its ability to operate will be limited only by the endurance of its

- con embles. In April, 1965, when hresident Johnson announced that the Navy and the AEC were jointly developing a
nuclear-powered, deep eubmargence, research and engineeringi vehicle, the R-i, he noted that vehicles developed to date
had besn limited by ahort endurance of propulsion and auxiilarv power. This will, therefore, be a truly revolutionary

vehilla able to operate at depth* considerably deeper than the continental shelf.

Two projects of the SEALAB Program have already been carried out. A third in the advanced planning phase now
exemplifies the modern concept of undersea habitation and operation. The discovcry and practical application of satura-
tion diving capability can legitimately be considered a breakthrough in underseas technology. This capability will exint
at depths greater then 600 feet and might possibly be at least as great As 1,000 feet. For instance, Westinghouse Is cot-
plating a saturation diving system designed for operations below the 800 foot level, The extension of the continental
shelf is a posible result of this deeper diving ability. Its use enables a new look at such missions as installation,
inspection, and repait of wall-heads for the extraction of oil, gas, and sulfur; the inspection, initallation, and repair
of bottom Installationa for coem.-incatlon, navigation, and geodesy; the installation, inspection, And construction of
platforms which extend above the free surface; and establishment of fish farms.

Since they are somewhat twinned in concept, it was inevitable that spare technology and oceanology would
eventually meet. far the past year, the National Aeronautics and Space Administratiom has been sponsoring a study con-
ducted by the Naval Oceanographic Office on Oceanography from Space. This study deals with various techniques which may
be developed to smable oceanographic measurements to be taken directly from satellites. Recently, the American SocieLy
for Oceanography tamed up with the Gulf Universities Research Corporation to sponsor a symposi.m on the Ocean from
Space. Some of the better papers included coverage of subjects such as electronic devices to monitor the oceans, measure-
ment of the color of the sea from space, detection of ocean pollutants and food from space, the use of infrared to ness-
ue heat flow from the sa, sensing ocean currents from space, and how apace research can help develop fisherles.

The trend in mining the oceans has been one of the most interesting trends In ocean technologies because of
it# diversity. for several years only the petroleum drillers and magnees um and bromine extractors made money from mining
the oceans. Then combinationa of mineralogy, ocean technology, and economics yielded one after another, several other
minerals, such as phoephorites, tin, diamonds. Lately, the Bureau of Mines and reologicsl ,urvey agreed to a plan where-
In two ships will spend the nest aumer determining whether eco~iomical amounts of tin, gold, silver, and mercury may be
found in place. deposits off Asaks, Oregon, and California.

A similar investigation will take place on the continental shelf off the Last Coast when Duke Uni.ersity car-
rise out a study in collaboration with the Vlepartmen: of Interior end the Geological Survey. The team will utilize Duke
University's vessel EASTWARD to collect bottom samples across the continental shelf to a point about 150 miles offshore
at depths up to 15,000 feet. The oil companies themselves are pushing technology to drill ever deeper. Transworld
Drilling Company's rig #59, built by Bethlehem Steel, Is just being com issioned. This rig has a capability of drilling
to 20,000 feet in a water depth of 125 feet.

(4) Business

In respect to b-lainess, in general the trend would appear to be favorable for continued industrial expansion.
It seam at the momant as if major corporations are likely to dominate the operations for recovering the aes's resources.
while Smaller firms will tend to supply the supporting Psrvices and products. Thus far the criterion for success appears
tr consist of a nucleus of highly-trained engineers and scientists coupled with a competent, if small staff, on ocean-
ojraphy itself.

As part of the trend to sore and more business Interest in the ocean, it is only natural that more and more
market analyses and business predictions would be conducted for the ocean technologies. It now appears that the banking
and investment houses themselves are growtIn interested to the point of seeking possible targets for caolital investment.
At the most recent of these conferences--the Hayden, Stone forum on oceanography last May--the Atthur D. Little Manage-
ment Ftri, which had conducted one of the more recent market snalyses, outlined their views concerning the best mid-ter"
Investment in the ocean:

a. Marine transportation logistics with containerization.
b. Ocean mining at depths of 200 feet or less.
c. Tools and technologies for mining at these depths.
d. The fishing industry, particularly "if a company buys new market techniques."

Viewed from at least one vantage point, trends and problems in the broad categories nf ousiness and institu-
tion affairs seem to merge. Judgment decisions as to the "risk of the venture" are unavoidable confrontations in the
life o" any mansger/administrator. Their coefficient of importance can approach a state of alatm when the third dimer-
Sion c 'sea space" is added to this decision equation. But usually these uncertainties are confit.ed to operational or
engine Ing nroblem vhlch,although variable in themselves, may be a consrant in computing th advisability of a "sea
ventut

The other variables in the decision equation, hrwever, are the likely dilemmas attendant upon business ven-

tures projected abroad. They likewise are ali too familiar to the foreign bustiess manage, and they are likely to in-
crease as "technology poor." but "resource wealthy" governments seek to import technology to bolster segkng gross
national products at home. They are broadly characterized as problers deriving from the acquisition and use of property
within a foreign country, licensing arrangements , conflicting foreign tax and monetary regulations and, stated gener-
ally. engaging in economic activity In a foreign jurisdiction. To be sure, these problems are not new; they are Inti-
ately Associated with any foreign business transaction ashore. but here perhaps Is the difference and the point. The
aena is entirely new, and one urgently calling for d,.velopsant.
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These twin fsctoro--namely, the newness of the &rens and the need for development--may provide business with
the necessary leverage it needs to secure binding and workable guarantees against nationalization, and expropriation of
capital assets. (This say sound overly optimiatic at the present time.) If capital integrity--at ieast In the inatitu-
tional sense--can reasonably be guaranteed, business viii be much quicker to assume the "risk of the venture," od for-
eign peoples and their economies may reap meaningful benefits in a proportionate time.

(5) Social

We view the sociological trends in oceanography aa at least as significant as the technological. New major
legislation has established a National Council on Marine Resources and Engineering Develop.ent headed by the Vice Presi-
dent of the United States and composed of cabinet members and agoncy heads with major atatLtory interests in the oceans.
Dr. Wenk, the Executive Secretary of this group, covered the details of the operation in hi opening remarks to this con-
ference.

To emtphasize the role of oceanography in the Navy and in recognition of the oceans as the Navy's operating
medium and of its concotaxitant critical importance to Navy operationg, the Secretary of the Navy has established a new
office of the Oceanographer of the Navy and invested it with the necessary authority to provide centralized direction of
all of the Navy's oceanographic activities. Of course, you ore all aware of the recent reorganization of the Departnent
of Coomerce, linkittRg the Coast and Geodetic Survey with ths Weather Bureau to become the Environental Science Services
Admnisntrstlon and, more recently, the very drasatic reorganization combining in comittee form all of the agencies
(about nine I believe) in the Department of the Interior and coordinated by the Assistant Secretary of the Interior and
managed by the Director of Mines, Dr. Hibbard.

Through the leadership provided by the new Council the government has elected to spend approximately $41 mill-
ion during 'iacal year 1968 on several oceanographic program areas selected for priority emphasis, including:

a. Food from the sea progrw designed to accelerate development of fish protein concentrate.
b. Offshore mineral exploration.
c. Expanded ocean weather observation systes,
d. Recovery of lost equipment.
e, A new research vessel for subpolar water exploration.
f. Peaceful use of the oceans through interr.ational cooperation.
g. Implementation of the National Sea Grant Program to increase education, research,

and information transfer.

You will, of course, pardan the one minute for the commercial. The last item recognizes a problem In sponsor-
ship philosophy. The federal government has been moat generous in support of basic oceanographic research for several
years. However, when the research nas an end--when the mission is clearly identified--for the soat part such research is
carried out within several federal laboratories (between fifty and seventy-five). Now, t rough Public Lw 89-688 (the
Sea Grant Colleges and Program Act passed last year). the government, specifically the National Science Foundation, is
permitted to sponsor applied research progrs, education emphasizing the engineer and technician classifications, and
information transfer projects such as workshop courses, deonLration programs, and extension aervices of all kinds. The
complete announcement of this program came out about two weeks ago; you will find several copies on the table in the
lobby.

An iuafortunate but predictable result of the growing national interest in oceanography concerns the burgeon-
ing societies and various organizations of individuale interested in one way or another in the oceans. Stemming from
this interest, two types of socetlce have arisen: those formed directly and entirely concerned with the oceans; and
those which are simply branches or divisions established by a major organization of another kind, such as the various
engineering societies.

The advantages accruing from this proliferation, Includingimportantly, za acceleration of the rate at which
Father Neptune'e gospel is being spread, are felt to be overbalanced by their failings. First, a lack of consolidation
dilutes the image of the overall effort in the public view; second, the tnevitable competition for membership among i11
of these groups prevents any of them from reaching sufficient sire f,!. -Aximum effectiveness. At a time when students
are graduating in oceanography in increasing numbera, they are con;'ccnred by a bewildering kaleidoscope of organizations.
Most of the members of the oceanographic commiumity hold membership in five to ton organizations, with resiltant calr. on
the pocketbook, and confrontation by a flow of publications which cannot possibly be assimilated.

Public awarenesa has stimulated local government ac
t
ioto. Nearly 3ll of the coastal states now have some form

or another of state-backed organizations fot oceanography and the uarinc sciences.

With the growth of the oceanographic program itself, 1L was inevitaIle that the pressure of increasing compe-
titio would squeeze to the top certain centers in both the Industrial and uv.ersity wor!4& wher, the combination of
talent, sound prnmotion, top level interest, and various geographic fact ra wojid commine to push the marine science and
technology program at a faster pace. Now are emerging regional centers. each a qaj.r complex, and each supported by what
might be cermed a major maritime university or a consortium of uiversittes. Scn centers are betinning to evolve at
several points along our coastlines. ihey are normally compoed arourd a nucleus of a major university and include fed-
eral and stete research and development facilities. !n some cases they include marine Industrial parks, coimnn informa-
tIon and educational enterprises such as libraries, r-aputing centers, oceamerieum, marine mseu, conferance and saw-

nar centers, end comon laboratory and workshop facilities. Such centers usually feature excellent harbor facilities.
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If they show nothi g else at least these trends indicate clearly that am Is accepting the chalienge of the
scem. This challenge way be generally stated in the following manner--success will require three things:

1. A technnlogy capile of providing vehicles, tools, techniques, and mans of navigation ind
coi csunitlo suitable for york and travel on end under the see.

2. An lncentive to sake m& went to go there if given the chance. This is, of course, what we
are all iring :o do and incentive is no one's it not the American's birthright.

3. At the local, state, and national level, the vision and will to organize, to fund, end to
masige &a enterprgi of this gftnitude aid importance.

This, then, has been our version of the trends and challenge of inner spece The assessment of the degree to

which this challenge is accepted must await the cold light of history.
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SECURITY INtERSTS ANO) REGIMES OF THE SEA

Cdr. J. W. Robertson
Office of the Chief of Navel Operations

Department of the Navy

Washington, D. C.

When our astronauts ventured into space, t" lurned their cameras i.ck toward the earth so that we could
view the surface of this globe from a truly objective ' . of view. In viwirA some of these remarkable photographs, one
rather skeptical youngster is reported to have said, "These can't be real became the countries are not in different
colors, in fact you can't even tell where the boundaries are." In any discussion of regimes of the sea it *ess to me
that, if we are going to approach the subject objectively, we must recognize several fundamentel cheracterietics of the
aea. One of these [acts is that none of these "regimes" is going to be discernible in high altitude color photographs of
the water.

We must recognize that we shall be discussing legal and political concepts, that is relations between people,
or groups of people, rather than any inherent characteristic of the sea itself. Of course, we are concerned about geog-
raphy, oceanography, and even the scientific developments which give us greater access to the resources and other benefita
to be gained from the sea. But our fundamental objective in creating or perpetuating any regime of the high teas is to
deal with problem involving the relations of men, groups of men, nations or groups of nations, concerr.ing the respective
uses of the sea.

While we are dealing with fundamentals, It stes appropriate to recite certain other basic facts and asarmp-
tIons which bear heavily nn subsequent discussions. At the present time the United Scatee has developed the meat pro-
ductive economic and industrial complex this world has ever kj-urn. This complex, our welfare, our way of life, and per-
haps our very existence as a nation, is dependent on the annual $32 billion worth of exports and imports carried in
waterborne commerce. All of us are aware of the government's endeavors at stockpil ng certain essential raw materials at
a national defense measure. Many of us car, remember when "Lucky Strike C-een" went to war because of the copper short-
ages in World War II, At one point we were using silver from the United States mint to replace the wiring in certain
electrIcal circuits. but that was way back in World War it. Let me give just a couple of illustratona which are curraLt.
At the present time almost half of the free-world's mineral production is channeled to the needs of our industrial com-
plex. In certain critical items such as tin, manganese and chromite we cones in excess of one-fifth of the world's
total production and yet our domestic production of these minerals it either nonexistent or lets than one per cent of our
requirements. I will not dwell on what would happen to our economy without tin cans--or even tin foil. I mrely want to
be sure that we fully appreciate how important these materials are and secondarily how important it is that we retain the
navigational freedoex necessary to permit us to import them.

Many people have become ao enthralled with the air or jet age they want to downgrade the necessity factor.
They say that. in an emergency, we can bring in what we absolutely have to have by air transport. The moat effective re-
buttal to this fallacious philosophy (at least the most effective rebuttal that I have seen) took place in a presentation
given by a visiting Admiral to Class 38 st the Armed Forces Staff College. The Admiral brought a chart with him, as many
of the guest speakers do, and he placed this chart to his right and behind him during the lecture. On the chart was a
comparison of air and sea lift marked in broad red stripes. The air lift line was about six inches lorg and the sea lift
was about three times that. At the conclusion of rim lecture he explained that the chart was not accurate as it stood
and asked for several assistanta from the audience. He further explained that he had attached a roll of red ribbon to
the chart to show the sea lift line in its proper proportion. At this point he had one of the officers pull the ribbon
out and gradually drew it all the way across the stage. Then, with another officer's assistance in holding the corner,
the ribbon beater went off the stage, down the aisle to the back of the auditorium, then across the back of the auditor-
ium, then down the other aisle to the front and then across the front to where he had already passed. In order to show a
comparison with that six inches of air lift he iad to use about 500 feet of ribbon. For those who are statistically
minded, figures show that sir lift -f ell con-erce (export and inport) has never exceeded one-tenth of one per c"nt. The
object here is, not to downgrade the importanct of air transport. wniich Is indeed vital to all branches of the military
service, but to put the importance of sea lift in its proper perspective.

My next basic assumption is that the United States will continue to mintain the moat powerful naval force
in the world. This is considered to be essential just as a mattec of self-preservation. At the present time our deter-
rent capabtlity rests in large part on our nuclear equipped misiles carried on board nuclear powered submarines. In
addition we practically monopolize the world's carrier attack forces. We lead by far in our amphibious assault forces,
and thus far our logistic capability in backing up and supporting these forces has been successful beyond belief. But
all of this is dependent on having waters in which we can freely sail. In order to erform properly the missions assign-
ed, whether they be a quarantine of Cuba, a landing in Lebanon, support of operations in Viet Nam, or evacuation of
American citizens in the Middle "ast' our ships must be permitted to navigate international waters as well As those
straits and canals uhich lead from one high seas area to another.

My last basic premise is prompted by the first sentence of Dr. Edward Teller in an article published in the
Stmaet. 1966, edition of Orbit. Dr. Teller states that, "Nuclear explosives snd inter-continental missiles have deprived
the United States of the protection of its ocean barriers." (Underscoring added.) It Is my view that, in the life time
of our country, the oceans have not been, and are not now, either "barriers" or "doorways." Our discussions can be much
more profitable if we disabuse ourselves of these classic approaches and ccnaider the seas for what they really are. I
prefer the trm "'medim" which my dictionary defines as, "an intervening thing through which a force acts or an effect is
produced." In our situat-on we find that this "medi'im" covers 70, per cent or 140 million square miles of out globe and
has depths of greater magnitude than the heights of our highest mountains. Our approach to the seas can be in a vein of
acceptance, use, and exploltati-n ao its nature will permit. Or we can look upon the seas at in alien hostile environ-
ment to air-breathing man and a mysterious, tempermental threat to many of the things we cherish. I mu4ch prefer the
approach of the master swiset or the proficient scuba diver who feeLs at home rather than the approach of the frantic,
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fearful novice who flails the water nd strangles as he tries to swim. Perhaps this analogy i& an over-simplifics!,;..

Out an appreciation of this philosophical approach is, in a% v
4

au, essential to an understanding of the problems with

Perhaps the most serious problem wit;i which us are confronted is the question of territorial waters. Whataf

do we mAn by the term and how far fr(,m the coast should such waters extend? When I first started working with, the out-
Sect of territorial waters I had a fairly clear understanding of the term, It meant that part of the seak contiguous to

*the roast af a *tat# over which sovereignty could be exercised In the same manner as In the adjacent land area. In fact.
Article I of the territorial Seas Convention of 1958 embodies this same vi ew, gut it goes on to say, in paragraph 2,
that this sovereignty Is to be exercised "subject to the provisions of these articles And to ocher rules of International
1t. " bviously this includes the right of Innocent passage which is defined within the Convention. Passage is con-
sidered to be innocent so long as It is not prejedicial to the peace, good order or security of the state. Passage is

also defined to include:

(a) Navigation through the territorial sea for the purpose either of traversing that
sea without entering interfnal w.aters, or of proceeding to internal waters, or of making
for the high seas from Internal waters.

(b) Stopping one anchoring, but only in so far as Incidental to ordinary navigation or
rendered nectaarf by ooc~er or by distress."

As I learned more and more about the subject, I became less certain of uv definitions. 1he subject beca-
a little more cl~glicared when I first discovered the "contiguous xone3%-areza in whicth a coastal state nay exercise thie
control necessary to:

(a) Prevent infrIngement of its cuastoms, fiscal, imigration, or sanitary regulations
within Its twiritory or its territorial sea;

(b) Punish infringement of the above regulations cosmmitted within its. territory or
territorial sea."I

Mucli to may surprise I found that the United States has clained iurisdiction to twelve miles froc its coast

for custom purposes since 179U. Moreover, we have had ' 31lation in effect for this purpose ever since that tiine.
2

Pty grasp of the problem was not helped by the fact that a numer of countries, each am, El Salvador, Peru, and Ecuador,
claimed sovereignty to 200 miles when it seemsed to be relatively clear that the) initially wantrd som~e means hy whic"!
they could unilaterally control fishing rights. As th~ere is currently no right of innocent passage for aircraft over tie
territorial sea, Chile suddenly found that the 200 mile territorial waters clam of Pcru threatened to cut off her tree-
dom to fly over international waters within the areas claimed by Peru. A formal protest resulted. When Argentina de-

rided that she too should sake the 200 nile claim, she claimco suvereignty but specifically stared that this law does rot
affect freedom of navigation and overflig'ht In the arta.. It lb oLvious that Argentioa's prime desire Is t,) c-;tr'l ffs>-
lng rights, gut, In Argentine eyes. -011i other tigSuch as ocea.nographic operatio- or naval exert-ises, contravene
their nenly promulgated Is-'

before proceeding further ert us see what the official United States Doition is with respect to the terri-
torial mea. In 1793 Thoiac. Jefferson, as Secretary of State, announced that the United States adhered to the three -tic
limit. Since that time this limit has been considered an integral part of our overall policye on freedlor of t!;e seas.
Prior to the 195e Ljw of the Sea Conference the Judpe Advocate Cereral of the Navy, then Reafr Admiral Ward. had occasion
to address a rather substantial nusmher of isw specalists at a regioral meeting of tlie Ametcrican baer Association In At-
lanta, Ueorgia. I was deeply impresued with the vigor and confiderCe with, which he assured us that the coring inte.-
national conference wan goning to be a success. He Informed us that the United States delegation 'Knew that we wanted in-
ternational agreement to the three-Mile limit and thiat we would do what was necessary to set It. ijnforr.,nmrei", his cc-
timistic ou;tlook ai~ J w.. Lu a ratner %Suc Olmt5. Even an offer of a siix-mile territutial sea coupled with an addi-
tional aix-mile fishing zone failed by one veo in obtaining the necessary two-thirds, vote of the del~vstes. Crn April 23.
1958, after this proposal was defeated, the chain,..,, -)f Oe Lnited States delegation, .'Xr. Arthur !jean,* made cleat the
Aerican position:

..the threesilt rtil.' -s and will continue to be established international
low, to which we adhere. .... ln ur view there is no obligation on the part of
states adhering to the three-mile rule to recognize claims on the pant of other
states to a greater breadth of territorial sea."

The second confs.-- Lc. the Law of the Sea held In Geneva it. 1960 also failed to reach agreemeort on thel
breadth of the territorial sea. Moreover, this positlo- Is bee.n substantially incorporated in arn official protest in

every case where a nation has unilaterally extended its territorial seas since 1958--st least in every cane of which I an,
awa re.

As part of my current aseigoisent I try to maintain a torrent record of the clais of all countries concern-
ing the width of their territorial seas. This has not been easy. There are just over one hundred states that have coast-
lines. Many of these are smong the sixty states that have achieved Independence since 1943. Common to most of these new

nations is the fresh consciousness of nact,:nal domain and movertifnty whith has led to claims of high mes areas as ter-
ritorial waters. In the absence of Internationsl agreement on the breadthi of the tnrritoria, sea snJ, i, the avasence of
any effective international denurnciation and liiation of such clais. the pressures of domestic politics have resulted

IArticle 24 of the Territorial Sea Lonvantlor.

2 Section 21 of A~mrita,,n Law Institute's Rtestatement, Foreign Relations Law of the United States.
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in a flood of exaggerated claims. My latest count shows over sixty nations claiming territortal seas In excess of three
miles while only thirty-three still adhere to the traditional three mile limit. A number have adopted, on a unilateral

basis, the six-plus-aix concept that almost achieved international acceptance st the Law of the Sea Conferences, Most of
the others have emulated the Soviet and Chinese Communist positions 1;. 'laiming a straight twelve mile limit. My 'tat
count on this group Is thirty-four. Even more disturbing is the relatively successful enforcement of the 200 mile ailms
oy a few Cen:trsl and South American countries. I say "relatively ou( cesoful" on the ground that these countries have
fined our fishing boats, snd have refused international, political, or juridical resolution of the disputed claims. More-
over, our diplomatic endeavors thus far hsve not been crowned with a grist deal of success.

What is the answer to this unmistakable trenJ? At least one constructve approach has been suggested In an
[I-cedos hieIcnntare ihal hti cota ri ti artice, Icrav do cncu ise the r Ncip l onlatio which

Excellent and provocative article by Captain Geoffrey i. Carlisle in the February. 196?, issue of the Naval Institute Pro-reditigs. While I cannot agree wiEh a Il that is containe.d in this article, I do concur in the principal conclusion which

states that our greatest danger is not in the extensions of the territorial seas e s _* but the threat of closure to in-
ternational straits. I also concur with his tesls that we should seek the right of aircraft to freely fly over a ch
straits.

Are these proposals without precedent? Idealistic? Unreasonable? I would stubmt tha they era not. If it

can be shown that the creation of such navigation and overflight privileges are also in the best interests of rhe coastal
state, the biggest obstacle would seem to have been overcome. A beginning toward this kind of thinktng exists in the Mon-
treux Convention of July 29, 193b. This convention guarantees the freedom of nsvigation, subect to certain limftations.
through the Turkish Straits which connect the Mediterranean and the Black Sea. Aithovgh the United States is not a oarty
to this treaty, our policy has been to respect its provisions, though the limitations or. the passage of warships prevents
us from seodinr our subarines or capital ships into the Ilack Sea. The actual signatories were the four black Sea Power.
(Turkey, Bulgaria, Rumania, and the Soviet Union) and five other maritime states (France, Great Britain, Greece, Jalpan,

and Yugoslavia). Although military aircraft are not mentioned, the passage of civil aricraft between the two seas is
guaranteed in Article 23. The government of Turkey may create forbidden tones in the strait so long as she makes avail-
able an alternate air route. In return Turkey must be given no less than three days prior notif.cation for flights other
than those regularly scheduled and by merely giving a general notification with respect to the latter. While Turkey has

demonstrated a great deal of sensitivity with respect to her sovereignty I am uaware of any current feeling of inferior-
ity because of this infringement on lurkisn sovereignty. It is my understanding that Turkey is relatihely content with
the Montreux Convention and that All threats of cancellation have come from the Soviet Union.

In ca e number two, the government of Sweden in the summer of 1966, by unilateral action, recogn~sed the ad-
vantages to herself in creating free passages for both ships and aircraft through the Lrit onnecting Kattegat with the
Baltic Sea. The Swedish Code of Statutes ho, 366 contains many provisions wnich could be emulated by maoy countries with

benefit to themselves as well as to the international community. Article 5 provides that military aircraft are permitted
to enter air space over territorial waters for the purpose of passing through It in the Presund Sound between the lines
Kullen-Gilbjergnoved and Falsterboudde-Srevnsflyr. This decree is also unique in that it authorized the ant y of dis-
tressed aircraft in much the same manner as internarional law provides for distressed ships. (Strangely enough, the in-

ternational community ha been very tardy in providing international protection for distressed aircrafz., Sweden appar-
ently recognizes that, by exercising her sovereign prerogztives in this manner, bhe has gained the advantaget of avoiding
many irritating, costly, and unnecessary international controversies.

While this is neither the time nor the place to enpage in a full blown discussion of the Gulf of Aqaba and
the Strait of liran, I cannot hclp but wonder what would have beet. the situation had the United Arab Republic followed the
example of Sweden rather than declaring a blockade. I Lm also worno-ring it toe ultimate settlement will be far-sighted

enough to provide for freedom of air navieation through the Gulf of ,\qc.'a ano tho Strait of 1ran. Even Israel did not

claim such a legal right before the recent war. But would not a ccncslstcn of this kind to future air travel be a step
toward a lasting peace, an aid to tLe commercial ties which assisL in the economic growLh so vital to all of the Middle

Eastern countries?

But what about other future naval requirements? We will, of course, *eed to have operating areas where we
can exercise with weapons. We will need air space reservations in which to train virh high performance aircraft. These
problem will have to be worked out in each individual case trying to equitably balance the economic needs of our country
against the military requirements. Clashes are bound to occur because there will not be enough to satisfy the demands of
all.

The next point that I want to cover is one which emerges from time to time, am ost on a regular basis. This
is the concept of Maritime Security Zones on the high as. The question is ofteo asked as to why we do not establish

such cones I0 or 200 miles off our coast with a view toward controlling the approach of hostile oL potentially hostile
surface ships or submarines of other nations. The tones would be called SLADIZ or SUBDIZ areas depending on what is con-
trolled and would operate in much the same mawner as the existing air defense identifIcation cones (6IZ). As most people
are aware, these zones were established by the United States at a time when there was great apprehension about the pos-
sibIlity of a sudden massive air attack with nuclear bombs. The system reqjired that all aircraft intending to enter
United States airspace from foreign or international airspace identify themselves a hundred miles or so from United
States airspace. Usually a sealed code word was given to the aircraft comander at his last atop before entering the
United States. By using the code word in response to a radio challenge, the Continentai Air Defense Comand could be in-
formed conceaing aircraft which might pose a threat to our sacurity. If an aircraft hound for United States airspace
showed up on a radar scope without properly identifying itself, fighter aircraft were scratmLled. Within minutes the
offending aircraft would have company. To my knowledge, the fighters never shot d,.wn an aircraft but they were fully pre-

pared to do so.

The legal ouestion raised by this was whetner or not the ADIZ system wes in fact a unilateral extension of
United States sovereignty over many miles of international airspace and consequently a claim tc subjacent high seas areas.

I have heard rather responsible people readily agree that it was an extension of sovereignty but that it was justified on
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the Irojnds of Ps,1f-defoes lit my siew this to erroneous--not that I as opposed to the concept of self-defente but be-
cause there ia no need to attempt to justify the ADIZ in International low solely o.1 the grounds of self-defense.

LE
In the first place. a hostile aircraft (assuming that thiere is no doubt that It Is hostilei may be destroyed

In international airspace 1,000 mils from oneas shores with just as ftuch legal Sanction as it ran ef.er it pornetratea
the ADIZ or even after it penetrates United States airspae. Of course, th- fact that the uniden,ified plane has entered
the AV'IZ or ent. red United States alcepaca may be one of Li., fictot% to be considered in deciding whether ar not toi do-
clare the 4ircrtft hcerils. But the main point is that destruction io authorized only after It has been c"-.cluded that
the Aircraft is in !act hiclettle. Mers penetration of the AlIZ or even the Illegal entry into United Stoes airspace to
noct. In the sAbeenveo of other factors, sufficient to warrant dest ruct ion of the intruder under United 5t .tea concept. of
International .*z.

A careful examination oi the ADIZ regulations will disclose that they apply only to thore aircraft cc whom
the Uvited States hit# jurisdiction because of ownership or regiatzation plus thoee aircraft which ultimately ir'tei.l ,o
enter American airspace. Asa s overeign we how* the power to place any reasonable. arnd perhaps even unresonisblt, condi-
tia% on the granting of permission to enter 'tilted States alrapate. Of course, restrictions emost be Ill cofifuralty with
Chicago Convention anid Internaetional Air Tranait Services Agreement as well ac bilateral agreemenrts to which the United
States Is a party. What hbout tiroas foreirni airrraft whlcn, penetrate the ADI? in a point to point flight which does not
require entry into U.S. sirspacs? Moat countries w-uld rather notify the United States of these flights than love aruled
aircraft escorting them through the sine. Consequently, they normally file a fl.ght pln~ which results in notification
of the appropriate Unitcd States offic~als. But we do not, ind in my view cannat, legally complain about a penetration
of the AI'IZ unaccompanied by e penetration of Unitad States airspace.

When we look at a proposed SUUZ or SLAXIZ in light of tire foregoing, we find that the situations are not
remotely analogous, Many ships routinely ply trade routes off United State. coasts without penetrating U.S. territcrial
waters. To rencuire these ahipe to report their location would be en attempt to exercise sovereignty over An ares of the
high sea. Except in certain limited waye 'ae cannot require this, even in territorial waters * without doing violence to

freedom of theseamsan d more particularly to thre cight of Innocent passage.

Promi a practical pain, of view we do not have the resources to eacort every ship that sight fail to give tir-
appropriate notification. Evv.i it we limited the requirement eo aubaxsrino only, we might har-e to track q~m of the nuc-
lsar powered ships for days before they surfaced. They would prohably take Areat delight in deliberately causing ua to
ertelid our naval resources In such a futile exercise. Moreover, if we dealre to shadow & potentially hostile submarine,
we should fool free to do so anywhere an the high seam and not merely within the self-imposed limits of a SthDIZ.

What Is most Important is that we ost 4re propmted to accept what other countries would do In enrulatiun of
the Unitea States. If we oat a 100 mle cons, what ir to prevent ocher countries from setting a 200 or a O)or to the
median line of the oceans'? What limitations we might desire to apply to subinerines, they sigh, desire to apply to all
ver ships, Or tney sight desire to apply regulations on the high sce to all nu-1ear powered ships, or just all inllre

States-United Kingdom ships, or just Israeli snipe, an,' er on. O~bviously, a tendency toward such regimes of the high
ease would seriously compromise the ef~?ective utill'zatioo of United States sea power.

For the saks of complstenees let at Just mention a few of the other legal regimes of the see which have been
used or which are currently beina used. Where there is a partkcular.y Aenaitive area from a defense point of view. we
have created Sea Defensive Are" . Theme areas have been declared by txecutive Orders of the President under the statu-
tory authority granted him In the U.S. Code. 3 

I would like to ),e thle to &my thar thty have alwaeys been restricted to
United Statem, territorial waters but occaionally. in a wartime situation, some have actually included aome smail artees
of the high eas. This right is full) recognized in Arricle 16 of the Conventions en the ITritorial See and the Contigu-
ous Zone. This conrvenition raruirea that. the suspension be for security reson$ and that It be applied without discrimna-
tion, Regulations for entry Into these areas (ganerally the water& sut-oundin; a n,,vai base or inasiition) are cr.-
tamned in -Navy Instructions.

4

From 1939 to 1941 we supported what was &alied a 'r'.eutral prcr0ctIvV zone." This zone wan established iv
the Declaration of Panama In an attempt to keep the rioat tle actions of the tuiripean belligerents from intruding into the
waters adjacent to ti American continent. Thia area extended eu..rward frow' the Anerican continent&saevreral hundred
all@&. The possibility of this concept being of '%.uc ume, In the c irrent , or even in the future, political environment
of the International comunity Ia probably ve- remote.

Wet have also had certain "t-ritime Secxurity Zones' which have extended beyond ter'iLtorial sacrens. lire auth-
ority cited for the establishmient of Maritime Control Areas I, normally that rtsting In the Chief tEecutivw as 'Presi-
dent of tbe United States,* Comandr-in-Chief of the Army and Navy end In accordance with the principle of self-defense
of the Im, oi Nations.' In practice these are"a have been established only in time of war, although authority to estab-
lish them would seem to exist at other times if necessary to meet ani immediate threat to tht national security. The
mesures ad extent of the control ar*eiatablished by regulation. Dluting World War 11 the thIcted States stablished soce
seventeen maritime control areas, by Presidential Proclamation. Veasels were required to navilace the watera of the areas
during daylight when gooJ visibility conditions prevailed and unider United States rluthc'rized iupervielon. All of the

sewentasn maritime control area" were discontinued in 19415 and 1946 and there are none lIn erri,.tenCe at present.

I have deliberately avoided any mention of the Uriban Quarantine, tte United Nations sponsored British block-
mile of oil to Rthodes ia, sod other similar action. because they do not actually involve regimes of the sea. As I noted at

3 18 VL 2152.

0PMiV :nstiuctiona 550.49 and 5500,1i.
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the outset, regimes are created to regrltee t:e problems involved tn the relations of men, groups of men, nations, or
greups of nations. Whatever the future may hold, the exer.iae or considered judgment will be essential to the resolution

of the problem% involved In the creation or perpetuation of special rg gmea of the sea. Without naval power, which is

pertitted to fully enjoy freedr of the seas, uuc eectity will be in Jeop3rdv. 1: would be foolish, indeed, to believe

thAt our economic systee could survive In thr mdern world if we were to be d7nied the use of the seas.

In conclusion, I would su,,-lL that, just as our se(r;rlty Is dependent en a strong Navy, our Navy Is depend-

cit ron stron United State" economy. kareful consideration must be given to the del.cate balance beteen the demanda
of our economlc comunity nod thi, requirrermiets essent!Al to the" Na\y, There will be cont2 icting demands which must e
reg lved o', ectiv- y. I r-t ullic'aRt iecluirno ru.t ;,e :,ased rn whr best for the overall national interest.

.
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OFFSHORE PETROLEUM ArQ HATURAI. GAS:
A MARINE RESOURCE OF INCREASING IMORTANCE

Walter R. Hibbard, Jr.
Director,

Bureau of Mines
U.S. Department of the Interior

Washington. D.C-

One of the moat indispensable ingredients in our nation's modern Industrial society is an assured and depc.d-

able supply of energy. It is, in fact, the very life blood of our economic system, and, if - growth of that syate. is
to continue with due regard to anticipated Increases In population, we must search for and dt ielop new energy resources
with even greater visor than heretofore,

Today I want to talk about an important segment of this energy supply--oil and gs--with particular emphasis
on the development of offshore deposits in the marine environaent and some of the problems asbcclated with this aignifi-
cant element of the petroleum industry.

For the pat six years, oil and natural gas have contributed between 73 and 74 per cent of the total energy
consued in the United States. In 1980 it is estimated that the domestic consumption of these fuels will be 50 per cent
greater than at present, To live you some ides of the magnitude of this demand, let me quote a few statistics. If we
are anywhere near right about our estimates of the future, the United States will coneume 78 billion barrels of oil and
283 trillion cubic feet of gs over the next fourteen years. 1his is more petroleum hydrocarbons than we have used in all
the 107 years that the oil industry has been In existence. In the light of these circumstances, I am sure you will agree
that our need for knowledge, and our requirement for understanding of how best to prnduce and use our liquid fuel resour-
ces wIll be challenged as never before.

We must look to new aresas for potential petroleum development, and, in my opinion, the most significant of

these is the continental shelf. It is here that the petroleum Industry during the lest two decades has successfully com-
bined a specialized knowledge with an imaginative technology to explore and develop new sources of liquid fuels.

Interest in continental shelf petroleum resources began with the realization that pcoductive limits of many
coastal onshore oilfields extended beyond the water's edge. The first development of such n extension occurred off the
coast of California just before the turn of the century. This and other early extensions were developed by wells drilled

from sea wharves, or by wells directionally drilled from land. In 1947, an oilfield was discovered by a well drilled from
a platform in the Gulf of Mexico at a mitt twelve miles from shore in twenty feet of water.

The success of theme early efforts provided impetus to marine exploration and new there are approximately
250 oil a=d gas fields on the continental shelf of the United States. Approximately 90 per cent of these are located in
the Gulf of Mexico in water depths to 300 feet. Many are located as far as 10. miles offshore.

More then 3,000 dry holes and approximately 9,000 oil and gas completions have been drilled on the continen-
tal shelf of the United States. Today these wells account for approximately 8 per cent of the domestic crude oil output
and 7 per ceant of the natural gas production. And these offshore areas are showing Increasing production potential.
Louisiana continental shelf production, for example, has been growing at an annual rate greater than 20 per cent compared
to a United States "on-shore" oil production growth rate of less than 5 per cent.

by any standards, the growth In offshore activities is impressive indeed. But it has not been accomplished
without difficulty for there are many unusual problems to overcome. Offshore operations are the most costly in the dom-
estic petroleum picture, duo not only to the extraordinary hazards and adversities of operating in salt water, but also to
the depths of the well@ drilled and the valuation that competing bidders placed on federal and state lesseholds they pur-
chased, particularly in the Msissippi Delta region off Louisiana.

Since 1953, nearly $2 billion has been paid for lease bonuses to the federal government alone, plus an un-
known amount to state governments. With investments of this magnitude in federal leases subject to forfeit within five
years if production is not established, an unusually sizeable drilling effort necessarily follows. In recent years, in
fact. between 15 end 20 per cent of the domestic petroleum industry's total expenditures for exploration and development
has gone to offehora operations.

he rcsts ate high compared to onshore activity. For example, the averege drilling costs of an offshore well
to a depth o. 1U,000 to 12,50 feet is about $350,000, more than twice the cost of a comparable onshore operation. off-

shore pipeli.s coats range from two to four times greater than onshore, and the cost of deck space on steel fixed plat-
fore is larger. especially s the water depth increases. About the only cost that Is lower than onshore activity is the
expense connected with geophysical activity. This can be expected to rise, however, as explorstion and development moves
farther offshore.

Current petroleus exploration is limited to the shallower portions of the continental shelf along the East,
West, d Gulf coasts, With the continued success of these activities, future domestic maris. resource exploitation can
be expected to moews to the deeper portions of the approximately 875,000 square tilee of the continental shelf of the
Uited Steres including Almaka and may extend to the 300.000 square miles of continental slope extending to depths of
6,OO fest, Industry indicates that within five years drilling for oil and gas will be conducted in 1,000 feet of water.

Sand within ten years full-scale pressure controlled drilling will occur in depths of 3,000 feet. The capability of drill-
p Ing in 4,80 feet of water by using dynamically stationed or positioned surface floating drilling vessels has already been

demonstrated In the Gulf and the Pacific. However, the coreholes that ere drilled at such depths penetrate no more than
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1,000 test of sediment, and the required drilling and pressure control systams are not as elaborate as would be required
for oil end gas test wells.

Another factor contributing to higher operating costs is the severity of weather conditions In the erine
environment. Those of you who may have witnessed firsthand the awful devastation of the hurricane in the Gulf of Mexico
can certainly have a feeling for this aspect of operational difficulties. During the lost three years in the Gulf the
Industry sustained vell over $57 million in hurricane losses. About half of such losses are attributed to damaged and
destroyed mobile units. As a result, Lloyds of London. who insure more than half of the mobile rigs, in 1966 more than
doubled the insurance rates for offshore units and increased the rates for uthel marine equipment. The increase added
approximately 16 per cent to mobile rig operating costa. It is estimated that the bill for offshore insurance is $12
million to $15 million annually. Quite understandably the industry Is considering alternate methods of insuring against
catastrophic losses.

Offshore petroleum interest created the need for a new technology and for equipment capable of survival in
the formerly inaccessible marine environment. Initially, exploration wells were drilled from fixed platforms. Now, vir-
tually all exploration and moat field extension wells are drilled from mobile drilling units. This advancement in equip-
sent design has occurred within a relatively short time when one considers that in 1949. only one mobile rig. designed
for offshore drilling, existed in the world. Today, there are approximately 150 such rigs in operation and another
twenty are under construction or are comitted for construction. The cost of the units, more than half of which operate
in the Gulf of Mexico, range* from $2 million to $10 million.

To give you some ide of the complexity of these mobile units, let me take a moment at this point to discuss
the great variation in their design. Basically, there are three types of mobile drilling units and each configuration

attempts to resolve the problems inherent in the dynamic marine en-.trornment such as water depths, tidal and littoral cur-
rents, floor bottom mechanics, ice flows, horricanes, and so forth.

One type of mobile rig is supported on the ocean floor, The structural members of such units may be fixed
rigidly, or the units may be equipped with Jack-up devices and a superstructure capable of floating. This type was
first used in inland water operations and is best suited for relatively shallow water. The units using stilt-like spud
legs have a water-depth capability to about 240 feet.

Another type is the semi-submersible drilling unit that neither flosts as a ship nor rests on the bottom.
It Is partially submersed by an elaborate automatic anchoring and bouyancy-control system. The system is used to extend
the water depth capacity of many of the bottom setting units not equipped with spud legs and takes advantage of the wave
transparency characteristic of such mobile units. Seml-eubmeraibles have been used in 600 feet of water and are prob-
ably capable of even grester depths.

Still another type is the ship-shaped, self-powered floater. The principle of dynamic positioning keeps
this unit over the drill site and permits effective use of such equipment under severe wave and wind conditions. Posi-
tion control devices have maintained vessels over the drill site in twenty-five-foot seaa with buffeting winds up to
sixty ziles per hour. Larger power unita, which control the vessel's surface attitude say be employed to Increase opera-
tional time in asee* of severe currents and winds. Floaters have been used to drill 1,000-foot core holes in water

depths to 4,800 feet, as well as numerous oil and gas tests in lesser water depths.

Ibelieve that in the future, semi-submersibles and the self-powered floaters will be comitted to ever-
increasing water depths. The ultimate design objective for a drilling 4nit is depicted a; a totally automatic, sub-
marine unit, whose principal function will be unaffected by environmentel forres.

After a sccessful well is drilled and completed, the usual well-completion technique requires that the pro-
duction tree be installed above the surface of ths water. The tree may be located on a single or multi-well platform or

it may be installed on the caissun, thus exposing such equipment to the elements and to ocean traffic. Efforts to pro-
duce and maintain wells through specially designed underwater production trees are in the field-testing phase.

Today there are more than fifty wells throughout the world that produce through production head* located
under water; however, most are completed with conventional land equipment and in water less then sixry feet deep. These
systems require divers to assist In the installation and repair. It is obvious that as drilling activity moves to
greater water depths, well completions must be independent of man's limited capacity to work underst. Ultimately.
underwater production-control equipment must be designed to be remotely installed, arArted, and scr-:iccd.

Obviously. the technological challenges will not grow less formidable as the industry moves outward into
deeper water. But, as I have already indicated, that is clearly the direction in which it is moving. The fact that it
is doing so--despite the higher coat of Investment end Insurance, despite the hatards of a relatively unfmiliar and fre-
quently hostile environment, and despite knowledge that there will certainly be conflicts difficult to reeolve--iodicetes
both the force of the incentive and the confidence that has derived from the striking successes to date. This outward
movement, inaofa' as we can judge, shows no sigrs of slowing down.

The Department of the Interior has a major responsibility to assess carefully these developments in offshore
oil and gas production. The department cannot act merely sa an onlooker in this bold and challenging enterprise. Past
legislation has confirmed the federal government's jurisdiction over the resources of the outer continental shelf, and
recent laws have Illuminated the department'a special responsibilities. I refer particularly to the Marine Resources
and Engineering Development Act of 1966.

Under the legislation, promoting wise development and use of marina resources--all of thes--has beam affirm-
ed as a logical extension, and even an enlargement, of the department's historic mission on land. In the past, as you

know, various Interior bureaus and agencies had various responibilities in the marine field and often each worked alone.
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Now we are working ever nor* closely together, under M Karin* Resources Development Program in which I as currently :erv-
inS as Program Manager. The Bureau of Kinee and her sister agencies no longer 1,ook individually at separate marine re-

4orsl; instead, we look ogether at the total resource potential of the sea.

In this context, our interest in offshore oil and gas production is clear. We sea it not merely as a prom-
ising way to increase the nation's energy raeources, but as part of an integrated system of marin. resource development.

The drilling platform standa in a sea that is habitat to fish. its drill penetrates geological formations 'hat can reason-
ably be expected to contain other minerels of coemnrcial value. Now could the interrelcionshipi aeon, resources, and the
potential for conflicts in their visa development, be plainer? We have learned much from the past, ;ud frm 1* environ-
mental problems that lague us today on the land--air pollution, atsa pollution, soil erosion, and others. The Depart-
ment of the Interior has been told by the Congress. in no uncertain terms. "See to It that istory does not repeat itself
in the ocean."

Now, our Karine Resources Developmant Program is only # fledgling, and I am not here today to describe it in

detail, Ws are just getting underway, end the planning stage is not vet complete. But. in the process of makA-. these
plans we have been looking intently into the status of marine resource development, especia)!y in areas rhere eveura
kinds of resources are being exploited in close proximity. I would like to tell you .9ew f the thinge we ve-iv lcarr .
from this examination.

It will strike you, am it struck us, thet the Gulf of Mexico i i aplenddl txampe of an er'Zft fd l

marine resource development. I have already described the thriving oil and go* production industry of tale 0. f, One com-
pany is also recovering sulfur from formations under toe floor of the Gulf. Some of the vorld's testiest shrimp, urro" in
the sands of that floor, and every year they merge by the ton to be trapped in the nets of the shrimp basts. Other boats
dredge up huge quantities of oysters and clams; still others trawl their nets through the water to take *Ih of many s,-
ciea. The sport fisherman also plies these waters; he takes fever fi'n but probably has more fun doing At. Huge ships of
coirce traverse the area, converging on the Gulf ports and ecitterang seaward again to keep up the vital flo, of inter-

* national trade, The Culf is also an area in which our ailitary forces, with their many vequiremn,i. are extremely
active. finally, this water, that has paseed through so many nets and around so many hooks and hulls, laps up on the
shores of five states where it provides a valued recreational resource for millions of people.

This is truly multiple use. Nowhere else In the world, perhaps, is the resource potential of 8 single body
of water biong realized as fully. In this respect, the Gulf gives us a foretaste of what may happen in other continental
waters of the United States. So it is natural for us in the Department. with our responsibilit.- In utrine resource de-
velopumet, to look at this region and ask, "ow has it worked out? How compatible have theme various uses proven to be?"

The answer. ws believe, is that things have worked out very well and that the degree of comptibility IS re-
sarkable. The many uses of the Gulf--oil production, fishing, recreation, and the rest--are thriving, ai hey thrive
together. Indeed, it Is not unknown for one to confer a positive benefit on the ocher, such as the improvement in game
fishing that has been noted in the vicinity of drilling rigs whose legs provide a favorable environment for fish.

Upon closer examination, we have found that this condition of compatibility s no happy accident. It is,
rather, the e" of coumtless day-to-day interactions and interrelationships. Many good examples of this can be seen in
the came of oil and gas operations. For instance, the relationship of drilling rigs to vessels using the Gulf is not left
to chance. It is governed by regulations that call for the display of certain types of warning beacons on these rigs, and
that designate certain "freways" through which ships may pass in bad weather with the assurance that they will encounter
no rigs st all.

In another direction, care is taken to mtuisze the danger of oil from drilling or production equiment
polluting watere that support fish and provide huasn recreation. The Department's Geological Survey, in fact, inspects

these waters and enforces an anti-pollution regulation. I think it is noteworthy that. in spite of the many oil pro-
duction operations being carried out in the Gulf, there has never been a serious pollution incident--certainly nothing on
the scale of the recent TORREY CANYON tragedy that led to the fouling of so many miles of English beaches. And so. we
have amother example of how compatibility between resource users--and uses--is actively maintained.

These two examples obviously contain a comon factor. Both represent the use of laws and regulations to

maintain harmony between those who make different uses of che same waters. And this points up an impoctaIt lesson that
we, in the Department's Karine Resources Development Program, d-ew from our study of the Gulf: the need fr wise logis-
lation as a foundation for total resource development. I cannot emphasize this need too strongly. In formulating the
laws that will provide for future marine development, we cannot afford to concern ourselvas with a single marine re-
aource. Ignoring the potential impact on others. This kind of preoccupation has caused no end of trouble on land, and it

is a habit worth abandoning.

I am not a lawyer, but it seems to me that the process of abandoning .19t oingle-track approach has already

begun. I think the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 1953 was a step in that direction, and it is to this Act that
vs attribute much of the successful cooperation between those who utilize the various resources of the Gulf. Although the
Act, as its name Implies, is chiefly concerned with the mineral resources of the sea floor, it elso concerns itself with

the effects that exploring for those resources, and developing the, could have on the sea itself. I have already cited
examples of how oil and gas operations in the Gulf are regulated with respect to shipping and marine life; both these
relationships are specified in the Act, Another example may be nore familiar to you. Last fall, a large fish kill was

reported on the Georges Bank when underwater explosives were being used to gather seismic data In a search for oil. Un-

der Section 11 of the Act. the Geological Survey's Conservation Division has decided to withhold, for the time being, any

further permito for use of explosives in such activity. I should add that the Division Is granting permits for other

methods of explorstion not potentially hazardous to marine life.

Clearly, this law recognized the essential interdependence of all activities aimed at using marine resource&
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The fact of this interdependence was not always so clear. On land, many years of struggle by dedicated con-
servationists were required to drew attention to it, and we are heartened to observe its appllcation in low relating to
marine resources. It is my understanding that many more such laws will ultimately be required--eapecially with regard to
international relationships in the open ocean--and I truet that this primary fact of interdependence will remain in clear
focus whei these laws and conventions are draw up.

However, laws and regulations are meaningless without reference to those who must observe them. This truism
leads to a second conclusion we hove drawn from our study of the Gulf ared: a real spirit of cooperation and mutual regird
exists among those who ar developing the various resources of the Gulf. This spirit may be founded on wise law, but it
draws its energy from a vivid appreciation of the fact that all the users of the Gulf have mutual obligations and are
capable of extending significant Mutual aid.

The relationbhips of the oil and gas industries agsin may be referred to for examples. There is a very
active organization, the Offshore Operators Committee, that works to maintain good relationships with other users of the
Gulf and to reduce friction whenever it occurs. This Committee, which has been particularly effective in promoting
friendly relatigne with the fishing industry, is a completely voluntary organization. It has not statutory foundation.
Nevertheless, it plays an important role in maintaining the compatibility between uAers of the Gulf that has so impressed
those of us involved in the Department's Marine Resources Development Program.

In fact, we have drawn a double lesson from our study of the Gulf. We are convinced that the twin keys to
success In future utilization of the &as's resources are thoughtful legislation, on one hand. and Intelligent cooparation
among uners, on the other. Both are necessary, both are rooted in the hard-Von understanding that natural resources con-
stitute a system and must be developed as such. We must remember this, especially when we extend our reach into the
deeper sesa and face the problems implicit in interactions among nations, as well as lndue :ries.

Considering the great variety of vessels needed to develop marine resources, from fishing trawlers to sub-
marines, it would be ludicrous of me to suggeso' that we are all in the sama boat. I don't think anyone will feel tempted
to laugh, however, when i point out that in a very real sense we are all in the same sea. It is not our natural homs and
its dangers are real--but so ore its treasures. We do well to cooperate in retrieving them.

'I 5
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PRESET AIR.RAK ENTS FOR FISHERY FI(PLOITATION

John L. Kask

lirsctor of Investigations
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission

In this general conference on the "Future of the Seas Resources" the special subject assigned to me for re-

view is "Present Arrangements for Fishery Exploitation." In order to place the present (toy subject) into better per-
spective, and also to help more clearly to project our thinking into the future (the conference theme), it m

4
ght p:v"-

profitable to take a quick look at the past.

It has been variously estimateo that man has been on earth in remotely recognizable form for about 200 thou-
end years. It took him all of thai respectable period of time, Inclxidin the flrst 1,900 yess of the Christian era to
cover the Inhabitable part of the earth and increase his number to 1.5 billions. From 1900 A.D. to the present, or dur-
Ing the lifetime of those of us in this room who have Rray hair, man has been much more successful as a multiplier, since
he has mansged to augment his number by another 2,000 millions. To increase from 1.5 to 3.5 billions in two generations
is not an Inconsiedrable feat in procreation and survival. It seems that this compounding will continue for another gen-
eration at least.

Fishinrg. with some rther vell-appreciated human activities, ranks among the oldest of professions. It In
quite conceivable that even the most remote of our ancestors fished to obtain some of their food. Primitive fishing had

to be carried on from shore or from canoes in rivers and in lakes, and along the fringe of the sea, rarely, if ever, out
of sight of lend. Fishing had deveLoped only a little beyond this very primitive stage even to the time Columbus sailed
a short 475 years ago. High-seas fishing developed slowly mince Columbus' day. It wea ko-n in only a few places, such
as the Grand banks of Newfoundland, when steam replaced mail around the turn of the present century and was only slight-
ly more prevalent when the internal combustion engine replaced stow in the 192('s and 1930's. From here on, develop-

ment wa faster.

The point to be made at this stage of our diwcussiun is that san's almost precipitous need for a great deal
more food because of his increasing number, and his capability for acqu!ring at least a part of this from the extensive
and little-knwn ocean area, has developed for the most part during the first two-thirds of this century and, most spec-
tacularly, during the two decades since the end of World War I. So no one really has had such experience in high-aeas
fis eries operations or in organitstion for their development.

Fisheries Jurisdiction

When the Constitution of the United States was being written nearly 200 years ago, jurisdiction over fish-
eries was assigned to the states. all original thirteen oi wh.lch 4ere maritime or, at least, had direct access to the
sa. State Jurisdiction worked quite wall as loop as fishing was carried on from shore or near shore. Complications he-
Ran to arise only when fishing by Increasingly crobile fisnarmen in search of better catches began in waters off neigh-
boting states and on the high seas. Now with fifty states, many of them maritime, and with many more mobile fishermen at
home and abroad, the prole m created by such restricted juriediction are being multiplied.

But this is not all. Not only were fishermen now moving all over th. ocean and among oceane, but the fish
themselves and the waters in which they awme were found to be constantly on the move. Thus, as information on ocean cur-
rents and fish migrations increased, it became hroadly apparent that a valuab?. salmon, for instance (as well as the
water in which it lived and aw.), could be off Alaska one day, off British folumbia the next, and off Washington, Ore-
Ron, and California soon thereafter. A salmon actually ewims through several different jurisdictions and sets of fish-
ing regulations on Its way to spawn in the Fraser, the Columbia. or the Sacramento River.

State jurisdiction was found to lave other shortcomings, too. Fisheries research, for inatance, could not
be effectively carried out by state institutions since the specie under study were forever moving out of the area of
jurisdiction where state fund* could be used for research. Also, political expediency at the state level has been known
at times to influence fishery regulations and management meamurea even more than the aelfare of the fish. The progren-
sive accumulation of politically mtivated regulations have by and large favored inefficiency, and has resulted in Insti-
tutional handicaps that have often arrested, if not completely paralyzed, fishery development.

2 
Clearly. jurisdiction by

states under these changing conditions was no longer effective. What then could be done to remedy the situation?

One attempt to overcome the obvious shortcomings of state jurisdiction was for a number of $ets to bend
together into what has come to be known as state fishery commissions. The first of th.ee was organized on the Atlantic
coast in 1942 and is known as the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission. There Is also a Pacific Marine Fisheries
Comission and a Gulf States Marine Fisheries Gomission organized at somewhat later dates. These state associations
annually get together to consider fishery problems common to two or mote states. On the basis of these discussions, each
state could cake independent action or agread-to joint action with respect to the study or conservation of species in
which two or more have a common interest. These commissions have been useful in providing a platform where state fish-
ery administrators and their scientific advisors can met and discuss their problems and, if appropriate, take joint
action. However. I do not think that there ti any responsible person dealing in fisheries matters who thinks that this
formula has solved the jurisdictional problem.

If state and a combination of state jurisdiction& are found to be Inadequate, national jurisdictions, It
appears, ace only slightly if any better. Political boundaries of any size ere for the moat part meaningless in the

study or control of natural phenomena. The tuna fishery of the eastern tropical Pacific, for instance, is at present

I The Future Growth of World Population (New York: United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 1958).
2

W. N. Chapman, Politics and the Marine Fisheries, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Circular No. 250 (sehington: U.S.
Goverwent Printing Office. 1966).
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prosecuted by fishermen of nine counttles Including Canada and Japan. The fishery covers en ocean area sxtending ftft
southern California to northern Chile, a distance of 6ome 4,500 miles, off the coasts of eleven countries and in two
hemispheres. Neither state nor national jurisdiction Proved adequate for the study and management of this fishery. Res-
ponsibility in this Instance was passed on to an international commiasion whose accountabilities are for "stock@ of fish"
in an extmnsive Ioosely-defined area known as the "eastern tropical Pacific." This arrangement has worked very well as
far as the nore restricted surface-caught yellowfin tuna are concerned, It is not certain whether this large and elastic
jurisdiction will continue to prove adequate when we know more of the relationships of the larger deep-swisaing yellowfin
(now being caught by Japanese longliners right across the Pacific) to the surface-caught ysllowfin taken near the coasts
of the Auseticao; or, when we know more of the distribution in time and space of the skipjack which occur seasonelly in
the eastern Pacific and which are believed to form a part of a larger stock extending at least to mid-Pacific. A shrewd
guess would be that the eastern tropical Pacific delimitation as presently defined would not prove soequate for either
research or management even for the two species specifically covered by the convention; and certainly not for other
species of tuna that are known to make ocean-wide migrationa.

Other important species of food fish have been referred to international commissions with convention waters
either left quite general or else very rigorously defined. The two older (pra-war) and so far successful bilateral vom-
missions between Canada and the United States dealing with uacific halibut and Fraser River salmon immediately come to
mind. So long as just the two prosperous and friendly treaty countries fished these resources in traditional places and
with comparable gear, the formula worked very well. However, tl.o formula broke down when it was demonstrated that
Fraser River salmon, with treaty waters restricted to a limited fixed area near the river estuary, could be successfully
and profitably caught in areas of the high seas as far as the aid-Pacific and that halibut could be caught successfully
by fishermen froa countries not members of the convention in extensive areas of the high seas but still in treaty waters
loooely described as "the northern Pacific Ocean and Bering See." Under these circumstances the fisherlmen of non-member
countries who had moved into the fishery had to be kept by agreement from fishing these species (as Japan now is) or by
getting countries voluntarily to restrict their operations an the protected species, as the U.S.S.R. iS more or less
doing on a yesr-to-year basis now. These are at best temporary measures. Another alternative would be to invite other
fishing countries to join the convention and to share the allowable catch. The lstter formula, In the case of a comn
property resource, is probably the fairest and the most durable but in practice, in these two instances at least, it will
probably only be adopted as a last resort.

As can be seen, even the regional jurisdictions accepted at present are breaking don as more and more fish-
ermen from a variety of cotutries enter established fisheries, and as more and more is learned concerning fish distribu-
tion and the relationships of the fish stocks.

So far, however, in spite of the growing problems of species and area jurisdiction. the regional inter-
national fishery cOmmissions have proven by sll odds to be the met successful both in study and management of fish
stocks. Although the pre-World War It bilateral commissions dealing with halibut and salmon between the socially and
econumically comparable countries of Canada and the United States are the ones usually pointed to with pride, there are
multilateral cowzissions with many member countries varying widely in economic development, scientific sophistication and
political outlook which also show signs of some succeas. A quick look at how this development in the International fish-
eries field has taken place may prove profitable in our efforts to plan for the future.

International Coogeration In Fisheries

Development of an international approach to the solution of high-seas fishery problem has occurred in two
principal ways. The first Involved cooperative planning and conduct of research only. Research was non-contentious and
everyone seemed in favor of developing more information regarding a little-known but increasingly valuable resource.
This, it was agreed, could best be done In international waters by joint planning and. if possible, by cooperative exe-
cutio. Cooperative research required only the tacit agreement of the countries whose scientists wished to work to-
gether and no final or large commitments for programs or expenditures were needed.

The second approach, as we have already seen, involved not only research but management am carried out by
the international commissions. Terms of reference here were more precise and agreements took on the form of formal
treaties. Both developments occurred together and both survive to this day.

The Research Councils

As concentrated, mechanized fishing by the fleets of a number of countries first developed in the Worth Sea
and adjacent waters, it was here where apparent overfishing of fish stocks first occurred. It was here, too, in res-
ponse to an obvious need, where an international approach to cooperative research on high-seas fish stocks first de-
veloped. At the turn of the present century, an international Council for the Exploration of the See (known almost
universally as ICES) made up of scientists of western European countries, was organized. This Council held its inaug-
ural meeting In Copenhagen in 1902. Led by some of the leading marine scientists of the day, it proved an almost im-
mediate success in encouraging sea research. Organizationally it was divided into both subject and arta committees to
ca'r- out its cooparalive planned research. Thus it has a Salmon and Trout Committee, a Hydrographic Committee and
W, ng Committee a well as a Baltic Area Committee, a Transition Area Committee, a Northeastern Afea Committee, and
so irth. The Council also standardizes, collects, and collates fishery statistics and hydrographic information., and
publishes the results of its investigations and of the decisions taken at its Annual Meetings.

The Importance of ICES and the influence it has exarted on the development of high-seas international fish-
eries research can hardly be exaggerated, The inspiration supplied by the success of this organization led directly to
the development of aoiilar research councils elsewhere. In 1919 a parallel organization was established by countries
bordering the Mediterranean; in 1920 the North American Council on Fishery Investigations waN organized for the uorth-
western Atlantic, in 1948 an Indo-Pecific Fisheries Council was started under the auspices of the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), and in 1949 a second General Fisheries Council for the Mediterranean, again
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under FAD, wae organiSed to give that area two councils, FAU also made some not too successful attempts to organise coun-
tile in South America and Africa hut all of theso did not take. Three regional fishery bodies are recorded, one in the
south Atlantic (CAIUPAS), oe in Europe (the European Inland Fisheries Council), and one in West Africa. Little besides
the holding of occasional meetings has been recorded about them.

None of the subsequent research councils, however, embodied the inspiration and spirit of ICES. The latter,
which has aurvived two world ware, is still a research force to be reckoned with, whereas some of the others have nut
even survived. The North American Council discontinued meeting after 1938, and the original Mediterraneai

r.  
_.A1 became

Inoperative to the point where FAD organiaed another council for the are. both are functioning at *.. : moment t.! at a

low key. The Indo-Pacific Council has met quite regularly but its measurable accomplishments are wt. i4,rtsaive. 'he
difficulties and general lack of interest encountered by PA toward similar ccuncils in Africa and Latin America, as el

pas the talatively high mortality experienced for this type of organization, serve as a measure of the afectiveness and
popularity. All councils have provided a platform for scientists and fishery administrators of v*-lous countries on whi.'.
to meet together, and to exchange ideas. They have also allowed participants to become aware of 0ht international natute
of the problem that, up to the ise of Council formation, they had been -restling with nationally %eu %lone. None of the
Councile have been given operational or manegement responsibilities so their area of effectiven. md Influence was to a
degree limited by their charters. 0- !he few occasions where council scientists also served as scietific advisors In a

tight management situation, such as rn tte Research Comittee of the Whaling Commission, their in::., e a not ztri '.

The MnamAeannt CRInLMIes.o

The second line of deveilpment included negotiation of formal fishery conventions which, in most cases, pro-
vided for the organization of cousieions which, in turn, were aseigned apecific research as well as management responsi-

bilities. There are a dozen or note such commissions operative today but no two are alike. They differ widely In organ-
isation, authority sni problems, but most have an identifiable mission. Some have a fixed membership, as the bilateral

comieions dealing with Pacific salmon and halibut. The tripartite North Pacific (Canada. Japan and the United States)
and the bipartite (Japan and U.S.S.R.) salmon, and similar commissions belong in this group. Others are open-end treaties
where any government can join if it has an interest "nd is accepted by existing members, e.g., the Tuna and Whaling Com-
sissione. So"e romissions deal with on& species in a defined aree such as the halibut "of the northern Pacific Ocean

and Bering Sea" or the sockeye salmon of the Praser Liver. Orhers deal with several designated species in a large area
(e.g., hetring, halibut, salmon, king crab, and such like of the Nurth Pacific Treaty), while still others deal with many
fishery problems in large regions such as the Northwestern and Northeastern Atlantic Commissions. Although these latter
two commisions were designed to deal principally with demersal fish, almost any fishery problem can be assigned to them
by special arrangement.

Prescribed treaty or convention wate also vary widely. Thus the Whaling Comiteion for all practical pur-
poae takes in all the world Ocean where whle , whereas all other comisaiona are variously restricted to & part of
one oces. The Tune Commission, as we have alt. sen, is limited to the general ares described as the eastern tropical
Pacific. and the sockeye salmon comission t reett..ted to treaty waters near the Fraser estuary even though the Fraser
Liver salmon travel and can be caught on the high seas to as far as the aid-Pcific. The North Pacific Fisheries Conven-
tion, on the other hand, which also deals with salmon, defines its convention area as "all waters, other than territorial

waters, of the North Pacific Ocean, including adjacent sas."

Also varying widely are the principles that guide the selection of cmmi ioner* by the varloc. member gov-
ses eats as well a the definition of the appointive authority. In Canada and the United Stecas the appointive authority
has been nationally established as the highest in the land. namely Her Majesty, on the recomendation of the Governor-in-

Cowcil in Caondaand the President of the United States. In Canada, this "summit" appointment automatically gives the
"government" Commiesioner, who usually is a renking offlier in the Department of Fisheries, considerable leeway in nego-
tiation end even in the roemiatment of moneys. usually within the limits of reasonable budgets presented in advance. In
the cans of the United States, this freedom is more restricted, as money commtment cannot be made even if requested by
the President himself, since there ie no aesurace at all that Congress will support the request; in fact, experience has
shown that very often Coagruam will not. In the case of mot other governments, the appointment or no-nation of comis-
aiuoerns eems to be ors casual. A1moet always a ranking officer of the fishery administration and, at times, scientific
Qr Ludwatry advisors appear as cosxisionerse, but candidates frem the military, finance office end foreign affairs are by
so mans unknown.

The main point to be made here is that although the number of commissionere is fixed by the conventions,
rarely if ever is the composition of the comiasion, Its actual authorities or how or by whom commissioner$ aro to be
appointed or their qualifications spelled cut in the convention. In fact the leRl status of the ooission itself is
very often quite unclear.

With thiv great variation mong existing commisslons, it Is difficult to catalogue them in any uaeful way.
Per the present purpose, however, I am going to consider the comanesionb from two general points of view only, namely, on
the basis of when the conventions were negotiated, and how and by whom research and management responsibilities assigned
to the conmiasion are carried out.

The Comp siona in Point of Time

The first formal negotiated convention to deal with the study and conservation of a living marine resource
was the Fur Seal Convention of 1911. This Conveeise vas accomplished among Canada. Japan, Ruasi, and the United States

at a time when the four governmte involved differed broadly from the em four today. The oemvention grew out of the
decimatien by uanmetricted pelate hsttng .1 orth Pacific fur smal stocks. The agreemnt proved successful in restor-
ing the fur seal through protection md selective harvest, but the comissiom was light m reearch. Ove ef the princi-
pal lecks in this field was a mesure of the effect that the greatly iscreased fish-eating seal herds had on other impor-
tmt feed fish. This lack. coupled with inadequate studies in populatio dynamics, Ceumsed a los of comfidence by at
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least one member, Japan, and the treaty became inoperative in 1941. The treaty was re-negotiated after World War II by
the same governments that belonged to it before but with much more directed emphasis on coordinated national research
programs. It is operative today.

1hu Fur Seal Convention is the oldest of the "fisheries" treetis. Since it has survived (with the excep=
tion of the recess during the war years mentioned above) two world wars, revolution, conflicting ideologies, enmities,
and friendshins for fifty-five years, and as It hoe been reasonably successful in accomplishing its mission and satisfv-
ing its members, it must have some built-in survival qualities that are worth examining, We might take another look at
this a little later on.

The only other fishery conventions that were negotiated and had commissions placed into operation before
World War II (a much simpler world than exists today) were the two apparently signally successful bilateral coimiclions
between Canada and the United States, each dealing with one species, nmely, the halibut of the "northern Pacific Ocean
and Bering Sec" (1924). and the sockeye salmon (and later pink salmon) of the "Fraser River system" (1937). There are
several contributing reasons why these commissions have proven so successful,

tine reason for their success was that responsibility for study and restoration was for one prized species only
and, in each case. the species had been fished down to the point where any irprovement would be much appreciated, Other
characteristics that contributed toward success were that the two member countries had a common ancestry and language,
and a similar currency, and that they were at a comparable stage of scientific, economic, and social development. Also,
they used similar fishing gear and had qrown accustomed to fish together on the high seas and near state sod national
boundaries over a number of decades, Still another reason, and in my view an important one, for success, wae that each
of these conventions specifically provided for an internarional research staff for the comission itself, so it could
vigorously pursue those researches it considered moat pertinent, As the scientific staff members were the direct em-
ployees of the member governments, doubts as to the authenticity of the scientific results presented to the commissioners
were minimal, and in thesc two instances at least, results of researches have never been seriously questioned. Also both
comissions were quite liberally supported for the mission they had to carry out.

All the other fishery conventions (except one or two minor ones in the North and Baltic seas) wter negotiated
and entered into force after World War 11, and hence have hardly had time to prove themselves finally one way or the
other. however, some have showm that the formula adopted to solve their specific problem has not worked well. An
example of this is the Whalirg Commission (negotirted in 1946 with inaugural meeting in 1949) having about seventeen pres-
ent members, under whose auspices the whales, especially in the Antarctic, have progressively been reduced to the point
where now only residual and marginal whaling is carried out by a few countries. The Whaling Cmmision had no scientific
staff of its own and relied on members of the Whaling Comittee of ICES, who alao served on the Research Coemittee of the
Comrission, for Its scientific advice. Very little independent research was carried out and most of the scientific ad-
vice given was ignored in the interest of competitive catching of as many whales an possible.

Other postwar comissions, on the other hand, such as the one created by the International Convention for
the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF) (signed 1949 and Insugural meeting 1951) have encouraged the agencies of come of
their member governments to carry out substantial high-quality research in Its area of interest and have programmed coop-
erative ocean surveys. ICNAF, with thirteen members from Western Europe and North America, has several members ac4itif-
ically sophisticated enough to understand the research carried out, even if all rembers cannot or, at least, do not al-
ways effectively participate. Recommendations to regulate mesh sizes have been made and, In some nstances, enforced
with some success. The real teast of comission strength will, however, be made when hard recommendations on catch quotas
and limitations will be required. ICNAF has carried out its general research responsibilities quite well %o far.

Another postwar convention is one that goes by the inordinately long name, in a coepany of long names, of
"The Convention for Regulation of the Heshes of Fishing Nets and the Site Limits of Fish" (signed 1946, effective date
1954). Present membership includes about fifteen western European countries. The convention provides for no research
or research coordinating body of its own; snecific conservation measures are spelled out in the convention as well an in
the long title. ICES serves as the scient~itc tact-linding agency of the commission. It has met with indiffm,mnt suL-

cess.

Still another postwar convention was negotiated among Canada, Japan, and the United States to deal with North
Pacific Fisheries. The International Noith Pacific Fisheries Convention (INPFC) was signed in 1950 but dua to political
stresses an inaugural meeting of the Commission was not held until 1954. This treaty concerns itself with salmon of
North American origin on the high seas as well as with other species. A companion but separate treaty (1956) between
Japan and the U.S.S.R. treats principally of salmon of Asiatic origin on the high seas (mostly concerning catch quotas).
Salmon originating from the two continents intearmingle on the high ses in certain localities of the aid-Pacific where
they are caught together, principally by Japan. This, as well as the existence of two conventions with overlapping mem-
berships dealing with essentially the same problem, introduces complications. Further, a new principle called "absten-
tion" was introduced in the tri-partite North Pacific treaty. This principle postulates that new countries entering a
fishery should abstair, from catching species already demonstrably being exploited fully by countries already fishing
them, The principle as presented was not considered as one worthy of general acceptance by United Nations Conferences
in 1955 and again in 1958 and 1960. In modified form, of course, this principle has been in force in the Fur Seal Con-
vention since 1911 where Canada and Japan have agreed to "abstain" from pelagic sealing, but in this case the abstainer*
were compensated for their sacrifice by being given a portion of the harvest. This "compensation for abstention" prin-
,irle was at least one of the ingredients hinted at above that contributed to the success and long life of the Fur Seal
Convention.

All researches under INPFC are carried out by agencies of member countries, with programs coordinated by the
Commision at Its annual meetings. Some researches that touch the interests and the sensitivities of members are vigor-
ously contested. They are only passed and reported upon after long joint working party sessions between scientiats of
all countries and then only if their usually toned-down results are found acceptable to the government heads of the
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cmision. This system of conducting endor coordinating research is not to be widely rscomnded. The convention it-
self and the cimision's operations have been under review by member governments now for a number of years. So new for-
mule acceptable to all members haa yet been arrived &t, so the commission grudgingly persists in meeting year after year
under the old formula for want of agreement on anything better.

. Another postwar convention which I will just mention wes one negotiated among Chile, Ecuador, and Peru in
1952. The commission, known as the "Permenent Commiesion 'or Exploitation and Conservation of the Maritime Resources of
the South Pacific," held its Inaugural seting in 1954. Although the commiesion saets irregularly, its 1966 meting in
Paecem, Peru, was Its ninth. The objectives of the commission are "to secure a better exploitation and conservation of
the maritime resources of the South Pacific .... The three member countries each now have scientific fishery institutes
in verying stages of development. There are no signs, however, thaL this comisesion is particularly science-oriented.

The last of the postwar comiselons that I will mention here is the Inter-Americen Tropical Tuna Comission

(LATTC). Thia convention was negotiaeed and signed in 1949 by the Republic of Costs Rica and the United States, and its
inaugural meting was hold in 195C. This wes an open-end convention and Panama, Ecuador, and Mexico joined leter, in
that order. Canada has applied for membership, and at least two more Latin American countries have this year shown an
Interest in Joining. The objective of the convention is to study the tunas and tuna-baitfithes of the eastern tropical
Pacific and, when appropriate, to recommend conservation measures. Following some sciertificlly-deuonstrated overfish-
ing. a catch quota was recmmended in 1962 and each year thereafter. The recommendations were not generally accepted and
implented by the nine governments whose fishermen fish in the area (including non-member countries Canada and Japan),
until 1966. So far, this comission haa had only one year of experience in actually regulating this two-species (three
if bigeys is Included) hilh-ssaa pelagic fishery which extendv for 4.500 miles off the coasts of eleven countries. Much
remains to be learned about this complex undertaking but experience so far Indicates that there is nothing about the per-
formance that should prove ispoesibie.

This convention is the only one of the poet-World War II conventions that provides for a commission with an
Internationally-recrultod research staff under commission control. This feature has proved very important indeed since
there waes large discrepancy in actentific sophistication, economic developmeit,, and fishing experience among member
countries. With the independent international research staff, and with research results being fully and promptly pub-
lished in the commission's two official lansuages and widely distributed, the findings of the commission have been ac-
cepted without more than the usual caution by all member and non-member nations that fish in the area. Furthermore,
since each country's financial contribution to the commission is dependent on its catch and utilisation of the species o
under study and management, member countries with small fisheries have found to their satisfaction that they are full
members of a competent scientific organization on which they can call for scientific advice and guidance at any time and

* at relatively small coat to their treaaury. It is doubtful indeed if the advances in research and in conervation made
over the past sixteen years by this coission could have been made If it did not possess a scientific staff of its own.
Conversely. if tne only scientific information available to commission members and non-menbers fishing in the area was
from one or two of the more prosperous and scientifically-sophieticated national sources, it is unlikely that the con-
fidence so widely exhibited in the results of this complex research as well as the acceptance of hard conservation mesas-
ures could have been attainea.

Wolld OrenisteIons

It appears to me that if there is any area of activity that deserves special attention at United Nations or
United Nationa Specialized Agency level, it Is the study and development of the ocean. This is especially so since this
little known, large fraction of the world, which holds so much promise in helping to solve many of mankind's resource
end general living problem, belongs to all the world's peoples. In spite of this. the subject has received only casual
attention at the world level. Even where some provisions for fisheries and ocean study is provided in specialized agen-
cis, the administration& handling these activities are hidden swa in orkaniastione with overwhelming other responsl-
bilItis.

Even at the national level, there are only a few countries such as Iceland. Norway, Denmark, Canada, and
the U.S.S.k. tnat have provided special central governmcnt departments or minis tiee for fisheriesi practically all other
governments have their federal fisheries administrations tucked away in a variety of departments. For instance, Peru's
fisheries Aeminia.@eoion is a small service In the Department of Agriculture, Japan's is an Agency in the Department o[
Agriculture and Forestry, and the United States' is a Bureau in the Department of the Interior. Yet these are three of
the mcoat important fishing countries in the world. It appears rather obvious to me that the philosophy of these "inter-
lot" departments that deal with enormous national land problem must be almost diametrically opposed to the philosophy
that must deal with the use and development of a cimon-prcplrty resource that occurs in a constantly changing medium
and in an immense Internatioally-ovned area of the world.

In spite of this obvious ineffectual national experience, when United Nations Specialized Agencies were con-
sidered, fisheries and oceanography were again given small recognition and were placed in agencies whose principal rea-
ponsibilities lay in other, and not necessarily related, fields. Thus a small Fisheries Division was provided in the
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO) and an Office of Oceanography (as an afterthought) in the
United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization (04ESCO). PAO'S Fisheries Division (Department after

January. 1966) has been in eistence since October lb, 1945, when PAO was first organized. It has served a very useful
purpose in compiling fishery statistics on a world basis and In calling and servicing in:xrstionsl fisheries meetings.
Aa already noted, it has also organised some international fishery "research" councils that are functioning indifferent--
ly. Operationally, howevser, the FAD Fishery Division or Department has never achieved the support or success of either

of the land-oriented Agriculture and Forestry Divisions in the same organization.
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An executing agent of Special Fund fishery projc.t., the Pleherie. Department has had only indifferent suc-

cae; as a leader in national ant regional fisheries development its itifluence ham been sinimal, to witneased by the
latest Atlantic Tuna Convention negotiated under PAO auspices end signed by seventeen delegates on Nay 14. 1966. The
convention still has to be ratified by the requisite number of governments before it atters into force. Although this

proposed new convention was carefully considered by two special working portie convened b) YAO and by that urganiza-
tin'm Council and by its Conference, and by a spelsl Conference of Planipote'tiarle called to Rio do Janeiro in May
of i96b, the final document shove very little Indication of knowledge of pest experience either good or had in this
field. For instance, the Convention states "the Com.tnqsion .. 'sll be responsible f.' the study of poptistions of tuns and

tuna-like fieh&. ... and such other species of fishes exulritsd in tuna fishing in the Convention area ae are not under in-
vestigotion by another international fishery organxation.' This is a largE and all-inclusive order ad a heavy respon-
sibility placed on the Commission, especially wien It Id rsalloei that in addition to the numerous Ppecies to be Investi-

gated, the Convention area includes "all waters of the Atlantic Ocean, including the adjacent seaS.' Yet tri carry out
these broad instructions, the C.,smission must "insofar *" fse'ible, utilise the technical and scientifl 3ervtces of, and
informstion from official agencies of the Contracting Partie.L and their political sub-divielons....i" Wih seventeen (or
sore) potential members, varying widely in economic, scientific, and political development, this formula could lead to an
impase here me it has already in other areas under even more favorable circumstnces- The legal status of the Commilesion
and the method of appointment or authority of couniesionern was let to chance a formerly and even In describlig treaty
waters in the convention ares as "all waters of the Atlantic Ocean including adjcent sea" albeit enormous in extent,
was still based on loose geographic boundaries rather than on an ecological area where tune live and grow.

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) on the other hand, had its
constitution formally accepted in 1946. 'his oreinix-,tion has overwhelming educational responsibilities. Partly it
seems beCause "sLience" was included in er all-incluxive title, UNESCO appointed, among other comittees, an Advisory
Covwolttee on Msrine Science in 1955. She enteted the oceono5 rmphic field, largely by default, in about 1960 since no one
ela seemed to be interested in this ftst-growin arena; that is, no one was until UNESCO moved in. The Intergovern-
mental OceanogrAphic Coeesllon rIOC), ws organised in 1960 under UNESCO's auspices. The IOC meta annually and it
helped In the coordination of the not too well coordinated International Indian Ocean Expedition, but so far this organ-
ization has not proven a reel force. Some energy is expended by FAO and UNESCO in jurisdictional disputes or in setting
up advisory committees to mediate disputes over whu whould be doing what In this field. However, the one certain thing,
n my view, is that the combined efforts uf these two great world nrganizotions, with demanding other taks, are not

adequete or competent to supply the inspiration and guidance required for the development of the world ocean or its fish-
ories,

Suner2 and Conclusions

The three-quarters of the world that is covered by ocean has traditionally been considered of such aSall
velue that no one has bothered to lay claim. For centuries it served principally as a medium on which to sail ships. To
allow freedom to sail, the concept of the "freedom of the seas" wa4 enunciated, and for centuries stoutly defended. This
letter concept further confirmed tihe international nature of the sea and, by inference, th2 coomon-property nature of its
heretofore little used resources. This is where we found ourselves at the turn of the present century; we have developed
very little since except as the demand for ocean resources gtm and our capaLility to expl'>it the resources increased,
values began to change. Ocean grabbing has in recent years become stylish, as land grabbing in the new world was & cen-
tury ago. iven very responsible countries are threatening to lay claim to bays, to seas, to wider and wider territorial
waters and to wider and wider fishery zones.

State and national fishery jurisdictIon in recent years have largely become obsolete. International regional
fishery agreements intended to correct this have grown up haphitsrdly and, under rapidly changing conditions, are in need
of prompt revision.

No competent world organization exists, eAcept perhaps the United Nations itself, to which we can look for

guidance. It ue after All under nited Nations auspices, not that of its specialized agencies, that the world "Confer-
ence cn the Living Resources of the Sea" yeas held in 1o , It wet at the gR "I.e of the con ronforence" aso held
under United Nations auspices that "Ile Convention on Fishing and on the Conservation of the Living Resources of the High
Seas" was negotiated. These conferences are by all odds the most important ever held in the fisheries field end supply
whateavr guidance we have for future progresm and development. The very recent United Nations Posnlution on "[Develop-
ment of Natural Resources of the See" of December 8, 1966, seems to continue this leadership largely, I -m sure, because
of the bankruptcy in leadership in other Unitd Nations bodies.

To my knowledge there is no one or no organized body with the exception of this Law of the Sea Institute.
holding only its second meeting, and its Directors acting individually, who are engaged in en independent audit and
appraisal of past organization end performance, nor is anyone except the personnel of this organization doing any seriou
thinkinp or laying plns for the future. This important development should not be left to chance. I must hasten to add,
ho vu-, et I think this utter neglect has in recent months been showing signs of change.

In utort, it is my view that present arrangements for fishery exploitation are inadequate. Perhaps eos sug-
gastlona will come at the June 29 meeting of this group as to what can he done to improve matters.

DISCUSSION

lt was pointed out that some of his criticisms of FAD activities are now being met through recent changes in
the vigor and emphsiss that fisheries is receiving in PAO. It was also noted that one possible mearno of meeting his
objections to the current pace of intern ional activities migL be hlitugh implementaLion of the NASCO recoaaeodlion

that FAO, UNESCO, certain portiors of 1MCO, and certain functions of IMO be put into a new specialized agency--a iotld
Oceanographic Organization.
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THE FUTURE OF THE GENEVA CONVENTION
ON

FISHING AND T11k CONSERVATION (IF THE LIVING RESOURCES OF THE SEA

William C. Herrington

Former Special Assistant for

Fisheries and Wildlife

to the

U.S. Secre'tary of State

Last year at the first Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute, at the end of my paper on the "1958 Geneva

Convention on Fishing and Conservation of Living Resources." I commented as follows:

"Now, eight years since the Geneva Fisheries Convention was negotiated, ve must admit
that much of the world has not yet caught up with Its provisions, in practice at least.
With this In mind the United States has recently begun to talk up a proposal that the FAO

convene a World Fishery Conference that would consider, among other fishery matters, how the

convention could be most effectively implemented and encourage more ratifications. Such a

conference could also consider auxiliary procedures, such as the development of joint enforce-

Bent measures, which would make the provisions of the Geneva Corventin more effective."

I understand that the Informal reaction to this sounding out from fisheries people of other countries has been

something less than enthusiastic. You should keep this reaction in mind in eonnection with some of my later comments on

the possibility of improving the convention.

I hews been yked to discuss at this conference the future of the Geneva Fisheries Convention. I propose to

approach the subject by first considering what coc-ntries have ratified the convention, speculate on the reasons behind

their action, and then discuss the possibilities of further accessions and the likely motivating considerations. Thin

will point up some of the strengths and limitations of the convention and the modifications needed to make it wore effect-

ive. It wil also provide a background for evaluating the possibility of achieving these modifications and, failing

this, ' pcesi' le alternatives.

r ldhr Atc ed the Convention?

• t June 1, 1967, the following countries were parties to the Geneva Fisheries Convention.

A atralia Haiti Mexico Sierra Leone Uganda
Cabodia Jamaica The Netherlands South Africa United Kingdom

Colma-ie Malagasy Republic Nigeria Switzerland United States

Dominican Republic Halawi Portugal Trinidad and Venezuela

Finland Malaysia Senegal Tobago Yugoslavia

The combined catchee of these countries in 1965 made up about 16 per cent of the world total. Three of the

countrics accounted for more then two-thirds of thi3 14 per cent, the nest four accounted for about one-fifth, while the

remaining aeventeen produced About one-eiRhth. Ih average catch of the seventeen was about 50.000 m.t. each, Only

three cowtrias--the United States, the United Kingdom and South Africa--together accounting for about 10 per cent of the

world total, generally would be classed as major fishing countries.

Why have these countries become parties to the ccnvention? I expect mostly because they favor the development

of en international tishery regime based on law and order and consider the Geneva Fisheries Convention, while not fully

satisfactory, is an improvmenL over the existing situation. Few of them will have their current problems substantially

helped or hindered by the convention in its present form. The majority I expect made no aophisticated analysis of the

impact of the convention on their long-range fishery interests.

Now Let Us Consider the Non-embers

Th* reasons why these countries have not become parties to the convention are more varied and perhaps in many

cases more deep-seated than the reasons for most ratifications.

o roup led by the U.S.S.R. presumably favors moot of the provisions c the convention. However, the mem-

bea of this group will not accmpt the requiremnnts for obligatory settlement of differences concerning the conclusions

to be drawn from scientific data bearing on the need for and nature of conservation measures. (Yet without this provision

each country if it desires to prevent or delay action on regulations, is free to bicker as long as it wishes regarding

the conclusions that should be reached concerning conservation requirements.)

Thar@ Is .another jtkrup of countries ade up largely of coastal states which would like to have broad juriedic-

tien over the fishery resources in wnters adjacent to their coasts. They do not join primarily because they fear that

such ,rcession would handicap the - efforts to develop such broad juriedictior.

A third aroup is sad* up of conservatives, mostly sophisticated Eurnpean fishing countries (and Jepan). which

hold back official recognition of any special rights of the coastal states for fear it will adversely affect their over-

seo" fishing operations. However. some of this group with substantial coastlines (and coastal fisheries) of their on

my be experiencing growing Internal conflicts as their long-rangs fishing operations are increasingly and effectively

challenged by competition from relative newcomers to long-range high seas fishing, and their coastal fisheries suffer in-

cresasingly from the aggressive operations of these ems newcomers. If the position of such countries should change, it
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probably would be to support mo.'ures that would give substantially more protection to established inshore fisheries than
does the present convention.

There is still a fourth group which is made up of countries that generally favor the provisions of the conver-
tion but are not at present involved in any serious fishing controversy o . if they are, do not see that the convention
would provide any near time help in solution cf their current problems. Since the convention hs not been accepted (and
is not likely to be) by an overriding majority of countries, including -st of the substantial fishing countries, its
provisions do not have the force of international low. They apply only t, those who are members of the convention and
this group does not include sat of the parties to current major fishing disputes. In such disputes the convention at
best serves as a guide or precedent. For this reason the party to the dispute whose position is most at odds with the
general provisions of the convention, is less than ever inclined to join up for fear of strengthening the position of the
other party. Meanwhile this other party can see little to be gained from joining since the provisions of the convention
would not be binding on the non-member.

Countries not involved in fishing disputes generally lack urgent and practical incentives for accession. In
such situations we often find action on accession rather Ic-, on the priority lists of their Foreign Offices where It aust
compete for attention with more preasing and in their view more practical matters.

If fishery disputes could be taken to the World Court for settlement in fact as well as ir theory, soe coun-
tries would have a substantially greeter incentive to accede to the convention, for the greater the membership the more
influence its provisions would have on the Court, However, such disputes rarely rezch the Court, for one party or the

other which is dubious of the soundness of its case under international law (as influenced by the 058 Law of the Sea
Convererce and resulting convention), refuses to make use of the services of the Court.

To eubstantially elte- this membership situation would require some new developeent that would provide a
practical incentive for immediate action (such as the discovery of gas and oil in the European continental shelf did for
the Continental Shelf Convention). At the moment I do not see such a development on the near horizon and therefore con-
clude that we are not likely to soon see any substantial number of new accessions, certainly not enough to give the
convention the force of international law.

For these reasons the principal effect of the convention will continue to be its moral and technical influence.
By and large countries will continue to seek solutions to their fishery problems through bilateral and multilateral agree-
ments which from time to time may borrow provisions from the Geneva Convention. For example, the setting up of an inde-
pendent comittee of experts In population dynamics by the international Whaling Commiesion, which played a key role in
initiating a realistic conservation program for the Antarctic whale stocks, could not have been engineered except for the
precedent of the 1958 Geneva Fishing Convention. (Progress on this program has been seriously handicapped by enforcement
problem.) Furthermore, because of the status of the convention, deriving from its origin in a Law of the Sea Conference
convened by the United Nations and the strong support It received at that conference, most responsible fishing countries
involved in fishery controversies will seek to develop positions which are not inconsistent with the general provisions
of the convention.

Limitations on Effet.veness

The primary limitation on the effectiveness of the convention stem from the lmited iem'berahir I have just
discussed. However, even should thia limitation be removed by a flood of ratifications, other serious limitations would
remain.

One of the most serious is rie lack of proviqion to handle the problems generated by large numbers of fishing
vessels operating together in fleets. Such fleets hsve the capacity to rapidly concentrate tremendous fishing power on
one area or stock of fish, and just as rapidly to shift this power successively to other areas at distant or intermediate
points. Where the fish stock is relatively limited in numbers such a concentration can rapidly reduce the availabillty
of fish to a level indicating se-iere and at least localized and temporary overfishing. If this stock is relatively Inde-
pendent of the stocks in other areas it may take years to recover. If there is considerable intermigration between this
stock and those in nearby areas, it will recover more rapidly, provided adequate conservation measures are adopted and
the other stocks are not similarly reduced. The mobile fleet of large vessels is not particularly handicapped in this
situation for it can move to other areas (provided messed fishing intensity has not similarly over-fished those areas).
However, the smaller, short-range coastal vessels may be severely affected, for they must continue to sake their living
from the nearby fishing grounds. Under this system the massive long-range fishing fleets presently would dominats the
coastal fisheries even though they may not provide the best means for harvesting the resources, either economically or
socially.

This is a relatively new problem, at least in the Western Hemisphere, and the Fisheries Convention provides no
remedy. It cannot be argued in defense of this new fishing method, at least when the coatal fishery already is making
full use of the resource, that large boat fleet fishing will add to the world food supply, nor can it generally be argued
per ee that such long-range fishing is more economic than coastal fishing. Unless effective provisions can be devvloped
and applied which will prevent lo g-range fishing operations from destroying or seriously daaginig coastal tiaheries,
many countries will look to other vehicles than the Fisheries Convention for a solution to their problems for I do not
believe that the countries of the world will allow the general destruction of coastal fisheries by fleet fishing, For
those interested in securing full utilization of the world's fishery resources to feed a hungry world the problem will be
to secure a solution that gives adequate protection to coastal fisheries without resulting in extensive under-utilization
of the coastal resources.

A second maJor shortcominit of the Fisheries Convention t the lack .of enforcement provisions. Under the pres-
ent

. convention even when countries through painstaking research, long dran out disrussion, and painful and sometimes
debilitating compromise, finally reach unanimous agreement, there is no machinery for assuring the enforcement of tne
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meseurms agreed upon. This defect is becoming Increasingly important as long-range fishing operations increase and fish-
In& vessels operate at long distances from their own coasts and the fishery enforcement vessels of their own country.
fforts to secure agreement on Joint enforcement measures. which would increase immeasurably the prospects for effective

eforcemet. have been uLuccessful except in the case of a few specialised fisheries (North Pacific Fur Seal Convention

and the International North Pacific Coovention in cases involving abstention; under these conventions arrests for viola-
tioma cm be ms" by Any Party, but proeecution takes place in the flag country.) -he United States delegation to the
195l Geneva Conference on the Law of the Son sounded out the prospects for including provisions for joint enforcement
is the Pisheris Coevention but encountered such strong opposition that no formal proposal wes made. About the most that
cam be soid of efforts since the 1958 Conference to secure agreement on joint enforcement provisions is that in some
latmaces there has been partial agreement in principe.. but none in practice. (very recently efforts in the North Atlan-
tic eem to be making limited progress.) In the absence of agreement on measures for international enforcement, joint
emforcemet, or at least effective international observers, the world must depend on the honor system. By and large in-
termational honor systems have left much to be desired. Furthermore, even when the will is present, it generally is im-
possible for a country to control in detail the activities of its fishermen when they operate thousands of miles away off
the coast* of other countries.

A third lmitatin on the effectiveness of the Fisheries Convention stem from delays in getting agreement on
emd imlementation of needed and effective conservation measures, particularly when one or more of the parties wishes to
prevent or delay any restriction on the operations of its fishermen. This limitation is similar in kind but substantially
leses in degree than t'et in most present international fishery agreements. The drafters of the Fisheries Convention
strove mightliy to rtsolve this problem, and they did so up to a point. There are many ways of stalling. Perhaps the
Mtrt aophisticated to to require an absoluteness of supporting evidence which as a practical matter is impossible to
achieve or which requires such a san of time and expenditure of scientific skill and financing that excessive damage is
doe to he resource before agreement is reached and implemented. The Antarctic whale resource is a striking example.
The 8roundfish of the Northwst Atlantic may be another.

The gneva Fisheries Convention pioneered a number of measures designed to resolve this problem. Time limits
are set for reaching agreement on necessary conservation measures and provision Is made for referral of the question to
a special aormision of experts when the time limits are not met. Furthermore, in urgent situations in coastal waters,
the coastal state is authorized to regulate unilaterally pending a determination by the special commission. These pro-
vision@ of the Fisheries Convection are a great advance over preceding fishery agreements and probably would saure a
speed of decision-saking generally adequate for fishery developments of ten years ago. However, the tempo of fishery
development and exploitation has accelerated since then. and with increasing attention being directed to utilization of
the ocean's resources the acceleration is likely to continue.

Now to sue up the limitations on the effectiveness of the cenvention: First of all end moat iportant, the
parties to the ronvention are not at present adequate in number and makeup to give it the status of international law.
Consequently its provisions for determining conservation measures and expediting action can be applied only aiong those
party to the convention. They make up a relatively small club which does not include both or all of tOe particlpants in
moat of the current and urgent international t shing problems. Unless this shortcoming can be remedied, then other modi-
fications to make the convention more effective will have no very great impact.

Correction of the other principal ehortcomings--control of the impact of massive long-range fleet fishing on
developed coastal fisheries, international enforcement previsions, and specding up aCtiu un needed conservation mesa-
ures, all require modification& which would make the convention lass acceptable than at present to some countries. Thus
efforts to strengthen the provisions of the convention to a substantial extent operate at croRs purposes with efforts to
Lncrease sesbership. If time were alailable as in the past to laboriously work toward these improvements they ight in
time be accepted. However, the rapidly growing world population with Its pressure for more food and other raw materials
which the sea can supply (at a price) is not likely to grant time as In the past for the slow evolution of international
fishery procedures.

As Science and engineering develop economic means to make use of the ocean's resources pressures will increase
to establish a legal system that will make such use practicable. We are seeing how rapidly this is taking place with re-
sources of the continental shelf once the fmlly of nations settled the jurisdiction problem in a way that made it practi-
cal and attractive for Investors to comit large suns of money and brains to exploration and development of the lstent
resources of the sea bed. The problems of development, management, and control of the ocean's resources increase rapidly
in collexity as we move from mineral resources, to immobile living resources (for example, pearl oysters), to living
resources which move in Constant contact with the sea bed (king crab), to living resources which swim but vithin a rela-
tively restricted area (flounders), to those which ross over great areas of the high seas (skipjack). Nevertheless, I
have no doubt that man will learn to develop and manage these 'esources with suitable allowance for their intermingling
stock. and overlapping ranges in such a manner as to aximize the overall yield. Where actual "sea farming" is possible
(increasing the productivity of a stock of fish. invertebrates, or sea weed, through improved breeding, feeding condi-
tions, environment. and so forth) experience teaches us that the responsible individual or organization must have control
of the operation and of the harvest if the project is to realize its potential. If we are to succeed to any major degree
in realizing the great potential of the oceans about which so much now is being said, 1 would judge that both inter-
&ational law and domestic law must evolve toward a greater degree of individual or group ownership, or at least control..

The longer and more bitterly the overseas fishing countries (those who fish principally off the coasts of other countries)
resist this d*velopmnnt the more extreme and arbitrary the final solution is likely to be.

The world appears to be ready, in a scientific and technical sense, for a major advance in fuller utilization
of the resources of the oceans. Perhaps the principal remaining legal (or political) question regarding jurisdiction
Is: Will this problem be resolved "de facto" or "de Jura"?

E
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IMPLICATIONS PFO THE FUTURE DISTRIBUTION
0? THE SEA'S RESOURCES

IF PRESE1I RMIMES CONTINUE IN FORCE

Kline g. Swygard
Professor

Department of Political Science

Oregon State University
Corvallis. Oregon

The burden of this paper is to predict "The Future Distribution of the Sea's Reeources if Present Regimes Con-

tinue in Force." The general thee of this panel and its previous papers prompt a liitation to fisheries resources. even
though the anticipated escalation of exploitation of non-fishsries resources will no doubt influsnce future fisheries die-
tribution.

For example, national states, Including the United States. have established exclusive military nones and bomb
test eas, conducted seismic tests, and so forth, on the high seas. Fishing has been prohibited or reatricted in ape-
cific area, and some of these activities may reduce fish stocks. Fisieties & gencies have registered concern, If not
alarm, over these developenta and have taken steps to minimize or eliminate destructive forces, Exploitive enterprises
for other resourceas will undoubtedly increase in numberb and volume of activity, in mome cases threatening water pollu-
tion, competition for space, and possibly other activities which would be detrimental to fisheries.

The papers and discussions of this Law of the Sea Institute have employed the terms "distribution" and "reg-
ie" with a congeries of meanings, sometimes vaguely, sometimes ambiguously. In the context of this paper, distribution

of fisheries resources might refer to the abundance which occurs in specified water areas as determined by nature and as

implemented by man. Distribution could also refer to the value and voluse of fish captured by area., by species, and by
classification of fishermen (in practice, moet often by nationality). Finally, distribution might relate to an allocation
of resources by mutual agremnt (private or public) or by the mandate of a superior agency of goveroment.

Since this paper reflects the perspective of the social sciences and particularly political science, the
meanurement of levels of abundance and prospects for increase or threats of depletion will properly be left to the fish-
eries scientists. This paper will relate particularly to the distribution of capture by fishermen on the basis of nation-

ality as deterLined by politicel, legal, administrative, and other social forces which mere or less precisely can be
called regimes. Politics has been defined as "Who gets what, when, and how." We are concerned with which fishermen get
what species, in what volume, in which places and how--by unrestrained competition, mutual agreement, or allocation of

quota.

Unfortunately. few social scientists have related their research and their writing to fisheriea. The greatest
volume of research has been conducted by scientists or lawyers (or political scientists with an International law orients-
tion). Economists have more recently devoted their attention to fisheries, but extensive empirical studies are rare In-
deed. A few political scientists and geographers have more recently related their disciplines to fisheries. Other social

scientists are rarely. it ever. involved. The adequacy and accuracy of predictions of future distribution of fisheries

resources must consequently be qualified because social forces Influencing fisheries have neither been fully asesseed nor
their Impact precisely measured or predicted.

As we hazard a look into the future, a mirror revealing the past should serve as a more reliable guide than

the mediim's crystal bell. Since the "present regimes" of our topic have bean essentially the ease during the past ten
years, an awareness of the distributional changes which occurred during this decade along with a determination of the fac-
tors responsible for these changes will at least suggest trends or potentials for changes in distribution during the next
ten years.

During the decade ending in 1965 the total volue* of the world catch increseid every year from over 30 million
mettic tons in 1956 to 52.4 million metric tons in 1965, an increase of 71.8 per cent. This Increase was distributed un-
equally by continents as shown by the following scale (approximate figures in million metric tons).

2

Continent 1956 1965 Peak Year If Not 1965

Oceania .1 .1

Africa 1.7 3.0
North America 4.35 4.3 4.5 (1962)

U.S.S.R. 2.6 5.0

South America 1.0 9.0 11.0 (1964)
Europe 8.3 10.75

Asia 11.E 20.0

I Yearbook of Fiabina Statistics. United Nations, Food and Agriculture rganization, Vol. 20, 1965.

2 Ibid., p. XXIV.
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The percentage C.pture by continents follows:

Cntinont 1956 1965 Peak Year If Not 1965

Ocewai 0,3 0.3 0.5 (1959)
Africa 6.4 5.9 6.6 (1957)
U.S.S.R. 8.6 9.5
North America 14.3 8.5 14.3 (1951)
South America 3.0 11.1 21.2 (1964)
Zutope 27.1 20.6 27.1 (1956)
Asia 40.3 38.1 44.5 (1958)

To sumsarLse: Oceania and North America showed little change in production. Volome Increase was greatest in
Asia (8.2 mlilion metric tons) and South America (principally Peru--S million metric tons). Percentage increase was
greatest in South Amarica--900 percent, U.S.S.R.--92.3 per cent. Africa--7b per cent.

Significant shifts in vol.ume and percentage among the six leading producers also occurred. Peru registered
the greatest lain from 0.322 million metric tons in 1956 to 7.462 sillion metric tons in 1965 after a peak in excess of
9 million metric tone in 1964. Peru became the leading world producer in 1962 and maintained the top position through
1965.

Japan ranked first in world production from 1956 to 1962. Since 1962 she has held the second position.
Japan produced 4.77 milion metric tone in 1956 and 6.88 in 1965. Japanese production climbed steadily until 1962
follwnd by sharp declines for two years, then a sharper return to the peak year in 1965.

Mainland Chins reported impressive increases from 1956 to 1960--fro 2.648 to 5.8 million metric tons. The
FAO Yearbook of Fisher, Stattia deletes figures for China after 1960. ligUrea reported through 1960 are viewed with
suspicion and uncertainty. At bat a detailsd assessment an prediction of future fishing activities are extremely dif-
ficult. With the Increasing pressure for food generated by three-q urtors of a billion people, more extenaive fisheries
exploitation can be anticipated. To che extent that increase. Chinecn fishing CeLtnd& to waters now fished by nationals
of other states, a redistribution of capture will occur. The potential for competition is substail,*al if not ominous.
The extnt to which it develops will largely be determined by Chinese will and capscity and the ability of other nations
to Impses restraints individually or collectively.

Of the six leading producers today, only the United S" ates and Norway failed to increase production during

the decade ending in 1965. Sam Americana have urgently rtquested or demanded governmet action of varioua sorts for the
purpoe of restoring and maintaining the earlier competitive rank of the United States.

The FAO Yearbook also reveals the distributional changes which occurred from 1956-65 by groups of species.
The only spectacular increae In production occurred in the group of "herrings, sardines, anchovies.atc." Capture of
this group climbed slowly from 1956 thiough 1958, then precipitously to almost 19 million metric tons in 1964. The only
decline is the ten-year period can* in 1965,

The next moat significant increase in capture was registered by two groups of species, "unsorted end unidenti-
fied fishes," and "code, hakes, haddocks, etc." The former climbed steadily from 4.3 million metric tone in 1956 to
slightly over 7.0 million in 1964. Production in the letter group climbed every year after 1958 from a low of 4.5 mil-
lion metric tone to approximatcly 6.5 in 1965. Other groups registered more modest or insignificant gains.

4

frvious papers at this Conference have raveled oubstantial iisagreement over future production or poten-
tials for Increase. This disagreement relates o both the availability of fish and th& economic feasibility of theJr
capture. Two conclusions appear valid. The greatest potential for increase lies in more remote areas and with the
smaller fishes with lower value end demand. The amount of Increase in oroduction will be determined In part by the

oumt of government subsidy which will be made available. thu cost fa, .or. and thi extent to which ecarce proteins may
be obtained fro& other sources than the sea. Another Conference paper has warnea that exploitation of small fishes must
be limited to the exta.ot required to maintain adequate suppline of food fish for larger and more veluable species.

Some species of fish are currently exploited at or below msaxiuts levels of abundance. Increues in capture
would probably be temporary with sharp declines to follow. Future distribution of capture by these species would depend
upon the stability created by existing regiaes and the extent to which additional states will enter these fisheries.

Our topic In limited by the 6upposition that existing regimes will remin static in number and basic char-
actor. Nevertheless, we must qualify any predictions with the certainty that changes in the number and character of
regimes will occur. The rate of change will depend upon the speed with which fishing pressure grows, the extent to
which particular fisheries are threatened with excessive exploitation, and the extent to which tensions beten nations
develop. Institutional reform and development will lag behind pressures for change for political reasons and because of
bureaucratic inertia.

In a manuscript recently submitted to the University of Washington Law Review. entitled "I'ne Politics of
Fisheries, with Special Reference to the 12-ile Bill," I suggested that the passage of the bill was the culmination of
pressures and efforts which date back to the 1880's when Congress attempted to extend fisheries jurisdiction beyond the

3 Ibid.. p. XXV.

4 Ibid.. p. XIIX.
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terr.torial sea by legislating foreign fishermen out of the North Pacific fur sealery. The sockeye salmon treaty with

Cansde was fin:)!v ratified about thirty-five years after depletion was first recognized, and American states in the
Grest Lck:s regton sparred for years over the terms of a much needed treaty with Canada. In spite of this historical

record, the pace cf institutional development mey. and should, accelerate under the twin forces of the population ex-

plosion and the technological revolution.

Of all the regimes which have influenced the distribution of flheries resources in recent years, the regime

of the sovereign state has been the most decisive, and it ia likely to remain so in the immediate future. Returning to
tie redistribution which occurred in the decade ending in 1965, particularly with reference to the large volume increase
by Peru, the U.S.S.R., Japan, and the iL:inese People's Republic, in every instance the governments of these nations were

= substantially responsible for increased production.

The line between government operations and private enterprise in fisheries Industries is sometimes hazy and
difficult to determine. In commtnist and some socialist countries fishing is a government enterprise. Economic plans

have established production goals for five-year, seven-year. and, in a general way, for longer periods. The U.S.S.R..
for example, has set a 197U goal at double the 196b catch. To illustrate' In a Commercial Fisheries Review supplement,
November, 1964, Hilan A. Kravanja reported that, "Since 1946, well over one billion rubles (U.S. $1.1 billion) nave been
allocated to the Far Last proviices for tue expansion of their fishing industry .... Most of the capital investments--cur-

rently up to about 75 per cent--are spent on vessels .... .he trend in Soviet Far East fisheries has been toward building
more processing and supporting vessels, vital for operating fishing vessels over long periods far from home ports or
shore bases." In 1967 it was reported that the U.S.S.R. planned to increase its fishing fleet by l,50 vessels in the
next five years. Vata on activities related to fisheries of the Chinese People's Republic are most inadequate. The
nature of the system, however, suggests increased involvement and support by government agencies, if not direct operation.

While ostensibly operating more of a free enterprise economy, the Japanese government has contributed signifi-

cantly in several ways to postwar economic recovery. Fisheries are mong the recipients of aid. Detailed information
on Peruvian government involvement in fisheries is not immediately at hand. Nevertheless, the phenomenal increase in the
Peruvian catch has been aided and abetted in many ways by the government. Lesser advance in fisheries production have

also occurred in other nations often with government stimulus, support, or outright control. With Increasing population
pressurr t esc" expAnRions will undoubtedly continue. New and under-developed states, with pressing needs for economic

development, will undoubtedly enter the competition for fisheries resources. Governments in these nations are also
heavily involved in their economies. Some observers maintain that Peru overextended her fisheries and that expansion has
slowed. China, Japan, and the L.S.S.R. will no doubt continue to expand.

The potential invasion of established fisheries by additional nations appears to be the most volatile of all
the problems affecting fisheries. It is also one of the most potent threats to established patterns of distribution.
Furthermore, the regime of the sovereign state has in the past and will probably continue in the future to influence dis-
tribution by laws, policies, and actions designed to restrict the fishermen of other nations from waters contiguous to

their shores to ever-increasing distances. National states have attempted to extend their territorial waters beyond the
traditional three-mile limit, and nore pertinently for our discussion, have established extended fisheries Rones up to

and possibly in excess of 200 miles.

The variable impact of state activity on fisheries distriburion is illustrated by the proclamations of sev-
eral Latin American governments, especially Peru. This nation proclaimed an extended exclusive fisheries anne of at

lest 760 miles and the Pcruvlat' Navy harassed, arrested, and detained United States fishermen and vessels for fishing
withn this zone. Heavy fines were also imposed. In response the United States has denied the legality of the proclas-
tions but has refrained from giving its fishing fleet physical protection. Nevertheless, the United States government

has made some impact on distribution of catch by partial reimbursement of fishermen for losses sustained, thus encoursg-

ing continued American .ishing.

The principal catch of Peruvian fishermen is anchovetta. Thus far the proclmation enforcement has not re-
suited in a redistribution of tuna capture from American to Peruvian flshermen. The Peruvian tuna fleet is small and

limited to day-time rather than long-range fishing. Uiatribution is influenced, however, to the extent the American
catch is reduced because its vessels are sometimes detained and unable to fish. If Peru and other Latin American states

should expand their fishing fleets, proclamation enforcement would no doubt result in a redistribution of catch.

Prior to the Good Neighbor policy of the Franklin D. Roosevelt ere and the Cold WJar, national power was often

employed directly or as a threat in order to achieve a variety of objectives unrelated to military conquest, One of the

ironies of the present age is the dubious utility of colossal destructive power in the achievement of limited objectives.
The United States could no doubt protect its fishermen from seizure and detention by any or all Latin American govern-
ments. To do so, however, might cause a setback In the Cold War or the promotion of the Alliance for Progress.

As core nations expand into distant-ster fisheries, established extensive, unilateral fisheries zones now in

existence may be more frequently and more forcefully challenged. Will the Russians invadc thcse proclamation waters?
.dIll guvernments attempt to enforce the proclamations against the Russians, the Japanese, cr the ied Chinese? how would

these nations respond to attempted enforcement?

Lxpansion of distant-water fishing could be one of the principal causes of redistribution in the future and

of conflict between nations. The level of redistribution will be determined by the extent that national power is exer-

cised by some nations and challenged by others. Political considerations ay be more decisive than physical strength.

In summary, sovereign states may or may not encourage and support the activities of fishermen in home waters,
discourage or physically prevent foreign fishermen froa exploiting fisheries in waters beyond their territorial seas.
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and may support and protect or ignore distant-water fishermen. What national states do or refrain from doing vill proba-
bly be the greatest single factor in determining future distribution.

Sovereign states are also the decisive voices in the regimes of the international or world comuity. They
not only datemine what international agencies, including fisheries, will be created, but also control substantially or
completely the administration of these agencies. The present regies of the United Nations possesses little power over
fisheries. Hovever proposals for increased authority have been urged. The most extensive echoee would transfer title
to bigh sees fisheries ad their managemet to the United Nations in order to eliminate international fisheries conflicts
ad to provide the United Nations with an independent source of revenue. This authority is not within the scope of
"existing regime" nor is It likely to be for many years. The United Nations does hae a Department of Fisheries within
the Food and Agriculture Organisation. It fulfills important functions In the gathering and tab%lation of statistics,
and it eaders technical assistance to fisheries conferences and in the establishment of 'ntemational fisheries coamia-
selom. Niever, it holds minor. though recently Increasud rank, within the United Nations structure. It exercises no
compulsive authority nor power to resolve disputes among nations. To the extent that the fisheries program of PAO aids
in the atabilization of exploitation of specific fisheries and to the 2xtent that Its services stimulate production by
particular countries, it will iofluence future distribution. The total impact by this agency, operating under a parei-
mo0iou allocation of funds, is not likely to be significant in the imediete future.

If we may include lm in our catalog of regimes, than we must consider the impact of the international lw of
fisheries on distribution. During the 1940's and early 1950's, fisheries problem were submitted to the United Nations.
Their consideration was assigned to the International Low Comission as a part of their study of the law of the sea. In
April, 1955. the United Nations convened in Ros a Technical Conference on Living Resources of the Sea. Representatives,
primarily fisheries scientists, were sent by forty-five countries and observers by six. The findings of this Conference
were submitted to the International Law Comission which in turn modified its earlier proposals and submitted them to
government@ for response. Those proposals and the government responses were the principal background materials for the
Umited Niatioms Law of the Sea Conference convened at Geneva in February, 1958. The Third Comittee--High Seas; Fishing;
Coervtion of the Living Ieources--foruulated a convention which ultimately cm into effect in March, 1966, on attain-
mnt of the twenty-second ratification.

Eighty-six countries sent representatives. The vote on the draft articles included forty-five in favor.
one against, and eighteen abstentions. Willis Herrington, former Special Assistant for Fisheries to the Secretery of
State, has described the Geneva Fisheries Convention as "the first to develop an International code respecting fisheries."
Hwever, he adds that the convention io not international law in the complete sense since so few ratifications have been
received.

The United Nations and the FAD may influence the future distribution of fisheries by encouraging additional
ratifications snd by convening another world fisheries conference, as proposed by the United States, in order to find
more effective mams for implementing the Convention and for the development of enforcement measures. The Convention ha3
provided precedents and standards for bilateral and multilateral agreements. However, until it is more universally
accepted, its impact upon future distribution will fall far short of its potential.

The Internationel Court of Justice was crested to adjudicate international disputes and conflicts of a legal
nature, Its jurisdiction. however, is basically limited to those cases where the disputing parties are willing to submit
to adjudication. Potentially, the Court could settle fisheries disputes, rendering decisions which could influence dis.
tribution. The Geneva .onvention of 1958 could become the prliPe,

- 
basis for court declsions. iioevcr. neither the his-

torical records nor present trends suggest that the Court will soon be burdened with fisheries cases.

At the international level a further type of regime appears, the regime of fisheries treaties and agreements
which are both bilateral and multilateral. Some are regional. eoes cut across regional lines. At the lowest level bi-
lateral arrangements between states include understandings . agreements, and modus vivendi. Without treaty status these
agreemots extend for limited period* of time, are subject to precipitate termination, are not comprehensive in scope,
and often reflect substantial comprosise. The fisheries agreement between the United and the U.S.S.R. of February 7.
1967, Illustrates this type of agreement. It did not include all of the provisions desired by either party, and included
ome provisions not desired by either side. There was an apparent reluctance to increase the scope or to establish a

long duration. The uncertainties concerning laplementation were logical reasons for this limitation in time and scope.
The United States obtained more favorable terms than many anticipated. However, since the agreement was limited to one
year. the parties may need to reach a new agreement before the expiration date if a return to the problems leading to
the agrement are to be avoided. In other words, the agreement represents a temporary step forward and not a final or
perment resolution of United States-Soviet Union fisheries disputes and conflicts.

An intermediate class of agreements includes treaties which may or may not establish an international agency.
If they do. the agency is generslly limited in authority to research and reporting.

The most sophisticated tresties create formal machinery with policy-making, administrative, and regtul tory

powers. These agencies have usually been called international fisheries coemissions.

The impact of thrse treaties and agreements on distribution will vary widely. The inaernational fisheries
cosmissions with policy and regulatory authority will exert the most influence. They have modified distribution by in-
cresing fish stocks to or approaching maxies levels of abundance and have stabilized total capture when this level has
been achieved. hey ay or may not stabilize distribution among participatng parties. Greatest success has been
achieved in bilateral covlselon• Involving the United States and Canada. When the membership increases and the cultural
affinity of the participants falls, success falls proportionately.
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The utility of the commission approach is potentially high. Nevertheless, the expansion of distant-water
fishing by some nations poets a threat to their continued success, if not existence. Japanese fishelen, for example.
are allegedly jooperdising the programs of the halibut and cockeye salmon fisheries as they press their fishing range
eastward in the North Pacific. This expansion threaten& a redistribution of capture in some areas.

Conceivably, the importance of international comissions to distribution could increase by the creation of
new agencies and by the expansion of authority to existing ones. More stability at higher levela of capture should pre-
vail in this event.

early comissions were impeded by a number of factors euch an inadequate authority, inflexibility, under-
financing, the necessity for treaty revision--a slow process--to institute change, the inadequacy of enforcement, and a
yriead of minor but frustrating adainietrative problem. Fxperience has contributed to the removal of many of the early

deficiencies. However, a constant reevaluation of treaty provisions and cosission programs in encouraged beceuse of
constantly changing technological, poiirael, and economic factors.

In recent decades nations acting unilaterally and collectively have provided technical assistance to under-
developed countries for fisheries expansion. Lending agencies have nrovided the vem8 to utilize new skills and equip-
ment. Any increase in production by a new state will have a distributive influence. Potentially, siglficant redistri-
hution could result. Ironically, an incree of production in aided states could stimulate competition with the aiding
state thus lowering their capture both absolutely and relatively. If harmful or destructive competition results, will
the current propensity of aiding states to be gensrous continue? One of the postwar realities of the new and developing
etata, as well as some of the old, has been the occasions compulsion to "bite the hand that feeds you." In light of

this reality, some powers, especially the United States, have exercised amazing patience in continuing to feed the hand
that bites them. This is certainly an aberration in the behavior of sovereign states. It might cease with a termination
of the Cold War,

Since national behavior, in democracies at least, is sometimes determined by domestic politics, we need to
recognize that changing political attitudes may occasionally influence fisheries policy decisions. The ground @well of
public opinion in support of national legislation establishing extended fishing zones, the tex revolt, budget cuts in
forei-" %id encouraged in part by public pressure, are a few of the Instances in which public opinion has or may have
dir. tdirect influence on national fisheries policy and hence upon distribution. The Washington Law Review article
men.. 4bove conc).udes that for their numbers and the ex-vessel value of fish landed, flneries lobbies can be un-
uau, .- .. urous and effective.

Distribution will undergo change in many little ways and some major ones. Following a major invasion In
1965 by large Russian vessels which literally crowded the Oregon trawl fleet off its favorite waters, the 1966 ocean
perch catch fell to 30 per cent of the previous year's total. According to the Oregon Fish Commission no other factors
than over-fishing by the Ruasians were apparent. According to Japanese sources, Russian patrol vessele forced Japanese
fishermen fifteen milqo beyond the Russian twelve-mile cone, and, under the administration of the Northwest Pacific
Fisheries Comission. the U.S.S.R. "forced" the Japanese to accept lower salnm..n uotas. Many other illustrations could
be cited. In contrast to total world, regional, and some national production many distributional changes appear small
indeed. Nevertheles&, Lhe well-being if not the livelihood of many fishermen may be at stake.

Fundamentally, and in sutmary. we must conclude that the future distribution of fisheries resources will be
subject to many fluid forces and to many imponderables which range from local politics to the efficacy of international
organizations. We have charted same possible changes, even a few probables. In spite of the increasing need for l1w,
order, and authority in the international cmmurity, the sovereign state remains the ultimate force in determining
stability or change In distribution. The significance of national sovereignity is moet fully revealed In those circur-
stances where decision approximates the lowest common denominator of what the most uncooperative or the most greedy and
aggreseive participant is willing to accept.

Hopefully, efforts continue to expand and develop international fisheries jew. Crowing concern for conser-
vation of resources to feed increasing millions of people has been manifest. The principle of abstention, discussed in
previous papers, has been introduced to encourage restraints upon nations. The lonh range pattern of distribution may
well be determined by the balances which are struck between greed and restraint.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to progrming difficulties this paper was presented on Wednesday afternoon. For diecussion on
the paper sea pages 119-120.
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Wilbert M. Chapman
Director. Division of Resources

Van Camp Sea Pood Company
San Diego, California t

We are presumed to be talking about conflicts over the use of the sea this mrning and I saume from the " i

lis-up that I am supposed to be talking something about the origin and causes of conflicts in respect of fisheries. We

had the benefit of Mr, Wadin's talk the other day and I sm sure that when you all got a chance to read that you will find
a greet deal of interest in it. He pointed up a good many of the causes. One of the greatst and pervading one is sheer
coetition. It io strong all over the world. Another very Important cause i ignorance--ignorance of the site of the
reeource, ite characteristics, the effect of the fishery and the ocean upon it. A third very substantial cause is the
need of a nation, or a people, for access to the resource. A fourth is desire and that is, as I will point out, some-
whet different. For instance, the United States has no need that I know of for protein of any sort from the ocean but

there are some desires. Another source of conflict is differences in capability to fish. And probably the biggest one

i, plain perversity.

It is quite difficult to determine how all of these things work together and how you can get agreement to

avoid conflicts arising out of tha. Let us take an instance just before the 1958 conference when, with respect to need,
there were two different situations in the world with which the United States had to deal. It had as its allies Japan
end Iceland, and needed to accomodate both of those within its viewpoints, both because they were allies and friends and

because the United States needed the two votes.

The situation of Iceland was that 99 per cent of its exports were made up of fish; it had to have fish
from its watere or it had nothing. It wanted to get rid of the English end everybody else who were catching those fish,
So Iceland wanted to settle Its problems by eliminating everybody from fishing on the continental shelf or the nearby
saviroos of Iceland. They wanted to not have anybody fishing in the vicinity of their fish stocks except themselves.
while at the om time they wanted to preserve a market for the fish amongst the people whom they kicked off the fishing
grou-ds.

The Japanese situatioo wa diametrically different. They also had, at that time anyway. just as bad a
"aed for fish. In 1958 their economy was not quite as flourishing as today, They needed the fish for a variety of
ressms--for their owon food, for the employment of their people, for the bolstering of their economy. Their need was ex-
pressed by the wish to fish everywhere. I think it wee approximately the some policy followed for many years by the Van
Coup Sea Food Company. Our policy has been clear for many years: all we went with respect to the law of the sea i for
our boats to be able to go everywhere and everybody else's boats to stay in harbor.

The difficulty the United States had in 1958 of bridging those two policies of its allies Japan and Ice-

land and getting both of tham and it within one voting structure was so bed that it never happened. I do point those
out am two clear examples of very considerable need, and diametrically opposite policies with respect to the low of the
ss& arising from those needs.

One of the other difficulties associated with need generates fishing problem and that is the need for

earning, or prmaerving, foreign exchange. This is also a quite widespread need, the reason for a greet deal of co,,flict
In fisheries and for a grest deal of the growth in fisheries. Countries, for instance, I was going to say almost nor-

mally and I think that is correct, almoet normally subsidize their own fishermen in order to preserve their source of
foreign exchange. The examples of this are numerous. At the present time Spain and Italy are growing very rapidly in
the fishing buainess, subsidising long-range fleete in a large way. This i not because they can't buy fish but they
don't want to use the pesos and lire& by buying other people's fish. This Is e very strong motive behind the push for
high sea fishing by not only gussin but the other countries of the Ratern European Socialist bloc--Poland, Rumania,
Bulgaria, and Laat Germany are all expanding their fisheries heavily--and again as one of their large reasona seeking to
preserve their foreign exchange situation. ]

These problems are complicated in the United States position because we have no real desire to preserve
our foreign exchange position by catching fish. We spend about $600 million every year buying fish from the outside
world and. although our trade deficit is considerable and we talk a great deal about the dangers Involved in it. nobody

attempts to bolster our fisheries by any of the normal means used by other nations in order to cut down that sort of
drain on our foreign exchange balance.

We have the epitome of all the sources of conflict over fisheries within our own fisheries structure, as

Hr. W din said the other day. We have long-ranite fishest, who fist, off Latin America and get into trouble steadily by
doiag so, and we have sall coastal fisheries, like Mr. Dykstra's fisheries here In Now Fngland or lik* the Northwest
fisheries, that are facing very strong competition by fleets of large vessels from far wey off their coasts. As a

matter of fact, I think foreign fishermen presently are catching about as much fish off the coast of the United States
AS are United States fishermen. Perhaps not quite so much but in the Pacific at any rate there is well over 1 million
tons per year taken, by foreign fishermen off the coast of Alaska and now some down off the coasts of Oregon and Washing-
ton and California.

We have great difficulty in formulating policy in the United States over these things. Having said a
few kind vords about the Navy yesterday I will now take the other side and state my belief that the Navy has exercised
an extreme myopia in dealing with the law of the sea question in the past twenty years from the standpoint of the
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military interests of the United States because of the total inability of the Navy Judge Advocate General's Office to
comirehend the nature of the effects of fisheries conflicts on that policy. In 1950 at the Law of the Sea Conference it
wah typical that the bargaining weapon we lad was fish. If there wan any way we could give away fish that we had to put-
chase a vote we would do so, and it was never underetood in our delegation that many of our allies simply did not went us
to give away their fish. The feeling was quite widespread among allied deleations that they didn't have to worry about
the military apects of this very much; the United States would take care of them if it cme down to any great diffinulty
of a military nature. but they had no faith whatever in the United States taking care of their domestic needs for fish,
and I am aure they were quite correct in this. So. our strongest allie on the three mile limit simply refuaed to vote
with us on many of the schemes which were brought out that made sacrifices of their fish for our three mile limit. I
will always believe that the move from the three mile limit to the six mije licit in the United States position at that
1958 Conference was the initiation of our defeat on the narrow territorial sea; we picked up a net of about three extra
votes by changing from three to aix miles in the territorial sea and, regardless of what Mr. Dean and the United States
keep saying, the three mile limit went out the window that day.

We have compounded this difficulty year by year mince, and last year with tht adoption of the twelve mile
fisheries limit we lost the narruw territorial sea fight that we put up such a strenuous action for in the 1958 and the
1960 conferences. An somebody read out the other day, I think a little bit conservntively, I think It Is now a situation
that those nations having a claim of twelve miles are more numeroua than nations having more narrow claims. The twelve
mile territorial eea fight I think is all over; that battle i done. Now : think we are beginning to try for 200 miles
In the United States. Again. I do not think anybody In the Navy understands that fisheries limits cannot be separated
from other sorts of territoriality as a rractical matter.

In conferences of the nature of the one we have here today we can draw fine distinctions, but once coun-
tries get to voting in a conference of plenipotentiaries they do noc differentiate so closely as we do in nur talks. I
think you wanted to stir a little controversy this morning and you gave ne eikht minutes. I have now used nine and so
I will stop.
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Francis T. Qristy, Jr.
Resources for the Future, tnc.

Washington, D.C.

I heav a clipping of n advertisement that I took out of a fishing maRavine recently. It saye, "Hundreds of

transatlantic telephone calla cut off. Your trawl doors could cause this," There is a picture of a mams of cables and
a worm-like structure. "Trawler captains, please help solve this under-as problem, avoid fishing over our cables. It
meas damage to your equipment as well s to our telephone cables. We have free Decca charts for you showing the location
of outr cables off Nlewfoundland and in Cabgot S trait. We welcom any aUSnestions you may have for the protection of your
equipsient and ours. Write to John Stevens, American Telephone and Telegraph Company."

' 
this I think is an Indication of

the kinds of oflicts in the ue of the sea that are going to become more and sre prevalent, Conflicts such as those
that might emerge when oil rigs prevent the efficient sweep of fishery vessels in fishing grounds, or such as the 2,000
offshore rigs in the Gulf of Messico which already create difficulties for navigation. Conflicts such a pollution and
Its manifold aspects with respect to recreational, comercial, and sports fisheries. And as our sas become more and more
crowded the nature and severity of these conflicts will become more severe. Somehow or other these conflicts will have to

be resolved and it is to be hoped that the resolutions will be beneficial and just.

The cmplexities are inordinate and simply to speculate about some of them boggles the mind. but I do not think
that ws can afford to let the complexities deter us from seeking rational solutions. I would like to say that economics

can provide the answers but I don't think that even that could be true, It se@ms to me that there are two different re-

quirements that must be m-t. The first i to provide the valkicle (the regime or sets of regimes) that can best deal with
the conflict. And the second is to work out the criteria that can be used in reaching the resolution.

There are three kinds of marinr conflicts that might be distinguished. The first includes those conflicts that

fall entirely or almost entirely within a single national jurisdiction. The conflicting use of estuaries, for example,

for navigation, recreation, landfill, waste disposal, is an indication of the kinds of conflict within national juriedic-
flume; althougth even here there w.ay bp external effects felt In International waters. The •seond kind of coal~ict occurs

when the use of a resource within a rational jurisdiction impedes the use and enjoyment of a resource within international
waters; as. for sample, where oil rigs on a coastal state's continental sltef prevent efficient cortmercial trawling or
Ipoe costs to a cargo vessel by making it proceed at a slower rate or travel a greater distance. An a third set of

conflicts occur purely within Int-inational waters as. for example, between fishing and transport vessels on the high

Insofar as the problesa are contained withi a national jurisdiction they are of no interest to this conference i

a lthough they are vastly complex. But the two other kinds of conflict call for attention by the Law of the Sea Institute. _
As a basis for discussion, let me speculate about one possible kind of conflict. The possibility of developing oil wells

on the Grand Banks off the ooast of Newfoundland ha. rlready attracted exploration. Tle oil resources of the hanks are
within the jurisdiction of C.anada, or of Ir":,,. (it turns out, I heard recently, that the same plot of giound off thr,4
islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon. Frs,-i, islands off Newfoundland, has been leased to two different oil companies. One
lease was let by the French ian the ol ier lease let by the Canadians. This is an Interesting case but it is not really

pertinent to our discussion this mor.ing.) so let us assume that the Bankb are indeed Canadian and as exploration ievel-

ops the conflicts with fishemn v.11 emerge, possibly through the use of explosive soundings and definitely through the
construction of rigs fixed to the bottom. Initially the costs to fishermen say not be very great but eventually they are
likely to become severe. what then wii happen? Who will spoek For the fielheren of the fourteen or fifteen different

ations and present their case to the Canadian government? Will this be done by the individual nations whoa fishermen
have borne direct costs through collision or net damage? Or will this be done through the medium of IUNAF--the Inter-
national Cosmission on the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries? And if through the latter, what kinds of authority would ICOAF

have to have in order to deal with a sovereign state such as Canada? Of, if not ICNAf, what other form of agency, per-

hap* more comprehensive in scope, could be developed to resolve these kinds of difficulties? And what role would the
International Court of .ustica have? These are obviously difficult questions but even worse are those relating to the

second requirement, the criteria to be used In resolving the conflicts under whatever regime or sets of regimes are opera-
tive.

The Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf states that the development of shelf resources: "Must n t re-

sult in any muajuttfiable Interference with navigation, fishing, or the conservation of the living resources of the .,a.'

But this Is hardly a satisfactory guide for decision-making. What constitutes "unjustifiable" interference? Lconumic

alysis couls end should be brought to bear on the problem insofar as it can. But how can one evaluate the worth of oil
to Canada against the worth of fish to the Soviet Union or Went Germany? There may be ways of approaching this by assu-
ing world markeLs for both the inputs and the outputs but this would be a surrogate measure at best. Other criteria may

also be suggested but in each case the difficulties appear to be overwhelming. Be that as it say we cannot avoid facing

these difficulties and we must begin to extend our research and discussion.
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ACC~DOOATIO4 OF COtFICIING USES OF
OCEAN SPACE WITH SPECIAL R RKENCE

TO NAVIGATION SAFFTY LANES*

William L. Griffin
Legal Consultant

Coast and Geodetic Survey
Environmental Science Services Administration

U.S. Department of Comerce

Introduction

For centuries the predominant picture of ocean space activity haa been fishing and navigatiOn for transport*-
tion and military sea power. These ocean space activities are primarily utilistion of the water " an instrumentality.

Scientific and technologicil stridts of the past decade have produced a now picture of ocean specs activity,
It has become increasingly clear that son has the ability tc occupy ocean space. Political and economic Incentives &ak@
certain that man vill occupy ocean space. The iast few years have yielded major advances, both conceptual and practical,
toward the accomplishment of this task. The outlines of htuman requirements and capabilities underwater are becoming in-
cressingly clear, as are the dimensions of the still unsolved problems. To a large extent a period of vision and con-
jecture is ending. Man now faces a period of intensive research, development, application and evaluation of ocPean space
activity as an extension of his multi-purpose dry land activity. Viewed frop this perspective, the water of ocean space
is simply an environmental factor which mst be reckoned with in order to achieve the desired goals. Hence the newly
drawn perspective of political, social, economic and legal Intrests and attitudes regarding ocean space has a water en-
vLrooment orientation.

From the overlay of the new picture of ocean space activity upon the old there are now appearing the broad
outlines of a montage of the utilization of total ocean--water surface, water column, seabed and subsoil--for a broad
spectrum of diverse and often conflicting uses by transportation, fishing, industrial and scientific Inter."sts,

In this montage of total ocean space activity the convergence of water environment and water Instrtmentality
orientations intensifies the disparateness of political, social, economic and legal interests and attitudes regarding both
Jurisdiction in, and the uses of, ocean apace. The matter of uses ay In turn be divided into two categories: (1) the
problems peculiarly relating directly to each particular type of use and (2) the problema of accommodating conflicting
uses.

This paper Is confined to focusing upon the latter--the shared use of ocean apace by transportation and In-
dustrial interests. Nevertheless. this peper should be read with one eye on the unity of ideas inherent in the conceptual
and functional links between matters of jurisdiction, separate uses and conflict of uses despite the emphasis herein on
the latter aa against the former two for purposes of analysis and discussion.

Identifying the Conflicts

Conflicts in the une of oean space can take a varlaty of fut. 1te most oLvious generaitty is that two
things cannot occupy the same space at the same time. The principal risk at esa today arises from collision between
shipp. The magnitude of rhis problem is probably not appreciated outside of shipping circles.

The increase in the number of ships (world seaborne trade has nearly doubled in the last ten years), the
grear average speed of ships and the high accuracy of modern poeitt.on-fixing devices combine to produce convergence
areas of high traffic density.

High traffic density occurs:

a. Where ships have to make a course alteration to round a hriadland and are likely to keep the some
distance offshore.

b. Where traffic is confined to a narrow strait, e.g., the Straits of Dover through which pass about
750 ships per day.

c. In the approaches to large ports, e.g.. New York where about 70 ships per day enter or depart.

A more recent and still increasing form of spatial conflict is between ships and stationary objects such am

oil installations, the outstanding example being the Gulf of Mexico.

Oil production activities In the Gulf of Mexico bagan substantill7 in 1947. By 1965 there were about 5,000
oil installations, of which 2.000 were in or near shipping are&* Out to fifty miles from shore. From 1951 to 1965 the
number of ships in fsosign trade entering and departing Gulf ports increased by about 2,UO ships. There have been about

fifty collisions of ships with installations.

The foregoing spatial conflict situations contain a factual distinction which is relevant to the accommods-
tion problem: The traffic density problem involve, conflict between users of the same ocean space for the same type of
use. The shipping and shelf installation problem involves conflict between users of the eawe ocean space for different
types of use.

- .

erhe views expressed herein are those of the author and aT not to be attributed to the U.S. government or any Agency I
thereof.
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Thereay J . 1lso another, less Imediately obvioua, non-spatial type of conflict between shipping and shelfin-

stallations. Anr intalaion may be located outside of, but In such proximity to. a shipping lane as to causeInefr

radar could nt diffkre~ata between the ses boys leading into the Port and nearby oil installations. Alan, off the

installation.

Par factually descriptive purposes, It seem. convenient to simmarize these three types of conflicts as:

1. Conflict involving the same transitory use of the same space.

2. Confl~ct between different uses of the same space.

3. Conflict betwben different uses of different space.

Ganeral Masture of the Accommodation Problem

It takes but a momentas reflection to come to the conclusion that the nature of the accommdation problem is
different In kind uA between conflictfi involving the same use--in particular thot traffic density problew--on one haend and
cnnflicts between different uses--in particular the shipping and ahelf exploitation probles--on the other hand.

The scope and nature of the traffic density problem is fairly well developed in the e'inting Rules of the
load. It does not Involve cMoosing between different uses; it involves what further refinements can be developed to ease
traffic congestion.

But the scope and nature of the shared use of ocean space by different and conflicting uses is not yet ada-
qUately developed In general principles of modern iteernational low either customary or conventionel,

Article 1 of the Convention on the High Seas, adopted "as generally declaratory of established principles of
international law" says that the uses, or freedoms of the high sees

"which are recognised by the general principles of international low, shall be exercised by
all States with reasonable regard to the Interests of other States in their exercise of the

freedom of the high sea.&, (unaderscoring added.)

Article 5(l) of the Convention no the Continental Shelf, adopted as "progressive development" of interration-
&Ilo1w, goes beyond the rule of reasonableness, at least textually, and adopts a rule of "ujustifieble initerference,' in
these words:

"Tite exploration of the continental shelf and the exploitation of Its natural resources must
not result in a&.y tujustifiable interference with navigation, fishinig or the conservation of
the living resources of the sea." (Underscoring added.)

The concept of 'reasonable regard to the interest of others" appears to be synonyus with the concept of
"unjustifiable Interference." '11:m latter seem preferable because it expressly raccinite tthat some conflict between
uses is inevitable and pinpoir.vx thp axae! nature of the problem as being the determination of when and what interference
Is justifiable.

The concept of iaijustifi,. a iv.' rference Seeks atu accomodation of conflicting uses so that all uses may be
maximized. In most situationa an sbsolut. .oic between conflicting uses will most likely not be necessary. But appli-
tation of the concept of tajustifiabi4 interfereince requires inteivretations end extrapolations concerning factual situ-
stiona which will vary widely and more 1-uidnace is needed than is containe;] in tht phrase "unjustifiable interference."
This raises the closely related matters of priority aMong uses and the fectora to be cor~idered in determining unjustifi-
able Interference.

iorlty~,5twean Navieitin apf ShejLE22101tation

As already noted above, Article 5(l) of the Convenrtion cin the Continental Shelf says that shelf uses must not
result tn unjustifiable Interference with navigation.

Article 5(2) says that the coastal states shelf exploitation installations are "Subject to" Article 5Q1) and
Article 5(61.

Laying aside A~ti..te 5(t) momentarily. Article 501) and (2), taken 2iterally, &sea open to the interpreta-
tion that there is a presumption in favor of navigatior, (also fishing and coraarvation) iii gross over shelf installations
in gross and that therefor.. it would not be relevant to Inquire whether navigation In a particular place might result in
unjustifiable Interference with. shelf Installations. This interpretation aeems not to be supported ty the following TLC
Commentary on Its final draft Article 71. which was the nucleus of Article 5:

.. The -ogressivo development of International low, which takes place against the
beckgr,...d of established rules, must often result in the modification of those rules
by reference to new interests or needs. The extent of that modification must be deter-
mined by the relative isiportance of the needs and inters, involved. To lay down,
therefore, that the exploration and exploitation of the ntinental shelf must raever
result In any interferenc with navigation and fishing might result in many cases In
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rendering somewhat nominal both the sovereign rights of exploration and cxploitation

and the very purpose of the articles a adopted. The came is clearly one of assess-

ment of the relative importance of the interests involved.... in the first instance,

the coastal State muat be the judge of the roaonableneas--or the justification--of

the measures adopted... '1

The history of Article 5(6) thrown more specific liIht on the ILC's view that accommodation of navigation and
shelf uses involves a reciprocal assessment of their relative importance. Article 5(6) provides that shelf installations

(and their safety zones) may not be located "where interference may be caused to the use of recognised sea lanes assen-

tial to international navigation.'"

Article 5(b) had no counterpart in the 1951 ILC draft on the continental shelf, which simply said (Art. 6)

that shelf use- "must not result in substantial interference with navigation or fishing." The ILC commnted that:

"l...NNaigation and fishing must be considered as primary interests, so that the

exploitation of the subsoil could not be permitted if it resulted in substantial
interference with them. For example, in narrow channels essential for naligation.
the claims of navigation should have priority over those of exploitation.

'

In reference to the foregoing, the I.C' Special Rapporteur, Francois. In hit Fourth Report on the Regime of
the High Seas; The Continental Shelf and Related Subject$

3 
commented:

"Young considers that in this article the Comission failed to show the same far-
sightednes whtch marked its approach in article 1. It would sem that the question
whether navigation or fishing or the exploitation of natural resources is the chief

interest in any particular area is a question of fact. 7 hst priority of right

ought to be determined accordingly. In many arns of x, ' w waters, off the beaten
track but rich in resources, navigation may be of no real importance; It would seem

absurd to impose elaborate restrictions on development of the resources to protect a

"primary Interest" amounting to a few small craft a year. Conversely, one may well

wish to avoid development Installations in the midst of a busy seaway.'

"To meet Young's objections, which are shared by Mouton, the Itapporteur proposes that
the last two sentences in paragraph (1) should be modified to read as follows: 'Navi-

gation and fishing must always be considered as primary interests of all mankind.
The construction of installations which hampered navigation or fishing can be justi-

fied only where they fulfill an equivalent interest; hence in narrow channels essen-
tial to navigation any exploitation which substantially Interfered with a considerable

volume of shipping could nut be permitted.'

The ILC at its fifth session (1953) reconsidered Article 6 of its 1951 draft in the light of the comments of

governments and Francois' Fourth Report. Mr. Kozhevnikov said that a number of governments felt that more stress should

be laid upon navigation and fishing. He accordingly proposed as a new paragraph of Article 0 that:

"(3) Neither the installations themselves, nor the 4aid safety zones around them, shall

be situated In straits, narrow channels or on recognized sea lanes."

,r. Lauterpacht said that large scale installations might justify substantial interference with navigation. In such

camea the interference, though substantial, Wold not be uteaeonabit. hr. Sandstrom felt that navigation and fishing

misoulo be g.vrn equal priority with exploitation. Mr. Francois considered that navigation and fishing would have to

yield sometimes to larger interests of new industry. He doubted the justification for prohibiting installations in straim
or recognized sea lanes in the case of an industry which might be of the greatest importance to the community. It is a

question of balance of interests. Mr. Cordova said it was a highly technical matter to determine which interests were

overriding and it would be impossible for the Commission to devise a comprehensive provision. Mr. Lauterpacht said it
would not be desirable to estsbliah too rigid a text determining which interets should prevail. It would be going too

far to prohibit rigidly installations on sea routes. Mr. Kohevnikov's text would make installations unlawful in many sea

areas and straits which are used for navigation solely because convenient. Mr. Francois suggested adding to Mr. Kothevni-
key's text the phrase 'essential to international navigation." Several members objected to including the term "straits."
In wide straits installations could be erected without hmpering navigation; narrower straits were covered by the ether

teram.

TIl Yrbk. of ILC. 1956, p. 299.

2
11~ Yrb'e. of ILC 1951. p. 142.

3 .N. Doc. A/C../bO, 19 Feb. 1953, pp. 111-12.

4 I Yrbk. of ILC 1953, pp. 12-9.
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Ultimately the ILC adopted the following now paragraph and contry regarding sa lanes:

"S. Neither the installations theselve. nor the said safety &ones around thou my be is-

tebliehod in narrow channels or on recognited me& lanes essential to international navi-

"a0. While generally the Comission. by formulating the teat of unjustifiable interference,
thought it advisable to eliminate ay semblance of rigidity In adapting the existing prin-

ciple of the freedom of the sea to what is an essentially novel situation, it thought It
desirable to rule out expressly any right of interference with navigation in certain areas
of the sea. Thes areas e defined in paragraph 5 of article 6 an narrow channels or recon-
mixed sea Imess ssential to intennational navigation. They are understood to include straits
in the ordinary sense of the word. The importance of theme areas for the purpose of inter-
national navigation is such as to preclude, in conformity with the tests of equivalence and
relative Importence of the interests involved, the construction therein of Installations or
the maintenance of safety tones even if ouch Insallations or tones are necessary for the
exploration or earploitation of the continental shelf.16

At the 1958 Geneva Conference the phrase "in narrow channels or" was deleted by Comittee IV to make the
o*e lose paragraph sme@ concise by removing this phrase which appeared to be ncesary.7

F From the foregoing legislative history two concluaions stand out:

fao fay1. In the derivation of Article 5 of the Convention on the Continental Shelf no presumption was involved in
fao faypart icular use in gross, e.g., navigation over shelf exploitation. unjustifiable interference Involvesa

two-way asssment of Interests and needs.

2. Paragraph 6 of Article 5 io itself only the result of an assessment that in 'sea lanes essential to inter-
national navigation" the interests and needs of navigation outweigh those of shelf exploitation.

Fgctors in Determining Unjustifiable Interference

loth the legal and factual "acts of accomdation of conflicting uses of ocean space are a close analogue
t to the accoma4ation of conflicting uses of international rivers,* e.g.,* irrigation versus power, navigation versus diver-

pion, and upstream uses versus prior downstream uses.

tn both cases new uose come forward to compete with older uses which have acquired an aura of sanctity froe
long established usage ad which have gathered about themselves the protection of a body of established legal rules. In

* both cases if the newer uses are not to be stifled at birth there mst be some modification of the older uses and their
rights. Conversely, if the older uses are not to be wiped out the newer uses and their rights aust be circuscribed.
#oth cases involve the aseasement of the relative importance of the needs and Interest@ involved when all relevant fac-
tore ae taen into account.

In the case of International rivers the accommodation problen is often dealt with under the rub'ric "equit-
able apportionment" instesd of unjustifiable interference. There is a wealth of international experience and literature
conceruin-S this concept of equitable apportionment and the factors relevant to its determination which has been suinsr-
iLead by the present writar8 

so follows:

12. (a) kiparians are entitled to share in the use and benefits of a system of
internatfonal .&taro on a just end reasonable basis.

(b) In determining what is just and reasonable account Is to be taken of
rights arising out of:

tl) agreamacts
(2) judgments and awards. and
(3) established lawful and beneficial uses; and of other

cmnaidsratioru, such as

5I1 Yrb't. of ILC. 1953, p. 213; It Yrbk. of ILC, 1956, p. 299, Art. 71(5).

6 11 Yrk fIC 93 p. 216; 1t Yrbk. of-ILC. 1956. p. 30(1, pare. (7).

~VI U.N. Conference on Law of the fsa Fourth Cae., p. 83.

W. L. Griffin. "Use of Waters of International Drainage Basins Under Customary lnternational Low." 53 As. J. Int. Law
78 (1959).
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(4) the development of the systes that has already
taken place and the possible future develorzont,
in the light of what is a reasonable use r f the
water by each riparian.

(5) the extent of the dependence of each riparian
upon the waters in question, and

(6) comparison of the economic and social gains accru-
lg, from the various poseible uses of the waters
In question, to each riparian and to the entire
area dependent upon the waters it, quetion.

"COQENT: The foregoing is an attempt to formulate the factors which would be con-
sidered in applying the doctrine of 'equitable apportiorent of benefits' because,
whatever the situatio--whether in negotiation or before a tribunal--more guidance
to needed than Is contained in that phrase. Other factors could doubtless be in-
cluded,

Perhaps an additional factor would be that the order of priority of uses
of a particular system would be the relativ e importance of the poeeibla different
ue to the international area served by the system. It is doubtful that a state-
Mt of priority ang uses of water for all systems could be made as a matter of
existing lw. On some mystem the navigational use is of paramount Importance; on
others irrigation would surely come next after drinking and domestic uses.

It is believed that existing lw gives priority to factors 1-3 in the order
named, but not to other fectors. Even so, It may be difficult to balance the vsrious
factors because they would have different weights in different situations. Por
example, one riparian may have delayed developing uses of another riparian. On the
one hand. the latter should not have its investment impaired by subsequent uses by
the former; on the other hand, the former should not be deprived of the opportunly
for its own development ....

Using the above outline as a pattern, a astatemeant of general principles for giving content to the concept of
nJustifiable interference might be formulated S follows:

(A) Every international organization, state or person not prohibited by his own government

is entitled to engage in any lwful use of ocean space on a just and reasonable basis.

(B) In determining what is just and resonable account is to be taken of:

(1) Rights arising out of
(a) agreements
(b) Judgments and arbitral wards, and

(2) Other conl,rations, such as
(c) astablished lawful uses in a given place
(d) the relative economic importance of conflicting uses

to the parties concerned

(a) the economic effect on the parties of any change in use
(f) the avallability of suitable alternative locations for a

particular use
(g; the availability of auitable alternative techniques for accom-

1lishing the objectives of a particular use
(h) the long-rangec benefits or detriments resulting from a

particular solution

It must be recognized that it may not be possible to evolve general principles beyond broad statements such
as the foregoing. The nature of user needs and interests varies in different ocean ares. Navigation has a greater
significance for some areas, fishing for others, inerals production for still others and so on in a great variety of
situations that are already quite =ell knowa. Other such future situations can now be only dimly perceived. Under these
conditions the search for doctrinal unities is a very difficult one. It is likely that there will be an increasing use
of multilateral and occasionally bieatseral agreements to deal with the very special technical problem arising from vari-
ous user claimr made upon patticular ocean areas. An agrerement can say with a great deal of particularity what customary
lw cannot say.

One such special tachnica) problem presently receiving Increasing attention is the designation of sea lanes
in selected areas.

The See Lane Concept

There is a similarity between traffic at sea and traffic in the air and on the road Air and road traffic
have long been required to operate in specified lanes because neither aircraft or road vehicles could otherwise safely
proceed.

Specified lan es for marine traffic have not been commnplace because generally conditions have noE called for
them and perhaps also because of mariners' insistence upon their time-honored right of freedom of the seas. However, the
ides of marine traffic lanes is over a century old. More than a cOncury ego. Lt. Matthew Kaury, USN, proposed separte
lanes for steamers in the North Alantic. kis idea vei the forerunner of the current North Atlantic Track Agreament, in-
volving as parties only sixteen shipping companies flying six different flags. The use of these lanes by the Andrea
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ota md the jtjkgl would have prevented their collision.

Separate la& have been wary effective on the Great Lakes. In 1911 the Lake Cerriers' Aesocietion estab-
lished separate upbound end dowubound course@ for their ,m are' ships on Lakes Superior and Huron. They vere extended to
Lake Michigan in 1926 to Lake Erie in 1947, and to Lake Ontario in 1949. It should be noted that this action was taken
volunterily by the industry in the Interest of safety. without the need of legislative achion or support. The courts have
held that It Is negligent navigation to leave the Lane* without resson. Coant Guard Marine Boards of Investigation have
cited vneels' failure to adhere to them e8 a contributing caus of collisions.

The mater of sea lanes for ocean navigation falls naturally into two divisions: (1) Traffic separation lanee
for voweela end (2) Fairways through continental shelf installations.

(1) o-Trfftic tumaration Lanes During the past few years the need for sea-traffic separation lanes in congested areaa
has racaived increasing attention.

The 1960 Convention on the Safety of Life at Sea. which case into force in 1965, provides in Chapter V, Regu-
lation @I

"(a) The practice of following recognised routes across the North Atlantic in both
directions and, in particular, rout" in converging areas of both sides of the Nurth
Atlantic, has contributed to the avoidance of collieions between ships and with Ice-
bergs, and should be recommended to all ships concerned.

*1(b) The selection of the routes and the initiation of action with regard to them, and
the delineation of what con titutes converging ereas, is left to the responsibility of
the shipping companie concerned. The Contracting Governments will &*stt the con-
panie, when requested to do so, by placing et their disposel any information bearing on
the routes which may be in the possession of the Governments.

"(c) The Contracting Governments undertake to impose on the companies %he obligations to
give public notice of the regular routes which they propose their ships should follow,
and of my change eade in these route. They will also use their influence to induce
the owners of all ships crossing the Atlantic bound to or from ports of the United States
or Canada vie the vicinity of the Grand Blanks of Newfoundland to avrid, an far as practi-
cable, the fehing banks of Newfoundland north of latitude 430 N. during the fishing
seaton, and to pans outside regions known or believed to be endongered by ice.'

In 1961 the Institutes of Navigation of Great Britain, France, and West Germany formed a Working Group to
study traffic rsgulatin at sea with particular reference to Dover Strait, where 300,000 ships pass each year through a
channel five miles wide.

Any proposal for sea lanes cuts across the time-honored freedom of Manters to select their own routes on the
high sea&. Departure froe this principle might sean that ships would have to make longer trips and suffer lose of time
to comply with traffic routing maAures. On the other hand, there is little value in a freedom which is rendered academic
ey a traffic density which makes safe navigation virtually impossible. Moreover, sea lanes can be so formulated that In-
creased diatance is short and offset by time saved through traffic-flow Improvement.

Senitive to the foregoing pros and con&, the Working Group circulated a questionnaire to 10,000 Masar. Of

3,700 replies ruceiveJ, 95 per cent were in favor of sea lanes in the Dover Straits.

The Working Group's report in 1962 recommended that through traffi. be advised to follow certain recomeoded
tracks. Such lanes would not be compulsory bscause som circumstances might make them impracticable. Nor could ehipe in
recomended lanes claim priority over other ships, In time the observance of the lanes would become the Ordinary Practice
of Semen and thus Pubject to the Collision Regulationa. which remain the only rules governing msaneuver. A ship involved
in a collision through disregarding a rocomended route might have to explain how it cams to do so, but this does not
necessarily mean that it voule be found at fault.

Tne Group's repcrt wan forwarded to the Maritime Safety Committee of the Intergovernmental Maritime Con-

aultative Organisation. The Comittee accepted the recomendations in 1964 and it w-a agreed that all strlber states of

INCO should advise their ships to use the lanes.

In 1964 the a~ Institute@ of Navigation formed a new Working Group to study sea laines for other corgeated
* guropean canverging areas where traffic separation could lead to the reduction of collisions. The Group's membership

includes representatives of carriers in the United Kingdom, Fiance, West Germany, the Netherlends, Norway, and the United
* States, oil interests, goveruments, and observrrs from IMCO, Lloyd's, and the International Chamber of Shipping.

The Group's report in 1966 coicludes that the most effective and simple method of traffic separation Is the
establishment of offshore safety sons near points of convergence. These zones would generally be two miles wide ard
twelve miles long, parallel to the main fiow of traffic, which is to keep theK to port. The Croup's report recoamends
separation safety %ones in the following areas: Baltic, 'o tF ee, Dover Strait Coastal areas, end the English (.hannel
to Gibraltar.

The North Sea proposal ts of interest because of the oil rig probiem. In aeence it provides for the ulti-
mste division of the main North Sea traffic into two lanes three iles wide enparated by a cwo-mile-uide safety tone ar'
a somewhat complex p]hv for traffic separation in the approaches to the Jade.'Weser and Elb .
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The Group's report has been submitted to IMCO for consideration by its Maritime Safety Comittee. Much work

remains to be done in seeing to fruilion the studies of the two Working Groups and in other matters such as maintaining
contect with oil interests regarding the placing of oil rigs and similar installations. To do this a permanent inter-

national body is now being formed.
9

Collisions off the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of the Uilted States have raised the desirability of traffic
aseparation lanes at the approaches of the larger United States ports. Comittees to study sea lanes for New York and

Philadelphia were appointed by the Coast Guard In 1965. The committee* included representatives of the Coast Guard, Corps
of Engineers, Coast and Ceodetic Survey, American Merchant Marine Institute, end local marine groups such as the Sandy
Hook Pilots. Similar study groups are to be convened under the District Coast Guard Comanders at Boeton, Norfolk and
Mimi with a view of possible establishment of sea lanes for congested port areas within those districts, Such a study
has been concluded for San Francisco; other West eoat ports are under coneidaretion.

In Januar-A 1967. the Coast Guard announcsd Implementation of the recomndations of the New York and Philsdel-
phia comittees for the establishment of traffic separation lanes for those ports. The New York sea lame eyscem consists
of three sets of shipping lanes leading to and from the entrance to Now York Harbor. Each set of lanes has one inward and
one outwerd bound lane separated by a safety buffer zone. The lanes fan out from the circumference of a seven-mIe radius

circle established around the Ambrose Light Station at the entrance to lew York Harbor. One set, for use of North Atlan-
tic traffic, extends due east to Nantucket Lightship; a second set southeasterly for South America, Africa and West Indie
trade; and a third set due south, for Atlantic coastal shipping. The inward and outward bound lanes of each set taper
from a maximum width of five miles to a minimus of one mile at the Ambrus Light circle. The safety soans taper from

three miles width to one mile width over the same distance (see Figure 1). The New York sea lese he" been printed on
Coast and Geodetic Survey charts 1215 and 1108.

Two similar sets of traffic separation lanes lead to the entrance of Delaware Day (see ftgure 1. ingot).
These lanes have been printed on Coast and Geodetic chart 1219,

The following rote is printed in the margin of the chArts:

SEA LAMIKS

he sea lanes overprinted on this chart are RECO4MENDED for use by
all vessels travelling between the points involved. They have been
designed to aid in the prevention of collislons at the approaches to
major harbors, but are not intended in any way to supersede or alter
the applicable rules of the road. Ruffer zones are intended to sep-
arte sea lanes and to be free of ship traffic, and should not he used
except for crossing purposes. When crossing sea lanes and buffer zones,
use exteme caution..'

(2) Fairwavs throush Gulf of Mexico Oilfields: In the early days of oil exploration in the Gulf in the late 1940's no one
could know where wells would ultisately be established or how extensive they would be. The existence and extent of oil
reservoir@ could become known only gradually through exploration and development over the veers. Nowever. It soon becams
clear to the shipping Industry that In order to prevent w-.due interference with navigation. ahipping lanes would have to
be preserved through the rapidly expending Culf oil fields. It took the problem to the Army Corps of Engineers because of
the Corp's responsibility for the licensing of obstructions to navigation in the territorial sea. Te Cora of Engineers,

In consultation with other interested governmental agencies and the oil Industry, agreed that Instsllations should not be
sHowed in agreed-upon lanes and anchorages. In 1953 the Outer Contlmntal Shelf Lands Act extended the Corp's authority
In this regard beyoad th torritor'al sea. In 1954 the sea la.e--or fairways--program was begun,

From the very beginning of the fsirways program there was complete cooperation between the shipping Industry.

the oil industry and government in locating and relocating the fairways. The fairways program in its early years was con-
ceived of s priaarily a defensive measure. Shipping would not necessarily use the fairways exclusively. It was under-
stood between the oil and shipping industries that If no oil was found alongside a fairway and It was desired to drill In
a fairway, the shipping industry would bs amenable to shifting the fairway. There was no thought of charting the fairways.

By the early 1960's, it had become clear that merely reserving the fairways space, charting the oil installs-
tions and publieshing their location in the "Notice to Mariners" was not sufficient. Although fairways had been in exist-
ence since 1954, some mariners tended to disregard the%, perhaps sometimes through reluctance to aiter ties-honored
routes; but more often because of unawareness of their location. Instances of collision, near-collision and navigation
delays continued to multiply. Maximus benefits from the fairways could only be achieved by marking then on the charts
actually used by mariners.

In mid-1962 the Corps of Engineers proposed to the interested governmental agencies that the fairways and
anchorages te shown on the nautical ch.arts prepared and issued by the Coast and Geodetic Survey.

In April. 1961 a conference of federal and state goverment officials in New Orleans gave further considera-
tion to the prohlems attendant upon charting the fairways; it was decided the time had come to call s conference to
obtain The views of the shipping and oil industries.

This information is largely based on M. W. RIchey, "The Separation of Traffic at Sea," 19 Journal of the Institute of
Navigation (Great Britain) (Uctober. lbb). pp. 411-35.
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The conference was held in June 196. at the headquarters of the Army Engineers District in New Orleans. Its
purpose was to determine what could be done by federal and state government agencies to foster safe navigation and at the
some time promote optimum development of natural resources of the continental shelf. There was a complete and unres-
trained exchange of ideas regarding these conflicting objectives, with particular reference to aide to navigation, use of
fairways, location of fairways, width of fairways, length of fairways, marking of fairways, permanence of fairways and the
need and means of charting fairways.

The conference of June, 1963 revealed a significant shift in the attitude of the shipping industry regarding
the establishment and uae of the fairways. When oil installations first begae to appear in the Gulf, the shipping indus-
try had wanted the fairways primarily as a defensive measure. Ten years later, the shipping industry had come to the
position that in the intere3t of safe navigation the fairways must be designated as permanent, must be marked and charted,
and that if this were done mariners would use them voluntarily. The oil industry recognized the need for fairways for
protection of oil installations as well as ships, and was in favor of their being marked and charted but was opposed to

the concept of permanency of the fairways if this meant they were to be imputable.

The matter of permanency of the fairways, upon examinatton, proved to be more academic than real. From the
very beginning there had been complete cooperation between shipping end oil interests In the locating and relocating of
the fairways. They had tended to becomo substantially permanent in fact becaume over a ten-year period there had been
need for only two or three changes, which had been readily agreed upon. The consensus of the meeting of June. 19636 was
that the fairways and anchorages would remain In principle subject to modification but only after due notification and
consideration of the views of all interested parties.

Consensus vis also readily achieved upon the next most important matter, that of the width of the fairways.
From the navigator's viewpoint, the desirable width of a fairway io related in some degree to the type and completeness
of the channel marking and aids to navigation. In general, a two-mile wide fairway is adnquate. From the oll producer's
viewpoint, the desirable width of a fairway is related in some degree to the technological capability of directional
drilling for different objective depths and purposes; the greeter the width of a fairway the greater is the financial bur-
den of developing the resources. A fairway width of more than two miles substantially eliminates the availability of any
underlying resources. Once a fairway is established, it is easier to try directional drilling than it is to move the
fairway,

With regard to the length And marking of fairways, consensus was readily achieved that each fairway muat be
considered separately because each presents its own particular problem, the factors being the draft of ships, the amomnt

of traffic involved, the degree of congestion of the installations and the seaward limits of oil activity.

Finally, it was felt that it would be anecesesry and undesirable to attempt to require that ships must use
the fairways. in bad weather it might be impossible to keep a ship within a fairway. If the safety of the ship was in-
volved, it might be undesirable to keep a ship within a fairway. This should be within the Master's judgment depending
upon the citcumatances. The consensus was that if the fairways were charted prudent mariners would normally use them.
In the event of a collision outside a fairway it is likely the courts and the Coast Guard Marine Boards of Investigation
will recognize the fairways as they have recognized the concept of shipping lanes on the Great Lakes.

By November, 1965, the final adminitrative details were worked out for formalizing, publicizing and charting
the fairways and anchorage arease at entrances to ports. The fairways are known officially as "Shipping Safety Fairways
and Anchorage Aresa, Gulf of Mexico." The fairways and anchorages are shown on nautical charts prepared by the Coest and

Geodetic Survey. The overall area covered by the charts extends froa Charlotte Harbor on the Florida Gulf Coast to
Brasos Santiago on the Texas coast near the Mexican border. The first charts to show the fairways and anchorages (C4GS
Nautical Charts 1115 and 1116) were Issued in January, 1966, (see Figure 2) And cover the Gulf coast from Port St. Joe,
Florida, to Galveston, Texas.

The charts have this explanatory note:

"Shipping Safety Fairways, showno by solid magenta lines
established from Corps of Engineers coordinate positions,
are areas wherein the Department of the Army has granted
no permits for structures pursuant to 33 U.S.C. 403 and
43 U.S.C. 1333 (f), nor does It expect to do so. This
reservation is subject to modification, but only after
due notification and consideration of the views of interested

parties, and advance publication of any adverse determina-
tion. Caution should be exercised when approaching or navi-
gating these fairways."

Offical notice of the fairways and anchorages came into full force and effect thirty days after publication in the Feder-
al Register on 25 January 1966. Copies of the notice were sent to all known interested parties and were also p-sted at
post offices and other public places.

For tile past two yeare Fairways Subcommittees of the American Merchant Marine Institute (representing the
shipping industry) and the Offshore luperators Coittee (repre-senting the petroleum industry) have been jointly discuss-
ing revisions of existing fairways and anchorages and establishment of ne ones. On June 2, 1967, these two industry
group' announced they had agreed upon and submitted to the Corps of Engineer, a 'Joint proposal for an updated, compre-
hensive system of fairwayp and anchorages for the Gulf of Mexico. In@ corps of Engineers was asked to adopt this system
as a whole and not in parts.
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An integral part of the joint proposal includes rules to cover the following points:

1, The Department of the Aey will grant no permits for the erection of structures ir, the
areas designated as fairways, since structures located therein would constitute obstructions
to navigation.

2. The fairways and anchorage areas are not permanent and are subject to change after notifi-
cation and consideration of the views of interested parties.

3. There shall not be any limit, an such, on the number of structures which may be placed in
an anchorage area, provided that the center of any one structure shell not be lesa than two
nautical miles from the center of any other structure unless attending equipment extends more
than 500 yards from the center of the structure, in which case the nearest structure shell not
be loe than two nautical miles from such equipment.

4. Underwater completion inateilations in an anchorage shell be considered to be a structure
and shall be marked by an appropriate type of llghted buoy.

5. There shall not be any restriction, as such, on the location of structures with regard to
the sea buoy. The anchorage spacing and fairway requirements will be the determining factor.

6. Pipelines shall be permitted In anchorage areas under Corps of Engineers' regulations con-
taming the following requirements: (a) application for conastruction of a pipeline passing
through an anchorage area, including a description of the proposed location, shall be fur-
nished the appropriate District Engineer at least sixty days prior to the date on which
construction Is scheduled to begin; (b) any pipeline shall be buried under the anchorage
ares at a reasonable depth to be determined by the Corps of Engineers so that it will not
conatitute a hazard to navigation; (c) the Corps of Engineers shall submit the pipeline loca-
tion information to the proper government agencies so that the pipelines may be shown on
appropriate navigation charts.

7. Upon proper applicetion and when a permit is issued, pipelines shall be permitted to cross
fairways and shall be buried under fairways at a depth determined by the Corps of Engineers
in those cases where the pipelines would constitute a hazard to navigation if they were not
so buried.
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Two of our speakers on Monday made reference to an incompatsbility between science and the law. and I am
eurprifed that Dto one disputed it when one of them said that itencs hae an appetite for change wherea the law is con-

Cerned with the maintenance of stability. Thui remark could be described as a very restrictive way of looking at the
Ie and a vary romantic way of describing scienr-. I an sure we all realm, that in treating an environment that is un-
der considerable IaCult by dyvelopmentelly-oriented technology, it must be the concern of the law to participate in the

dynhlics of creatiog new stabilities in an operational mode of change, and that in to doing the law acts in a vary un-
preservative way. And I think we should also realise that despite technology's appetite for changte, acience--beine more
deecriptive then a normative estiblilhment--te concerned with perceiving and describing change within the context of the
stability of natural myateas.

Ocean science, being all of science when done in the ocean, is no different in spits of its very frontier-
like pueture. Indeed, if there to any Inccmpstability at all, it esees to ma it i the product of mutual ignorance
rather than differential aadee and it is this ignorance that I would like to aske the focus of a few resacks on conflicts
of use.

Another speaker on Monday. who is our moderator this morning, made reference to the relative clarities
with which we perceive our goals for making social sense out of ocean technology, and of the need for new problem-
eolving techniques and approaches. It seem to me that he has located the core of our ignorance; for we are at that
dewelopoental stage where we can articulate fairly well tables of resources and tables of strategic requirements, but
where we cannot create a consensus regarding how we are going to bring the first to bear upon the second. Let alone
define our poale, we have not even clearly defined our matives and our methods. Our resultant knowledge I bhlleve is as
incomplete as our research, and we have not yet said, or let be Said for us, whether we shall manage the oceans with some
kind of apollonian clarity or assault it with sme sort of industrial dionysian force.

Deep inside I think we all suspect that public planning is doomed to failure, but as proprietors of a
pristine environment we prey to be the first men not to repeat the mistakes everyone else haa been repeating throughout
hman history. A serious question arises as to whether the absence of rational utilization is indeed a mistake, or at
leaat whether such achms are efficient. urthermore we lack the kind of clearly end publicly demonstrahle challenge
that is contained within one symbol, one moment of truth, such as was used by the apace people. And, thanks to the
syati of checks and balances, we can't seem to agree whether to develop the ocean for the moat basic of humanitarian
purpoes. Our problem and our failures to be lucid about our use of the ocean seem to reflect the disparities of theory
and prattices that runa throughout the entire decision-aking argument of the century. In part, I think, this is the re-
sult of having bitten off considerably more than we could swallow and, in another sense, it is the result of our having
becce* too provincial about the 71 per cent of the earth's surfece we concern ourselves with. I asan by this that when
we began to sell the ocean and ourselves to the rest of the world, we tried to sell the whole encyclopedia, and I a
still hearing speeches that sounid like dictionaries on every conceivable use of the world ocean.

I also man that many of us In taking the plunge have tended to overlook those non-ocean developments and
ways that my better serve the planet than we can. Now mid this kind of confusion I think that we can build an infinite
number of model@ for ocean use and derive an infinite number of potential conflicts of use, most of which are quite use-
lees except in debate. I think it is well time that social scientists forsook this debate, which I fear we have been

enjoying entirely too much, and settled down to the priesthood of becoming useful. In the Interest of seeing my own pro-
fession perform this practical service I %ould like to auggeat a few things that deserve study if we are to arrive at an
understanding of priorities of use, or what I would like to call "predictable irrationalities." In short, if we are to
provide predictions of ocean use thai are likely to come true, and resolutions that are sore than facile, we smut become
verv attentive and rather active partirlpmntr in the process of technological dccision Makinp.

Markets, whether they are consumer or synthetic, frequently seek paths of least resistance, which sight be
described somewhat more academically in sociologicel tams as paths requiring least adjustment of aymbolic intra-
structural and habit-fixation in the selection from meong alternatives. We should aubject the alternatives presently at
hand for ocean use to a thorough analysis of these social adjustments. In so doing, we will learn a good deal about what
is likely to be don* with success. During the past year I think I have heard at least two dozen new ways of removing

protein from the ocean, ranging from the very reasonable on the one hand to the mickey mouse on the other. These methods
have baen so divergent in their approach that each would create a series of distinct conflicts unlike the other. To the
cure of scientific rationality I try to add a second curve Indicating degree of adjustment required within the society

if this method were applied, and then to select likely approeches for investment. Some of the most reasonable approaches
era eliminated imediately or deferred until some other adjustments can he made by non-relsted events.

The second thing we should study is the behavioral nature of social units. These social ,inite. of course,

range from individual units to government, when they are faced with obvious conflicts before the national or entrepre-

heurial fact.

Thirdly, I think we should totally reexamine our structure of treatise, agreements, obligations, and poli-
cies to define for total ocean development what we can or cannot do, and how we are going about creating restrictions on
our own exploitative activities for strategic and diplomatic reamons. In such an analysis treaties relating to fisheries A

would have to be correlated; for sample, with policies related Cc pollutants.

Fourth. we anould reconstruct our resource tables thrsa-diserionally to discover what precise efficien-
ciea apply to environmental alternatives for economic use. And we should add to this those cultural analyses known as

marketing surveys, since we all know that there are some very good things that you can't give away.
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Finally, we should posit how we intend to use the mass media to create priorities and favorable cliates
for one or more alternatives to ocean use. I. all instance* I would stress that we must consider total possible use of
the ocean and Its resources. Most of these hate been described at this conferencel two of them, pollution and recreation,

have received vary little attention. Given this sort of information, the legal profession at least can decide which tech-
nolollies to Investigate for the conflicts t0ey will create if pursued simultaneously and what sorta of agreements and or-
ganizations may beat serve the state of af.:ei!,. tt. 

. 
's to come. It is hardly possible to ronstruct a problem-solving

methodology in the absence of this kind of knowledge of technological specifics and time frame. The question of lael

and diplomatic lead time brings me to one final point whichI stresses the requirement for the social scientist and the nor-
mative Iawyer to become intimate with the technology. Once -= know which alternatives are going to be pursued we must
also know by what mode they will be pursued. To givc a very siipti -, e: whether an operation is to be manned or
unmanned in the ocean Is quite important since manned technology on the continental shelves will introduce a different set
of difficulties and requirements for protection. If it Is going to be manned then we have to know how the man Is con-

tainerized and what his mobility within that manned situation is.

It remains that we ere faced with the incongruity that most of us in law and social sciences who treat the
ocean environment have almosc no faslilarity with It. We sre very mu(h like [r, Shepherd before he sew Scripps Canyon.
In terms of the academic comunity edict of "publish or perish," I think the situation In our case might be "die or per-
ish.

L5
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INDIVIDUAL'S RIGHT TO QUESTION UNITED) STATES
ADIIISTRATIVYE JURISOICTIO?4 OVER COffTIN1EJT&I SHELF AREAS

David P. Stan&

ing th pr vil ge f pa tic pat ng tis e re Wa h ng o wo ldnke todveamrnyostityni

I would like first to thank the chalrats'. and the other directors of the Law of the Sea Institute for extend-
itmath rvegofpriiaigIthspnldiscussion. Secondly, I ol iet icai n fteoiinif I expreas today as necesaily representing tnee of Ocean Systems. Inc. . or any other person for whom Ihave performed

consultative service.

There has been much discussion at this conference of economic rent and how the world's nations should avoid
all future conflicts and Instead cooperate In order to jointly maximize the economic rent derivable from the oceans. The
subject I vowld like to discuss today in a way concerns rent. More specifically it relates to the efforts of individuals
who have appearto to be opposed to the idea of affording their government the opportunity to collect a form or rent--
naely. taxes or lease fees.

To oarrow the subject of the discussion even further, I would like to talk about an individual's standing--A
or right--to '.uaetion Uni ted States administrative jurisdiction over continental shelf areas. This question arts** when
Individuals conduct comercial operations on the ocean bottom in an area they think is beyond the sovereign resat
authority of the coastal nation. But much tc their dismay the coastal national tells the individuals to clear out because
they have no lease to use that particular part of the ocean bottom and the individuals respond by declaring that the par-
ticular part of the ocean bottom on which they are operating belongs to them and the coastal state has no authority to
kick them off.

Only recently have there been Instances In which individual entrepreneurs, who without bothering to obtain a
laae or other appropriate authority, have traveled out to sea beyond the three mile limit of the United States territor-
ial sce and begun tonatructiun projecba on the geological continental shelf.

One of these projects was conducted by Ncme General Contractors, Inc. The corporation conducted dredgipj and
filling operations on Triumph Reef, which Is located ajpproxisuitely fifteen miles southeast of Dade County, Florida. The
operations were conducted by Acme despite the denial by the Army Corps of Engineers of the corporation's application for
a permit to construct an artificial island.

The apparent purpose for Acuees creating the artificial island was to erect thereon a gambling csino. Mr.
Louia M. Ray, Acme's president, however, alleged in federal Injunction proceedings that his only purpose was to build end
operate a ship's servicing sarnea

The evidence snowed that Tri mph Reef is heavily fished b -Y comercial as well as sports fishermen and that the-
waters over and around It are extensively navigated by both commercial and pleasure craft. Furthermore it was shown that

this area has been one of research by coutleas marine biologiste,

Acate, in the Injunction proceedings, denied that the court had jurisdiction of the subject matter, namely the
reef, The court, agreeing with the governmetnt a allegations declared that It had jurisdiction over the partiea to, and

the subject mtatter of the cause.' The court further declared that the authority of the Secretary of the Army to preventI
obstruction to navigation in efavigalhle waters of thl Uoited States, by federal statute, is extended to artificial Islandsaand fixed structures of the outer continental shelf and that the irreparable damage to the area and the defiance by the
defendants of the exercised authority of the Corps of Engineers justified the Issuance of a preliminary injunction. Ac-
cordingly, the preliminary injunction was ordered.

It is intereatin, to note that the Atlantis Development Corporation. Ltd. , a Bahmmisn company, petitioned to
Intervene in the Ray cee.' Atlantis had similar plarce to develop a rtaurt on lriuasph keel and soughe, by intervening, to
quiet title to tne property it alleged to owni by right of discovery. The district court denied Atlantis the right to
intervene. Atlantis appealed.

5  -
Surprisingly enough Atlantic won the right to intervene, but the circuit court, choosing not to decide the

question of title, remded the case to tlte trial court, The victory for Atlantis was considered a real upset by the

ASae 3 CGeomarlnt Tochnuloxy, ij. 2, pp. 9-12. February, 1967,

2See United States v. kaL No. 65-ll Civ., United States District Court for cte Southern isitrict of Florids. memorarndum
opinion filed April 21, 1965.

See 63 USC 11333(b)(2) (1953); 43 VSL 11332 (4953).

Sea 33 USC 1401 (1899) end 43 USC 11333Mf (1953)

5see AtLentia DEwlonameri Corporation, Ltd. v. United States, No. 22, 958,L.A. 5, filed June 12, 1967; reviewed in
35 L.W. 2754.
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governmmt. The goverment's position in the appellate proceeding was that in order for the court to have jurisdictin,-
the reef area involved would necessarily have to be a part of the United States outer continental shelf and thus Atlantia
would hve no cae; or alternatively, if the reef area involved were not part of the shelf, then the coirt would have no
jurisdiction ,to hear the case or quiet title.

The court skirted the govertmeot's argument by relying in part on a rule of federal procedure which allowed
intervention of right (rule 24(a) FPCP). The rule stipulates that the applicant has & right to intervene when it "claims
an interest relating to the property ...which Is the subject of the action and (the party] i& so situated that the dia-
position of the action may am a practical matter impair or impede his ability to protect that interest."

The two "A's." Acme and Atlantis, more recently have been upstaged by another "A" on the west coast. An even
more imaginative undertaking involved the attepted creation in the Pacific Ocean by a different group of antrpreneure.
of a new nation called "Abalonia," Cortes Bank, a submerged geologica& structure located approximately 110 miles vest of
San Diego, California, was to give birth to this so-called new nation.i This area apparently is rich in abalone and lob-
ster and to a large extent reiains unexploited. The purported plan of Abalonie's creators was to build a "tax free-
sovereign" processing plant on the bank and me divers to harvest the abalone and lobster. The "nation builders" ob-
tained a 366-foot World War II troop ship (the S.S. Jalisco, which had been reinforced with concrete) and towed it out to
Cortes Bank. There they moored it and opened the sea cocks, intending to mink the ship In an area only two fathoms deep.
In theory the engineering idea was a good one, but in actuality unanticipated rough sees snapped one of the mooring lines
and the ship was dragged to deeper water. As if lseing money on the venture were not trouble enough, the enterprising
group apparently has been threatened by the United States government with prosecution for creating an obstruction to navi-
Ration.

Ass-aing, for the sake of discussion, that the Abalonia incident gets to court, it would not be improbable
that Ablonia's attorneys will allege, as did those of Acne, that the court has no jurisdiction over the subject matter.
For the court to have jurisdiction the government would need to prove that the area of Cortes Bank In dispute was part of
the outer continental shelf.

7

The Interior Department, which is responsible for leasing the United States outer continental shelf, appears
to be absolutely convinced that Cortea Bank Is legally part of the outer shalf because it offered to lease this area by
publishing appropriate notice in the Federal Regieter on December 20, 1966. Such publication, according to Interior
Department administrative practice, constitutes official easmption of jurisdiction over an ocean bottom a.e, under the
authority of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 1953.

9

Should the government sufficiently establish that the area in dispute is outer continental shelf, then it
necesserily follows, an a matter of law, that thl Secretary of the Army has authority to prevent obstruction to naviga-
tion caused by fixed structures located thereon. 

0

The government could additionally rely on treaty law to support its case. It could argue that Cortes Bank is
part of the United States continental shelf as defined by the 1958 Geneva Shelf Convention, as Corte* Bank t located in
an ares 'where the depth of superiacent waters admits of exploitation of natural resources .... 11 If lobsters andfor
abalone are within the definition of the natural resources of the shelf, according to the term of the €cvention, and
are exploitable on Cortea Bank, then the area, arguably, is part of the United States continental shelf.

Regardless of whether the Abalonta case ever gets to court, the incident Itself raises several yet unanswered
legal questions. These are (1) regardless of the problem of title to the shelf ares involved, whether or not a ship
located on a reef 110 miles out to sea Is necessarily an obstruction tn navigatlin within the meaning of United States
Statutory Law; (2) whether the group's possible future :e-floating. re-sinking and securely re-ancl.oringp the S.S. Jaliaco
to Cortes Bank with subsequent emplacement at the ocean surface of adequate navigational warnings will be held unlawful

6 See 3 Geomrine Technology, op. cit.

7 See 43 USC 111331(a), 1333 (1953).

8 See 31 F.R. 16629, map 6D

9 See 43 USC 11334 (1953) and 43 C.F.R. 6133DO 2(b), 3362.3 (1964).

10 See 43 USC 11333(f) (1953); 33 USC 8403 (1899).

11 See 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf, T.,,A.5, 5578. Article 1.

12 Article 2(4) of the Shelf Conventios: stipulates that awsng the netural resourccs of the shelf is included, "living

organisms belonging to sedentary species, that is to say, organism which, at the harvestable state, either are

inmobile on or under the seabed or are unable to move except In constant physical contact with the seabed or subsoil";
see also Cox, California Abalones, Family Haliotidat, Fish Bulletin No. 188, The Resources Agency of California, Depart-
ment of Fish and Game, 1962.
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under the authority of the Outer Continentel Shelf Lands Act; (3) whether securing a permit from the Army Corps of Engi-
nears is a Iegl prerequisite to conducting suUl :vsrlr~n,; (4) whether the Secretary of the Interior is required first
to Ies. or only intend to lease or publish notice of offer to lese disputed area of the ocean bottoe before the
United States can lawfully aseme jurisdiction over a particular area the governmaect claiam to be located within the
outer continental shelf; and (5) whether an Individual who asserts a claim to an area of the ocean bottom beyond the 200-
met# isobath and who develops the area before the United States "officially" assumes Jurisdiction over it by publishing
in the Federal Register notice of offer to les, will be afforded tax-free ownership rights of any nature such as are
afforded formal recognition by the United States government, including its federal judicial system?

Taking into consideration current United States policy regarding continental shelf areas, the answer to many
of *the above questions ight well be decided in a manner unfavorable to present and future "Abalonia" creators. The so-
called "public interest" as determined by various agencies of the United St tes government will most likely "heat be @at-
isfied" by a continuation of a public lands designation of ocean bottom areas over any adverse claims to title by private
individuals, even though such claim are purported to be sovereign.

If the Corps of Engineers mechanism of declaring mauthorited construction projects on the outer continental
shelf as obstructiona to navigation is to be continued, however, it might in some instances raise equitable questions.
Setting aside the tax avoidance purpose of such construction projects, one might justifiably inquire about the fairness
of penslizing a tiaherman who happened to be innovative enough to indefinitely "park" his vessel on a bank where he in
not intarfering with any operations being conducted thereon under a mineral le se. and not otherwise interfering with nav-
igation In an established sea lone; and allowing a competitor fisherman to simply anchor his ship in the same area with-
out any governmentally imposed restrictions whatsoever.

In conclusion, there is yet neither a United States. foreign, or International court decision, nor a defini-
tion contained in a treaty or a United States statute which in specific tere designates the precise seaward limit of the
legal continental shelf in areas where the ocean depths considerably exceed 200 meters. Thus, in relying an the develop-
ing leasing practices of coastal nations, particularly those of the United States, it would seem sound to conclude that
presently any fortune hunter ocean miner who decides to stake a claim to a section of the sea bed on his own personal
authority and without the official approval of the nearest coastal state, had better travel literally hundreds and hun-
dreda of miles to sea before he comences his operation. But even if he is lucky enough to travel far enough beyond the
distance that the nearest coastal nation, at that time. dares to extend ics jurisdictional reach, the fortune hunter
would still have to reckon with the possibility of unchristian competition in the same ares from other fortune hunters,
Perhaps it io almost pointless to mention that the coat to the first fortune hunter of hiring a mercenary navy to protect
his newly clamed property interest might be a bit too burdensome.
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DISCUSSION

Quest'ion: I wonder if Mr. Griffin would amplify his remarks concerning these offshore collisions.

Criffinr Under the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act you have to go to the Corps of Fnginsers for a permit to Install
your rig &t a given point and they have already announced in ter s of coordinate positions areas called fairways in ihich
they will not grant a permit for the installation of a rig. These fairways and fairway anchorage areas off the Gulf t'rts
are now marked on the nautical charts of the Coast & Geodetic Survey and they &re marked by aids to navigation so that
really the only problem now that is unsolved as far as I know is the difficulty that radar has to distinguish between a
sea buoy end a rig, thus causing time delays.

But what happens if a ship gets outside of the fairway and collides with an oil rig or other type of shelf in-
staillation? There L no authority in the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act to sake compulsory the use of these fairways
nor it there any intention to do so. The Federal Register announcement of the fairways expressly says that these are
recommended andnot required. The reason for that io the matter's judgment should be the ultimate factor in stress of
weather or other force majeure as to whether he should depart from the fairway. Also the history of shipping lanes on
the Great Lakes, starting in 1911 when the Lake Carriers Association voluntarily put in upbound and dowobound lanes--
again without any compulsory rules or statutes making as a matter of law there use required, is that it wasn't very long
before the Admiralty Courts and the Coast Guard's Boards of Inquiry started saying In effect to ships that were in col-
lision outside of marked lanes, "why were you there?" In other words, departure fron the lanes is relevant to the qus-
tion of fault, and I feel certain that this type of legal evolution will take hold in the falrways and also in the traffic
separation lanes in and out of the ports of New York, and Philadelphia through Delaware Bay, which the Coast Guard an-
nounced early this year. The lanes are left to voluntary use, but if a master cannot justify his departure from them then
this will have some bearing on the ultimate question of fault.

Christy: I think that there is another "pect of the question which may be more Important. It in not so such the prob-
lem of blame, or fault, as it is the additional coats which have to be incurred by either the oil people or the navige-
tion people to reduce the risk of collision. That is, a the oil riga move out along the Gulf Coast and the fairways are
built, shipping Incurs extra costa in moving into and going through one of these fairways. It is particularly tru with
coutwist shipping, where it has to move out say of Galveston and then through a fairway and then around the oil riga and
may back in to New Orleans or some other port. The interesting aspect here t to determine the relative values of the
different uses of the area and to find out whether the economy benefits more from the oil that Is produced or more from
having greater freedom of navigation.

Questior,: Chris, 1 could drive to Washington in a straight line over farmer's country if I wanted to but I have to
stick to highways, which is a longer route than going straight would be, and I believe that the shipping is going to
have to suffer sine inconvenience, too. Shipping has had free access to the seas for a long time; if we are going to
exploit the oceans for other purposes, shipping must expect some regulations.

Christy: Well, I don't necessarily agree with you. I think that there may be advantages in providing fairways parallel
to the coast at slight additional costs to the oil operation .

Question: But oil is where you find It.

Christy: Yes. But there are techniques, for exazpLe, tor slant-well drilling.

Question: That is too much cost for the oil producers.

Christy: All right. Maybe It would be beneficial for the economy of the Unicd States to have the cost bone by the
oil producer rather than by the navigator, or perhaps it may be the other way around. The point is we don't know yet.

Griffin: May I say on this point that the location of these fairways was agreed upon by the oil industry's Offshore
Operators Comittee and by the American Merchant Marine Institute and then they went jointly to the Corps of angineers
and said here are the places where we want fairways and we agree that they can be moved if we don't find oil alongside
a fairway and slant drilling is not feasible in a given situation. So this is a cooperative industry type of arrange-
se-it

Question (for Mr. Stang): Why did the Triumph Reef case stop at the preliminary injunction stage? Secondly, I assume
that these were United States nationals in the Triumph Reef case and the Abalonia situation; if they were not what court
would have jurisdiction ofer the people involved and, assueing that a court assumes jurisdiction. how do you propose to
enforce court decrees with foreign nationalsl

Stang: rhe reason that the injunction in the Triusph Reef case was a preliminary injunction and that there has been no
further adjudicatxon with respect to Mr. Ray and his use of Triumph Reef in that there va another ccrporation involved.
It is the Atlantis Development Corporation, a Bahama Corporation, which had intentions to use the same reef for similar
purposes. Atlartie wanted to build a gambling casino and apparently other more sensual attractions. Accordingly, the
Atlantis Development Corporation attempted to intervene in the Ray case so that the settlement of the rights to use Tri-
unph Reef for Mr. RAy would also apply to Atlantis. But the District Court of the Southern District of Florida, where
the preliminary injunction petition was heard, refused to grant Atlantis the right to intervene.

Out of coincidence, just ten days ago, the Atltnthi case came up on appeal. The Fifth Circuit in Now Orleans
decided the questitm of Atlantis's right to intervene. The Fifth Circuit reversed U.S. v. Ray by permitting Atlantis
to intervene as a matter of right. It was a real upset victory because the government was very certain that the lower
court decision was correct. The governuent contended that since Atlantis was asking the court to quiet its claim title
to the area on Iriumph Reef the question must be resolved as follows; If the area on Triumph Reef Is within the legal
continental shelf of the United States (i.e.. the outer continental shelf) then necessarily the Secretary of the Army has
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jurisdiction to prevent any kind of obstruction to navigation. On the other hand, if the area on Triumph Reef Is not a
part of the United States continental shelf, under the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, then the court has no juris-
diction to hear the come. The court, however, chose to decide the case by relying on one part of the statute which gives
Federal District Courts the responsibility for settling controversies as they relate to the continental shelf and rule

24(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The Fifth Circuit declined to hear the case on its rits; it simply re-
mded the case to the District Lourt in Florida to in turn decide for Atlantis and for Ray what the ultimate disposition

of the temporary injunction proceeding will be and who, if either, will have the grsater right to do with Triumph Reef
what he wishes.

Oevald: Continuing on with the question of conflict of uses on the shelf, I will give you an example from my own region
of the kind of problem which I think is going to be extremely important. I live by the shores of a large body of eta

mottles urruded by a little bit of water, this thing is known as the Chesapeake Bay. You can practically walk across
the sea nettles. The sea nettle is a nuisance to swimmere. and there is a great deal of money in the Chesapeake Bay
region spent on people golng to the beach and attempting to swim in this brackish seai-polluted water. Recently one of

the more enlightened Congressmen decided that he woo going to try to get a good deal of money irto marylaid to do away
with the aea nettles. He did not inquire into what the sea nettle ate, or what ate the sea nettle, or w' v it was in the

Bay in the first place, or why It comes and gos from year to year. The idea was that it mut be destroyed because most

of the people in this Congreassan's district do an awful lot of swiming.

Well, a fellow who lives in on island on the other side of the Bay and who has a degree in biology said, "Now
hold on. If you remove the sea nettle from the Chesapeake Bay you may also be doing some very serious thinys to the

oyster because there is some kind of strange symbiosis going on between the sea nettle and a snail-like creature which
taken csre of a good deal of the oyster's excremental matter." Another individual feels that the sea nettle's removal
may create a problem which the evimers will be even les happy with; that Is, these waters might then provide An optimum
enviromemt for sharks. However, for these biological changes to take place would require at least seven or eight years
and the Congressean in question say not still be around then.

While all this is going on the Department of the Interior in zoning the Bay. We hove some very interesting

thi gs going on with regard to ioning. I don't know if you are familiar with the Potomac River. but the Maryland side of
the Potomac haa entirely different standarda at the moment than the Virginia side of the river, and yet the living re-

source that are in that river are rather comon to both sides, as are the gunboats. Our real difficulty, close to the

coast, especially in estuaries, arises I think an we face the problsm of trying to put food legilation and pollution
legislation together. The indwstry which deals In living resources I feel has not been sufficie-,%ly attentive to pollu-

tion legislation at the present time, because we are likely to upset some balances which cauae a good deal of grief for
Industries like the oyster industry.

On political orders, I can only point out that Investors are a funny people in that they do not like to invest
in a situation which is going to be wiped out overnight. I do not think that we need political orders which are rigid
but only such orders a protect investment. One sugg stion that has been made he, to do with an indemnification situ-

ation which could be set up through international banks. Aa y-u look at the map that was brought in here (drawn by Dr.
Christy), ard as you try to think in terma of investment and political order in relation to that map, you find a couple
of very curiots things. I might go out tomorrow, for example. and put a very expensive fixed station In the ocean, and
I may find that under the lee of the land I am dealing with the government of Nigeria. After I have conpleted my in-
vestment I find out that I a not dealing with the government of Nigeria at all because it developed that t!.e laud bound-
any mowed and therefore its application, its extension into the ocean moved, and I find that I a now dealing with the
goverment of Biafra. We are attempting in many Instances here to establish political orders in the ocean in the absence
of stability of political order in the adjacent land, which is why thia kind of order cannot be established. We can,
however, reach an ecosmic solution in very msuch the way that insurance companies have been reaching economic solutions

*for a long, long tiLe. a

I would like to bring up one other thing that I think applies to this. We started out this discussion by
talking about what waa going to happen when a ship hit au oil rig or vice versa; today there is considerable money being
expeoded in the proceas of removing the equipment put in the ocean by the petroleum induatry from the way of shipping.
Cut technology As it breaks free of the interface faces a whole new set of problems. Soon the Atlantic fleet will no

longer be runing Into oil rils but rather what we are up against in the long run is a subsea rig being hit by a Perry
Cubarise. This is an entirely different problem than that which we face in talking about seavays because there are no

established underwater routes. You position yourself in a vessel underneath the ocean according to what you are trying
to look at or blow up. This has traditionally been what we have done. Yet at the same time as the petroleum technology
ti breaking free of the interfacing and going under we say find inceased development in submarine transport. We have

effectively transferred the surface problem down below, where frankly it is a bit more difficult to see and to adjudicate,

and where it is sove possible to have what we might call a "hit and run" situation than we do at the present time. So I

feel we have to be looking towarda some kind of an agreement which is capable of solving that kind of prublem--not neces-

sarily in the sme term that we have solved the problem on the surface because we are now mobile in a three-dimensional

columm. Your safety gone, if there is to be such a thing, is involved with up and down am well as around on the sueface.

(apema Mr. Chairman, thee is one espect of this whole aituation that does not get discussed much in these conferences
and I vwant to bring it up on top of the table. As I mntioned a while ago. you don't solve any of these things relsting
to the high sen except by an agreement of sovereigns. W sovereigns sre an stmual classification of people because
they are independent. The way this affecta the situation is that you come into a ccnterence of plenipotentiaries with a

very well thought out objective and v i., thinking that really you have quite good agreement. You are liable to get

pretty nearly as many votes as you need. but there is some other rascal of a sovereign that has an objective also. that
is not secegearily incompatible with yours. In the course of pressing for his objective he uses up s great deal of your
voting strength and causes a great deal of irritation around and abot, so your voting situation for your reasonable

proposition has been dissipated and you don't kmow what you are liable to end up with. This wan the axperience actually
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in the 1958 and 1960 conferences and in other conferences of plenipotentiaries where I have been on hand where a multiple -

group of sovereigns were involved. Before you get into any such conference with any well thought-out series of objectives
even the United States goverruent--or any other sovvreign--wil have to make a very seriou study of what other things
are likely to be brought up by other sovereigns In the conference and how they will affect the issues that the United
States wants.

It it so easy to disrupt these conferencee. I reeher the delegate of Iceland, a very capable an, up-
setLing the United States and the whole comu.:ity of nations at the General Assembly in 1954 simply by putting forward
the very reasonable proposition, "Don't settle the continental shelf issue out of its context with the whole of the high

isse esues," This wee a reasonable position. Me got the vote for it. As a consequence of this we dealt with fisher-
ies, a high seas regima and everything but the continental shelf thing, which is all that the United States wanted to
consider. I just do not think this is understood by people who are making all of these suggestions of how we ought to
change international law.

Christy: I agree with Wib on this. I think I may disagree a little bit though, with respect to the approach and the
kinds of information that are needed. You suggested that we have to approach these international fortus not only with
our own position well in hand but with the knowledge of the position of the other sovereign states and I think that this
is entirely true. I would suggest that what we need in this area ts perhaps not much more conferences but more research,
particularly of the kind that will help us to evaluate the costs of different alternatives (and I don't mean amecary
coats alone)--of different alternatives for all of the participating nationn. In other words. a in Crutchfield's paper
-,iCh I read the uther day, the idea of reaching a econd-best solution is particularly important--* second-beet solu-
tion showing that by theme kinds of arrangements all parties will br better off than they are under the current kinds of
arrangements, This to me is where critical research is required--to demonstrate and to show how, in some of these
potential conflicts and actual conflicts, alternative solutions will affect all of the parties. And I would suggest that
a large part of this analysis, not the entire part but a large part, should be economic.

Harlow: The remarks made by the panel were both illuminating and stimulating. Of partLcular interest was Dr. Chapman's
conclusion that territorial sea claims and fisheries claims are. in a practical as %ell as legal dense, inseparable. I
would appreciate the opportunity to coament on several of his conclusions in this regard, not in any representative capa-
city, but as an individual having an interest in 1w of the s-a.

Dr, Chapman stated that when the United States gave qualified support to a six-mile territorial sea (the no-
called "b x 6" proposal) at the Ceneva Conference in 1958, the three-mile territorial sea was "thrown out the window."
I would submit that this is an oversimplification of the situation that existed at that time. To place this difficult
end complex problem in perspective there is perhaps no better statement than that made by Dr. Chapman in 1954 before the
Comittee on Merchant Matine and Fisheries, House of Representacives. In discussing his support for federal legislation
which would provide financial assistance to Vnited States fishermen arrested on the high ssee, he stated:

The imediate incident which gave rise to the present legislation was the passage by
the 10th Inter-Am4rican Congress of a resolution (appendix 2), 'That the Council of the
Organization of American States convoke in 1955 a specialized conference to study, as a
whole, the various aspects of the juridical and economic regime of the Continental Shelf,
the waters of the sea and the natural resources therein, in the light of present scientific
know ledge. '

This resolution would not give much worry except that it had originally contained this
clause (appendix 3):

'The 10th Inter-American Conference reaffirmm:
'That the soverionty and jurisdiction of each of the American riparian states shall
extend to the submarine coatinoital and insula shelf off the Continental ad insular
comts of their territories, regardless of the depth of the ocean above the said
shelf, and to the existing natural resources or those that may be discovered therein
and In the waters above it.

'That such national sovereignty and juriediccion shall include an area of 200 marine
miles., reckoned from the outermost points of the coasts, as the most adequate means
of preserving and facilitating the conservation and utilization of the natural re-
sources of each state.

'That, consequently, it shall be the duty of the riparian state to supply the legal,
regulatory, and technical measures for the conservation and prudent utilisation of
the natural resources now existing or those that may be discovered in the said areas
under i.to sovereignty, for ice own benefit, the benefit of the hemisphere, and the
community of nations.'

What really caused the fishing industry of the United States to jointly request this
action from the Congress at this time was the discovery that had the original resolution come
to vote it would have passed by a margin of about 14 to 6, that the original resolution failed
to come to a vote at Caracas by a combination of luck, diplomati, skill, and parlimentary maneuver
which were not likely to be repested at a second cAoference, that this was supposed to be the
near-terminal ploy of a moat skillful multilateral diplomatic move, and that the diplomatic offi-
cers of the United States were surprised to find that they had won this hand to the extent of gain-
ing a year's grace before the gama ended."
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Si ed on Dr. Chapman's characteriatton of the problem in 145A, it sem, clear that even at that time the terri-

OttO.4 anper ofte0~

t a s as qu sti on was serious and ap in one, What I m t c esan n s that wha l e the qualified su p oct of t lh e Urited

nsedthe man itsilo territorial ea in 1958 my hav added to tte coafusiose doinu so did not to any great etent
to:al t o the United State let well enough alone t tie 19i8 Con-

sroves r. he me aould hex roninued to be thnIftc art world-wide r ridnt a thre m-silo territorial sea is ilujoryt to

tfat d Dr Cha on expressed the aiw thet the fact that the United Stnet hi attmpted to separate the concept of

tevritriat se claim from the concept of fishint clai by irt enacment and iplemntation of the Bartlett bill where-
In the United States claimed a fishing tons nine silos In breadth memour" from the outer limit of the territorial sea,

cotist/bed furth r t© the destrctis of the threc-tiI limit. In actual practice it ia difficult to point to an eple

thr, a broider territorial ea va clsied as the result of ericaun attempt o separate fishine claims from trritor-
1at se claic To the elntrary poit iapplag a vrlid arnent oft be wade tht had no s tpport of such concepts boen the -
naied, the mLay latio that hve ade fihine claims beyond the territorial sea would instead have extended the tinri-
tortal s& to the outer limit of the (llishrt asne.

Dr. mhapemat ppresed the vi that the separation of fishi jurisdiction fr territorial sees is illusory and

that in practice oni ii lead to at the pres imerChil dhe risk iherent tn attepts to separate the tho problems,
Hownve, at tet prin tsea. oeryv rntatocmdseregnty overetce on lae ad in practice beteen terri-
torial a llis sad fisheries ones. While forectin wha te future wtll brinr is a difficult if not impossible
task, It may ell be that on the balfue there is less risk in atteiptnh to separate the concepts in an effort to anim-
m.at theece omic atsll a political and security needs of the cmmunity of nations It is worthy of note that the

+Santiago Declaration agireed to in 1952 by Chile, Ecuador, and Peru was solely cn~icerned with economic factors and did not

mention probl oug Secury end lf-defense tlthoh it is ner that Ecuador and Peru hav made 200-vile enrrtorial
ean itolims icl siniiclt that at the prasent time Chile does not treat the 2n-mile soe proclaimed in the Declara-

tion a a territorial sea l cently Arbentin proclaimed overeinty over a 200-il nepol adjacent to Its shores but

specifically stated in its proclmation that the claim 1, no way affected water or air navesation. These exmple are
chted to demonstrate that even in the difficult arena of South Aric, which win ha vibily described by Dr. Chapman tn
1954. there are attempts being made to distinguish between olaseical territorial sea claims and claims over living or

oa-livl )a resources.

Although Dr. Chapman is efl-advised o tis ubt at th presnt time claim ay radu ly evolve into
territorial sea clims~. I would submit that failure to recognize and support a distinction between fishing claimsl and

territorial see claim would in all probability not retard but mrkedly accelerate the proliferation of broad territorial

sa clai~m, particularly In - to developed atoms of the world.

Chapman; I will point out that it is an u~nfair advantagle on the part of JAC in havingl bright young officers an the staff
who ro&d papers.

I think the main thrust of my thought on this subject at the present time is that. as clumsy as it Saems to be,

we are probably better off to just muddle alog, doing the best we can, dealing with the individual problem on an ad

hoc basis, tmporizing and reaching agreement through diplomatic efforts, than we are having another conference at this
time where we attempt to get Lhinga set don in concrete foru. I think these conferences have a worse disrupring effect
on the entire field of the low of the sea than do the incidental problems that cause so much temporary trouble but which
con usually be handled one by one in a reasonably satisfactory fashion.

Anything you do with respect to the low of the sea has some implication on the entire power structure of the
world. You can hardly stick your thumh In the ocean but what you are disturbing the power structure of the world. Whrt,
the power structure of the world is In such a state of flux you cannot realistically expect ulce clean-cut decisions on

any aspects of this Law of the sas business. You have just got to muddle on in the law of the sea until the world power

structure stabilizs oomewhat more.

Herrington: I planed to hold these remarks until tomorrow but since we are on the s'ubject I will make them now. I ea
concerned with the impact of our ideas on the body of nations. I sit and listen to the scientists talk about the kinds
of regimes that would be of Interest to them or %ite kind of regimes that would be of interest to the lawyers, but I
haven't heard too much discussion or analysis on the kind of regime that will appeal to the world. A great deal of
thought should be taken toward the question. "What are the problems of other countries, what kind of regie will meet
these problems and get the necessary support to sake it international law?" If we eon't do that we might well go into a
conference with one thing wid coma out With something we don't like at all. No- one reason for our relative success in
fisheries proposals in the l"58 coL cexon. ! that Ws !a M speaL 4 !t of time fros 1954 to 195b talking with various
people from other countries, finding what their problems were and finding to what extent we could work out proposals

they could support, that they all found would be helpful. I would suggest that this.Institute consider more effective
mans of political or social research into the needs and desires of other countries to see if there is some regime that

both we and they could support.

HcKernan; I wanted to comment A little bit on the remsiks of Commander Harlow. This is a most interesting question
whether or not one can, in fact, separate economic Jurisdiction frem territorial Jurimdiction and T hee nome comments
to make about this. I don' tOink we fish people would particularly care, that is, I don't think we would object, to
separating tie territorial jurisdictional question from the fish question, but I believe that we interpret the sequence

of events in the past few years somewhat differently thsn the (ommnder does. For example, he uses the case of Argen-

tina. Under the sam law, the government of Argentina has not chosen to exercise full jurisdiction, but her law is
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clearly written so that she can at any time she wants to go ahead and assert further jurisdiction in her interest. The
United States move to the twelve mile fishing position was, I think, interpreted by many nations around the world as
asserting partial juriediction. I question whether the vast majority of nations today recognise the differe.nce in par- -
tial jurisdiction over flishries sd full terri.torial jurisdiction. I am inclined to think that some of the action since
that time, including the action of Argentina. more particularly perhaps the clear action by Ecuador quite recently, in-
dLcates that these nations could take our action and perhaps the action of anyone else asserting partial Jurisdiction and
expand that limited concept in ways contrary to our interests, I would agree with bill Herrington'@ point that what we
do in this ares doel have a great impact ever- where in the world; but I am not ready to accept the thesis that the family
of nations in the world is ready yet to fully recoRntze the difference between partial and full jurisdiction over broad
areas of tile ocean,

Chapman: One thing we did find to be of great assistance in thia whole maneuver was the concept of maximizing the phyal-
cal yield from each resource in) the world, This was socially acceptable throughout the world and that was what we built
chi whole fishery case around; the one thing where the common denominator socially acceptable existed. In order to get
another agreement on something else I think you are going to have to find something else that has that same degree of
social acceptability.

Christy: I an glad you raised that point, Wib. First what I wanted to say was with respect to what Don McKernan waa
saying. I think that this Indicates the necessity, of indicates the degree of urgency that is at hand. That is, as
states arm tempted to move out their jurisdictions farther and farther, though they be simply for fisheries or for some
other special use, it may .ndeed lead to a more complete kind of sovereignty. And as they move out it seems to me that
the pressure is for the natiolal lake kind of solution, sod if thili happens I would question whether or not this is de-
sirable to the interest of the United States in terms of military needs, in terms of our mining and petroleum needs, and
In terms of our fishing needs. And I would question whether or ot it would be desirable for the world as a whole to
arrive at a regime which simply divides up the ocean along the mid-points. So, I think the tendency that is growing.
appears to be growing, for nations Lo extend their limits farther out, is something that creates an urgency, a very great
urgency, for Arriving at a solution. how we may find that the national lake approach is the most desirable one. I don't
chink it IQ but some people nay ferel so, and I would guess that in part those who say "do nothing, let us let the law
foillow the developmenits," are indeed assuming that thins kind of national lake approach in beneficial to at least their
Ghort-term interest. As an acceptable, viable regime over the long run I don't think it could work, mostly because the
Soviet Union would get so little share of the total pie. And 1 cannot imagine any kind of a regime being successful that
is not accepteble to the Soviet Union.

1P
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ALTEtATIVLS FOe MINIAL EXPLOIIATION

John L. Mero
President

Ocean Resources, Inc.

La Jolla, California

before I get involved in my discussion concerning deep sea mineral deposits and any potential law that we may
choose to saddle ourselves with in order to allow exploitation of these resources, I would like to mention something about
other resources of the sea that are apparently exploitable and for which activity we will probably need some laws in the
near future. The obvious resources of the sea for development are, of course, the fisheries which are now under develop-
ment but which apparently could stand further development, energy sources of the seea, wate disposal, climate control,
ad miceral deposits.

Concerning fisheries. if we merely increed the efficiency of our present techniques of taking fish from the
ama, according to certain estimates, we may raise the food production of the ocean by a factor of ten or so, But by cre-
ating artificial upwellings In the see we can probably increase the productivity of the ocean by factors of as much as
100 or imaybe even 1,000 over that of the present levels. Wherever we have natural upwellinga occurring in the ocean we
have great populations of fish. In most areas of the ocean, however, we find the water@ horitontally stratified with
little vertical mixing. In some of these area the layers of water at the bottom are less dense than the overlying water.
By setting off an atomic bomb or sm other energy-creating device it may be possible to force upwellings which, once
Initiated, will continue of their own volition because of the lower density of bottom we-or. By creating such an upweil-
in& ve would also create a fish population, and at those points in the ocean where we choose to do so rather than where
mature has provided.

Upwellings could also be created by extracting energy from the eea itself, Mankind is now taking power from the
sea by harnessi the tides, such a is done in Prance. There are probably ten or twelve other locations in the world
where the proper configurations of offshore and onshore geology occur And the ranse of tides is sufficient so that power
can be extracted economically. Another method of extracting energy from the sea can be used, howevez, which method shows
much greater promise than tidal generators. Throughout much of the ocean a temperature differential exists between the
surface layers of water and the water below the thermocline, which differential can be as high as fifty or sixty degrees.
The French have experimented with techniques of using this thermal differential for power production for many years. but
they always inaisted On putting these plants on land and were forced to spend most of the energy that had been created in
pumping the water Into and back out of the plant. kecently a floating power plant was designed which eliminates the pump-
ing problem. The coat of these plants seems to be about $200 per kilowatt of capacity which is a litle bit more than the
$150 to $115 per kilwatt of capacity that is spent for conventional thermo plant. on land. But as the fuel In an oceanic
power plant is free, production coats for the power at the plant will apparently be somewhere in the neighborhood of W) to
75 per cent of the production coata of power from traditional thermal plante.

The amount of power that can be extracted from this thermal differential, as it presently exists in the ocean,
even if it is possible to get only 1 per cent of it, is about 1,000 times the present annual world con mption of power.
More significant, because this energy is being aupplied by the sun. it is being added to the ocean at the rate of about
100 times the present world consumption of power. Oceanic power plants placed at various points in the ocean may he a
factor to deal with in future deliberations concerning marine resource development. Presently we have a configuration cf
currents and temperatures that would allow the apparent economic operation of thene plants off such cities as Miai . Bon-
bay, Rio, Manila, Honolulu, and so forth. The best location in the ocean for extractin g power, however. is in the tropics
where there is no oeed or market. However, with the apace Industry perfecting techniques for handling liquid hydrogen and
oxygen I think we can conwrt the seawater itself to these two liquids and then ship them ashore to be used In thermal
plants, or. It another ton or twenty years. after several thousand people have choked to death from smog in various U.S.
citiae,fuel ceil, a" automotive enorgitere, may provide a sutstantial market for these materials,

in wast* disposal I believe we have reached the point where we can no longer indiscriminately dump wastes into
the ocean. The ocean, however, has a great capacity for absorbing e lot of the gArbage from the continent and by proper
engineering studies of certain basins I believe we can designate certain areas in the ocean that will absorb vast quanti-
ties of certain types of wastes from the continent without polluting the rest of the sea.

Turning to marine mineral deposits which, I think, are a most pressing problem mainly because in the next decade
we are going to set an explosive growth in ocean mining, the asme as we witnessed in the offshore oil Industry in the
pat fifteen yeara. The nearohore submerged placers will prubably receive most attention over the next few years mR far
a offshore solid mineral exploration Is concerned. in general there Ib in existence a body of law covering exploitation

of such deposits and I Will Land to center my discussion on other types of deposits in the sea not pr. smCnly covered by
any legal regiae.

Frequently I am quite disconcerted when I hear people describe techniques of mining mineral deposits in the sea
without knowing anything at all about the character of these deposits. They tend to think of these deposits in terms of
contlentel mineral deposits. In like manner, you can't arbitrarily take laws concerning mineral exploitation on land
Wd apply them to the ocean deposits because the deposit. in the aea are aimply not the same he land deposits, neither in
their geological character, their composition, or degree of spatial concentration. For example, consider oceanic phos-
phorlt nodule deposits off Southern California. From all indications there is only a mono-layer of these nodules dt the
surface so there is no great tonnage of this material per unit of area. Normally, in land leasing procedures we are con-
¢eroed with thres-dimnenionsl deposits; in the sea some of the best looking deposits from an economic standpoint are only
two-dimension.l. They are only at the surface of the sediments, spread out over huge areas. Consequently, leasing regu-
lationa muat take this into effect by granting very large areal conceslions rather than emall ones.
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Other Intereating mineral depolits in the sea are such materials *a red cloy, calcareous and siliceos ooses,
snd manganese nodules. beep ocean red clay depoeits mAy grade to 0.2 per cent copper, which is practically ore gr@ds ae
concerns some land copper deposits. ied clay also has a amall percentage of copper. Nickel and cobalt would be recover-
able. Also, In some areas it contains as high s 25 per cent alumina which puts it in the vame grade area as some conti-
nntel clays which are being considered as mcurces of aliuminum on land. Tonnage estimates of this material are up in the
1016 ton ranges which ake reserve measurements of tremendous site. These clays are unconsolidated, they are fine-
grained, and they are in a water atmosphere that allows the uae of an automated hydraulic system for mining.

Oceanic calcareous oozes have a composition very closely similar to that of limestone used in making Portland
cerAent. In the deep sea we have great deposits of diatomarceous ooses which would serve in the same applications that die-
tomaceous Pei-th from land deposits now serves. Also In the deep sea we find the ubiquitous manganese nodules. The nod-
ules are generally about two Inches in diameter and are found reating at the surface of the unconsoliaoted pelagic sedi-
sonte. Sea water is saturated with manganese and Iron in solution and these two elements precipitate In the sea as
colloidal particles which slowly filter down through the water column. The particles have the ability to scaveange from
see water such elements as copper, nickel, cobalt, lead, and so forth, which elements Are vatly undersaturated in see
water, and, because of their electric charge they tend to agglomerate in nodules at the sea floor rather than settling as
fine grains into the sediment. Concentrations of these nodules as high as 100,000 tons per square mile of sea floor can
he found. Our latest estimates indicate that there is sose 1.5 trillion tons of these nodules on the Pacific Ocean floor
alone. Reserves of many industrially important metals as nickel, copper, manganese, and cobalt are measured in terum of
thousands of years at present consumption levwls.

Of the many Interesting facete of the nodules, one of the most Interesting is the change in the compositional
character of the nodules from place to place in the Pacific Ocean. Along the continents they are rich in iron while in
the central part of the ocean they are rich in cobalt. In several areas of the Pacific we find nodules which are elmest
100 per cent manganese dioxide, while in areas of the ocean far removed from islands or continente the nodvles are ,ich
in nickel and copper. As we approach the Equator the percentage of copper in the nodules increases marked:y.

Some very interesting statistics concerning the aconomics of mining these nodules have been developed, The
capital required for a deep ocean mining -'nture is indicated to be somewhere in the neighborhood of $50 to $100 million.
The cost of mining., processing, transporting, and marketing the products should be somewhere in the neighborhood of about
$1 to $20 a ton of raw nodules, out of which the miner would get about $7U a ton of salable products. One of these oper-
ations could genarate about a quarter of a billion dollars a year of basic products. The indicated profitability should
be somewhere in the neighborhood of $100 million a year after taxes. So the financial incentives are certeinly there.

Concerning probable laws as far as continental shelf areas are concerned I think they are fairly well cover,.d,
or. at any rate, the potential for coverage is there. Any nation that want. to claim an area off their coast and set up
a system of lawa to exploit that area gaina the authority of doing so by ratifying the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Law

of the Sea. I think, however, that it would be in the interests of the mining community to encourage a uniform offshore
leasing code for the world insofar a such is practical.

Aa far as the deep sea deposits are concerned, generally, where there is an unlimited amount of a resource, no
one gets too excited about anyone else exploiting It. Certainly, this is true in the case of taking oxygen and nitrogen
from the stmoephere or in the taking of minerals from sea water. No one pays a royalty to anyone alae for exploitation
of such resources ano no one answers to anyone else in exercising his right of exploitation. With the recent discovery
of limited size, but high-grade bodies of water within the bydrosphere, this situation aay change; certainly it will if
these bodies of water do not shift their position in space. Because manganese nodules and other deep ocean deposits do
not shift their position periodically, they are susceptible to leasing and mining lawa.

I suppose there is some reason for wondering why we should even consider paseing laws on the mining of moter-
ielis fro-. the deep seas. Probably the first is that sose people have seen in the nodules arid have promoted thco as a
source of income for sma needy political bodies. Now such a move as giving ownership of these deposits to agenclea euch
as the United Nations mould, I think, be a mistake at this time. I do not think it is wise tc; &IV- any political body an
independent source of income. Legislatures tend to forget who they are legislating for If they are nct directly and
immediately dependent on the electorate for their financial well-being. Also, the United Nations it simply not organized
to govern ocean mIning. It has neither the staff, technical knowledge, or finances to promote deep ocean mining.

Another reason for not giving ownership of the minerals in the deep sea to the United Nat,.ons is that the UN
has certain vested interests which eight be momentarily economically hurt when the production of met:als from these depos-
its Is initiated. Since these nations that will be hurt when large auunts of copper, nicKel, cobalt, manganese, and ao
forth start being produced from the ocean constitute not an inconside:able proportiui of the members of the United
Nations, I think that to put the responsibility of such a step with zhan body might tend to stifle the Initiation of deep
ata mining.

The mining and oil companies, of course, are probably the only groups, short of goverrments, which can raise
the necessary capital to exploit these deep sea minerals un a large scale in as high a risk venture as deep ocean mining
would initially be. To take thsas risks these groups, I believe, would like to see some laws governing exploitation of
these resources. Why? Well, these groups have always had laws which give them an exclusive right to exploit resources
in a given area. This exclusive exploitation right is a cornerstone, of the natural resources industry and they simply do
not know how to operate in a situation where there is no such right or lw. Deep sea mining is s new situation for them.
and, of course, no good company president would ever make a move in this field without first consulting his lawyer and
his lawyer will only tell him that we need sme protection here and we need some lie. Knowing where his source of in-
com lies we could hardly expect the lawyers to say else.
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Ve Why thas bother with the nodules? Wel, the simple fact is that It the rest of the people of the world want to

*start ceutAng too material& at the 0mme level a the dirtlpod nations of the toald now cou thee, we simply are

I
It worldwide oiatoofcpefoexmlIstfimt)0Mlintnpa tftowihlvliwodhveo
rise if everyone on earth wanted to use copper to the sam degree that we use It hers, in tho United States, considering

that es 100 millio of m oome about 30 per coat of the world production of about 6 aillon tons of copper annually,
the present land reerves of copper would last only seven years assuming no -se in the sell price of copper.

i |ut the real attraction of the mangaes~e nodules Is not that tey are there in almot unlimited Imout@t, but,

that It ap'tCntl would be much cheaper to produce copper and other "role from theme nodules than It in no to produce
these mase leid deposits. Also, we have e great deal of flexibility an for an Increasing production rates sudden-
ly or in changing grades a the market changes with manganese nodules. We do not have such flexibility in mining lend
deposit. So e have reasons to want to develop the deep sea deposits,

hihile We ma7 say that theme deposits are for all practical purposes unlimited In volue, these deposits very
greatly is value from we location to another in the ocean. The major reason no one gate excited about anyone *le tak-
ing oxygen nd nitrogen from the air or magnesium salt or bromine from the ocean is that the sea water and sir are approx-
imately the smoe in compoeition of these materials thcoughout the world. This is not so with manganese nodules. There
are forty ot so factors wlich we have to take into account in judging the value of the manganese nodule deposit, such am
grade of he deposit, depth, location in the ocean with relation to consumption centers, nearness of livable ports, miss
of nodule,, concentration of nodules, the ease with which they can be reduced to salable products, weather, topography,
mid so forth. Thos, the nodule deposits vary greatly in value from place to place in the ocean and to optimise the
profitability on an investment in a dredge and plant to refine and process the nodules, a company will have to explore
for the beet deposit for them in the ocean. It doing so he would spend a great deal of time and money end he will want
to have aoe protection on those deposits he discovers.

It is primarily because the potential minor@ of these deposits will want some legal system governing the leas-
ing and exploitation of the deposits that we should think about it. And we must regard the development of theme deposits

a m net increase in the total well-being of people of the earth even though small groups of people will obviously be
hurt, probably only momentartly, when production of these metae is initi otd from the manganese nodules. On the other
head, we who am have to purchase theme metals from certain foreign sources may regard the developuent of the deep sea
deosits as freedom at last from the gouging policies of some of the nations that happen to control very large reserves
of certali of these metal. Prom this standpoint alone I do not know how we could prevent ra-aterial-poor nations like
1ngland, France, Germany, Italy, and so forth from wanting to and developing these deposits. We can also take the point
of vlm thet in develoging manganese nodules we ae preventing the major nations trom plundering the resources of these
umderdeveloped nations so that they will have these great deposits of copper and ao forth for their own use in the future.

Givon ti provisions that it is for the general good of the vorid that these deposits should be developed, what
is the beet way to go about itl The notion that the 195B Geneva Convention gave authority to nations to extend their
limit of authority to whatever depth of water that permits of exploitsbility of minerals, now known -" the exploitability
test, I think is really academic. I don't think that the member& of the Commission had that in mind at all. They really
felt that the boundaries concerning authority over exploitation of minerals from adjacent nations should stop some place
at something that can be construed as the continental shelf. I agree with Christy and Brooks that the outer limit to
mtione with regard to mineral exploitation on or under the sediment or rock of the continental shelf should be fixed but
I do not however entirely agree with their 100 mile or 200 maer line, whichever occurs furthest from shore. Instead, 1
would fix the boundary at about the 2,500 meter line. How the moment of the boundary from the 200 meter line to the
2,500 meter line would not include much more territory for adjacent nations. About 12 per cont of the total area of the
ocean floor lies between the 200 meter isoboth and the 2,500 meter loobath. Soma nations will get a relatively great
chunk of the ocean floor am did some of them when they took the continental shelf Into their territories and some nations
will again be short-changed in this matter. But that is the way it is. Inside of the 2,500 mater line would be the
property of the adjacent nations a far "s ocean floor mineral exploitation is concerned. Outside of that line is the
open aid free, hopefully free, ocean.

After that is accomplished I would set up a procedure which allowed the nationals of any nation to stake claims
on any ersa of the ocean floor they wished. The size of these claims for Individuals should be linited, probably sne-
where in the neighborhood of SGOU square miles, but, of course, this should be adjustable. Five thousand square l.ee
would contain about 100 million tons of manganese nodules which should be sn amortinstion tonnage for any capital invest-
want necessary to put that property In production. The aggregate clsims of any given nation should be limited so that
the total area claimed would not contain more than 200 years' reserves of one of the major economic minerals in the nod-
ules, which are manganese, nickel, cobalt, end copper. Thus. nationals of the United !tates would be limited to a total
claimed area of about 6 million square miles of the ocean floor, which area would normally contain 200 years' reserves of
copper for the United States at her present rate of consumption. These areas allowed would, of course, be adjusted r.-
consumption rats" change.

If all of the 6 million square miles would be taken up It would require some 1,000 siparate claims. Since only
about thirty of these operations could produce the total United States conaumption in copper annuall.. ,ot to mention the
trmvnd'us overproduction of manganee, nickel, and cobalt, that would be produced as a by-product, unless the operator*
wished to court bankruptcy, only a small fraction of the allowable area will actually he taken up.

Reglstry of the claims would be with some international body, such as an agency of the United Nations. Laws
should be drawn up concerning multiple uise of the areas, so that mlning does not interfere with fishing, shipping, cables,
and vice versa. Some clause of the law would rcuire performanice on the part of the claimant and the spending of some
nominal sun lik. $100 per squ re mile per year to hold this claim, the money to be paid to the LI for a period of ten
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years with the request to renew the claim st the end of each year if the holder chooses to keep the ground but not oper-
ate on it. If the claimant fails to spend the money, he forfeits his claim. Affidavits, of course, should be flWed that :
the oney Is being spent and United Nstions observers have to have access to the property so that they can see that it is
being spent.

if any group chooses to operate without a United Nations permit, it should be allowed to do so but still muat
observe the multiple use end conservation laws governing the exploitation of the resources of the sea. Admiralty laws
concerning pirecy should prevent anyone from interfering with his operation. If a company is operating in an area than
no one else can stake a claim within twenty miles of his point of cperstion on the day that this claim is staked. When
mining ensues n staked clailm, a royalty of some nominal amount, sufficient to support the administrative costs of the
United Nations in this program and this program alone, should be levied. Also, when mining ensues, the provision govern-
ing exploitation expenditures in that area should be dropped. These provtsions are pretty much the sem as we have on
land except that they allow people to operat" in the ocean without any claim if they choose to do so. But if they choose
to do so, they have to be prepared to have somebody mine near them. Considering the disciplines of the huia capital in-
vestment that will be involved in initiating exploitation of these deposits end the difficulties of breaking into the
markets, my feeling is that ve are tot going to have that kind of competition.

We might also consider br'efly some of the laws that might encourage exploitation of these deposlts on the part
of individual governments, say our own government. To encourage exploitation of offshore solid mineral deposits, the fed-
eral government of the United Statee should grant a tax holiday for a period of three years after production ensues on
new mining operations in the sea,

Also the law should be changed to allow duty-free entry of minerals aecured from the ocean into the United
States. With these laws and procedures I feel that the deep see mining could become a reality within the next decade.
Let us only hope that some Interminable international law convention will not serve to hold up these developments. To

forestall such a situation I would resolve that any future la of the sea conference to pass legislation concerning high
seas operation be held in Thule, Greenland, or Nome, Alaska, or maybe Irkutsk, Siberia, instead of Rome, Miami, Honolulu,
or Geneve. I suspect that we could get such a law adopted in a reasonable mount of time.

9-A
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IM~RS ON
THL MININIG (IF ULLk OCEAN MINERAL DEPOSITS

Thoma" N. Waithier
Bear Creek Mining Company

San Diego. California

:te ouprops for ndpltca esue o regulating th.'ining of AEeO_ c:in mineral deposits. Whether or not

uc o poJsails ofv deep orcil ean d urn h cnrse calchisteetingfsatmeteftis witin caenot fw earsadere
westrngly ation th enctere to noi qaine oroupnorsn pakemaur recoisendtions o ncernaina e ulcatiing.

usTh e realitic fodauguaing ctios woud hfcuio rave, bt coher rsetnadmnnost ipratrao stesml fctthat
aiinsufiin tepoceanodata hae e ostsre apo rt per dqat nd ershaning f themrerad sirmilgarocesseand

Astanndingl of thsebt atdpee ntfae dn' let v us y conide r erson a nodu w sthare pehaps the bret
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actio adeuese, to meoti auc plantunlatiengtioswdhv to reoe nrcsier nospletin andechnologyosts.orcincthsiona
sutue, prlovaidet ecomas minge ndposis, aproste perdod eno echaboums thfoe tenironmant siia thepticular

Anrn xapl of thes eoist vle ifiautie prtonacedrblet s os idt er mangtd;anedulls whc aes toha the e est
penoit af rhealisticetiae son thes profiaiiyn unotofal thetateear umru deposislteanans

Coue htsouidrn he asifed th o fac atn s proold edaredw blev this 'I tthe r oul d t el pr ctt nther
gaial eaiont affetinthe lea stae ofrtea adee oceanboto, are we, s af niforeiy prepunae tove makin thea

nuear p'roe ecnmia mining C tandn o proces ina arrangdoeens regao d e ocean mininfmangainse partdul lar
dr@of othbeiee we are.itis qeauate likely opetona trobtsuc aih cofrne wol -exteand, iltscoe toser includereulaetoric-
petion ectic allmat know and rofindsilof oa mieral deposits.

Cnsippesing tep at-e thid tihe lcin thoaproitenoioal loregalhi anpliticl helre reulatep ontean

mninl beyon thectinentaeleghal wttste de agep cetan yeaotto coe mersal ntoneiafll repe oae flno may
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contnetll she and. t is qorteta lpe.y also beieea t myb ieyfragop such a cneec ol xedi scp thto akue ruaoposa
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*It appears probable, however, that some mineral deposits occurring in these areas will be similar to those existing on
the drier parts of the continents. Some are simple extensions of lane

t 
deposits. Also, in regard to these Shallower

water deposits, technolo.gy is rapl.y advancing to a point that will permit realistic evaluation of the feesibility for

* economic recovery-

There haa been much discussiron foe severs1 years concerning the 195S1%t:.crnatlornii. a[kreesent till " ,uoventicn

on the Cont~nental Shelf." We would like to stress that the words "continental shelf" in this ritle define and limit the
subject of the convention and prescribe that the subject mater of the conventiorn relates only to the submerged Continent-
&I areas.

We believe Lhat the legiosltve history of Article iof the Shelf Convention shows conclusively that there was

intended to be so oucr limit to the area of sovereign rights of coastal states to resources of the sea bed.

We also believe that the controversial worde of Article 1, "or beyond that limit, to where the depth of the
etperjAcent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of the said areas,' are sunceptible to abuse by
states desiring to extend their claims to deep ocean mineral deposits under the guise of the Shelf Convention. Such
claims could also inhibit pure scientific research on the deep see bed.

Another area of poss.ble conflict centers on the term "exploitation," To sanmy of us, exploitation Ietplips a

scale of operation comensurate with the msrket for the commdity produced, capable cf competing successfully with other

producers, and chat tihe venture i@ pofitable. Moreover, the amount of profits should he adequate considering the risks
invol"6t. but in the cuimmnity of nations, a variety of vis-us prevail. Political and g-opolitical considerations itay
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overshadow other factors in reaching investment decisions. Profits ray not be considered, or, if so. they night be mea-
ured differently. The que-''on is: For a nation to extend its continental shelf sovereignty through exploitation, is
limited technology alone n. jary, or is an inherently successful unasubsidized and profitable ecanerctl endeavor re-
quired?

It seems to us that no part of the G;eneva Conventions on the Law of the See has been more misunderstood by the
general oceanographic community than this matter of the width of the legal continental shelf.

At the present time the most logical and clearly defensible view is that exemplified by the resolution drafted
by the Coro'ittee on the Law of the Sea of the Section on International Comparative Law of the American Bar Association
last year. This Committee on the Law of the Sea urged "that prior to framing any policy via-i,-vIa ott~er nations with res-
pect to sea resources not crveced by existing law, the United States Government be urged to review thoroughly the Issues
at stake in consultation with representatives of this Association competent in the field of international law, with sci-
entific and technical experts, and with leaders of American industry interested in oceanic development."

As An assistance to our gnvernuent at such times as these Issues become Increasingly urgent, perhaps the Ameri-
can Bar Association through its appropriate Section and Committee could draft the beat possible scholarly interpretation
of Article 1 ,f the Shelf Convention with particular reference to where sovereignty over the minerals on the shelf ends
and where free and unellocated minerals of the decp ocean bottom begins. This would clarify where we actually stand
legally, and with advances in technology we wky clarify where we stand factually with reference to the habitat of the
ocean deep.

In making this suggestion, we unticipate chat In years to come mineral ownership of the deep ocean floor may
require international regulation. This. however, should be done with deliberate full knowledge of the scientific facts
and clearest possible exposition of existing treaty lw, not in an Intellectumlly dishonest manner by subtle and devious
extension of Jurisdiction beyond the legal continental shelf agreed to by the 1958 Convention.
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"SUBMARINE ZONES OF SPECIAL JURISDICIION'
1

uNDI.R THEt HIGH SW--
S M*E MILITARY ASPECTS

L, P. 1. Goldie*
Professor of Law
Loyola University

Los Angeles. California

I; Introduction

(1) The Place of this Paper in the Author's Blueprint for g International ReAlm of the Oceans

At the outset I wish Co offer a definition and make two preliminary points. Following the position I
took In my earlier study, "Special Regimes and Pre-emptive Activities in International Low," 

2 
I propose that the word

"regime' be used to indicate:

A system of rules operating within a tliven legal framework or with respect to
Sstipulated grtup of related objects to allocte effective rights and resolve con-
flicting claims an the bais of common values.

To this definition I should add the observation that within the regime governing the allocation and evi-
dencing of submarine movees of special jurisdiction I propose to discua there are system of priorities between types of

envisaged uses (and especially military uses) of the sea. So much for the definition.

tThe irt of my two preliminary points is that I have not changed my position from that put forward in
the paper I gaveT tl alaet year's Annual Summer Conference of the Institute regarding the terms of the treaty regime and
the principlee for reconciling conflicting uses of the seabed and subsoil of the oceans beyond the continental shelf I

propoeed therein.
4 

(My proposal regarding the continental shelf yeas that this region should still be governed by the

Visiting Professor of Law, Rutgers, The Stae University. Newark, New Jersey, for 1967-68.

This writer first used this term to designatoe the areaa of the seabed end subsoil beyond the continental shelves of

the coastal states end under the high sas wherein states could guarantee exclusive rights to exploit resources and an-
sure secure titles. See Goldle, et el.. "A Symposium on the Geneva Conventions and the Need for Future Modification."
The Law of the Sea: Offshore boundaries and Zones, ad. Lewis N. Alexander (Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University Press,
1967), 265, 281-85 [hereinafter cited an "Goldie, 'Geneva Conventions'-). For a very brief outline of the proposals made
In that study for am international treaty regime regulating the allocation of Submarine Zones of Special Jurisdiction
among states and providing for 'he evidences, recognition and reception of titles and transactions derived therefroS
see. infra so 111(l) and (2).

2 11 Int'l. 4 Coap. L.Q. 670 (1962).

3 An example of such a regime (in terms of the then emerging Continental Shelf Doctrine) is to be found in Gidel, Le
PIlqau Continental (Opening Address at the Fourth Anual Conference of the International Bar Association, July, 1952),
trsmal. an The Continental Shelf, 3 U.W. Auatl. Ann. L. Rev. 87, 102-3 (Goldie tranal. 1954). It is as follows:

"This such seams certain: Of those states which have claimed similar rights (although

In any instances the claims lack that exact similarity which is a condition precedent to
their recognition as a common rule), each has unilaterally expressed an intention in substan-

tial conforaLhy with that expreased by the others; thereafter it cannot venire contra factu-
propri-'s, it is estopped from denying to others rights si,-lar to those which It has claimed
for itself. because in this way there has been formed a reciprocal system wlich has already
acquired considerable importance it may be said that a regime of the continental shelf has come

into being. but is that regime equivalent to a precept cf customary international law capable
of operating as d general category for every unilateral expression of intention of the a~s.
nature and therefore able to make such expressions of intention effective erg& omnes?"

This writer (in Goldie, "Special Regimes and Pre-Captive Activities in International Law," 11 Int'l.
Comp. L.<. 670. 698 (1962)). without attempting to exhauat the categories, distinguished the frllowing types of regimes
(of which that indicated by Professor Cidel in the foregoing quotation is one--the second):

"(1) The acceptance, amongst a group of states, of a community of laws and of legal ideas--
for which Travsrs v. Holloy and the cases following it provide an eloquent example; (2) the
mutual respect and recognition accorded by certain states to the unilateral policies of others
acting in substantial conformity with their own, semashing all the states concerned in a regime
with respect to those policies; (3) a comon loyalty, among a group of states, to the principle

of abstention regarding a comon resource when this is mutually and equitably administered in
the light of scientific knowledge, the participation of these states within a regime of this
kind most clearly illustrates the possibility of restraining pre-emptive acts which might other-

wise be permitted under general International law."

' Goldie. Geneva Conventions," 281-85. See also infra, I 1iI(1).
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Convention on the Continental Shelf, Geneva, 1958,
5 

with one amendsent--the elliination of the expliottability test in -
Article 1.) Secondly, following the definition just given, I view the term "regime" .s applying, in the context of this - .

study, to the legal rules and doctrines governing and reconciling possible alternative and even potentially conflicting -

uses, interests, and activities. Hence I cannot accept a view that each use, economic, military, and scientific, neces-
sarily must have its own regime--as would seem implicit in the choice of this panel's title and the allocation of ndi--
vidual topics. Indeed, such a theory of separate and alternative rogues would be an Invitation to anarchy. My second
point is concerned Lo clarify assumptions which the use of the phrase "alternative regimes" (and especially, vithin that
wider formula the more restricting term "alternatives for military use") would appear to suggest regarding the effect of
the outbreak of war upon a regime governing alternative or conflicting uses of the oceans. This paper will not be can-

&rally concerned with the impact of war on the legal regime I suggested here last year and will indicate in later para-
graphs,

(a) Can there be an "Alternative Regime" for 'Military Use"?

My own proposals for the emerging rules and doctrinea of the sea, if the oceans are to be rationally used,
remain that the governing reRimes should not be "alternative" to one another, but should reconcile alternative uses,
There should be one embracing regime regulating each major economic and juridical division of the high seas: thus there
should be one for the continental qhelf, snother for the resources of the seabed and subsoil of the deep oceans, one for J
the living resources of the volts- f the waters, and another regulating transoceanic and maritime seaborne and airborne
traffic. The proposal I put forwaru !n the paper I gave here last year for a regiw ordering the distribution and recog-
nition of rights over the resources of the seabed and subsoil of the oceans, may, perhaps, offer merely one of a number -

of possibilities. But whatever tie form of the international regime which does emerge, it should be one directed to
bringing about the maximum use of available resources for the general benefit in order to achieve equitable allocations
of the oceans' resources. The regime I suggested last year not only offered a blueprint, it also provided the modalities
of the transition from the present primitive and inadequate regime to one which was poposed as more completely respond-
ing to the present-day needs of the world.

(b) Llitary& Uses--Wr or PeaSce?

The premise of this present paper, let me repeat, is that the regime discussed in the pages which follow

is relevant to peaceful relations--not warlike ones. Or, if relevant to the conduct of a limited war or a civil war, the
regime discussed i- the pages which follow is outside the conduct of hostilities and of actual military or naval opera-
tionsa. If the wae is less than an unlimited one, then only those activities which are within the zone, the acceptable
means, and the $ctne of the combat will be affected. But if the war is unlimited, then relations defined In terma of a
peaceful regime wilL us changed into relations determined by the exigencies, and the dimensions, of total war. For un-
limited war throws down a great lsndmarkb in iniernational law whereby all legal relations are changed to the extent

that they fall within the scope of the conduct of hostilities. In modern terms the issue of whether a legal relation has
been translated from the dimension of peace to that of war may well depend on whether at' escalation of hostilities

Done April 9, 1958, 11964i 1 L.S.1. 471, I.I.A.S. No. 5578, 499 U.N.-T.S. 311.

b This writer has, in his book review of V. Sokolovskii, Soviet Military Strategy (H. Dinerstein, L. Cnure and T. Wolfe
cranal. 1963), 36 S. Cal. L. Rev. 629, 633 (1963) (hereinafter cited as "Goldie, 'Sokolovskii'"] criticised Kinglake's
use of the "outbreak of hostilities as 'throwing down the great landmark between peace and war,' and signifying an abso-
lute change In telations" (footnotes omitted) in the following terms (id. n. 20):

"This may express the thoughts of the closet and the study; but it does not
reflect British military practice in that century, when Britain was continuously

enforcing her authority in contest* and ware of all sites and degrees of commit-
ment (from battle victories over Rusas in the Crimea. Wal in 185

4
-5 --Rusla was

then regarded as the first military power in Eurae--to tribal skirmishes in Asia
and Africa, and to tihe conduct of the Great Game it, the ', .-&sum and Central Asia)."

This writer must now add a qualification to this observation. Insofar as hostilities, even in a limited
war, so affect relations, that war does become a landmark in the law, not absolutely, but relatively aj I with regard to
its cransforming effect on those relations. Secondly, unlimited, or "absolute" warfare, unforeseen in von Clausewitt's
tine, now does throw down "the great landmark" Kinglake mentioned, for:

"The word 'absolute' here is us-d to Indicate that it is now possible to wage
absolute uar, I.e., a war which need not be limited by Clsusewitt's three modifying
factors, but can 'spring up quite suddenly and spread to the full in a soent,' con-
sist of 'a single absolute blow,' and impose irreparable harm upon the enemy, a harm
In absolute terms in that it is one from which he may rever recover. Such a blow is
not 'a passing evil.' See inter alia 3 Von Clausewitt 79-83 (Book VIII, Chapter 2,

Absolute and Real War')."

S-e Goldie, "Sokolovskii" 636 rn. 34: The reference to Von Clausevita in the above citation refers to
Von Clausewits, u War (Graham tranal. 1949), see Coldie, "Sokolovskii" 633 n. 19. Thus today it becomes possible to
speak of hustilities as providing legal landmarks--but in a sense different from Kinglake's--and under the following
ci rcima tances:

(1) Relatively, and when specific relations are affected and transformed in the onduct
of a limited war; and

(2) Absolutely. when "absolute war"--now a military possibility the intellectual implications

of whlcn should not be h0 rked--dc fines the totality of relations between the contesting

states or blocs.
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includes. either by reason of their location or their category, activities which, without their being caught within the
net of warfare, would remain within the regime proposed in this study. For exmmple, whils'. two states wage a limited war
on each other on dry land, their fixed submerine bases, installation and depots may well fall within a regime governing
peaceful relations. In such a situation these "sanctuaries" would be respected by the very nations which are vagin wat

In other theatres.

(2) rh Place of the Reie in International La

Traditionailly the International low of peace distinguished between two ceteories 'f seas; those under
Sovereignty of the coaatal state by reson of a number of lebels--territorlsl waters, interna waters, historic waters;
id thoe beyond the sovereignty of any state--the "free high aeas," these being viewed as rem extra comecium whether
as nae nwiliuw or ml rca omniu. commuhis. In recent years some novel doctrines have been developed for the atfifmance of
coaMtal stes' claims to extend their exclusive authority further and further out from their coast$ end into the sari-
time areas which formerly were characterized as "free high sees." Although these many doctrines pay lLp-service to the
freedom of the sea, like the older formulations of territorial end internal waters, they fall withit the general cate-
gory of seclusive rather than shared claims to "s a resource or to exercise a jurisdiction. These contemporary var-

ati ns on the older theme of exclusivity include: contiguous zones, zones of specialized jurisdiction. the continental
shelf doctrine, and conservation zones, All these resemble the older concept of territorial and Internal waters in that
the righta they justify arise from the unilateral actim of the Coastal state and are exclusivtly espressed by that state.
Thcugh guided by the ideal of "progreeive development" as well as faithful to the task of codification, the Geneva Con-

veatle an the La of the Sea, and their attendant Resolutions and Protocol, did little more than cast the traditional
,attsrs of the international law of the sea into an authoritative form, consecrate several emerging doctrines (for exas-
ple, that of the continental shelf) as existing law, and introduce some speciic and therefore limited reforms. The Con-
fa tence did not, however, effectively temper the basic pattern of the regime of the world's oceans.

This general customary regime has been modified, with respect to a number of resources, and especially - -

various species of fashionably edible fish, by treaty regimes (Som bilecerel, other@ multilateral) establishing regional
fishery authorities which conduct research and exercise independent regulatory powers over accese to the fishery in terms
of conservation and exploitation claims. But even when due account is made if these treaty regimes, the traditional, con-
ceptualistic approach still holds sway over the general study and application if the discipline called international Is.'
of the sea. This is true, not only of those artas where treaty regimes have failed to replace the traditional order, but
even in the negotiations for and interpretation r f the existing treaty regimes. Invocation of the traditional concepts
only too often provides the rhetoric for asaertitg claims to be Incorporated into the treaty's provisions. Also inter-
national lwmyer show a marked propensity, when confronted by the task of interpreting the terms of an existing treaty,

to put forward, or to accept, the construction most congruent with traditional doctrines.

As world population Increcaes, so mankind is looking more and move to the seas to supply natural resources

of all kinds as theme diminish on land in the face of an evtr-iWcreasing demand. The oceans offer us a great variety and
multitude of aineral and organic resources, some of which have only come within the scope of our understanding and use in
recent years, or even months. The traditional and still-existing rules which govern the international law of the sea have
becom completely inadequate to give a secure basis for winning all the resources of the sea--those which have long been
known and available equally with those which are newly discovered and exploited. This observation is particularly cogent
in connection with the wore nevly-known and exploitable resources. The economics of winning the6e call for great outlays
of capital, skill, end ime. but, am international law stands at present, such investments may be placed in jeopardy
since, beyond the territorial seas of the coastal states, and outside their continental shelves, the primitive Law of
Capture provides the sole munints of title to the hard-won riches of the seas. Such a legal rule as this provides no
adequate security of title once a coastal state's zones of jurisdiction have been left behind. In addition, it renders
investment in ineral-winning activities in the deep oceans unnecessarily riky And unattractive to lenders, investors,
and entrpreneurs--thereby reducing if not nullifying the incentives for enrgaglng in these activities. Wien the tech-
nology, knowledge, capital and desire to engage in an activity are all present, and when that activity would be for the
benefit of mankind, It eesms absurd that only the state of the law should, through the ineptitude and primitiveness of
the applicable legal doctrines, stand in the way of successfully pursuing that activity. hence there is a pressing need
to develop legal concepts and doctrines to secure transactions. cquILabiy allocate the benefits derived from placing the
oceas' resources at the disposal of mankind, and ensure that inconsistent uses of the high seas do not lead to conflicts
not amendable to juridical formulation anu resolution. The general regime I provisionally offered in a preliminary form
in my paper last year is intended to bring about the type of legal change so needed today in the international law of
the sea.

11. S(NE IMCINARY MILITARY SYSTRIS INDICATIG PRESSUR Fog LtA,. CHANCE

ieading some of the technical journal* has induced me to engage in some science-fiction speculation, and,
on the promise that som aspects of the systems I as going to outline may, perhaps, feasibly form pact of a nation's
future defense arsenal, I shall propose the sort of legal regime which claims for the protection and integrity of such
iagned systema ad installations will logically call for. Most of the military hardware and establishments envisaged
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in the following paragrapha are based on articles and papers in recent issues of Coo-Matlne Technology and Oceanoloxy
International, and the papers reproduced in The Noe Trust Seaward.

7

(1) subLarine Pens and Forts

In the neat future, when men have learnt to establish seai-pemanent dwellings under the sea, naval au-
thorities will see the need to establish permanent fixed submatine maintenance facilities, research and cotmunications
etations, storage depots and repair works (miniature submarine San Diegoe, Gibraltars, Malta*, and Guantanmos). Thee*
could be built on the seabed or in the subsoil; or could float suspended at various depths below the surface of the sea.
However constructed and placed, these installations would need protection, not only from discovery and from espionage,
but also from the direct exercise of either secret or overt force.

Accordingly, soe" eralegy of states' present-day right to "territorial Integrity" should be extended to
such establiahaenta--deapite the novel three-dimensional qualities of their borders. In this context there Is one pre-

liminary difficulty: under internatioal low (and apart, possibly, from an extended and therefore potentially dangerous
use of the doctrine of occupatio terrae nullius) there are no available doctrine- which have been specifically fashioned
for asserting territorial sovereignty over areas and volumes of submarine spake, and for establishing sacrosanct national
boundaries in and below the volue of the waters and beyond the geographical area of coastal states' continental shelves,
territorial waters, and/or various types of protective contiguous zones. Can these permanent and fixed submarine es-
tablishments be lawfully protected? Two opposite possible solutions spring to mind. The first is to find security In
existing International law. For a state may prefer to rely upon the protection which secrecy, provided by the limited
effectiveness of radar and the blackness and vastness of the areas and distances, both vertically ard horizontally, of the
ocean depths, affords--a preference whic4 would be strongly fortified when secrecy is reinforced by the right of self-
defense in the event of a threatened attack, On the other hand, states relying on this combination of secrecy and self-
defense expose theuaelves to a major risk; niely that their installation mtay be discovered by vessels exercising the
freedom of the seas, and hence imune from legitimate reprisals. An alternative possible solution would be to bring sub-
marine installations within a treaty regime which, on an analogy with Article 82 of the United Nationa Charter, recog-
nizes "strategic areas" from wI-._ch unauthorized persona, vessels and systems can be erciuded ader international low, and
wherein the doctrine of the freedom of the seas would have nn place. A state may not, however, seek to obtain the advet-
tages of both types of regime. It must choose between them.

(2) Fixed or "Hardened" Submarine Rocket Sites

Similar problems apply to fixed or "hardened" submarine rocket installations as have already been die-
cussed in connection wi:h submarine naval bases, work shops, supply depots and establishments. Here, too, a state may
rely on either secrecy or the treaty regime which has just been indicated.

(3) Polaris Submarines. Deep Diving System and Mobile Naval Research Laboratories

The units indicated in this heading Include the many types of submarines, deep submersiblee and surface
vessels which have recently been, or are now being, developed. Since mobility it their keynote, there would appear to
be litrle need to extend the siiggeated treaty regime to these craft. Unlike the units I have Just discussed, general
Internationl law and tie 195 8 Geneva Convention on the High Seas would provide these mobile Lieits with arn adequate
regime during peatetime.--subject to the eventual possibility, should these cypes of vehicles become very comwm, to agrea-
sents establishing "rules of the road" and perhaps, to similar arrangements as those which today govern major internation-
al air routes.

(4) Submarine Huntina Systems

Secrecy and surprise, as well as the nuclear warhead of its weapons, provide the Polaris submarine with
fIt ewesone authority. This submarine 4atehip's invulnerability depends on the difficulty, at the puesen. state of the
art, of finding it and keeping track of it--a function equally of tV present-day inability of radar to operate effect-
Ively under water and of the short range of sonar and the slow travelling speed of its signals. On the other hand, a
perusal of the current and recent issues of such periodicals as Ceo-farine Technology and Oceanology International s#w
the many types of equipment which could be combined, with a little imagination, to limit the Polais aubmarin- 'uthor-
ity by ending Its capability of surprise. One such comination has already been publicly proposed for peaceful uses--
naely. General Dynmic's proposal for a "World Weather Watch" system. This is, briefly, to add to the present-day
meteorological system of land stations supplemented by measurements in the upper atmosphere and the reports of the
weather satellites, a world-wide network of giant data-collectino ocean buoys. The data which these buoys could collect,
It ia sugested, could be instantaneously relayed to central positions by comunications satellites. Why should such a

Transactions of the Third Annual MTS Conference and Exhibit, 5-7 June. 1967 San Diego. California (1967). The pepers
especially relied on are:

(a) C. Hajkrzak and N. Polgar, "Energy Converter for Unattended Data-Collecting Buoys," id. 277;
(b) J. Harter, "Advanced Gas Handling Techniques as an Aid to Saturation Diving," id. 337;
(c) A. Krauberg, "Saturation Diving: Vertical Excursion Tehniquas." Id. 345;
(d) C. Brancart and G. Hoffman, "Star Il A Second Generation Research Submarine," Id, 459;
(e) P. iliot, "The Design and Construction of Deepetar 2000." Id. 479;
f) L. Wasserman, "Feasibility Evaluation of a Moored Oceanographic Buoy-Satellite Data Relay System,"

id. 517;
(g) C. beckner. "An Infrared Detecting Set," id. 533;
(i) X. Perry and D. Smith, "A New Set of Modules for Oceenographic and Marine Meteorological Instru-

sents, Instrument System and Asacciated Uata Processing," Ld. 571.
And eso Appendix I attached hereto.
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system not be adapted to submarine watching? For if the buoys were in close enough proximity they could utIlise loner,
for that system of detection'% great weakness, slowness and short range of eignelswould no lomger be a critical limita-
tioa to watching aubmarinee, evan such high-speed, nuclear-powered submarines, an those mounting the Polaris missile.

bhat wort of a legal regime would be moot apt for auch a defensive system? My suggestion is that a
"World Submarine Watch" system should be esta;,lished and should be cheracterised in law as an "Intern acional easeent" to
be oned and controlled by a aupranstional agency whose mbers could include not ottly the contributing states, but also

the Secretary Gomral of the United Nations and any disarmament inspection agencies which mipht be established In the
future. (A liilar status--with suitable variatione--could be developed for an inrernationalisd and universal " otld
Weather Watch" sytme, to the advanztage and prosperity of the whole world.) If the "free for all" alternative were
allowed there would be the potential wastage and confusion reeulting from e number of countries establishing their own
"World Submarine Watches." Here as in so many developing frontiers of Lnternationa law, the danger of conflict would
appear to threaten not only from inconsistent uses but also from overcrowding of facilities directed towards the same,
or parallel us,

III; DEEP OCEN. NINitG A D MILITAXY USLS

(1) WLlal elartiom within the Draft Qonvetion for Articles)

My basic proposals regarding this group of uses of the seabed and subsoil remain unchanged from last
year. My position still ie that legal analogies may fruitfully and appropriately be drawn from the provisions and insti-
tutions of the International Telecmunications (ITU) Convention

8 
for allocating to states specific areas of the seabed

end subeoil, to be designated Submarine Zones of Special Jurisdiction, and that military activities should not fall with-
in a distinct regime from that adtabrated in the Draft Convention (or Draft Articles) on the gesources of the Seabed and
Subsoil I proposed in my paper lest July.

9

An outline of the general contours and qualities of such a regime might well be briefly indicated at this
point. First, my proposal puts forward procedures for allocating and evidencing states' Submarine Zones of Special
Jurisdiction for winning mineral resources from the seabed and subsoil of th, deep oceans beyond states' territorial
water@ and continental shelves (the continental shelf being defined in terms of depth--i.e., two hundred meters--only).
Second. the auggeated regime provides principles for the tranonatonl

1
' recognition and reception of valid and marketable

titles to those resources. This second group of principles both outlines the term, and the means of development, of en

8
(Genove Revision) done December 11. 1959, [1961) 2 U.ST. 1761, T.I.A.S. No. 48Y2.

9
This treaty regime could equally well be established by adding new articles to the Geneva Convention on the High Seas,

or, alternatively, by means of a fifth Donvention on the La. of the Sea, possibly to be named the "Convention on the
Resources of the Seabed and Subsoil of the High Seas," On the other hand, to add these proposed articles to the Conti-
nentel Shelf Convention could be very misleading. Despite the fact that they also offer procedures for -xercietng sover-
eign rights in submarine areas, and create thereby aeans of securing titles to resources won from the seabed and subsoil
of the oceans, the recognition of claims, the allocation of authority, end the procedures suggeeted in this writer's
proposals operate on the basis of quite different principles from those set forth in the Geneva Convention on the Con-
tinental Shelf. To place these two sets of operating rules in the e Convention could, therefore, create confusion--
especially An matters of interpretation.

1 0
"Tranenational" is a most useful adjective, and one made popular by Jd.Kg Jescup in his hook Trsnsnational Law (1956)

to indicate legal relations (and factual situations) ntot adequately covered by any other word. He defines the term Ad.
at 2. so follows:

". shall use, LuesiwL of 'internationai law, rne term 'tranenational l.
to include all law which regulates actions or events that transcend national front-
lets. both public and private international low are included, as are other rules
which do not wholly fit into such standard categories." (Footnotes onitted.)

Judge Jessup appended a n.3 to this quotation whirl, is as follows:

'"yres McDougal has familiarized us with the us- of the adjective *trananationsl'
to describe groupe whose composition or activities transcend national frontiers, but
he dcee not apply the term to law In the sense in which it in used here. Joseph E.
Johnson *%Wsted more broadly the utility of the word 'trsnonational' in place of
'International' in his address of June 15, 1955. at the annual meeting of che Har-
vard Foundstion and Low School Aluimi. Occasional use of the word has also been made
by ..Corbett, The Stu of inte-national Law 50 (...1955). and by...Nuasbaum, A Con-
ciae History of the Low of Nations (rev. ed. .... 19 3)."

"Transnationally valid and marketable titles" say. hence, be defined as those titles which depend, for
their validity, upon a regime transcending domestic law-even though their effectiveness is dependent upon their recog-
nition and reception In domestic tribunals and as an adjunct of domestic propetty law.
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international (or, better, trnsnational) regime of recognition--of "Full Faith and Credit"--to be accorded by the au-
thorities of all states who are parties to the regime to titles allocated by each state and pertaining to rvaources won
froma the bed and subsoil of the deep oceans. To be more explicit: my intention was to set out the principles of a regime
governing the assurances of titles created under the municipal law of each state, by the recognition of those titles in
the courts of all the others through an international agreement, and by means of establishing, wider public international
treaty law, conflict of laws atandards and obligations of recognition,

By means of estshlishing A regime of this kind certain areas whose resources might otherwise subject them
to conflicting multiple uses, or to over-use, would be preserved from becoming arenas of intractable disputes. While

negotiation sn agreement could effectively achieve an acceptable distribution of the Submarine Zones of Special Juris-
diction, requiring the delicate task of allocating mineral-bearing submarine areas to remain within the scope of Plent-
potentiary Conferences, the recordation of rights already established could, and should, be left to an appropriate ad-
ministrative agency. Hance, central to that study was the proposal that regional agencies with, necessarily, a central
index in the United Nations Secretariat should be established to carry out svidentisry end recording functios. (These
agencies woula have no authority to grant titles.) The primary function of such institutions would be to ensure that
the whole w.rld had effective notice of the existence, area and content of recorded rights. With regard to defense ac-

tivities I suggested a third set of principlee. I took, as my starting point, the strategic provisions of Article 82 of
the United Nations Charter as an analogy. By virtue of those poposals states seeking to establish fixed defense instal-
lations on sea mounts and on the seabed should give notice to the effect that such areas have been taken for defense pur-
poses and ere not to be viewed s being any longer under the general international law rules governing the seabed and its
subsoil. Upon such an announceaent the asserting state may, further, establish "security xones" around its strategic
areas. The jurisdiction asserted would be analogous to that claimed in the Au tralian Defense (Special Undertakings) Act
of 195211 (proclaiming the Porto Bello Islands to be a "prohibited area" for the conduct of atomic bomb tests), rather
than that published by the United States and the Soviet Union in their nuclear weapon testing areas on the hIgh seas.
(These countries merely issued Notices to Mariners.

1 2
) On the other hand, the proclamations of defease areas should be

accompanied by Notices to Mariners; but these notice* would be merely evidence of the privileges asserted, not the menas
creating those privileges. Naval submarines would not, of course, fall within this regime. They will have to take their
chances, as heretofore, as they clandestinely move about under the cover of the seas.

(2) Legal Relations Outside the Draft Convention (or Articles)

In concluding I would like to add the observation that individuals, corporations and, indeed, stes
should be perfectly free to invoke, or not to invoke, at their discretion, the foregoing principles. They might, con-
ceivably, prefer to carry on a specific submarine activity outside the pvoposed treaty regime and in secret. Again, a
state placing a higher value on secrecy with respect to a defense installation on the seabed than on the regime envis-
aged in the paper I gave here laet year, could stay outside that regime, and rely on whatever protection general inter-
national law might allow. In such a case that state's reliance would, primarily. not be on any legal concepts, but upon
secrecy and camouflage--in the widest sense. (This is, of course, the present situation under general customary inter-
national law.) O.taide the proposed treaty regime a state could not demand the Immunities and protection, nor the ex-
clusive rights, which that regime could afford, any more than today the United States Navy can demand "sclusive rights on
the high sees when its exercises excite the curiosity of Russian "trawlers."

The exploitation of resources under the proposed treaty regime should take priority cver defense carried
on outside the scope of the proposed articles. Thus no Notice to Mariners, promulgated for example ' y the Soviet Union,
would provide an effective basis for deforcing a non-guasian enterprise from working a mineral deposit with rempect to
which t'at enterprise has an internationally effective claim recorded under the proposed treaty reRime. In brief, a
stare p ug to bring a fixed submarin( installation into the regime gain6 Immnblty, tut at the cost: of the secrecy of
that installation's general location--but not, necessarily, of its exact location, nor of its chara:teristice. If a
state prefers the shield of secrecy, it will stay outside the regime; but at the cot of isaourity if the secret should be
broken, or toe tnstallatin discovered. Because, at least in most cases, the discoverer could invoke the freedom of the
seas, the right of self-defense may well be unavailable to protect the secrecy of An Installation. Here, indeed, we do
have use for the phrase "alternative regimes";

13 
but, one 3hould note, here it refers to the same kinds of uses--nnt to

"alternative uses." Because, furthermore, if alternative regimes are possible then they must be seen as co-existing.
hence a principle resolving inevitable conflicts between them is called for. Such a principle is that offered In my
paper last year which gives priority to uses derived from validly recorded Suboarine Zones of Sperial Jurisdiction over
those depending on general internationsl law.

11 Nov. 19. 1952.

12 See, L.A., U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office, Notice to Mariners, Pt. I. No. 21, pars. 2716 (May 23, 1953); id., No. l,
para. 1685 (April 3, 1954), and id., No. 23, par&. 2932 (June 5, 1954).

13 For a critical discussion of this term in the title to this SytaposiL= see supra, 1 I(1).
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IV: SClLlNTIFiC R LQACH AND4i 111h REGIMES OF THLE SLABED

(1) On the Continental Shelf

The provisions in paragrAphs I and 8 of Article 5 of the 1958 (onvention on the Continental S!.eifl
4

regarding free scientific research should be modified. Those paragraphs are as flos

"1. The exploration of the continental ahelf And th~e exloit-stlun of Its Cturai

resources must not result in any unjustifiable interference with navigation. fis in, or
tht conservation of the living resources of the sea, nor result in anv Interference wivh
fundamental oceanographic or other scientific research carried out with the Intention of
open publication."

"8. The consent of the coastal state shall be obtained In respect of any research
concerning the continental shelf and undertaken there. Neverthieless, the Coasalsi tate
shall not normally withhold its consent if the request Is suhnitted by a qualified insti-
tution with a view to purely scientific research into the physical or biological char-
acteristics of the cuntinental shelf. subject to the proviso that the cosal State shall
have the right, if It so desires, to participate or to be represented in the research, and
that In any event the results Ahall he published.

1

Last year at thin Institute I discussed the significance of the term "unjuatifiable Interference" in
paragraph I (suggesting its kinship to the civil 1ew concept of sbus de droit). This discussion will he developed, for
the purposes of this present study, In terms of the interactions of military uses And scientifi: research. Again, the
significance of the inclusion qualifier "unjustified" in paragraph I's forwaulatior, in terms of navigation and fishing.
end the emission of that significant qualifying adjective from that paragraph's clause relating to Scientific research
will be reviewed in the light of paragraph 8.

The 1958 United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea at Ceneva missed the opportunity of declaring a
"freed of r~gearch. experiment and exploration-

16 
as a freedom of the high seas while drafting either the Convention on

the High Seas (Article 2 of which enunciated a selection of such freedoms) or the Convention on the Continental Shelf.

This omission is to be regretted, especially since the United Kingdom had, In 1955-56.18 advocated such a freedom as a
fifth freedom of the high sees, to be inserted in Article 2 of the International Low Cow .isalon's 1955 Draft Artbles
on the Regie of the High Seas (later Article 27 of the Commission's 1956 Articles.n' cn the law of I he Sezi -d.
with significant changes, Article 2 of the Convention on the High Seas). leapite ite t Ion of nen of learning and
savants,, the International Law Commission did not see fit to insert -,nto any of its des.. -a Continental Shelf Con-
veention a protection of the pre-existing freedom of scientific researnh at the same ti" .a was formulating the terms
of the axpansion of states' authority over the seabed and subsoil of the continental 'velf--thereby rendering the free-
dom of scientific research in thatfreg ion more precarious than heretofore. The prot~ctions now In Article 5 of the

Convention on the Continental Sh 1f, 
2  

limited aq they are, were a-ided at the 1958 United Nations Conference on the .aw

14 Suipra, n. 5.

15 119641 1 U.S.T. 471, 413-74, T.I.A..S. No. 5578 at 3-4, 499 U.N.T.S. 311. 314, 316.

16 Quo~ted from United Kingdom's Reply, U.N. Doc. AICN.4199/Add.l (transmitted by a Note Verbale Dated 15 March, 195h,

from the United Kingdom Delegation to the U.N.). [19561 2 !.B. Int'l. L. Ctom'n. 80', U.N. Doc. A/CN.4/SER.A/I95h/Add. 1.
Sales No.: .956 V.3. Vol, 11, suggesting the addition of a fifth item to the freedom of the seas article (Article 2) of
the Cmission's 1955 rrovis'onal Arzlc.Ii or,, tl- Snaie wE tOe high Seas. international Law (oee,.isstnn, ".R. Port t, the
tieneral Assembly Covering the Work of its Seventh Session," U.N. Gen. Ass. Off. Rec. , 10th Sess., Supp. No. 9 at 2, 3
(A/2914) (1955), 'Report of the International low Commission to the General Assembly." (19551 2 Y.B. Int'l. L. Comwen.
19, 21, U.N. Doc. A/C3N.4/SLg.A/l955/Add 1, Sales No.: 60. V.3, Vol. 11.

I? Dmone April 29, 1958. 119621 2 U.S.T. 2312. '.LA.S. 5200. 450 U.N.T.S. 82.

18 Sao supra n. 15 end accompanying teat. See also (19561 1 Y.8. Int'l. L. Com'n. 29-32, Sales ho.: 1956,V.3, Vol. 1.

19 [19561 2 Y.8. Int'l. L. Cmas'n. 253, 259.

20 See Appendix 11 to this paper for a comparative table showing the formal development of the provision protecting

scientific endeavors into Article 5 of the Continental Shelf Convention.
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of the Sea at Genow 2 as a result of discussions in the Fourth Cmittee of that Conference,
2 1 

a stylistic change in the
Drafting Cosaitee, and the agreement of the 9th Plenary feeting of Lit, .onferencs.

3  
Apart from noting that the

Fourth Comittee's deliberations point to a search for - balance between the interests of acientific research and the
claima of coastal states to exercise discretionary authority and control over their contiguous and adjacent continental
shelves, the travaux pronaratoires are of little assistanc. in determining questions as to the scope of the freedom of
science these clauses would appear to vouchsafe, or the effectiveness these protections would have, ahruld they be in-

yoked in any concrete came.

The difference in formulation in paragraph I between the protection to be accorded to 'fundmental
oceanographic or other scientific research" ad that to be accorded to "navigation, fishing and the conservation of the

liviog resources of the sea" calls for elucidatirn. For while the latter (the economic) group of activities are to be
protected only from "unjustifiable" interference, scientific work which is intended to culminate in "open publication"
appear to be protected from all interference--the qualifying adjecttve "unjustified" being dropped from interference with

this latter clas of activities. Does this mean that Article 5, paragraph 1, is mandatory, and that all forms cf con-
tinencal 2 helf exploration and exploitation activity which sight, conceivably, interfere with the types of scientific
research falling within the clause are prohibited? Or does it merely seek to protect scientific work actually to be
undertaken, or in the process of being conducted, in situ? An affirmative answer to the first question would lead to the
stultification of possible future research. Clearly nether rf these answers was in the contemplation of the draftsmen.
Comn sense tells us that although paragraph 1 is silent as to whether certain exploration and exploitation activities
may set limits to the freedom of scientific research, that freedom is not altogether without thoe restraints which would
enable exploration and exploitation activities to be reasorably carried on. To construe the psragraph a excluding all
interference. even those interferences which might arise iro necessity or from the claims of higher social values spe-
cifically operating in an individual context, would render the freedom of scientific research a tyrant governing all other
uses of the resourcee of the world's continental shelves. But if exploration and exploitation activities may, in special
circumstances, also justifiably interfere with scientific research, we should ask why, then, was the modifying adjective
"unjustified" excluded from the description of the prohibited interferences with scientific research, but Included in that
of the prohibited Interferences with navigation, fishing, and the conservation of the living resources of the sea? Mys
own response to such a question would be to suggest that the answer lies in the fact that if the term "unjustified"
appeared in paragraph 1 in both contexts, and without further modification with respect to the impact of the exploration
and exploitation of tht continental shelf upon both economic and scientific activities, then the possibility that the
arguments of lawyers snd judges who might seek to give the same meaning to both uses of the word "unjustified," and to
develop the same criteria for the application of both--notwithstanditg their greatly different contexts--would have to
be faced. Thus, the submission here is that the omission of the term "unjustified" from the clause relating to the
freedom of scientific research hereby indicates that the continental shelf exploration and exploitation activities which
should be permitted to interfere with this freedom must be justified by entirely differen, criteria from those permitting
insterference with ravigation, fishing, and the conservation of the living resources of the sea.

Paragraph 8 formulates certain duties which reciprocally bind coastal states and those individuala and
institutions who engage in the scientific research activities indicated by the article; but clearly its main thrust is
the protection of the "sovereign rights"--the discretionary powers--of coastal states. Hence it would appear that the

only limitations on those states' authority to grant or withhold consent at will Is the provision that their consent is

not to be "normally" withheld. The limits for applying this important modifying adverb "normally" are not indicated.
While it remains in the paragraph it provides a temptation for coastal ataces which may be uncertain as to the policies
they should apply, or suspicious of research plans, to treat many genuine applications for the conduct of original
research as outside the norm. Individual bone fide scientific projects could, when the clause is applied in this way, be
diverted, modified, and even frustrated by states complying with the letter of paragraph 8. My suggestion is, therefore,
that there should be, in addition to the obligations of "not norrllv ithholdfingl.. consent" on the part of the coastal
state, the provision of a positive duty of supporting, or at least of respecting, as a freedom of the seas. bona fide

scientific researches carried out on the state's contiguous and adjacent shelves, and, in addition, of restraining its
nationals from interfering with those researches. The paragraph should, accordingly, include positive obligations of
pfcciui.ii an and o ti, taw K.Ltiuvi uf a general freedom of research, experiment and exploration on the

continental shelf. On the other hand, these obligations, and this freedom, should be formulated so as not to stultify

the coastal state's essential requiree..._ of survival. Nor should the freedom of scientific research be permitted to
expose the coastal state helplessly to espionage, Finally, a state should, when issuing exploration or exploitation
licenses with respect to its continental shelf, bear in mind their effect on existing, impending, or even planned re-
search (when known to that state's officials) and make both non-interference witi, the research scLivlty, and non-
destruction (from the rssearchers' point of view) of its sJbject-matter, a condition of granting the li:ense. In sum.
these proposals are all intended to implement the consideration that exploration and exploitation policies, no less than
conservation policies, should be developed which cake into account the enormous value of scientifi' ,..-earch In the

development of the shelf region, and be subordinated to that activity.

21 6 U.N. Cont. on the Law of the Sea off, s.t. . curth Co., 81-91, 119-20. U.N. Doc.A/CONF.13/42, Sales No,: 52.V.4,

Vol. VI [hereinafter cited a "A/COHF,13/42'j.

22 2 U.N. Conf. on the Law of the Sea Off. Rc. SPlenary in 15, U.N. Dc. A/CONF.lJ/38, Sales No,:58.V.4, Vol. II

Jhereinafter cited a "A/C--F.13/38"). And see ' First Report of the Drafting Comittee Articl.ts and Final Clauses

Adopted by the Fourth Comittee," (U.N. Doc, A/COtF.13/L.13) (mimeo. April 21, 1958), A/CONF.13/38 at 92-93.

23 A/CUcF.13/38 at 15.

24 'Te question of the classes of scientific research activities which are within these protections is also open ended,

compare e.&. , the observations of Sorensen, A/CONF.13/42 at 82. with Schaeffer, id., at 89. See also Id.. 82 (Mouton),
83 (Ranukusomo), 84 (Sangkhsdul) and 87 (Rouhani).
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(2) levood te 9fIpefLte SheL

What should be the position of scientific research beyond the shelf? Here again, freedoto of resemrch, ex-
perimentation and exploration should be chmpioned. Indeed this should be recognised as a "fifth freedom" cf the regime
of the high sas" no lass than on the continental shelf, embracing the volume of the waters as well as the seabed and sub-

soil of the ocean. Again, when explorations or exploitations take place in areas governed by the proposed Conventions
(or Articles) on the Seabed and Subsoil of the High Seas, the exploring or exploiting entities (or individuals) should be
required so to conduct their enterprises so as neither to interfers with, nor diminish the value of, any neighboring
scientific activity. A right to collect dmages for such interferences should be provided. Also preventive procedures
should be available. Finally, an economic activity which had been recorded under t'ie procedure to be provided in the pro-

posed Convention (or Articles), and the stats municipel lows consistent therewith, should not be carried on in any manner
which might unreasonably impair the value ot possible future scientific activities in the area.

The state which recorded its clam with the appropriate United Nations recording agency in accordaace with

the proposed Convention (or Articles) should, however, have analogous privileges and rights of participsting in the sci-
entific activity, or of sending observers, to those already recoRnised s enuring, by force of the Geneva Convention on

the Continental Shall, 1958, in the coastal stats when a foreign country, or its citizens, engage in scientific activities
on that coastal state's continental shelf. Similarly, the results of soch research in the deep oceans should be published
Thus the policy of Article S, parattraph 8, together with the additional principles and ths freedoms proposed in this studg
and aimed at protecting scientific research on the continental shelf, should, by analogy, be extended to zonei in the deep
oceans, whatever their depth, and vherever states have established their control and exercise their sovereign rights.

Alin, the conductors of scientific research in the deep oceans should be able to obtain preventive relief from unjustif-
ied interferences, and be warded daages. These proposals regarding scientific research beyond the continental shelf

should be included in the Convention (or Articles) on the Resources and Subsoil of the High Seas suggested In the paper I

presented before this instituto last year.

0) ScioniLclaeearch for Ueferne PuKmsem

At the outset we muet ask ourselves whether scientific research for defense purposes is a valid special
category of the type scientific research envisaged in Article 5, paragraph 1, of the 1958 Convention on the Continental

Shaelt sid in the British proposals of freedom of sIentLific research as a "fifth freedom" of the high seas There are
sany scientific activities which are carried out. for exmple, th. United Ststes Navy's "Sea-Lab," which, generally speak-

ing, may appropriately be carried out with civilian goals equally with silitary. and, Indeed, could be carried out by
civilian research agencies ad institutes. Thus, even though they are carried out by defense servicss, such activities
neither exclude other orm of scientific reasarch (i.e.. they are not necessarily pre-emptive), nor are they so over-
whelsingly relevant to defense needs that the imagination would be hard pressed to find a direct civilian or general
humanitarian benefit derivable from them. Thus they may be contrasted with other types of underwater scientific exper-
muntation which can be explained only in tems of the armed services' needs--apart from, perhaps, the sort of "spin-off"
effect associated, for example, with aking kitchen utensils from msterisle developed for rockets nose cones and the pot- V
sible eventuality of using hydrogen bout, to dig inter-ocean canals one day in the future.

Subject to such limitations as not being permitted, as of right, to use the continental shelves of other
states for defense ressarch purposes, scientific research of the non-pre-emptive cs egory, even when conducted by the
defense services of a state, should be permitted to samrt st leat the morality of their claim in terms of the proposed
"fifth freedom of the seas"--the "frendom uf reessrch, experiment and exploitation." roe only reason, furthersore. why
it appears to ma that the defense services of one state might only with great difficulty, if at all, exercise this free-
dom on the continental shelf of another state, is because of tie grest suspicion which currently exists between nations.
gut need the armed servcLc of one state be dinadvsntaged by the surrent atmphere of suspicion when merely seeking to
engage In resasearch--provided such eafeguards as the coastal state's rights to inspect and participate in the experiment,
and the obligations to publiah results are scrupulously respected? With the reservation I have just noted, research
activitiea by a defne service could well be classified as falling within a similar r'p, to Civilian -cientific re-
search.

But whst of those activities which are preponderantly pr2-eptive in that the fact of their bein8 arried

out excludes other uses? An imaginary example may be found in s submarine experiment wich an equivalent effect on the
scientific cs..ity as Project Westford ("Project Needles") had In 19b3.

2 5 
or a multi-megaton hydrogen device explosion

to discover deep-eea affects--from underwater fall-out to submarine construction and engineering theories? I submit that
such operations do not fall within the type of scientific activity for which I have been advocating freedom of research.
Whether or not they result in the gener6l protection or advancement of mankind, they sre, in an immediate sense, pre- iJ
ewtive and exclusionary. This point is in no wise in disagreement with the influential McDougal and Schlei study, "The
Hydrogen Bomb Tests in Perspective: Lawful Measure# for Security,"

26 
which, so it seem& to me, defended the United Srates

1954 hydrogen bom tests on the basis that these, being teasonable measures for protection in a threatening environment,
were not prohibited under general international law. For this is not to argue that they would, therefore, beccme privi-

leged activities under the "freedom of re.earch. experiment and exploration" advocated in this pareor. Far from being a
pri ileged activity, the 1954 hydrogen bomb tests were merily a not-prohlbited one--with the actor tacitly exposing itself

25 Project Westford consisted of the release of fifty pounds of copper needles, each one-third the thickness of huan

hair, from an Atls-Agoena rocket launched from the Western Test Range. The needles were released at a height of 200 siles
And in a polar orbit. The experiment was carried out by the Lincoln Latoratorisi of HiT.

V

26 64 Yale L.J. 648 (1955), McDougal and Associates, Studies in World Public Order 763 (1960). @1
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to reaponihillty for all risks.
21  

it addition, the legal responaibility of tie experimenting state clear)" estahlished

the rigit of another state esercislng juriadiction or control (or sovereign rigiLs) in the area of the experiment to re-

fuse pernission for rite experiment to take place. For, along tle lines of an drgument I have expressed elsewhere, a

state which passively allows its territory, or territory under its jurisdiction and control (or sovereign rights), to be

used as the ait, for suci experiments may, ot, at analuav with the Corfu Ciannel tase,28 be viewed as [ointly liable with

tie actively experlmetnttliu 4tate--despite its iOmPlete Ilaslsvity-T In brief, my proposal Is that expertrients of this

* kind snould he viewed as be.tng persitted only; provided (tlat they do not core Into conflict with the stronger claims of

* the fifth freedom of tile leC. Rather, If such an experiment is planned to be carried out in a ent tme zone under the

,uriisdtction of aoottitr state, fiat state .av Interdict the activity, and secondly, if any loss ot lifek or injury to

peron onr t.ttleZLy .hould rt'fui thel tile it at' undertak in tit .petiment stould ''e absolutely 1 Iable for all harms
sstriy'le, ho applIcation of thc concept of '"chant~to llte,"

,
1 to the enperlment and to tile stAte conducting it.

(4) An L.ce.tion--._fenst Installatlons

lit connection with tile fixed defense itsallations dor the sr. ter are two Firs!sillttis. rrt, if

tile area hai tai "dedicated' or recorted for defense purposes under tht" trratv repner oclIined in -o offerlo last year
tocti nt ! te tile gtte I tao'tii tic detu-n' istal 1at Ion ,kould he cntitled un, per!iapm, a aotsewhat

exLended analogy with Atticle 82 of the United Nations charter (the "strate.ic areas" provision in Chaprer Xi, .he
"it.,coational Iru.sreeshp Oystvw."--tlle principles enbodied in Article 8 are not relevant to tile proilen of this arti-

cle). to proclam the Area as a zone to be used solely for defense purposes. Sue effect of olcth a proclamation would be

Cc take tile proclaimed area outside the proposed Articles (or Convention) on the Seabed antt subsol if tihe lilgt Seas
) 3

--

lcluding thoe according privi feges aud irminunitiesg to scientific research. An with the other nroposed Articles regard-

ing defense (ostallations on tile seabed, these defenoe Areas Iro-..ions are not intended to be relevant to submartnee in

vlot ion. -,ievy would, however, be relevant to suboarite pens on tie Pseabed.

She Sectnd possi
t
tilty occurs w&ien a state estahlshing a fimed subnarine Jefen.se my er (a- indicated is

Section 1. 1:aragtraphs t1i and (2) above) does not bring it withi:t tile proposed regime. That state Is. in effect, choos-

Ing to rely on secrecy and Itt risking tite possibility of discovery--Including a surprise discovery by a scientitc ex-
pedition--as tite cost of that secrecy. Should scientific research develop in the area, rite clacLns of a atate relying on

secrecy and tile regime prvided by traditional ilkternlatiuni law rather titan on tile treaty regime snoulo be st orainated

to priotle. and cisirS favoring researcit--And tie treaty regime, Furthermore, any violent inierference wf, a peace-

ful scientific expedition for the purpose of preserving military secrecy on and undtr the high seas should be designated
an act of aggression; for a state has a choice between the Immunities provided by the proposed Convention (or Artil)cls)

* .a catter of law, and the protections witicit physical conditions may provide by secrecy. But these are distinct pro-

tections and tile atttndant benefits of eacit are different. In ctnoling tLe one or tile othr the electing state balances

its conveniences It coust, iowev-er, cloose, it cannot have toe advantage of both regimes, nor can it escape the limita-

tions of eLtiler,

Sete infra., no, 29-31 and cite accompanying test.

29 _See ;olidie, "Liabiity for Janage and the ProgressIve DeveIoprent of international Lzra," 14 stW', & CoZt. La. 1189,

12 T-5k I9t,) [he e Inaefte. "z- as "Goldie, 'Liability for ia.gRe"]; "Comments " brit. Inst. lot'i. 6 C_. C., Cu

_.7enL t'roSlenci
t

_ j.cLy. ,. n"tisy_ 49, r4 2-bj Wnrit. Inst. Int'. 6 i-ojp. L. Int'l. L. Series No. 6, 19bb) [herein-

after citea as ' 'ld L foasent I

30 or the suggestion of a more exact use of the term "abnlute itabilitv" (Anti irs crs, -et Cal vsr!nntn) than to cor

renrly int ,e ser €oldir, 'LiabIlity for Uamage," ll-ll, 1241-4b, ,46-49, i262-en-, ano loldie, 'Loei," 55-5?.

31 Tiis term was developed in the context of iltlernailcal treaties on liabiliiy for damage arising out of civilian uses

of nucler erergy to denote the tracing of responsibility for nuclear injuries back to an operator of a nuclear ship,

reactor, etc.,ithxtanding the lelgtit of the causal chain or the noselty of any intervening acts--except tile vIIl-

ful acts of a clai.ant, bee, for a discussion of these treaties, and of the concept of channelling. Goldie, "Liability
-. for Oarkage," L21c-l (and vspeckally It. 4i-iG and tite accompanying text), and 1241-04, and Goldie, "Co.'ertt," 55)?

(and es clally ni. 19-23 and Lie accompanying text).

32 See Coidle, "Geneva Lonvention," 283-84.

33 I.e., tie proposed Articles (or ionventlon) outlined In GoldlIe. "Geneva Conventions," 281-85; and see this study.

8.92_8., I I1().

30 I.e., tlte proposed Articles (or Convention) indicated it, a tl(l) above.
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In~proriao o 4 a se hemilitary. scientific and economic uses of the mean as calling for different regime@. These

uses willte oetiiti athet aogl translten forcthe raconctiatiton of the copostiblneds alternative eis. evern
Mil iar uof dce thepeovi mayd br, bt ablse atohroe troatrnative fte pregie.t ut genral mtay Itesnatoal

the transformation of the environment of a relationship or of in activity from that of peace to that of war create "alter-
native regime for military ussel? Used In this sense the meaning and context of the terms "military vass has been radi-
cally changed. It has coma to indicate, not a military 7egime. but a dimenaion within which regimes operaze.

3See supra. n. 6 for a diac~uaaion of thkis cuo'cept as uaed in this studv.

37.S 6.
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APPENDIX 11
(Footnote 20)

CmArative Table of the provisions relevant to freedom of scientific enquiry In the
Internetional Law Comission's 1951, 1953 and 1956 Drafts and in the Convention on
the Continental Shelf, Geneva, 1958.

AMC-6Article 6 Article 71 Article 5

1. The exaploratien of the con- 1. The exploration of the 1. The exploration of the 1. The exploration of the
tinastal shelf and the exploits- continental shelf and the continental shelf and the *x- continental shelf and t'
tion Of It~s natural resources *xploitation of Its natural ploitation of its natural re- exploitation of its nA al
mat not result in substantial resources must not result in sources must not result in any resources mst not t,
interference with navIgation any unijuatifiable interfer- unjuatifiable interferenco with in any unjustifiable ter-
ar fiahinig. Noa m~!: ust once* with navigation, fish- navigation, fishing or the can- ference with navigation,
be givqen of any insallation mng ar fish production. aervation of the living to- fishing or the conservation
consteructed, and due meama of sources of the sa. of the living resources of
verning of the proecec of such the sea, nor reault in any
Installations fust be main- interference with funda-
tsined. mantal oceanographic or

o ther scientific research
carried out with the inten-
tion of open publication.

8. The consent of the
cosatal state shall be ob-
tamned in respect of any
research concerning the con-
tinental shelf and under-
taken there. Nevertheles-,
the coastal state shall not
normally withhold Its con-
vent if the request is sub-
mitted by a qualified In-
stItution with a view to
purely scientific reaearch
into the physical or bio-
logical characteristics of
the continental shelf, sub-
ject to the proviso that
the coastal state shall have
the right, if it so desires,

to participate or to be rep-

resented in the research,
and that in any event the
results &hall be published.
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THE CH GINC AW OF THE SEA -
LFFECT ON FREEDOM OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION

Milner B. Schaefer
Director

Insti te of Marine Resources
University of California at Son Diego

L.a Jolla, California

Introduction

The rapidly growing human population of this planet, with conatantly improving standards of living, demands
natural resources at an tver Increasing rate. To satisfy this burgeoning demand most, if not all, notions &T turning to
the sea to satisfy an increasing share of their requirements. The rapid acceleration of the exploitation of the aee has
been made possible by technological developments, based on intensified scientific inquiry, and this tread may be expected
to continue. This accelerating use of the sea's resources has led to changes in the institutions and legal regimes for
the sharing of the resources among nations, and in some instances for their joint management. It i evident that, in the
process, there has been, and will doubtless continue to be, extension of national jurisdictions over increasingly large
regions. It is the thesis of this paper that this extension of national jurisdictions tends to diminish the possibility
of exercising the right of conducting fundamental scientific research, which is an Indispensable basis of the rapid and
effective development of the technology required for the use of the sea's resources for the benefit of all men; that the
present arrangements for the conduct of fundamental scientific research in areas under national jurisdictions are unsat-
isfactory; and that, therefore. there is a need to establish additional means of facilitating such research. It is urged
that the United States take the lead in developing new arrangement.

Demands and Capabilities for Using the Resources of the Sea

The driving forces behind the recent acceleration of the use of the ocean that, in turn, has put so much
pressure on the low of the sea, are of two kinds. First, is the requirement for the resources which the sea offers, for
the raw materials which we can obtain from it, as well as other uses such as transportation, recreation, waste disposal

and military defense. These needs, and the ability of the eca to satisfy them, are well-known and have been widely dis-
cussed. The companion force is the development of new technology making possible the utilization of these resources of
the sea. This technology was given great impetus by scientific and engineering endeavors related to military problem
during the war, and has accelerated since under the thrust of academic and industrial science and engineering related to
non-military opportunities. The nature of these scientific and technological devolopatnts, and their effects on the pro-
ceaes whereby the international law of the sea is elaborated, have been recently discusqed in some detail by Professor
William urke.

2

Recent Expansion of National Jurisdicttons

The pressure of these forces resulted in explicit action in 1945 with respect to those resources most obvi-
ously affected by rapid scientific and technological development, that is, with respect to the resources of the conti-
nental shelf, where It had become evident that extension of technology to the sea would make profitable ths exploitstion

of valuable petroleum and other mineral resources, and with respect to the fisheries, which have been a matter of con-
tention among nations for centuries. On September 28, 1945, Presidential Proclamation No. 2667 asserted unilateral jur-
Isdiction and control over the natural resources of tee seabed and subsoil of the continental shelf beneath the high eas"
but contiguous to the coast of the United States, while, at the sme time, asserting that the character as high sea of
the watr-s above the continetal shelf and the right to their free and unimpeded navigation are In no way affected.
Presidential Proclamation No. 2668 of the same date asserted a policy respecting coastel fisheries in certain areas of
high seas. There would be established conservation zones in such areas wherein fiehing activities have been, or i2 the
future may be, developed and maintained on a substantisl scale; where the activities are developed and maLintained by
nationals of the United States alone, the United Statem would establish conservation &ones subject t regulation and coo.
trol of the United States. Where such nctivities have been, or uay later be, developed an4 maintained jointly by
nationals of the United States and nationals of other states, conservation zones would te established by agreement mmong
such states and fishing activities would be subject to regulation end control provided in such g rt,. It recognied
the rights of any state similarly to establish conservation zones off its shores in accordance with the sme principles,
provided recognition is given to any fishing interests of nationals of the United States which may exist In them. It was.
again, noted in this Proclamation that the character as high seas of the areas in which such s onservation zones art es-
tabliehzd, and the right to their free and unimjpded navigation, are in no way thus affected.

Almost imediately following these declarations by the United States, there was a spate of declarstions
from other countries, ostensibly similar to the Truman Proclamations, but in many cases claiving much broader unilateral
jurisdiction. for exmple, Argentina in 1946 declared its sovereign power over the continental shelf and the spiconti-
nental sea (the se4 overlying the continental shelf) although leaving these waters open to free navigation. In 1947
Chile made a unilateral claim to a 200-mile zone of unilateral jurisdiction respecting fisheries and, subsequently, in

I See. for example, the recent report of the Comittee on Oceanography of the National Academy of Sciences-National Re-

sesrch Council, ocanoaraphy .l6b--Achievements and Opportunities (hAS/NRC Publication No. 1492, 1967), or M. B. Schaefer,

"'Lconumic and Social Need6 for 1arine ResourceS." Ocean EngIneering (New York: John Wiley 4 Sons, in press)-

2 William T. burke, Oceen Sci nces.Technoloyan4 the Future International Law of the See (Mershon Center for Education

in National Security, Ohio State University, Pamphlet Series No. 2, 196S).

3 g. Macchesney. 5_ituation, Uocumente end Coomentary on Recent Uevelopr.ents in the Interrationcl Low, of thi Se (NAVPERS

15031, Vol. LI, Washington, D.C.: U.S. .overment Printing Office, 1957).
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1932 Chile, Lcusiar, and Peru jointly declared the sole sovereignty and jurisdiction over the area of sea adjacent to the
coast of each country and estending not less than 200 nautical miles from the said coast. El Salvador in September, 1950,
followed the lead of Chile and Peru in claiming 200 miles of sea as part of its territory. The Republic of Korea in 1952
claisod national sovereignty over the shelf adjacent to its peninsular and insular coast and to the natural resources of
the shelf and of the waters over the shelf.

4

The ensuing claims and counter-claims involved a terrific lot of diplomatic and political activity, during

the following decade, in the various apparatuses of the Organixation of the American States, the United Nations sad its
specialised agencies, and the International Law Commission, as well as between nations and among groupings of nations.

Finally, there convened in Geneva in 1958, under the aegis of the United Nations. an International Confer-

ce 0n te Law of the Sea, for the purpose of attempting to negotiate a convention or a series of conventions covering

the interntional Law of the Sea. The principal basis for the work of this Lonference was the draft Convention on the
Law of the See which had been developed by the International Law Commission, after long and detailed study, including

opportunitias for comment on the draft Articles by nations, by specialized agencies. and by various groups of technical
specialists. As is well known, this Conference resulted in the adoption of four conventions concerning various aspects of
the law of the sea, all of which have by now received the necessary number of ratifications and have come into force.

Several provisions of these Conventions are important in relation to free conduct of fundamental scientific
research. It is clear from the commentary of the International I-aw Commission on the draft Article on freedom of the high
sees, so well as from the debates at the Geneva Conference, that the freedom of the high seas encompasses the freedom to
undertake scientific research there. However, the Convention on the Continental Shelf, while explicitly stating in Art-
lei* 5 (1) that "the exploration of the continental shelf and the exploitation of its natural resources must not.. result
in any interference with fundemental oceanographic or other scientific research carried out with the intention of open

publication," pararaph 8 of the eme Article stipulated that "the consent of the coastal state shall be obtained in res-

g pect of any research concerning the continental shelf and undertaken there"; although it goes on to say that the coastal
state should not normally withhold its consent under stipulated conditions.

Purther extension of jurisdiction of the coastal state over adjacent portions of the high seas has been accom-

plished bo the establishment of exclusive fisheries zones, contiguous to the territorial sea, such as that established by
the United States under Public Lw 89-658 of October 14, 1966, although there is no explicit provision for such contigu-

ous zones for fisheries in the Geneva Conventton. Within its territorial sea, of course, the coastal state exercises
sovereignty, Including sovereignty over all kinds of scientific investigation, subject only to such established rules of
International law as the right of innocent passage. Beyond the territorial sea, the 1958 Geneva Convention on the high
Soe recognizes a contiguous tone not extending beyond twelve Piles from the baseline from which the breadth of the terri-
torial sea is measured, in which the coastal state say exercise the control necessary to: '(a) prevent infringerent of its
customs, fiscal, immigration or sanitary regulatione within its territory or territorial seas; (b) punish infritigement of

the above regulations camitted within its territory or territorial sea.' As is well known, it was not possible at Geneva
in 1958, nor at a subsequent Conference in 1960, to reach agreement upon the breadth of the territorial sea. Hoaever, the
International Lw Comisaion in the report of its Eighth Session observed that international law did not justify an exten-
sion of the territorial sea beyond twelve miles. In the course of attempting to arrive 3t some agreement on the breadth

of the territorial sea there was developed at the Conferences in 1958 and 1960 the conce:,t of a contiguous zone for ex-

clusive fisheries jurisdiction. Various proposals were made for combinations of terrItorial sea and exclusive fishery
ones totaling twelve miles in breadth, providing also, in some proposals, for recognition of historic fishing rights of

other nations either indefinitely or for a limited period of time. None of these proposals succeeded in attracting the

necessary two-thirds majority. Since then, however, there has been a tendency for a number of nations, recently includ-
ing the United States, es noted above, to establish a tons of exclusive fisheries jurisdiction beyond its territorial sea
out to a distance of twelve oilas from the baseline from which the territorial sea is measured.

Soe nations, of course, including Chile, Peru, and Ecuador have continued to assert an exclusive zone adja-
cent to their coasts, wherein they claim sovereignty or jurisdiction, either for all purposes or for limited purposes such
as fisheries, to a distance of several hundred miles, and have enforced these claims by arresting fishing veasels en-

croaching on this soe. Additional nations, such as Panama, have recently also adopted such broad zones for fisheries
jurisdiction, and Argentina has recently egain asserted, and Is attempting to enforce, its jurisdiction over the fisheries

in the waters overlying the continental shelf. There is some demand in sectors of the United States for an extension of

exclusive fisheries jurisdictions well beyond the aistance of twelve miles frcm the baseline of the territorial sea.

Complicating the matter somewhat further is the existence of bilateral and multilateral agreements concern-
ing fishing rights over certain areas of the high seae, which provide for the exclusion of some participants from speci-
tied sectors of the fishery. The most notable example is the Convention among the United States. Canada, and .!&pan pro-

viding for exclusion of Japan from certain fisheries of the Northeast Pacific under the "abstcntion" principle.

Effects on Conduct of Fundamental Scientific Research

The developing regime of national jurisdictions over portions of the marine environment for particular pur-
p set is lipscing an increasing handicap on the efficient conduct of fundamntal scientific research. While the handicap

Is not yet severe, it could become so in the very near future. The handicap on the effective conduct of research arises

from four factors: (1) lack of certainty as i:o the geographical extent of jurisdiction of the coastal state with respect

to tal contioental shelf and with respect to exclusive fisheries zones; (2) lack of cirtainty as to what kinds of re-

sercl are subject to control by the coastal state; (3) length and uncertainty of ties required to obtain permission from

the coestal state to carry on research in the portions of the ocsn tnder its Jurisdiction: and (4) inaccessabillty of

portions of the ocean, in the event the coastal state enlee permission.

4 Ibid.
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(1) Lack of Certainty as to the Geographical Extent of Jurisdiction of the Coastal Stat.

The continental shelf is defined by the Geneva Convention as "...referring (a) to the seabed and subsoil of
the submarine areas adjacent to the coast but outside the area of ths territorial sea, to a depth of 200 meters or,
beyond that limit, to where the depth of the euperjscent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of
the said areas; (b) to the seabed and subsoil of similar submarine areas adjacent to the roasts of islands." Thus, just
how far offshore the juridical continental shelf extends, depends upon the state 'f the art of expioitation of its re-
sources, and on the question of how close is "adjacent," From the staidpoint of th, development of international lav, to
make possible the orderly exploitation of the resources of the sea bottom, it has been argued that this lack of definite-
ness is a good thing. At least, the MLter was purposely left open at the Geneva Conference of 1958 until more knowledge
and experience became available. Fro, the standpoint of the scientist who is faced with the dilemma of zhoosing between
going ahesa and doing his work or requesting permission of the coastal state, which may be denied, or, at least. may take
s considerable length of time to obtain, It represents a real handicap. Since, so far as I know, there is yet no agreed-
upon criterion for the existing outer geographical boundary of the continental shelf, the scientific community is pieced
in a very invidious position. The geographical boundaries of contiguous zones for exclusive fisheries jurisdiction are
defined rather precisely by most countries which hawe adopted them. However, the practice of nstlons is not uniform, As
I have noted above, several countries have asserted Jurisdiction for fisheries, and in some cases for other purposes, to
distanea$ beyond the twelve mile "limit" of the United States, even tn 200 or sore miles; and in some cass these have
been enforced agminst colmercial fishermen. The pamphlet "United Staes Oceanographic Research in Foreign Watara

'
"
5 

indi-
cates that "the Department of State can advise operators of research vessels of claims to offshore ju.iediction and ex-
plain the diffitulties vessels say encounter because of such claims." It is my understandiog that the scientists choose

to ignore such extended claims at their own peril, regardless of whether or not the United States recoRntes the claim.

(2) Lack of Certainty as to What Kinds of Research are Subject to Control by the Coastal State

Article 5, paragraph 8, of the Convention on the Continental Shelf stipulates that "the consent of the
coastal state shall be obtained in respect of any research concerning the continental shelf and undertaken there." This
begs the question of just what kinds of research cay be undertaken by scientists aboard a vessel lying in the waters over
the continental shelf, without advance permission, without being in jeopardy tor having violated the jurisdiction of the
coastal state. This originally caused considerable app. ehension among scientists when there ware promulgated the draft
Articlea on the Continental Shelf adopted by the International Law Comission at its Fifth Session, because it was felt
that there mignt be endangered the freedom to conduct scientific research on the soil of the continental shelf and also

t in the waters above. The Cission. in the commentary of it Eighth Session on Its draft Afticle 68, attempted to allay

some of this anxiety by asserting that freedom to conduct research on the weters overlying the continental shelf, which
all form part of the high sees, was in no way affected. This, however, did not Ratisfy the scientific community, as is
indicated in the document submitted by UNESCO to the United Nations Conference on Law of the Sea

6 
transmitting reaolu-

tions and a communlcation from the International Council of Scientific Unions on this matter. It is noted in the c-
munication that scientific investigation of the seabed, as apart from "exploration and exploitation of Its natural re-
sorces" does not necessarily involve acrual operational contact with the ocean floor. The wording of Article 5(8) of
the Convention on the Continental Shelf does not seem to me to clarify this matter, In response to a request for fur-
ther elucidation, an official of the Department of State has informed me in a personal communication that. as stated in
"United States Oceanographic Research," "research on the continental shelf Includes the removal of shelf samples (such
as by coring and dredging) and living resources which are unable to move at the harvestable stage except in constant
physical contact with the shelf. Research on waters above the shelf or on swimmring creatures is not affected." He ads
that "I might extend that by saying that research which involves physical contact with or into the shelf ts shelf re-
search and that which does rot touch the shelf is not. Thus, measurements of magnetic fields of gravity, or the taking
of acoustic sibbottom reflection measurements, or water samples, would not be considered ro be shell research." I al
grateful for this straight-forward answer. However, I m somewhat doubtful that other nations will necessarily accept
this definition. Experience with the aftermath of the Truman Proclamations weakens one's confidence in relying on
acceptance by other states of the fine points of definitin made by the C:ted Ststca.

The problem becomes even more indefinite in the came if research in the exclusive fishing zone. I am, in
this regard, inforaed by the same official of our State Department that fisheries research is a part of fisheries, and
that the United States sxer.-ises the same rights in its exclusive fishery zone as it does with respect to fisheries in
Its territorial sea %-here there is no question but that it may exercise control over fisheries research. However, a
definition of "fisher.es research" becomes somewhat indefinite. My informant has kindly attempted to formulate such a
definition as follows:

"Pihery research in the contiauous zone. Fishery research is the study of the biology,
environment, abundance, availability, and exploitation of fish or other aquatic organisms
for the purpoae of facilitating the utilization of those organisms for sport or coamer-

cial purposes. Such research in the contiguous fishery zone requires clearance. Research
in the contiguous fishery zone for other purposes, even if it involves marine organieme,
does riot require clearance; this is true even if the research i-: queaclon might be valj-
able to fisheries research, although done for other purpoaet"

I submit that this definition is not operationally very useful, because of the difficulty of determining the
motives of the scientific complement of any particular research vessel. I doubt, therefore, whether I can rely upon it

I LO Pamphiet No. 25 (Washington, DC.: Interagency Committee on Oceanography, 1966).

6 United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea. Resolutions by and Communication from the International Council of

Scientific Unlons concerning Part II, Section III, of rile Articles concerning the Law of the Sea (Continental Shelf),
Presreatory Doc. (AICOF.13/28, Ja'uary 13, 1958).
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to determine whether or not I should request permission from any given foreign country before conducting any research in
biological oceanography, or related subjects, in its exclusive fisheries &one,

(3) Laih and Uncert&tnty of Timm Required to Obtain Permission from the Coastal State

The foregoing uncertainties, in any nprticular instance, can easily be eliminated simply by aaking the
coastal state whether permission is required for the particular research, and, if so. requesting such permissi . It

voud appear that ay honest scientist, engaged in fundamental resarch with the intention o' open publication, should
have so hesitation about this procedure. The difficulty, of course, is thst obtaining permita from governmental author-
ities is usually a time-consmting process, thus militating against rapid exploitation of scientific opportunities as they
arise in the mLind of the Investigator. Equally serious is the uncertainty In being able to forecast the time required for
obtaining permission from any particular state. The scheduling of larte expensive research vessels so as to obtain the
optimae scientific return for the funds expended is already a difficult enough problem, without throwing in this new ele-
met of eprrtality.

(4) Iqacc oabilitv in Event the Coastal State Denies Permission

Parhaps the greatest disadvantage to science of the continuing extension of the sovereignty of the coastal
state over larger pieces of the high seas in that it will become Increasingly difficult, and in some cases impossible, to
conduct research requiring critical data from areas under the jurisdiction of some coastal states. This problem could
become partic ulatly serious, for example, in the case of zome of the highly migratory marine animals that Inhabit differ-
nt see area at different stagas of their life cycles

Indeed, a doctrine of exclusion with respect of fisheries research, since it obviously includes studies of
the life history and ecology of the exploitable organism, can seriously militate against the conservation of the living
resources of the high sas, in instances -there the organism which occurs on the high seas also occurs in an eclusive
fishing %one. and the researchors are unable to do their work in such zone.

Possible Scrltions

It is ob.,ously disadvantagSous for the cioun ty of nations to handicap bonafide fundamental scientific re-
search, the results of which will be made available to all, because such research is the Indispensable basis of the new

technologies, and sme of conaervation-mavagoeent, that are required for the full and optimal utilization of the re-
sources of the sea by all sakind. How., then, may the naw regime of the sea be devised to safeguard the necessary free-
dom of fundoaental scientific research while protecting the rights of the coastal states?

With respect to the provisions of Article 5(8) :,f the Convention on tht Continental Shelf, McDougal and .urke
have suggeted that the mot desirable alternativw, If possible, would be simply to delete it. They believe that the
rights of the coastal state would be sufficiently protected if there wa simply a requiremewnt for notification of planned
research in term of objects and methods, leaving it open for the coastal state to object if the research appeared a dis-
&uised effort to explore or to engage in act.al exploitation. This device would avoid the necessity for securing tie
affirmative approval from the coastal state in every case of planned research, a procedure which tends to introduce ex-
trantoue considerations. This suggestion mere to apply equally well to the problems of the exclusive fishery tone. It
ham the merit that it avoids the problem of definition of the boundaries of the tones of exclusive jurisdiction, as well
as the definition of the particular types of research that may be fcrbidden by the coastal state. There would, still,
need to he worked out somi machinery for taking care of the details, such as the reans and time of notification and pro-
cedurew tn case of objection by the coastal state. However, this is probably beside the point because, as McDougal and
Burke note, to expect that states will join in rsjecting a provision a recently formulate" is perhaps unreallstic.

The second possibility Is that suggested by the international Council of Scientific Unions in November, 1958,
follOcing the negotiatlon of the four conventions on tho ls, of the sea in Geneva in the spring of that year. The general
sasembly of the ICSU resolved to request the nation members of ICSU to ask their governments, when ratifying the Con-
vention on the Continental Shelf, to signify at the same time that they grant general permission to any scientific re-
search vessel to conduct investigations, provided the program Is specifically approved by ICSU, whereby ICSU will guaran-
tee that the investigations are leading to results which will be openly published, and whereby the coastal state should be
notified a sufficient time in advance so that it may, if it desires, designate a representative to take part in the work;
it bei l noted that this proposal is designed to facilitate the operation of Article 5 of the Conveition by assisting
goverapente to identify bonafide scinntific research and to avoid diplomatic delays which would jeopardize many types of
scientific Investigation.

Dr. Detlav Brok. President of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States. urged the Secretary of
State to give favorable consideration to this ICSU resolution. His letter also stated that a no lese acceptable alter-
native would be for our governmnt to take the initiative of offering to grant this permission on a reciprocal basis to
research vessels of all nations which grant similar permission to our research vessels. The State Department consulted
the Deprtment of Interior on this matter and was informed by the latter department that it believed that the United
States should retaio the power to permit, prohibit, or regulate activities by fore.gn nationals on the United States con-
tineatal shelf, and that the delegation of this power to ICSU would be unwise. Dr. Broik was advised of this, with the
additiocal statement that from the standpoint of foreign relations the Department of State was inclined to share the view
of Interior; it was also noted that the Department of Defense would seem also to have an interest in such decisions.

M. S, McLvuge| and W. T. Burke, The PuLlic Order of the Oceans (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1962), pp. ?01-60.
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Subsequently, the National Academy of Sciences' Coimittee on Oceanography further investigated this matter

with representatives of the Departments of Defense, Navy, Interior, Come5rce, and State. with the result that it appeared
that it would be practically impossible to obtain the consent of the United States government for the ICSU proposal but
that some sort of bilateral a..esmenta might be possible. It was noted that, with a declaration from the President of s
policy of easy access to the continental shelf by scientific exoeditions, the State Department eight be helpful in expe-

dicing arrangements. It was agreed that KASLO sh,"ld brinlg this problem to the attention of the Federal Counil on Sci-
ence and Technology. Subcommittee on Oceanograpt 4skelin Committee). In October, 1959. Harrison Brown, ChaLrman of
NASCO, suggested to Dr. Wakelin that it would '_ at appropriate for his Subcmmittee to take the responsibility for

coordinating the views of the various government agencies, with the obJective of formulating a statement of policy by the
United States Aovernment at the time of ratification of the Geneva Conventions. Dr. Wakelin replied that while this is a
subject of vital importance there was a question whether his Subcomittee should extend its functions to consider the
formulation of national policy for pianning international access to the continenta] shelf. lie stated further that the
Federal Council was in proCess of establishing a per.anent Interagency Comittee on Internations Science, that this com-
mittee might be the appropriate group to deal with this matter, and that he was referring Dr. Brown's latter to Ur.
Kistiakowsky for appropriate action.

So far as I know, the matter wea not pursued further by the Federal Council. At least, none of the sug-
gested statements of policy .- re promulgated at the time of the ra:ification of the Geneva Conventions.

In view of the growing importance of the problem of insuring freedom of scientific research, I urge that
there again be seriously considered the possible solutions arising from the foregoing activity, these being:

(a) Designation of the International Council of Scientific ions, or some other suit-
able International body, to certify bonafide fundamental i .tific research agencies
and/or expeditions that the coastal state would automatically grant permission to carry

on research in waters under its jurisdiction.

This solution seema quite attractive, especially if It is done by voluntary declaration of the coastal
states. in this event, the coastal state is not, so far as I can see, abrogating or compromising any of its rights.
Since the arrangement would be purely voluntary, the coastal state could withdrw from it any time that the privilege was
being abused.

(b) Bilateral ot multilateral arrangeents among particular nations.

This approach is perhaps somewhat less satisfactory than the foregoing because it will doubtless require
much more formal arrangements by way of treaties or other agreements in consequence of which the establishment of a suit-
aole regime involving many nAtions will take considerable time, and also because it is more difficult to terminate such
formal arrangements if they prove to be unsatisfactory. However, since this is a familiar procedure among governments,
it may be the only practical way to proceed. Surely the establishment of bilateral arrangements with our neighbors who
are closely allied with us politically and economically should be easy to effect, and the system may then be extended.

Alternatively, one might attempt to establish inter-governmental regional agree-ants, wh'ch would allow free
access by bonefide research vessels of the member nations. Multilateral regional agreements are, of course, more diffi-
cult to consummate than bilateral agreements. One might, therefore, follow the example of the convention establishing
the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission, which was entered into initially between the United States and Costa Rica

but was open to adherence by other nations, on the basis of which the arrangement grew to a multilateral one over a

period of years.

It is not immediately evident which of the foregoing possible sulutions is the most practicable nor, indeed,
whether there may not exist some other better alternative, The problem is of sufficient urgency that various possible
solutions should be vigorously explored. I urge that the United States take the lead In attempting to arrive at a solu-
t*ion.

Additional References

International Law Comission. Report of the International Law Conmission covering the work of Its fifth session.
June 1-August 14, 1953, General Assembly, Official Records, Eighth Session, Suppleant No. 9 (A/2456, 1953).

International Law Comsission. Report of the Interrational Law Comission covering %he work of its eighth session,
April 23-July 4, 1956, General Assembly, Ofticial Records. Lleventh Session, Supplement No. 9 (A/3159, 1956).

United Nstions Conference on the Law of the Sea. Official Records, Vol. VI: Fourth Coaittee (Continental Shelf),
su-=ary records of meetings and annexes, Proceedings., U.N. Conference Law of the Sex (A/CONF.13,'42, 1958).
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Question: A problem which bothers e is that thip data--once collected and published--can l used for more than one pur-
pose. I feel that "a nations become more are az d sophisticated they art going to realile that the collection of data

around the continental shelf of their country my be detrimental to them. t a scientdst were to attempt to publish
bathyletric charts of the coast of CalLfurT. Ia with data points within the five-alile limit It would be clssified, I feel,

and I think it I* a fact, that any data that you car collect for basic research off your own or off foreign coast@. even
thougih the research night have a wonderful putpooe. can be usled b~y the military; once thev nations realize this they are

not going to favor oceanographic vessels coming off their continental shelves and c:ollecting all lerts of oceanographic

data, aevsn though they realise that basically it would be good to acquire much data.

Schoefer Well, I would be glad to cem=ent on this. I have been involved with it, and in fact we specifically did make

some charts of the easeMrn Pacific, or at lest bill Menard of my lnrtitute did, and he made the on the basis of on-
tia"liied data, was nommO years ago; they turned out to be a good deal better than the classified charts that the
bay* in the oubmarines were using. OUv had been cleared by the Navy, but they caused a good doe'. of consternation.
However, my comeent o this iS that or, has to hove some faith that he is Rainirg ore by getting basic scientific know-
ledge all over the ocean, including off the cost of the other guy and so on, than he is losing by perhaps having re-
aed man* things on his coast that he would rather not have other people know. As Roger Revelle put it, it is probably

not wie to try to classify what God has already classified. In other wordm, classification of devices and so on is all
right, but the secret@ of nature are not a thing that you can keep locked up. They will eventually be discovered, and
the only questionr is: are we going to gain so:e by trying to keep the secrets of nature off our coast locked up than the
nation will gain by having free research that is widely published that everybody can use? I submit that, in general, the
opinion of the people in this country, and of men in general, Including most deep-thinking military people, is that in

the long run w are better off to encourage free basic research with open publication.

Goldis: If I may add something. It seem to me that we are verging on a oebate that really only came to the fore after
World War 1I. It is a debate be iliy between the military on the one hed and the scientists and the academics, who
generally supported their scientific colleagues, on the other. There are those who advocate locking up secrets that
has been discovered in the hope that soonebedy else may not uncover them for a while; but eventually they come to be
knum and all that has been accomplished are paper work, frustration, and temporary loss of image. It seems to me tLat
it is more Important to apply the freedom that the frers of the country's constitution had in mind when they wrote the
first msandawt to this kind of thing than it is to erotic magazine*.

Schaefer: I would like to go on, and I have just one further coment to this. It is that you may have some color of

argument. although 1 don't personally agree, that it is a wise thing In the case of defense. I think that your arg urnt
becomes even weaker if you simply don't want people to know about the sub-bottom mineral deposits on your shell, whicr
you own anyway, or don't want them to find out about the fish in your waters.

Quation: Mo. I was thinking with respect to data of a foreign country or industry chat you might be able to use.
where" If you were to give that same data about your own country they would not have the capability to capitale on it.

Herrington: There i another aspect of thls that bothers tie. The scientists appear to feel that bona fide research
should not be impeded, provided it is for open publication and there is a guarantee of the nature of the work to be
done. Now it would be very easy for ! .t sarch vessel staff to present a bona fide research project which would be

fully published but al- to carry on some ocher research at the same time without open publication. There is no assur-
once that 1l. the research carried out would be published and no one would ever be able to check that. It sees to oe p

that these two criteria give very little assurance tlst all the work being done would meet the two requirements.

Schaefer: I would like to answer that. I think that the provisiot., the additional provision, would be that the coastal

state has the right, to put somebody aboard to participate in the work. One could conceivably, if there was a guy

aboard. be carryin R on simling ele , lut there is muir ptulutiwi.

Mci, lnan: I have two points to make with ir. Schaefer, really three. First. I agree with him that It is important for

some resolution of the problem to be reached, and I also agree with him that the United States ought tG take the lead;
but there are still problems. For examyle, just recently the Department of State received word that an American re-
search vemsel had been picked up off the west coast of Mexico. It developed that this vessel nad headed for Hexico

without notifying its own government nor the government of Mexico that it was coming down, and some forty-eight hours
before it began operating off the west coast of Mexico it notified us that It wanted permission to enter Mexican waters.
We did everything we could but there was not enough time to receive official permission Cto Mexico. The point is

that the scientists themselves are ofter, not very reasonable. Incidentally, the Mexicans arrested the boat, and in my
Judgment they had perfect justification for doing so. The vessel was down there catching bill fishes. This is carry-

ing Out research but it io also rather a difficult public relations problem for the government of Mexico.

Schaefer: Perhaps it .ould help if you would spell Out Rome rules. :he time varies, you see. This would be perfectly
satisfactory if you were notifying, and liad to notify, at leaar two months in advance, so that the people would have a
chance to look it over arid object.

nzLarnan: Another point I wanted to make concerns what is fishing and what is research in tre case of fishery research.
Som countries, for exasple, that have rather good-sized fisheries at the present time employ what they call fishery re-
search vessels, sometimes eight or nine of them at a time as a fleet. e., often are stern-end trawlers, which are in
fact exploratory vessels with the capability of taking literally thoirssnds of tons of fish during their exploratory
crulsee. What they are trying to do is define populations of fish. locate them, aia in some cases direzt coesercial
fl-ets to thom. In the process these vessels take commercial quantities of fish.
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Schaefer: I would think that is quite easy to answer, I was quoting the definition of your colleague as to fishery ra-

seira,. If you let me define it, I should not define it the way he did. I would define fisheriee research, that isn't -

permitted, es being exploratory fishing that ceught a certain u.owt of fish, and so on. That is not fundamental scien-
tific reeearch, if it is simply fisheries exploration, and devul',pmient. I think it is fairly easy to define. I think
when you try to say, if a san is taking some plankton samples, hat if he is doing it with the idea of improving his
fisheries that is fishery research, and that if he Is doink it to f~nd out about plankton, it isn't, you do not he a
useful definition. I don't like your definition; I was merely quoaing it.

'icKernem: Fine. But I point out that this is a problem which has not been resolved at the present time.

Schaefer: Eactly.

Chapman' Well, as Dr. Schaefer knows, I fm in favor of science; I as opposed to sin; I am in favor of motherhood; end I
ordinarily go to church at Easter. But I would like to take the Devil's Advocete point-of-view here at the moment. I am
not sure of my rights, but I think that no sclentist has the right to come In my backyard end poke around doing this and
that without mv permission. At leest I would attempt to run hin off if I found him doing co. However, if he asked my
permission the chances are I would let him do what he vented to do. My situation as a sovereign Is that I own the con-
tinental shelf end I don't think 1 want those guys poking ancund out there on it without my permission. I think that this

I i reaonable position. I have said in the t-'ety which I signed that ordinarily I would let him do it, you know, but
I don't trust those guys very such because pretty near all of them make a living doing 'laseified research for the mili-
tary, and furthermore when they get joined together in an international union they are probably less trustworthy than

otherIe. Thus I think I could sake a pretty good cae that they have been given pretty near as much leniency in this

convention as they have coming to them.

Goldie: Whilst giving a convincing appearance of conceding to scientists privileges which they now lack. Dr. Chapman has

lust cogently argued for limiting still further freedom of scientific research. He Achieved this effect by an admirable
sleight-of-worda--by Analogizing a state's claim to the cuntinental shelf beyond Its territorial waters to his own free-
hold in his beckyard. If this wele the true analogy Dr. Chapman would have us believe it to be, then much of the work of
the international Law Commission and the 1958 United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea at Geneva invested in reach-
ing the definition of coastal states' riehts over the shelf now to be found in Article 2 of the Continental Shelf Conven-
tion was a purposeless labor. The 'aission's formulatiorns and the Convention tell us that a coastal state does not en-
joy a international la equivalent to a freehold estate (i.e., full territorial sovereignty) over the continental shelf
adjacent to its coasts and beyond territorial waters. The nearest real estate analogy (and Dr. Chapsan started us on this
questionable enterprise of drawing international law analogies from our own very parochial and technical land law) would
be a proflt I prendre--the right merely to take the resources and fruits of the soil without owning the real estate It-
self. ne that As It may, the Continental Shelf Doctrine is new; the rights it establishes are new. Necessarily it
abridges the range of pre-existing rights stemsing from the freedom of the seas. These new rights hae been upheld be-
cause a widely-heit, hlief has developed in their superior social utility over the older rights whose scope they limit.
But this proceas of balancing the social utilities should not operate merely in favor of the Continental Shelf Doctrine,
When the social utility of such countervailing cleimns as the freedom of scientific research weighs more heavily than the
material, economic claims sustained by the Continental Shelf Doctrine, it is these latter which should, in their turn, be

abridged. They should be abridged in the name of the freedom of the seas, of which the freedom of scientific research is

a pert, and an increasingly significant part.

Agile: The Cu icil of the Higl. Seas pointed out that it had been customary for research vessels of all member countries
to be allowed inside limits of a :ountry to pursue their activities, providing they notify countries of their plans. But
the Council was concerned about the effect of Paragraph 8 and the limitation it might have on freedom where fishery is
concernel which involved research on the sedentary species lying off their shelf and taking of cores and so on. The

Council iaked member goverrmen:a therefore to waive the coneent under Paragraph 8. The first reaction was that it wasn't
possible to waive the consent J't like that, but if such program.s were submitte$ to various governments they -ould be
gid ..o consider waiving them. E. on oshalf of the fi~iierles people we pointed out that this submission would be mertly
a delaying move and consume a lot of paper; besides it would prevent research vessels from taking opportunities when they
arise In the course of a cruise. The final solution I think has either been solved or Arranged; a solution on the bisia
chst permission will be waived provided research vessel programs are submitted to a high seas research group and a list
of bona fide research vessels is circulated to governments. it should not be necessary to have your researeh program put
in before this waiving is brought Into operation. I am not sure whether that hes been quite tied up finally but that is

the way it is being tackled by the Council of the High Seas.

Schaefer: this is very encouraging. This is sort of a regional agreement, though, that you are referring to.

NcKernan: I ?ologize for speaking again but I eel that perhaps aome c.arification is necessary to soame remarks made by
Professor Svygard*. I think that at least what he said concerning the Northwest Pacific Treaty between Japan and the
U.S.S.R. was misleading. I don't believe that the U.S.S.R. has particularly forced Any conditions on Japan. I think
ooth countries, as I understsnd it, realized the need for both s conservation arrangement and for a treaty in the North-
west Pacific. I don't particularly agree to some aspects of the treaty but T believe that Mr. KRaenarga would agree with
me that this treaty is a necessary one in order to maintain the resources of sLmeon In the Northwest Pacific. Therefore,
I think to he fair to the Soviet Union it would not be right to say that they forced on a sovereign nation, such as

Japan, particularly difficult conditions, although Japan might disagree with that.

Secondiy, he uokCe about the need for revisions of certain of cur fislertes convent%ons. Now I suppose, in
fact I em quite cerrain, that there us a need for some revisions but I wonder If he had anything specific in mind. The
United States has Just recently negotiated another convention cuite sirilsr to som of the ones we now have in effect.
It he hat any specific suggestions I think it would be helpful.

• The trxt of the paper presented by Professor Swygard appears on pages 65-69.
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Thirdly, he spoke about some unwanted compromisee in the recent United States-Soviet areement on the west
coast. Since I had ea emall pert in that negotiation I would ikt to know what he ha in mind there, In my Judgment
the general direction of that agrwenent with the Soviet Union corresondeU: to the direction that . think this nation is
going in future agreemeta. I - not acre of any aerious, .wmnted compiomlees that this nat'in agreed to in that nego-
tiation and I would like his clarification of that,

Sygerd: In regard to the first question. I noted that distribution sight change for a multitude a' ressons, including
action by fisheries comastslog. Specifically, I noted that Japan bad been "forced" to accept a latter saloon qKta under
the operations of the Pacific Northwest Fisraries Coamission (Jnpan-t.S.S.R. .

The word "force" was taken from a Japanese statement pulished by the bureau of Comlercial Fisheies in a
Foreign Pishetl4 nfoulMtLol _geleae, In view jf the powe relations between Japan and the U.S.S.R.. the Japahese might
nall have felt a cosipulsion to accept a reduction which they dislike.i. In any event the manner of th-e r~duction wee in-
cidental to the major point that a redistribution resulted from action by the Commission. There was .r intent to deny the
utility of the progra.

The question of voluntary as opposed to forced cunpilence also arose in regard to the 19052 fisheries treaty it'-

volving Japan, the United States. and Canada. Differences of opinion have been expressed concetning the question, "Did

Japan act as a completely free agent or under s ,taere of compulsion?"

TIn egard to the second question, I believe that ur. Kask's paper points up the shortcomings I have in mind.
cae dleation of powers, structural organitation, and administrative procedures need to be reviewed and revised in some

tin the third quetion, I would emphasise that the United States Soviet agreament is not a long-range solution.

The agreement was set for one year because of doubts concerning its efficacy. At the end of Lhe year renegotiations on
the eme points will be nequired. Ametican delekates to the ccnfetence are to be commended for their success in obtaining
a more favorable agreement from the U.S.S.R. than sume people anticipated.

My purpose in discussing this matter was again focused primarily on the burden of my topic which wae "future

diqtributton." Distribution was affected by the agresmant and a failure to renegotiate new agreements or a revised agte.
might &lso cha the pattern of distribution in future. My purpose has not been to attack ay agencies or agreements but

to attemt to sho how distribution may shift as a consequence of the actions of agencies and the nature of agreements.

Herrington: I wai going to remark that every agreement reached represents compromise. (Ine definition of an ideal con-
promise is an agremnt which makes both parties equally unhappy. tou will probably find that both parties were eomevhat
unhappy about one part or another of the agreement.

Svygsrd: Would you apply that also to the &greement that we reached with the U.S.S.R. on February 77

Herrington: I wouldn't care to csment on the details of this, but I would expect so,

Oda; So far as this 1%56 convention with Japan and Russia is concerned, the Russians were not concerned with any forn of
salmon fishing an the high se. Only Japan was engaged in fishing for salmon on the high seas and this convention pro-
vides for conservation masures only on the high seas. It means that the sal.mn fishing in Russia Is not aubject to the

convention because In Soviet Ruasia they fish salmon in the riveis. So this convention only regulates the sel-mon fishtng
of the Japanese. On the other hand, this joint cmission considers the total catch every year, but this total catc.

msa only the total catch by the Japanese fishing industry because the Russian salmon Industry is not regulated by the
convention; the R tussian take their salmon within their area.

Chape s! I think a little historical note might bc useful at thl patLiules polit in the discussion. ic events lead-
ing up to the Geoneva Lw of the Sea Conferences included a conference on the Conservation of the Living R.soucces of the
Sea in Ram in 1955, under the aegis of the United Nations. and this was at the request of the international Lew Cowmais- ap

sion for the purpose of giving them technical inforuatio that they could include in their 1953 draft of the material for
the Law of the Sea Conferenca. In the course of this conference there developed the concept of the right of the coastal
state to take unilateral actions with respect to fisheries (fishing Activities by the nations off its coast under certain
circmetianceo). One of those situations was where there was legitimate fear of overfishing and when the other country
would not reach suitable agreement to attend to that problem. That this was in fact developing internatior.al la w ia
certified by a provision of that nature actually being included in the 1958 Convention on Fishing and the Conservation of
the Living Resources of the High Seas. So the Russians, imediately after the 1955 conference and not waiting for this
to be formally put into the international low in treaty form, took the action of establishing a tone in the area in the
Northwest Pacific particularly in respect to salmon, And they had a pretty good case, It looked like there was cverfish-
ing of salmon io the area. At least that point va not successfully challenged by Japan. So what Russia did was act
unilaterally, but said at the sate. that they would be happy to enter into a treaty with Japan to put this on a more
stable basis end that is what happened. At least from the statements of the Japanese foreign minister as recently as
three or four months ago, this is a treaty that the Japanesv think Is a useful and well-working one. He said this when

the delegation was leaving Moscow after the last round of conferences under this treaty. So I think in this instance you
Ca't blme the Russians for acting such ahead, anyway, of developing international law. "I

'1P
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I !iave beer putt in thye figrs -n the S aceheosrd i*Verv daV for a purpose. Tbis is the one fi. figure
I ovolyed through ut -4 nillion toiij of flli caug ': In the world ocean lIoa t year. Dr. S¢laefer ias estimated onI the
i:a-ls of the sorts of t1i tha t are currently beti caght by the preisent mthds, wlth no revolutionary fishing changes.
tl:e putetial production of the world ocean ia in the neilhorhood of 200 million tces, about four times as larga. He
alo otes that present yields would give an adequate animal protein diet for b billion people if it ware spread out
equitably aoongst the people. It folIows from this that 20L) iflion tons old le n rosly elnojh protein under these con-
dil"n, fct 30 billion people.

Or. Kas slara and I guess total usetul production of the ocean to he arouiul tEli 2 i blio ton mark. Dr.
Kaashara is so ruluctant to stand behind that flizurc that he has suggested I put mv narn up alone this morning 'nstead
of his. The only reascr, for this large number at all is to indicate that as we go from here to there (frm 20L' million
to 2 billion tons per year) we ao so not through necessity, frot the standpoint of urran nutrition, hut f.oe t ireL
rather than need for aninal protein.

My reason hi mentioning thi. aspoC this morning Is that as you Ko from 4h million tons per year to
200 ! ll ion tons per year, which I think everybody associated with the questlon tliinks to be a reasonable escalation,
von ert into an entirely different sort of fiilhig Industry, fish trade and ever-v thiie . Ticre are not 200 mIl lon tons

of big predntcar avasi ale in the ocean. I don't think anybody thinks that. Historicallv, it have used !is. from ten
inches o t o in alze as feod fish. Toe creat fIisinery expcnsior in tle last twenty years -:as crn made up very largely
of fish between five ard te incl a in length. These have been -iosllo used for fish meal urocuction. My own guess is
that as we gc to-ards tnc point of 200 illlioi tonsi per year yio ld we will gn icreniQn lV to Crganisa. in the sire
range between ne to five inceu. I aliso believe that one or the cllaracterlstics of the ftih business which will change
is that as we go from present yields to greatly expanded yields (from the ten-inch lenrth to the one-inch length) we
will go increaingly to the use of fisih So.ply as animal protein and that it will be usoed in'reaingly in formulated foods
for antinale, either human or others.

I would liKe to point out briefly t;.at tlie expensive ou:tlitea of fish are taste, texture arid Appearance.

Animal protein can Le produced very cheaply from fish. To keep thece qualities of taste, texture and appearance attached
to Ehe animal as far as tne consumer, however, Is an expensive operation. Animal protein produced from bluefin tusa has
epprirXrately tie sarn n'tritional value and quality as that produced fron anchovy. The cost difference is that because
ot tie taste, texture an appearance of the bluefin tur If fresh no! iii, the Tokyo market just before the holidays, you
cat get from 52,300 to $3tOOD a ton for it i, that corrditloo; wh(:res tlie anclovieas you can lha in( 10 to $15 a ton.
T anirual pruttla contit Is i. t appreciably diffeient in nutritlonal value or other quality. So I think that as we
moie along in this bu-sinesi we will be using smeler aninals, in the more abundant and cheaper catching category, these
will be reduced to Anicel protein and edible oils, and that Is where the expansion in the fisheries will come from.

I
I

I
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THE MAA GEMK T Cr WORLD FISHERIES

Tomoyoshi KIenaRs

Fisheries Agency of Japan
Tokyo, Japan

First of all I want to make clear Lhat I do not represent the government of Japan nor the Iedustry,
rather I represent myself personally and the views which I offer this morning are strictly personal.

K My topic this 'orning does not necessarily deal with the fisheries of Japan, My speech will not directly
cover the Japanese fishieries as such, althougi later on in the discussion session I si.ll try to answer Lhe questions you
might have on the Japanese fishery.

The problem of fisheries as you all know is quite complicated, partly because of Legal ervations hut
also because of biological, economic, and historical factors. For these reasons it is a very complex ptohlem jhich must
be saen from every point of view. In this way it is possible, I think, to view the problem of fisheries as a distrihu-
tion of natural resources or a distribution of food among human kind.

The land of Lte world is already divided among sovereign states duo to historic or tradittotal reasons,
and its division is safeguarded by the idea of "World Peace," which is deemed to be the cosmon goal of human helnp.
Therefore, the utilization of the natural resources on land and the distribution of their products are solely in the
hands of each owner nation. However. fishery rasources are open to the free use of any nations who want to utilizc them,
except when there exists a certain law or practice on an international basis. This freedom of the high seas )hoq given Fn
opportunity for exploiting fishery resources which otherwise would not he available for human conaumptio ,

In the course of fishery e ploitation, certain challenges to this principle have been made hy various

countries, first by extending the limit of territorial waters, second, by estahlishing fishery zones. and, third, by
Introducing the concept of the continental shelf. These three challenges have been aimed at reserving a tlder area of
the ocean for the countries' exclusive benefit. And a fourth one is the regulation of the hiph sea fisheries on the
basis of scientific thought, namely, "Conservation" or "Maximum Sustainable Yield." There is no reason to doubt that
this way or thinking has been solely scientific and related to the physical productivity of fishery resources: it has al-
mest nothing to do with the economic way of thinking. Nevertheless. it may be noted that these concepts have often

servoi to maintain or extend individual nations benefits through scientific theory, although such theory nay be ambiguous
owit, to a lack of sufficient knowledge of sea resources.

At the present stage of the world's political status, independent sovereign states exist, with popula-
tions to support and territory to supply their food needs. We cannot separate the problem of high-sea fisheries from the
food supply which cornea from the land. An important point here is how we deal with the social aspect of the fisheries.

Social MApcIt of Fioharies

The fishing industry made available resources of the sea for human use which unless exploited had no
value. Fishery products are directly connected with the supply of food or tie maintenance of human life. Further, the
fishery industry is a social group composed of private enterprises which pursue profits in a capitalistic economy. Con-
cerning the former aspect, any ostion conducts Its fishery first to supply its domestic needs and, 3econdly. for its
International trade. Whatever sight be the intention or the results, the fishery is directed to the supply of animal
protein for humn beings. It must be noted that there has been a general opinion as to the future shortage of animal
protein supply .hich might be aeliorated by the possible existence of large unexploited stocks of fishery resources in
the oceans.

Fruit the latter aspect, private enterprises are basically in pursuit of a profit. It is true that the
establishment or maintenance of private enterprises is essential for the supply of food from the sea; however, too much
amphssia on this often leads to the incomparability of the famer postulate.

The increase of food supply is a postulate on a nationwide or international scale, but pursuing the high-
eat ptofitability of a certain group of industries could not be held to be necessarily a nationwide or international pos-
tulast. The only thing we can say is that each nation must make its own choice when faced by the incompatability
between the two postula.es.

M askAgetnt of International Fisheries

Some ecoonnist state that participation in fisheries should be conducted to the extent that the total
catch value equals the total input cost, that the fisheries should be so managed as to maximize "Net Economic Yield,"
and that the concepts of NEY and of "Maximum Sustainable Yield" are mutually exclusive, in that there is no possible
coapatability between them. From the standpoint of economic analysis this is undoubtedly true. At the same time d'-.e
consideration must be given to the change of conditions which are flexible in accordance with other factors.

The existing manageent of the sea's resources is based on certain practices and traditions, whetheT

they be national or international. It is generally understood that the management is conducted so as to secure the larg-_I
eat possible physical productivity, taking into account national social and economic circumstances. In other words, man-
ilemnt has been such as to harmonize the political or economic factors peculiar to each nation. The adoption of the
economic rule@ of HEY as the principle of fishery menagement could be quite wortnwhile where the profit motive is an
essential requirement.
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However, where the social Function of fisheries includes the supply of food or the opportunity of employ-

ment, the principles of management would not be so simply decided. Though management depends upon the national option in
the field of domestic fisheries, the situation would be of more complex characler in irternational fisheries. The prin-
ciples of NEY are based upon numerous fluid factors, such as sale price, loan interest, lab3r cost, vessel expense, and
so forth. Particularly at the international scale or in the international time series, there are too many variations and
flexibilities to permit a common and stable index of economic evaluation to be applied.

Firthermore, as some people suggest, when the United Nations becomes the managing body what criteria

-ould there be for the national distribution of the entry? Perhaps one can find no adequate reply and only say it is a

natter of international po!itics which is closely connected with the distribution of food, natural resources, and popula-
tion.

If the present regime of fisheries remains as it is, I should think the two most important factors would
be the price of fishery products and the labor costs. Unlike rice or wheat, fishery prodicts are of such variety that we
cannot handle all of them in the same manner. Even in the cse of similar items, prices say vary considerably from nation
to nation. Of course, one may expect that some prices can be equalized according to the general trend of the incernation-
al reorganization of trade in fishery products, but we cannot expect that all such prices can be equalized from nation to
nation.

A second factor is that labor costs vary considerably, depending on how high the standard of wages is in
a given nation. Unlike other manufacturing induatri.s the fishery industry cannot expect a lowering of labor costs by
introducing the so-called mass production system because there are special factors here. Some tendencies exist toward

modernizing the fishery industry, such as through technological innovations or the build-up of productivity but, as you
all know, even with these two factors we cannot expect through keeping the labor costs at a certain level that this will
automatically draw up the general standard of wages. This can be said about almost all the free, capitalistic-economy
nations, which includes both Japan and the United States. In the communist countries the economic system is, of course,
different from ours, although even in the Soviet Union there has been a trend in recent years toward profit incentives
which brings it closer to our pattern,

If the present regime is to remain, those countries In which fishery pro&.cts find high prices and in
which wages are generally low will dominate fisheries production in international waters. Technological innovations will
not be a primary criterion. To meet this problem sone nations will insist that their zones of exclusive fishing be ex-
tended farther offshore than the present limits.

The problem of international fisheries is largely a political one and the issue of exclusive right of
fisheries is nothing but a political question. In Japan we say there are no internstional boundaries in science. How-

word among biologists. In many international conventions or agreements this lee& has been Introduced. We can adjust

fisheries agreements in the future by introducing this unique concept of MSY. Of course, this concept has conflicts when
the national interest comes so crudely in the international scene that the scientific concept is disturbed by the inter-
national political strife. As a principle of management Maximum Sustainable Yield may not necessarily be adequate from
the viewpoint of national economies since it does not include within it means to distribute the yield from the resource
among the nations concerned. But the problem of national quotas are not a matter of science: the only way at this time

to decide a national quota is by negotiations among nations. So the concept of MSY is the only one common International
principle. If we Lould find some other rules by which we could decide national quotas along the productivity concept of
MSY I think the economic concept might sometime be useful. However. any such economic or other idea muat always be sub-
ject to the scientific principles of HSY.

The exploitation of unexploitable resources should be freely open to all nations. On land when a mil
Is discovered the dfscoverer's right of mining is generally respected by ocher countries. The fisheries and mining in-

dustries are different; minerals cannot be reproduced wheres fish stocks can. I also believe that the discoverer of a
certain fisheries resource should be given certain rights to exploit that resource.

it may seem obvious to note that the natural resources of the world are gradually disappearing while the
demands for animal protein are getting greater each year. In Japan as in other countries it is true that some natural
resources which were never consumed until a few years ago are now eaten as part of the daily diet, so we should be con-
scious of the importance of our unexploited natural resources. For example. in the Okhotak Sea we have a fish called the
pollock. Up until a few years ago the people in that area caught this particular animal as bait- even the cats would not
eat it. Now nearly 300,000 tons annually of this fish are being produced. This has reaulted from its use in the develop-
sent of minced meat with which we produce fish cake or fish sausage. A similar example in hake, which is now being taken
for hum consumption.

In sumary, let me say, first, that there might be some means to facilitate an international arrangement
for the development of preaently unutilized fishery resources. Second, I think that an overall biological and scientific
concept related to the Maximum Sustainable Yield is a valid one as a common denominator among nations. Under these two
principles if it becomes necessary or desirable for the total production from one resource to be divided among the coul-
tries concerned it would have to be done by direct negotiations between those countries and specific arrangements could
then be made for national quotas.
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Herrington: Mr. ahlr1ne I have a eoent. I notice that as the wage scale rises and hungry fishing nations incrcase,
the Japanese and United States positions come closer together.

Kamenags: That is quite true only in that it represents a terdency. The tendency is that possibly the Jananf:se fisher-
Lee will follow the way of tne Lnited states or the United Kingdom. Frankly speaking, it is not the way for prosperity.

Comltini: Mr. Kamenaga said that the countries with the high prices for fish and low labor cost will dominae wnrid
fisheries. I wonder if you had any specific countries in mind. And also it is usuAlly the case that these c .natrie
that are generally developing today export their fish to other countries; they have a lo bor cost Ani generally ex-

= port to countries with high fish prices. Could you clarify this for me?

Kamenaga: The price of the fish product is also a part of the price of the general commodity. So if the consumption is a

stronger the price vill be higher. A* a matter of domeatic comparison, it relates to the wage level among various do-
mastic Induatries and as a matter of international comparison it also relates to the price of fish products !n fCorrn1ugn
markets. But as 1 said already, there are exceptions because of varieties of fishery products. For exa-mole, in tie
case of tuni in Korea it they get a larger number of vessels and sell tuna to the Lnited St-tr "n tho Ktrean fiso-
mes who do not enjoy wages es high as the Japanese, we will not be able to survive in the tuna fifh.1ing. hut tor n.isc.
stocks which were particularly used in a country and even when the price is very high, it is possibie fop th# our.trv r.-
still retain its operation because of the particular consumption there. -'.

Chapman: I think I can illustrate it with an example. In Japan there are several fishery commodities that are xc
desired there that the price is far higher than in the world market. Those sorts of fisheries will probably continue to
be dominated--I think that is the thought here--by the country having the high-pri ed market. Did I detect in the ves-
tLon the thought that the export of fish hy low income countries was bad?

Comit ini: No.

Question: Mr. Kamenaga, do you see a large increase in the amount of fish farming in Japan?

Kamenaga: That is a very Important problem. As you know, we are doing our beat in the way of research and improvements
of the fish faraming technioues, but up to this point fish farming has been under individual control. The farms must be
enclosed by fences or cagee or something like that. For that purpose the place or site of production is quite limited.
1he coasts which face the open sea will not be adequate. Some waters surrounded by islands, as well as inle's, lakes,
and ponds are the only areas available. I think that last year the production by fish farming amounted to o0. one per
cent or two per cent of the Japanese total catch.

Kasahrs: 1 have that figure here. In 1965 fish pond culture or farming produced in fresh water approximately 33,000
metric tons and in salt water about 19,000 tons, as compared with nearly seven million tons of total landing. That is
less than on* per cent.

Chapman: I think thes are the figures: 6,700,000 tons total production, of which 19,000 tons were salt water fish
farming production and 33.000 tons fresh water fish production, about 335,000 tons oysters farmed and about 136,000 tons
seaueed produced, a total farming of about 400,000 tons and a total wild fish production of 6,300,000 cons. This fish
farming business propaganda is blown up far out of proportion.

Kasahara: Another point we have to look into about this fish farming is the amount of food used to raise fish, which is
something like five to eight times the amount of fish produced in either fresh water pond farming or salt water culture.

Chapea: You had some figures on this?

Kesahara: I have detailed figures here for Japan if you are interested. In 1965, in order to produce 28,000 tons of
fish in fresh water farming roughly 120,000 tons of fish and 24,000 tons of other feeding stuffs were used. In salt
water, in order to produce 18,000 metric tons of yellowtail (this is abarjack) Approximately l40,000 tons of feeding
stuffs, mainly fish, were used.

Chapman: Fish farming is good for making money in some instances but it Is negative from the standpoint of produciug
protein.

K*asahar: This Is ouly in Japan. Of course, in the tropical erase they make better use of natural productivity, even
by fertilizing ponds, and thus the picture is different.

Chapman: But in the instance where there is still so much wild production availabie unutilized in ie ocean it is sim-
ply impractical except In very few commodities to farm against the cost of the wild product. Nobody domesticated cows
until antelope were in short supply.

L sterly: I was wondering if there were not other factors involved when you are considering fishing and exploiting the
resources of the sea. Isn't there a moral obligation to prevent the extermination of a species? You mentioned, for
example, the economic factors. You mentioned, also, the conservation and political factors, the biological and sci-
entific factors, and so on. I was wondering, if you take the example of the whales. eapecially either the Arctic or the
Antarctic whales, isn't there also the factor that anonk mankind in general, let us say, that we are very reluctant to
see this form of animal life disappear? At the present time you could fish whale and you could exploit them economi-
cally and usa the resource but you may kill off the species. Accordingly, would you say that sometimes you have to con-
aider, in addition, that humankind places a sore or less cultural or social value on a resource?
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Kamenaga: I think by that time the concept of HSY would be applied. But it Is a biological point of view as you know
and as to cultural factors I an not sure. Thate might be an international feeling or a moral feeling in the actual hand-
ling of the whale business but I think that if the biological idea, that is A4SY, 's properly conducted it will satisfy
such a cultural desire from people.

Cheoman: Could I contribute a little bit to tat question? I think it is the whole spirit of Kmenaga's argument that
the whales should be kept at a level not less than corresponds to the maximum sustainable yield.

t would go on a step further in that and suggest this to you that the Antarctic whales eat substantially all
Euphausids, or at least Euphausids are a major part of their diet. Euphauaids are small, shrimp-like anivals not pres-
ently used by humans in any direct way at all, except Mysids a little bit in Japan. I think there is quite a good pos-
sibility that within the next ton or fifteen years Euphausids will be used for direct human consumption and for other
human purposes.

The conversion of EuphauaLda itto whale blubber is a very inefficient process. I cam thoroughly conceive of
the possibility that we sight wish at some future date to lower the stock of whales much below its level of maximua sus-
tainable yield in order to preserve 'he yield possibilities of the Euphausids themselves. I think that as a general
thesis we have to begin thinking about all of the predatory speciea of animals as we press harder for production of food
rrom the ocean in the eame manner that we think of grizzly bear, timber wolves, and coyotes in stockraising L.-Zry. We
should manage them for the best social interest of mankind generally,

Aglen: What I was going to say has been covered. My remark concerned the cultural aspects of the whales which has come
to the fore because the cnuntries involved did not apply the scientific advice and the principles of maximum sustainable
yiel-d and they have only just stopped that exploitation in time to give some of the whales anyway at least a chance of
recovering. Had the maximum sustainable yield been wored out sooner and applied sooner, this particular aspect would
not have come to the fore.

Chapman: And those respsective countries have now been chastised sufficiently in public that they are ehmfacedly with-
drawing to another standard.

Question: I think one of the most important things that we heard from Mr. Kamenaga's paper vas the frank recognition of
the fact that each nation is obliged, each government Is obliged, to recognise the needs of its economies and its people
and this factor makes it extremely difficult, if not Impossible, to impose any uniform rules applying to all nations

throughout the world because we have no world problems, we have nation's problmim and each nation has its responsibility
to discharge to its own people; and for that reuon one would make an assertion of claims which seems too broad to
another but which is demanded by the needs of that country, and these factors have to be weighed along with the scientific
problem in providing fisheries agreements.

Chapman: I think it goes one step further than is perhaps always recognized. When one sovereign people is negotiating
with ano.her sovereign people on a fishery issue it is the entire diplomatic weiiht of that me sovereign people negoti-
sting with the entire diplomatic weight of another sovereign people. All of thse diplomatic factors come into play end
not just the fishery issue itself. This is not ordinarily understood. When Paasia and the United Statee negotiate on
fisheries problems, and they do so successfully in a variety of cases, this is done not on the basis of the fishery issue
only but in the context of their total power relation and also their relations with their other neighbors. This is a
factor that is not often considered.

Question: I understand there is a lot of agitation to extend the Japanese territorial lmit.

Chapman: I think it is with respect to fisheries limit not to territorial sea.

Kiensaga: Yes. There is a strong desire, especially in Hokkaido, a northern island of Japan, because sometimes the

Soviet expansion comes near to our territorial waters, and sometimes the Koreans--It has been only one or two times--say
loudly that we are going to the nvrth sa, Out situation ts that we have already a twelve mil agreement between Japan

and Korea, we have no serious dmamgt by the Soviet vessel@ now, and at this stage our government thinks that there is no
urgent necessity to eetablleh a line twelve miles off the Japanese coasts. On the other hand, our fisheren have been
operating within twelve mile. of the Kuril Islands, still occupied by the U.S.S.R. The Japanese think those are Japanesae

territory, but many seizures of vessels have occurred because of Japanese operations within twelve miles of them. Our
government's attitude on this probles is if we adopt twelve miles, our position to the Soviets will be weakened, for
these reasons our government at this st"e is quite reluctant to set a line twelve miles &long the Japanese coasts.

question: I think I understood Dr. Kamenaga to say that technology would never be an important factor in a nation's fish-
ery develo;ment--low labor costs and high price were more important factors. Now, generally speaking, one function of
technology is to lover labor costs despite the fact that the price of labor may increase; Is it your point that fishing
is by its nature such a labor-Lntensive industry that technology will never play a aignificant role in it? ,

Kimenags: I think that technology is very Important and, of course, technology can cover the higher -'age to some extent
by saving on human power. Surely the development of technology is very important but I said the level oC wages would be
a sore influential factor in competition. That was whet I meant. I don't want to ignore the effects of the developmnt
of technology but vaeg problem are more influential In conducting fisheries.

Question: I wonder if Dr. Kasenaga would coment on the use of su osidies in determining coats in the Japanese fishing
industry.

Kamenga: In Japan there is no subsidy for high-sea fisheries conducted by big fleets. LoAw-rat lcsne are available for
coastal or medirt-sis fisheriss only. We have big fishing companies and ve also have very small fishit.g units. The bIg
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companies have a large number of veusels and large capital investment, while the small fishermen have one or two vessels
and small capital. Comparing those two, we Will find their fishing technique is almost the some. A big conpany has many
boats, but if we compete the operation of a single boat owned by a big company with that owned by a small fisherman, there

w ill be no difference in actual fishing conduct. So I don't think that capital itself is on Influential in the competi-
tin.

Chapman: I would like to add one thing to that if I may. I hink the problem is the fishermen having access to capital.

Kamenagat I want to add that for example i.o the fields of the textile industry big nylon Industries have different cecl-
niques than the emall cloth makers, They are entirely different in technique and &lso in the way they use labor. But in
fishing there is not so such difference between big and small techniques.

Chapmant Speaking from the experience of a large company, one of the few advantages a la.'e company has in this business
ie accesa to capital. A emall fisherman has difficulty in getting capital. If he had the sme freedom of access to capi-
tal as the large company has almoet always, in the United States anyway. and elso almost always in Japan, the individual
fisherman-operated and fiaharmar-owned vessel is more efficient than the one employed by a big compat,y. A new factor
that t coming into this now on a world-wide beais is the injection of capital at the fishing level by the World Bank and
other bilateral arrangements for aid to the developing countries. I think this is going to have a material effect on the

development of fisheries in the developing world simply by making capital available to fishermen.

SJackson: To illustrate the point I will ask, do you think that the situation where the production equipment is very ex-
pen ive, such am in pelagic whaling, that in this situation capital is not a very important factor?

Kiamnaga: Yen. Antarctic expeditions need much capital, of course, and capital is a very Important factor for the ex-
pedition. But I a saeying that capital itself will not have a decisive influence in competition among the Antarctic

whaling industries.

V rowthert I wo.ild like to get Hr. Kemna's opinion on a point that Dr. Chapman brought up in his introduction, He
mentioned that as we eventually catch greater quantities of fish the site of the fish will decrease and the suitability

for direct human consumption will also Oecrease, Which means we will then have to convert them to animal protein, It it
your view that these small fish would be converted to a product such an the fish protein concentrate for direct feeding

to human beings, ot will it be used as fishmeal for feeding to poultry or cattle? Do you have any views on this s.abject?

Chapman: What he wants to know is if there is anything in what I said that as we go heavier in the fish production we
will be using kinds of fish that are smaller than what we customarily use now. And if that aesumption Is true, do you

think it will be used an fish protein concentrate for direct human conumption or as fish meal for chicken production, or
for hamoboko (fishcake) or whet?

Crowther: In other words, what is his view for the future of fish protein concentrate?

|Lashars: I don't think this question of fish protein concentrate h s been really diacussed in Japan am yet; they have
never ralIly thought of this as a big issue.

Kamenags: It in a very difficult question as to the future of FPC because it is a new product. My guess Is that when
FPC is more widely used for direct human consumption, that will be the time when we cannot eat fish in its original forms.
That mewsa the food shortegc would be much more severe than it Is now

Chapman: I think the thing is that in Japan they use these products now in so many different ways, in fish cakes And so

fort, that fish protein concentrate hasn't even appealed to them as yet,
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The subject of the panel this morning, I believe, to supposed to be the future trends in the world's fisheries.
1 will try to add a bit to that theme. A great deal of what I would have said has already been said by Dr. Ksaensta. I
arrive at such the ease conclusions he dose, but the origin of these conclusions is perhaps a bit different.

I would, before speaking on thin subject, however, like to put the situation of the New England fisheries ver-

cvi some of ths others in a little different perspective. in contrast to the rather depressed nature of the New England
fisheries, and even of Bost of our West Coast fisheries, our tuna fishery is doing quite well, 1 think the soerage fish-
oruan In the tuna fleet from California this year will share above $10,000. And we have a lot of young man in the fish..
cry, and lots of people wanting to go into it. Also, I believe, the shrimp fishery is doing moderately well; and the

sector of the United States fishery that is roba'ly doing the beet is that which is not operating from the United States.
but operating in places like Patt, West Africa, and so on. I think that, therefore, when one regards the United States
fishing industry one needs to think not only of the co.astal fisheries but also of the distant water fisheries, the over-
as" operations, and the whole thing . This is just to put it in perspective,

First, I would like to talk about the nature of the ocean. I think that what we are trying to do here, when
we are talking about future trends, is, essentially, to look at the boundary conditions of the way the world is, and the
way fisheries are developing, that lawyers and government people will need to take into account in thinking about what
kind of progressive development of low will have to be made in nrder to accommodate the needs of men. The facile analogy
to "',ational lakes" is, I think, a very great over-simplification, because a lake is a piece of water, a relatively small
piece of water, that is bounded by some land. These "na:ional lakes" tat are bounded by imaginary lines don't have such
natural boundaries, and the fish in general do not observe them.

Again, in the fisheries there are two categories. Of the 46 million tons that Wib Chapman put on the black-
board, about 40 per cent are things like herring, anchovies, sardines. and so on; small pelagic fish. Some of them are
inshore but many of them occur quite a way offshore. This 40 per cent, or porhaps a 1little bit more now, are small fish,
low in the food chain, that are landed for less than $30 per ton ($15 a ton in Peru, about $20 in California. and man-
haden are about $30 a ton), This is the sector of the fisheries that has been mtking moat of the growth. The growth of
6 to 7 per cent a year we are talking about is largely in this sector. The high-priced fish, like tuns, and like the
demersel fish that Ton Fulham makes a living on, have not incrasaed very greatly.

Furthermore, the pelagic fish, including the tuna, don't stay in the "lakes." They tend to move from one
"lake" to another over quite large distances. So that, for the desersal fisheries, where the fish don't move too far (al-
though in some cases they do move quite a ways), you perhaps can set off a piece of ocean for yourself, but it won't do
you a bit of good in the case of these other species because they will go over to the other guy's "lake" anyway. So the
"national lakes" solution won't solve the problem in the pelagi: fisheries, because the fish are in Your "lake" today and
the other guy's "lake" tomorrow. We are going to have to have some kind of a cooperative regime. I won't attempt to say
what it will be, but we are faced with the way the world is put together. You can't fence off a stock of fish the way
you can fence off a herd of cattle.

The general trend for the high-priced fish is for the catch not to go 'p very fast. Since they are a luxury
product, which people like and will pay high prices for, the price and cost go up rather rapidly. This is also true of
the kinds of things that we raise in fish farms. As Dr. Kasahara pointed out, in Japan mowat of the fish faring is simply
converting cheap fish into valuable fish, and using up the cheap fish in the process. We do it here by putting the cheap
fish through chickens. This luxury market will continue, certainly, and it Is a very good way of making money. But the
other problem, of getting cheap animal proteins to people, is going to be solved with thos kinds of fish and other or-
ganism which, as Chapman says. era low in the food chain, such as lantern fish and deep sea Smelt. These mostly occur

offshore, and are not connected with the land at all; they aren't coastal. I an sure that within the next twenty or
thirty years there will be large comercial fisheries developing for them.

Another tendency with the low-priced things, and even with some of the higher-priced, is for the development of
products where the raw materials are somewhat indifferent. for the luxury products, like halibut, lobster, tuna. shrimp,

and so on, you are buying a particular kind of food because you prefer it. There is a continuing development of products
like fish portions, and fish stirks, and so on, where we can make the from quite a variety of fish. There will be. car-
tainly, development of other things, like fish protein concentrate, where the raw materials are indifferent. Of course.
the very cheap material that we are using now--this 40 per cnt--is largely going to fish meal that is routed through

chickens, cow, nd pis. The raw material Is almost completely indifferent. We make practicaly the sme quality of
fish eal from whatever variety of fish. I am sure there is going to be a tendency for increasingly heavy production of
these fish going to many Other products where the raw material is more or less indifferent.

An additional thing that is going on is the expansion of the distant water floets, or at least fleets that are
able to move fir e area to another to engage in different fisheries. This is simply a matter of efficiency. Even
with coastal fis ien, uaually certain kinds of fish are easy to catch in so seasons and not easy to catch in others.

and this is particularly true of the pelagic fisheries. So, in order to operate effectively, it is desirable where pos-
sible to have a vessel that can engage in one fishery in one season, and another fishery in another season, which makes
it profitable to have somewhat larger vessels with more mobility th n the vessel which only fishes, • v, four or five
months for a particular species in one locality and is then laid vi This Is a general tendency around the world.

Another thing, of course, is that, " we arc using more and more of the fish stocks, the need exists for more
sophisticated conservation and managme nt mesurea. We have largely confined our management to single stocks of fish.
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A v get into fishing *are kinds of fish, and particularly getting into products where the rt material is indifferent,
we an probably going to want to manage for "Maa yield. either in protein terms or in economic tetms. from a couplex
of orgalsm In a given are&. On* exanple, of coure, Is the one that was mentioned in the case of the Antarctic whales.
It may wel turn out that one ay want to harvest krill instead. It looks as though the stocke of krill will probably
support, biologically, a he st of something on the order of 100 million tons per year. We probably viii want to hat-
vast those, and omly maintain a rather small harvest of whales. Similarly. I think that in moms other areas one will
probably vat to have a suallet harvest of the expensive luxury products in favor of a larger harvest of the more or,
ductive things.

As analogy o leand is that we used to harvest a lot of pheasant and a lot of wild buffalo and a lo of wild
der. It now turns out that it is more profitable, and more desirable, to maintain these as luaury producte, to raise
the pheasants m pheant farm, *ad use mot of the land tar other, more productive, varieties of faring. I think that
this is where fishftaming comas in: Fish faming, for the foreseeable future, will be for high-value thtrgu like class
ad oysters and milkfish and so forth in inshore waters. The ftaming of the high sea will be sore analogoes to range
magemt, that to where one i selectively harvesting, and eliminating some of the predatory and weed opeces, but not
trylg to fertilize the area, like you do on a farm, Iuply because of costs.

We just cannot raise any kind of meat for $30 a ton. The met efficient animal husbandry we have U. lb toT
-hick" . highly selected strains on beautifully balanced diets, and with factory operation with very little '.ur, and
the price at the factory for the chickens is about $250 per ton, or 12 cents per pound. we Wot be ale to cai c any
kind of fish for $30 per ton in the foreseeable future, and we can quite easily double or triple the catch of this kind

•of ioexpemva fish atemad the world.

I think we are going to, a Dr. Kamenaga said, take some account of the economic returns in addition to the
maima sustainable physical yield. However, the models we are going to use will be a little more sophisticated than
those the ecosomiste, in general, have published on. Nany economists would have us *Mail the difference between the
grosn rewvene and the gross coot to the fisheromen, that is the so-called K"--maximum economic yield--es against the maex-
nme physical yield. I submit that this is a bit of an ovr-siplificatioa, because this maximtses the return only to the
fisherms, sad does not necessarily saalaze the return to the industry, or mlaies benefite to society. Think for examn-
ple of those spiced anchovies that we eat on crackers. There are a number of inputs. One of thou t the anchovy.
snother is the cal ianother is the spice; another is the salad oil; another Is the capital value of the cannery, and en
on, and the land that it is on. So the value of the anchovy in this case ie a very small part of the value of the total
product. One vants to look at the net return, taking all of the Inputs into the product by the time you buy it, and all
te cots, and malziag the difference. The ma'aem economic yield of the whole business will be a function of the
fliahta ffort, but will also be a function of the other factora. Well, I think the eoconomLte will agree that what we
want to do is saximlse the net economic yield of the whole process. This says, than, in mathematical terms--in geometric
terms--we have a surface (a function of fishing effort and of other factors), where the relationship between fishing ef-
fort and yield is only a slice through it, and we want to arrive at that polar where the surface is the highest. In Sen-
eral, the mawmem for the whole process will Mj be at the point where the net yield to the fisheran io maximum. So I
rother ted to agree with Smbenaga; for, in general, the maximum will almost never be at a level of fiehing beyond the
maximum sustainable yield, but it will quite often be at some value rear the maximum sustainable yield.

Practically, I think what we ere going to be doing is managing the fisheries with the maximnm sustainable phys-
Ical yield as a boundary condition. That is, we will establish the maximum sustainable yield, and then try to whack up
the catches somehow between nations eo that, within the maximum suetamable yield, each can attempt to take his share at
the least cost; that is muiizing the economic yield within the boundary condition of the maximum sustainable yield.

DISCaUSSIOS

Q sctLon: Dr. Schaefer, you cemented oan the trend to having multi-purpose vesele that will serve a number of different
fisheries. I would like to ask two quastions: nuber one, is it possible to construct a vessel that can be used at cer-
tain times of the year for reaarch and for fishing at other tim of the year; and number two. is it possible to obtain
a federal subsidy for a vessel that is used in more than one fishery?

Schaefer The answer to both of your question is yes. However, with regard to your second question, I was thinking about
not only vesels that are engaged in different kinds of fisheries at different times of the year, but also vessels that
engage Lim the @me kinds of multi-spcies fisheries, but in different are". The California tuna fleet is the moat not-
able exa le. They catch yellowfin end skipjack tuna, and some albacore and bluefin, but they catch them all year, nd
they catch them in different places.

It is possible, of course, to engage in research part of the year, and to fish part of the year, but I don't
think It is particularly feasible, because the needs of the two activities are sufficiently Incepatible that you would
have a large capital investment In idle equipoment. When you weren't fishing, you would hae a lot of fishing gear laying
around, and when you weren't researching you would have a lot of scientific equipment laying around. I just don't think
it ti practical.

Of course, it is possible to obtain eubeidies for a vessal engaged in a number of fisheries. I think that
many of the vessels that are receiving subsidies now stipulate that they will engage in several different fisheries, for
flexibility.

I would like to say also that this subsidy is not a subsidy for the fishing vessel owners; it is a subsidy for
Awaricn shipyards. The only reason for having the subsidy is that it t Illegal to land fish in the United States from
a vessel that was built elsewhere than in the United States. This is pursuant to a law which was passed in 1790, or some-
thing-1792--to protect the infent shipbuilding Industry of the United States. I think It night be wise to have another
look, and see if this infant hasn't been protected long enough, and simply allow the fieherman to build his vessel
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whereer he pleases. The subsidy in really not a euhstitute. from the fisherman's standpoint for repealing the lw., be-
cause it takes a long time to go through all the paper work, and to on, to get the subsidy. Skip Crowther an him peol
have to spend an awful lot of effort, and man houi', on this, so that it rspresents a real cost to society of maintai,-
ing the subsidy, in addition to the subsidy itself. I am sure that most Individual fisheream would be completely happy
if they could juat get their boats built at a competitiv-e price in an efficient yard--in Japan, or Mexico, or tho Nether-
lsndst or the United States.

Question: Do you have any opinion as to why the West Coast tuna fishing industry is successful and the New England fish-
ery Isn't? Secondly, to you think the tuna position will have changed when large Russian fleets (in the neighborhood of
100 or more vessels) start getting tuna?

Schaefert Well, I can give you one reamon why it is successful. that to a sociological reason, but it is only part of
the answer. The California fishermen are distant-water fishermen, and they go out on voyages that will lest up to three
months. The New England fishermen, by and large, don't want to go to distant waters anymore. They want to fish five
days and be hom for the weekend--ten days then. They don't want to make long voyages as they did back in the whaling
days. Another element is that, fortunately, so far, it has been possible to meintai, the tuna fishertes in a high state
of technological efficien:y, by adding kinds of fish-catching apparatus, and so on, which are ea'icient, wheras in the
New England fisheries on many of t.4 stocks which are fully utilized there are various kinds of mear regulations, and one
thing and another, that tend to prevent you from using the bst technological devices. These are only two of the factors,
however. It is e very complex thing. Also the competition, that is the other people that are fishing tuna for the Unit-
ad States market, have to ship them from a long way, whereas Ton's competition is right next door. There Is a whole tom-
plex of factors. It would take a whole day to even attempt to elucidate them completely. I was merely pointing out that
different fisheries of the United States are it different conditions.

McKernan: I hope you don't mind it I disagree, Dr. Schaefer, I do not believe that there are fundamental differences
in the attitudes of fishermen in New Eingland and San Diego. I think that if the fishetmsn in Now England could make
money that they would go out to sea for any period of time. In fact, I as told that the new large stern-ramp trawlers
that are going to be fishing in that area soon had no trouble in prelimirary discussions about getting a crew. It is

planned that they will be at @a several weeks a trip. Secondly, I think that technological changes have also been pro&-
ent and available to the Now England fishermen and in fact to a greeter degree than they have in Southern California.
Technological change# affecting the Nev England vessels were not developed by United States fisheraen, they were duvel-
oped in Europe but they have been available. The problem has been in the availability of capital; that is, capital
available in New England for the larger fishing vessels. between New England and Southern California there is a greet
difference In the management of the fishing enterprises. In Southern California there is much more working capital
available than ther has been in New England. end the differences in profit betwee, the New England ground fishery and
the tuia fishery in Southern California are great. After the war our fishermen ware using the old side trawlere moat of
theme side trawlers were in New England, and the foreign competition was using brand-new stern-ramp trawlers. Further-
more, they were shipping fish to the United States very inexpensively. It was difficult then to compete with the foreign
fisheries and this problem has continued right up to the present time. That competition has been controlled to a consid-
etable degree in Southern California. There is a high tariff on canned imported tuna; there is no comparable protective
tariff on imported groundfish fillets. The heavily subsidized European fleet has competed successfully on the United
States market where there was no comparable subsidy in the United States for the New England fisheries. ]he only reason
1 have spent this time ie that I disagree with Dr. Schaefer about the technology. That is. technology hasn't come to
New England because the capital hasn't been there to use it.

Chapman: I wanr to emphasize one point that Don made and that is that in many parts of the world the employment of

United States governmnt capital either to subsidies, or simply to ake the capital available to developing fisheries
elsewhere in the world, has been done in terms of hundreds of millions of dollars over the last twenty years. very large
sums; but whenever a million dollar appropriation is wanteo for doing something to assist indirectly the American indus-
try it just isn't forthcoming. The mount that the United States government has spent in the development of fisheries
overseas in the past twenty years is enormously greater than It has spent in the same period of yairs on American fish-
eries,

Question: Perhaps a coment on subsidy. We seam to ignore the tremendous mount of subsidies that every country. and
especially the United States, is giving to all of its marine induntriee, including fishitg, in supply harborage, docks,
eecurity services, weather information, cuomnrictions, and all these kinds of things. Sea transportation and fishing
might be compared in some ways to the trucking industry which doesn't pay for road services except through taxes; and I
don't see how otherwise any product, even one for which the raw material cost is zero, can be laid down for $30 a ton.
In the chemical industry there are a felw products, mmmonia for example, which are manufactured from raw materials of sero
cost, and this is an absolute zero minimum, for $30 or $40. I think the investment cost of a fishing vessel, if you were
to add the tremendous investment in harbor And so rerth which I mentioned before, would be comparable. I have beeo won-
dering whether $30 a con is really the economically correct one.

Schaefer: I would like to answer this. I think the extra cost of the harbor works end so on t very small. In Peru,
the best example I know of fish being laid down cheaply, the cost is approximately $15 a ton for anchovetas.

Chapman: Wall, it might run an average of 600,000 tons, an average cost of $12 per ton.

Schaefer: If, in Peru, you add all of the public hrtor works, facilities, and so on, you will find that It wouldn't in-
crease the coat very much; and, furthermore, included in this $15 a ton io a fair mount of tax that is added on. That
is, the people when they make the fish meal itself pay a considerable amount of taxes which build moat of the harbors.
So this $15 A ton for the raw material in Peru is the real cost. and you couldn't get it higher then S16 no matter how
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you calculate it. Similarly, in California, if it weren't for atrme institutional handicaps, we would be lsnding eomethinR
o the order of hall a million or a million tons of anchovies there a year at around S70 & ton, Pind. again. I .am qAtr

sure that the servical that are furniehed are offset by tases that the fishermen pay (and in our cot:nty Lhvy pgv quite
considerable property taxes a their vessels, that help to maintain the street* rnd harbors). Lne could run up these

-!1 ntrlarpi I don't know if anybodv has attempted to do it. This is the point, this is my whole polnt: tho me& is d pretty

darn good far* already. Off Peru, for example. the yield, if you take the area 1,000 ktlo et- r clconp the coat, 100
kilometers vide--you are getting a ton of fish pat hectare. In other wurds, about Ki)1" ,s rfe., rotntli per acre. Wvll,
you don't do better than that raising cws. I mean a metric ton per hectare, wht-h Is about 9O) and some pounds per acre.
It takes pretty good pasture land to raise cows at that.

Chiapeant And he aleo provides the harbor works. What you do In this kind of fishery for hArbor is find a hrsdlnod -,one
piece which will cut the mind off during the fishing times of the year, You rim hu ild a plant hehindi the hAdland, in
the shelter of that, and have a small barge out here into which you pui:p the figh frum the vessel And pumrp them to your

S_ plant. You don't need harbor works at all.

Question: This t different from Now England.

Chapmane Well, one of the reasons is that New F.ngand perminte in heinA different.

Dykatrai There is another side of this question I wanted to go over. Hosw large and systematic is your competition! We
are competing not only with the fisheries; we are also competing with other Producta--agriculturel products in our own
country--aId if we comare the autaidixation of our agrirultural pioducts with that of the fisheries we will find there
in no comparison. The ame ie triu with regard to subsidization of fisheries of other countries as coipared to what we
have hers In the United States.

I wanted to make another coment on Dr. Scheefer'a talk. One thing I don't think has been made clear here (nor
fhow It been brought out in other metings) Is the efficiency of the large stern trawler coming from a distance as con-
pared with the coastal fishery, Everybody tends to think that this large stern trawler type of operation is more effi-

clent. metrieso veesela working on the some grounds and given the sean opportunities the coastal fisheries have will al-
Moat always be more efficient than distant-water fisleries. I think that the United States vessels, though poor loe may

be. are generally more efficient than the large stern trawlera that are coming to compete with as * ther factors, such
m heave aubeidization and other economic systesa. make it possible for some of theme people to compete with us as much
as they do.

t ow another thing I want to point out is that these vessels that come these lung distances don't actually go out

a far " you think in the middle of the ocean somewhere and fish. When they do come these long distances they fish on a
lou.alised population in the coastal area, off somebody elas's toast, because this Is where the fish are iocated. 1hese
large stern trawlers coming and moving around nd going from one population to another really are not an efficient way, in
my judgment. to catch these fish. There are various other reasons why these men come out and work on these populations,
They don't have fiah in their own waters oftentimes. I don't think that the large stern trawlers going from one area to
meother are efficient; it is a very difficult and expensive operation to mount. The unit itself may be efficient but the
whole operstion io not efficient.

Chapeant Jake, I couldn't agree with you more. The most irritating thing that I have happening to me day in and day out
ti people telling me why don't we got a .onrn and efficient fleet and get a great big stern trawler. The reason we don't
is we would go broke because the darn things are inefficient. I wish we could get this through people's heads, You
never operate with a big vessel if you have a shore base close to the resource where you can use a small vessel. You
never do it, snd neither would the Russians if they hae, a bass over hers.

Quetion: In reaponse to a remark made by Ur. Schaefer, I was wondering if you have an individual fisherman making the
mb.tmo to profits or a large company which handles the fish right through the sales, whether your ma"ximum economic yield
to going to be the part that you are lookins at. so that von can get yntr return on your in'veszinct in otdut to keep you

company going. So your MSY is going to be just arroirer factor in your net MEY.

,hapmaor Ye. That is the way the theory goes. My company is the biggest fish company tn the United States and we just
can'! operate that way. We have tried to two or three ties. The theory is real good but it doesn't work. The renso
for this is, essentially, that the individual fiaherman operating a vessel from which his income from vessel operation is

a large bert of his total income pays such good attent.on to the vessel and its operation that he just beats the pants off
us and the company hiring people to run the vesel.

Fuiosl I ciuld add to that also that it you run a vertical operation where your fish Is sold at auction and you own
both the vessel and the fish, depending on the prevailing market conditions at the time, the question is do you lower the
price so that the boat doesn't make money or the proceasing plant does or vice versa; and that was one of the things that
really hurt the New England fishing industry when they had vertical operations.

S:hiw:er: I would like to comment on that, air. My argument wasn't for a vertically integrated company. I was simply

lookinS at what is the maximum return to society, whether the mix is all one compary, or fishermen with processors, and
so on, buying the fish. Te ordinary argument, you see, is the argument as to what Is the most efficient thing for Soci-
ety as a whole; and this is why economists have advocated limited entry, so that you are not dissipating the revenue by
overcapitaliation. I was maely aaying that when you take all of the factors together the maximum net economic yield of
thu entire operation, even though it may involve different companies, will, in general, be at a different point than tht

maximum net economic yield to the fishermen.
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Thomas A. fuliam

Bostoi Fish HIrkst Corporation
hoston, Massachusetts

I want to cow.end Mr. Knoenagp for his very sensible and temperate remar , 1 wish that I could be that tow-
pera'e, Mr. Chairman, follow panel members, fellow students, must confess to being somewhat over-awed by the weight
and quality of the scholarly thought that has been profounded here this week. Speaker after speaker has defined and ex-
posed problems that will be years of work fot somebody. Quite fiankly I find 'ttle comfort in many of the solutions.
For I an one of those pragmatic people that Professor Goldie referred to yesterday. If it were not for the presence In

the audience of Jake Dykstra, a fellow commercial fishery sufferer, I would probably feel quite alone. I say have
another ally. I am not sure. We don't agree on most things but if I were able to decide whether Dr. .hapman is an sea-
demic capitalist or a capitalistic scademicilst there could be some possible support in this ares. This morning I turned
on the TV in my room and wes greeted as tollows: "At the current session of the Law of the Sea Institute at the Univer-
itry of Rhode island, Dr. W. H. Chapman says, "Sea food executives cause more problems than they solve." That evidently

was the most weighty thought to come out of this conference.

On the principle of equal time may I respond an follows: "Lawyers, professors, and scientists in concert
cause more problems.

It is difficult for mt, a provincial business man, with only small exposure to the problems of International
fishery, to maintain the objectivity which is needed for the subject of this conference and which usually chatauteries-
the go,,rnmental and academic points of view. The overriding necessity in cojmrcial fishing to seek a harveslt adequate
to support the capital investment sod current costs plus the further obligation to earn an appropriate return is a firim
deterrent to global thinking If you will beer this in mind you will not object to ,e confi,,ing my coments to the areas
that are most familiar to me. My participation I the New England commerciel fishing Industry and I have been at it a
fairly long time by ordirtary standards--thirty-four years. To this you mus. add two preceding generations at the same
activity and that combines to erect a point of view which is not only concerned but emotional, In this fromwork I find
it difficult to to beyond wondering just where the local New England fishery fits into the world picture. However, it
appears that our situation is very similar to any other non-mobile coastal fishery.

As it has been described ea'lier in this conference, thm major conflict between the large, well-flinancd
mobile units, whehther y b governmental or privately financed, and the local non-mobile flets t being waged on our
New ingland doorstep. Conservation on a multi-latersi basis through the International Commisslon for the Northwest Atlan-
tic--with strong New England support I might add--has been operated on our shores for approximately fifteen years. The
net result has been just short of disastrous. Our landings are down. the areas of operation have been squeezed to ome-
thing lese than half of that which we exploited tan years ago, and far more important than this factual recitation, the
attitude of our fishermen toward the future is most pessimistic. I could probably add a personal note at this point; in
about two weeks I will be called upon to sign a contract to build a stern-ramp trawler which will coat in the vicinity of
$1,000,000. This will i-s a very efficient vessal, there is a market for the product, there is very little local competi-
tion, the government has supported me with a subsidy, but now the question is do 1, on the baeis of what I hear here and
in similar conferences, go ahead and sign that contract. I think that if I would move strictly on what i hear I would
probably never sign the contract, but I Just have the feeling that things will come alon, for the better and it might be
a good idea,

This classic picture of competition in our local Nw England fisheries for an excellent but confined resource
must, of necessity, be repeated in many locations all over the world. I have heard several times at thL conference
references to large trawlers travelling 3,000 to 4,000 miles and you somehow get the idea that they fish all over that
3,000 to 4,000 miles and this is not the case; they actually come to a small deposit of fish, fish it out, and move on to
another. The Central and South American countries have most certainly taken notice of this turn of events and have re-
acted by unilaterally axsending their fisheries jurisdiction far enough from their @hoses to offer a measure of protec-
tion to their own nationals. I choose to neither defend or condemn this action within the framework of international law
or treaty obligations because I m not competent to do so. But most certainly it is one method of protecting their
native industry for their nationals before there is nothing to prntect, It Is my belief that this fcrm of &ctlun will be
imitated many more times by emerging coastal state before any activity of the United Nations or any other multilateral
treaty convention can be brought to bear successfully on this problem. It is unfortunate that zhe regulations and the
international enforcement procedures currently in force in existing conventions or under consideration could not hive
been enacted without loophols end multiple reservations before we arrived at the conditions which exist today.

Such, however, is the fact of the matter and I doubt sincerely that thoce notions who are prospering under the

c:irrent conditions will ever yield their atrong positions to receive a lesser share under an arrangement which is less
advan ageoua to them. This will not be done even under the highly respected canopy of conservation. So if I am to make
any predictions about the future of world fisheries, and I was instructed to do so according to my latter of Invitation,
it is my opinion that sooner or later the oceans of the world will be a vast checkerboard of national jurisdictions--the
contiguous nations joinin; ., bilateral or trilateral agreements to define boundaries, catch quotas, fishing power regu-
lations, and any other Aelicable blological or economic rules which can preserve those fisheries in their adjacent
vstare for themelves-

To place this power uLud deicretion under the United Nations or any other supra-nationtl governing body would
be quite unworkable. The mechanics of administration, the cost of the necessary research and, especially, the division
of the &polls, to be even &atJfactory would require a single or group intelligence which up to now does not seem to be
available. Add to theqe objecklons the absolute necessity for each nation to submerge its own economic and polit;cal in-
terests without reservation* for the good of some other nation for which it might have had a traditional hostility, this
is asking too much.
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I wonder how many of you have had the unique experience of explaining in se form the outcome of a lengthy

international oums"ion meting to a group of fisheruen, including thoese who own their own vessels. Believe me, this is

where the buck etope. The feeling that there is endless time for research, that we can atumble along solving an inter-

.bnae i series of small problem
s 

as they arise, or convene a conference at some distant point in the future to deal

with formation of a neow and more effective commeion may be alloved only in the classroom or in the laboratory. The eco-

®rnomics and politics which attend the impact of mobile fleets on the coastal fisheries will force action long before what

might appear to you to be a rational solution can be undertaken. Sooner or later the deliberations of this meeting and

meetings of its type have to be reduced to the practical applications of commerce or to the working bureaucracy. If you

moause from my remarks that I do not feel that meetings of this type are useful. necessary, or desirable that is not the

case. This meeting is not only useful it is essential to yrovide the considered opinions to water down those actions

which • 11 be fried in haste and enacted because the future will be considered to be lese intolerable than the present.

In conclusion, may I urge you that if you have a practical and workable solution other than "national lakes"

it would be an excellent idea to prumulgqte them quickly,

DISCUSSION

Question: I can understand that your landings are down. I don't understand why the area you operate in has been
equse sad.

Fulham; Actually it is the competition for the existing arounds and the fact that as our fleet has dina.hed we have
really less need to go farther. If you will take a little local example here at Point Judith, which used to operate on
the red hake, there is no sense for them to go back out there for thee any more because there isn't any there left for
them.

Chapman: I think also, Tom, it is a fair thing to say that in 1949 the Executive Branch of the United States government,
at the level of the White House, sold you down the river and attempted to cut your throat. They told you that you were
not needed and that has had some effect on the economy of your business,

Question; I would think that using your analogy there that sometime in the near future the seas will be divided up some-
thing like a checkerboard so that each nation will have areas for its own fishermen with the result that there will be a
very inefficient use of fishery resources. yor exsple. using the analogy of world trade, many of the economists sru
talking and pr -Ing fre trade. So the eame thing should occur, I would think, with respect to the exploitation of the
sea's remour' t,,. see should be a free as possible for exploitation so that the moat efficient exploiters could come
in and gathe- resource.

Pulham: The o tO ; I could say to that to that we all more or less agree that the resources of the ocean will be in
demand. If th., it _r, Nen the only efficient wsy to manage this particular resource is by the marine biological know-
ledge that has to be fathered pl- 7:ficient enforcement of the regulations that will be promulgated. For example, let
us take the situation that the fishery resources of Georges Bank were divided up between the United States and Canada;
I s sure that the Ca adi.n and American biologists could get an excellent working arrangement going and that as far as
enforcemeunt is concarned it would be extremely simple. I don't know how we could enforce regulations in that area now.

Question: What kind of a fishing vessel does $I,000.000 buy nowadaYs?

Fulhas: :t buys a 131'9" stern trmler with a 1,350 horsepower engine and bufficient electronics to fish.

Question: My ignorance. l this a big vessal?

zulham: No. That i a small vessel by world standards.

Chapman: I would say It Is modet-sized.

Fulham: We ere clking about 200 tons agairit 2,900 tons on the maem bank.

Question* I was curious about this since the fishing industrf is not what they call a capital intensive one.

Pulham: It all depends on whether you have the money or are trying to raisc it.

Ciaeoman: Well, iir, fishing vessels run in cost from a few hundred dollare up to about $10,000,000. I think the very
large Russian vessels run at least $10,000,000 and, as Dr. Schaefer was saying, in the tume v-ainess now the vessels be-
ing built are costing between $1,500,000 and $2,000,000 each. From the trawling standpoint 'he $1,000,000 vessel Tot is
talking about is small from the standpoint of the European trawlers; but it is fairly good-sired from the standpoint of
existing American trawlers.

Question: Can this type of vessel be used for what you refer to as mobile fishing operations or long-distance fishing?

Fulha: No. This is strictly a coastal fishery boat. It is to bs used for the purpose of catching high-priced fish for
the fresh fish market for the people who want to pay $3.25 for a broiled scrod dinner,

Aglen: I just wanted to say that thc s1;7 is largely determined by the depth of the water you %tant to fish in. The

large distant- ater vesels usually are in much deeper water, not always, but the 130 or l0 foot vessel is useful out
to "00 fathoms or a bit more.
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Chapman: The essential rule is that you never use in a fishery a larger or more complex vessel than you absolutely need.
If you are in close to shore or shellow -ter you usae small, simple vessel*; if you are gOing to go 5,000 siles aw y you
have to have part of a city along with you.

Kashara: A 200-ton Japanese boat fishes down to 600 or 1,000 meters. It depends on the wiuch and the power you have.

Herrington: It you had a 3,000-ton vessel, then including epilta costs and operatinp costs could you produce fish at a
lower price per pound than with the vessel you are plannink on?

Fulham: You mean a large vessel? You get Int another situation. Actually the only reason that our local American
fishery can exist at all is because of the fresh fish factor. When you get into a 3,000-ton vessel you are talking about
a floating fish factory. The sinute you do that then you must operate on compareble labor standards to anyonels e who
produces frozen fish at see because that is an international comodity and we absolutely could not begin to compete In
the labor market.

Herrington: The size of your equipment is not the answer to your problem?

Fulham: No.

Question: I have heard very little mention of individuals entering the fishery industry. Will you coment on that?

Fulham: We have a very serious situation in that regard. The average age of our fishermen is fLfty-seven year. of ae.
The normal supply of fishermen for our fishery came from the Maritime Provinces of Canada, from the Scandinavar coun-
tries or from Iceland in years past, from 1935 up until World War 1i. They will not com to this country now beiause in
order to go fishing they must take out first papers and the minute they do they get drafted. So they won't coes. With
the possible exception of a few sons of fishermen and one person or another entering the fishery we have a really poor
situation. It is hoped that in the future we :an do something about fishing vessel accommodations and the life aboard
the vessel, raise the annual income, and we sight be able to maintain a fairly reasonable fishery. But I see no tra-
mendous expansion.

Chapman: It should be kept in mind with respect to his fishery that what we were referring to a little while ago is
that back in 1948, 1949, and 1950 there was a deliberate decision on the part of the United States goverment to disfavor
the Now England trawl fishermen via-I-vis the Canadian, Icelandic, and Norwegian fisheries, The consequence of that wu
that the economic ground wan cut out from under then and they have" been hamperad ever since. In Canada. for instance.
there have been for some tim. large subsidies for vessel construction by both the provinces and the federal government.
and various other aids that have uot been forthcoming from the United States government to the New England industry.
The fishery to which Mr. Fuilham refers is our oldest and was up until about 1946 our strony~est fishery economically. It
has been deliberately degraded by the policy of the United States government and it is not typical of all the fisheries
of the country. Some of our other fisheries are in somewhat better shape.

Herrington: Mt. Chairman, I would like to challenge this statement. The United States government on the basis of over-
alI interests and trade policy turned down proposals to eatablish or increase tariffs or quotas on North Atlantic fish.
I would not call this deliberate degrading of the New England industry,

Chapman: Well, Tom cAn speak for himself, but the effect on the vessel owner was precisely identical.

Herrington: I agree on the effect but I don't agree on the description of the intent.

Fulham: I am afraid we are going to have to rely on the effect more than on the intent. There were actually many
things that did contribute to our difficulty. Of course, the tariff thing was very important but also following World
War II under the Marshall Plan there was tremendous aid given to foreign fisheries. such as the construction of freezers
in Iceland and that type of thing, which contributed very materially to cur difficulties.

Question: You stata
4 

that the basis of the New England fisheries is the fresh fish market. I wonder if you would com-
ment on the element of Irradiation preservation.

Pulhas: Yes. I would. I think that there is quite a future at some time when the Atomic Energy Commission decides that
the radiation source can be made available, At the moment a quantity about the site of this letter case here costs about
$280,000, which is a little bit too such. But I do think that when the price doe cone ,wvn there will be a possibility
in the luxury food class where radiation can be employed to send fresh fish further into the country, but you are talk-
ing about luxury food.

Question: Would there be importing of radiated things?

Fulhm: That is quite possible. We are currently working on a piece of legislation to see if we can erect a tariff
barrier before that happens so we won't get clobbered again as we did in 1947.
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pimjE REGIME FOR HIGHSEAS FISHERIES

Hiroshi Kasahara*
United Nations Development Programs

Hew York, New York

I, It is agoemad that the regime should be a practicable one in the light of the existing political, economic,
and social conditions of the vorld. I further assume that, under the regime, it should be possible for the world's total
fishery produr.tion to c'ntrue to expand at a fairly rapid rate. My consideration is limited to what might be done in
the next twenty years. Due to a number of uncertain factors, prediction beyond this range is not possible.

2. The regime which I envision cmalste of the following elements:

a. An overall recognition, do juz or do facto, or an exclusive fishing right zone up to
twelve miles.

b. Increasing regional arrangementa among the nationa fishing in the respective areas as
wall a the coastal states concerned. The principles under which such arrangements are
made ma very, depending on the biological characteristics of the resources under exploita-
tion, the stage of development of the fisheries in question, the interests of the nations
concered as well as the organization of their fishing industries, etc. Actual arrange-
ments made will not be entirely satisfactory to any of the parties involved but should gen-
erally contribute toward minimizing international disputes, avoiding the disruption of
major fishing acl.,ities and maintaining yields from the resources concerned at levels
higher than they eould be without such international arrangements.

c. Either included in the arrangements mentioned in (b) above or separately therefrom, inter-
national agreements to minimize direct physical interference in fishing operations on the
high seas, which would be rev-ewed periodically nd revised to keep pace with the develop-
ment of fishing technology.

d. Under the Convention on the Continental Shelf, specific agreements between the nations con-
csrned as to the division of the shelf area and the precise definition of the species to

be covered by the Convention.

3. The main problem for the above-mentioned regime, or any other regime of an international nature for high
sea& fisheries, would be an increasing number of nations claiming broader exclusive fishing zones.

4. For a variety of reoOf, I do not think it ti feasible, in the foreseeable future, to hive high seas fishing
rights vested in a single international organization, which would assume full responsibility for the management of fish-
ories, Including the Issuance and transfer of licenses, the adoption and enforcement of conservation measures, the co-
ordination and/or Imlementation of research progrms, and so forth, although this kind of arrangement might be worth
considering in soms special cases, a.g.. Antarctic whaligq.

a The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the organization

to which he belongs.
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KASAHARA: As to the question of having all fishing rights vested in a single international organization which would
-meuse full responsibility for the management of the fisheries, including the issuance and transfer of licenses, the
adoption and enforcement of conservation measures, the coordination and/or implementation of a research program, and so
forth, I do not think this will become feasible within our time any way. But I would not exclude this possibility en-
tirely because it might just be possible to have this kind of an arrangement for some very special cases end one example
I can think of is Antarctic whaling. The main problem for the above-mentioned regime or any other regime of an inter-
national nature for high seas fisheries would be an Incressing number of nations claiminR brooder exclusive rights sons
and I think in order to have any effective international regime you just hew to deal with this problem in some wav.

MCKLKUAN: I would like to have an elaboration of your second point [of the summary statement).

KASAHARA: These arrangements include manty different types. There exist already a great variety of international arrnge-
ments for the management of high seas fisheries ranging from an almost complete unilateral jurisdiction over certain
stocks to a complete lack of ititernationel regulation. and in between we have perhaps all possible kinds of artangeonts.
Taking Japan as an example; between .spn and Korea there is a mutually recognized twelve-mile limit and an international
sons in which the mount of fishing is limited, and there are many other arrangements under this treaty. Between Japan
and the U.S.S.R. there is a very strict high seas salmon arrangement under which an overall quota is set by the commis-
sion which in turn is divided into sub-quotas for different sectors of the salmon industry and even for different operat-
ing units. We have a wide range of different internationel arrangements, some of them are implemented by international
bodies sucl, as fishery comissiona; some others are implemented directly by the governments. So my point is that there
will be more and more of these arrangements among the nations directly concerned with fishing in specific areas or for
specific stocks, and we cannot have an uverall principle to govern all these arrangsments except perhaps we all wish to
maximise physical yields. But my criteria in this respect are that suv. arrangements should contribute to minimizing dis-
putes and avoiding the disruption of major fishing activities, and that it should also contribute to maintaining yields--
physical yields--from the resources concerned at levelr higher than they would be otherwise. Beyond that the countries
directly concerned could have arrangements suitable for the conditions under which their fisheries operate.

QUESTION: I am not sure I did understand correctly. Did you indicate that you felt that the various nations should de-
fine the seaward limit of the littoral continental shelf in such a way as to indicate a boundary line and at the same time
list the various sedentary species included within the definiticn of the shelf and as creatures of the shelf.

KASAHARA: (Concerning stocks on the continental shelf. I There is really no need for going into this unless some problem
arises. Now suppose some country starts fishing some sedentary species off the coast of the United States and the United
States under the Convention on the Continental Shelf claims that this is their stock. Now at that time these countries
should enter into negotiations and define what species might be considered to be covered by the convention and actually
they have to define the area too, to what depth and, if the countries are neighboring each other, by what dividing line.
In other wores, problems should be dealt with by the countries concerned as they rise.

STANG: My question concerns the United States-Japanese king crab agreement off Alaska. As I understand it the United
States, instesad of insisting that the area within the bounds of this agreement form part of the boundaries of the United -
States continental shelf, simply asserts that this area is within the United States continental shelf and thus there need
not be any concern with boundaries. The concern is only with a resource located within a defined area and that is all
that needs to be covered regarding boundaries in such an agreement. Is that correct?

KASAHARA: I agree that, if a species does not have an area of distribution any deeper than 200 meters, then there is
really no need for defining the outer limit of the continental shelf to be applied in this case. So my approach is com-
pletely pragmatic.

CIAPhAN: You create problems and the essence of the solution is that you try to deal vith the problems as they aries and
try not to create any more new problems than are necessary.

I

I
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Francis T. Criety, Jr.

Resources for the Future, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

I viii try to be brief because much of what I will say here I said before in lest year's Froclldinas, ad be-
Cause mony of the previoue speakers have already dennstrated very ably the problems of fishing a comm property natural
reaource Mnd of the roee economic inefficiencies that occur in the utilization of this shored resource. For example,
therm wee some discussin earlier about the relative efficiency of the tuna industry against the efficiency of the New
England fishery. The reason for the difference is quite simplei that the tune industry on the West Coast has been oper-
ating largely at the point where they have been increasing their yields or reducing their costs. Cost@ wert reduced by
the imovation of the purse seine and the power block. Further significant innovations are unlikely and now they have
reached the point where there is a restriction on the amount of the resource that they can get, at leat with respect to
the yellofin tuna. A quota agreement has been signed, so that after the fish catch reaches 70,000 tone, or whatever it
Is, all fishing maut stop. As =ore veassls enter the induatry, each will get a smaller share, and net returns to the in-
dutry will decrease. It is likely that the efficiency of the tuna industry will bein to decline end may soon match the

waste now evident in how England.
The rationsle for discussing the alternative regimes lies in two espects which have been touched upon here.

Ome is the question of the supply. What do ve really mean by the supply of fish from the sea? If the resources are so
vast that all can win and none can lose then there is obviously no problem. The figures of 200 million or 4 billion tons
of fish per year indicate that there is Indeed a vast rew material. but to me it Is a red herring--to use the term ad-
visedly. Thee figures are not economic. Our discussions have already inicated that the supply is indeed limited, that
there Is congestion occurring in many fishing area and that this congestion will continue to increase. The question as
to hew much bioluglic potential we have in the ocean is aa irrelevant "s the question of hew much gold there is in the
ocean. What ve are really concerned with is the specific demand for specific kinds of fish. To be sure we ay turn to
some of the smaller kinds of species for protein concentrate. But this will not relieve the pressure on the already over-
utilisd species and will, inevitably, lead to excess pressure on the newly-developed resources, unless entry controls
are adopted.

At the se tiao, the demand is increasing for both the high-valued and the low-valued species. And as this

desmad is increasing we find also the incentive to appropriate or perhaps expropriate exclusive rights to various are".
This is reflected in the desire to extend our limits out to twelve miles or even beyond. As demand increases and as
technology reduces the cost of catching fish, the incentive to acquire esxclusie rights increases more rapidly. That
leeds to the second point, the point of timing, and why we should be discussing the alternative reimes now.

There is, indeed, as some people here have already stated, a tendency for nations to extend unilaterally
their rights =ad to acquire national lakes even though fish stocks do not respect the boundaries. This reduces our free-
dom of soveset and our freedom of choice. I think we need urgently to discuss the alternetives to this kind of approach.

No. let me turn briefly to what I think are the two major aspects of discussion. One aspect is the moet

efficient use of the resource. And the other aspect is the distribution of the resources, the distribution of the wealth
of the sea. These are two quite separate problems but they are indeed related. I think it is important though to keep
them separate in the discussions. I won't go into the details on the efficiency of the use of a resource because this is
amply stated in the literature. Briefly though we have a comn property resource, one that is shared--chere is open
access to it, anyone who wants to can go in and fish and no one can prevent the other people from doing so. Under this
kind of condition there is no control over the mount of labor and the mount of capital that to employed in the resource.
The indications of the degree of waste were provided by Crutchfield in the paper read earlier. What happens is that eco-
nomic rant or sharable profit is dissipated; no one gets it. The fishermen don't got it; society doesn't get it. It is
just a sh.or waste. This can only be produced where we control the mount of entry, the number of producers, the number
of fishormen, as if we were operating on the land resources within a free enterprise system. Such controls are *esan-
tially the establishment of property rights, of a dgree of exclusive right to the resource. If the control is eastab-
lished through so form of licemae fee or bidding mechanism, society gets the e-,omic rent that is now wasted. The
fishermen remaining in the industry are no worwe off than before, because the adiltional revenues obtained by the removal
of redundant effort should be greater than the cost of the license. There is indeed a transitional problem as the ex-
cess mount of effort is removed. Bui there are ways for ameliorating thee proleme.

The discussion we have had between the maximum sustainable yield and the maximum net economic revenus is be-
coming really omewhat academic. I don't think that any economist who has studied the field would insist upon restrict-
ing effort at the point of the maximum net economic revenue in view of the great pressures to operate at the point of
maxims sustainable yield. The critical point is how can wa reduce the coats that are applied to the fishery at whatever
level of yield is selected.

There are, of course, s n'mber of difficulties In controlling the mount of effort and many of them have been
stated here and many of them wore stated last year. There is the possibility of reaching the second best solution. To
do this it is important to find out hew other people view the resource and to point out that there are ways in which we
can reach agreemant that will leave everyone better off than under the present arrangement, even though they may not be
better off to the mazimum degree. But even if we discount and refuse to accept the goal of least cost, the question of
entry limitation still rears its ugly head. This in evident again in what Crutchfield sai~d earlier with respect to the

North Atlantic--both the Northwest ard the Northeast Atlantic. The fishermen who have been participating in that fish-
ery have continued to get declines in their catch per unit of effort and this is inevitable. The stock is limited and as
more vessels come i each one gets a smaller share. So even the fishermen themselves have becme concerned about the ax-
cese mount of effort and they are beginning to figure out that we do, indeed, need to control the mount of effort that
goes into the exploitation of the resource. And this raises the nitty-gitty question, hew are we goains to reduce ef-
fort? Hew are ve going to minimize consestion? I noted that one of Mr. Kaahara's points was that we should indeed
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Pinimiae Interference or congestion. Now can vs do this? Who are we going to exclude? This raises the questim them,
as I said, of distribution. Who is Ioing to get what? Who is goins to be permitted to operste end who is not going to
L. permitted to operate? Now what are the criteria for this? Crutchfield again indicated that there are no objective
criteria. We don't have any economic answer to it and ve don't havt any biological answer to It.

I think that the major criterion, which is not objectiie, is that of acceptability. What is going to be the
moat acceptable distribution of the right to participate in a fishery? There are several besee for this kind of dis-
tribution. One, as we have heard. is unilateral; we simply extend our rights out to the Oid-pointS of the oceam and I
do not believe this to be a viable kind of an arrangement. The next one is through historic rights, and this io what
Crutchfield wee suggesting with respect to the North Atlantic--that we divide up the pie on the beais of how people have
bean using it or say anticipate using it in the near future. This is a very dangerous principle to establish, dangerous
to the interests of the United States. We fish in the areas close to our shores with the exception of a few fisheries
such am tuna and shrimp. We do not fish in the vast arte* of the ocean. If historic rights become accepted as the prin-
ciple for the distribution of these resources we eight find ourselves forever foraclosed from participating in vest are
of the oceans. How would we divide, for examle, the areas off of Southwest Africa where United States fishermen do not
directly participate. The Soviet Union and the Japanese have extended their efforts throughout all comer of the world.
If historic rights is to be the basis for distribution the United States, I think, will come out escond best. Now if,
for exeml., we come to some sort of an agreement in the North Atlactic--Northwest and Northeast Atlantic--with reapect
to the distribution of the spoils and the establishment of national quotas, what does this sean to those who are pro-
hibited from participating because they have had no historic r!ght? Do the nations--the fifteen or more nations that arefishing in this area--have indeed a right to divide up this resource amongst themelvee without reepecting the interest
cf the other nationa of the world? How viable would that agreement be over the long run?

There is a third Approach to this question of the distribution of the revenue, and that is by lose sort of 7international sharing of the rent, of the profit that can be produced by the control on the number of producers. This in
a aense is similar to the fur seal treaty, In which the non-producers, those who are excluded, are bought out. They are
psd a certain fee for not participating, for giving up their free right of access to the resource. Such a approach
might well be taken on a regional basis, a was suggested by Dr. Ksahara with respect to the Antarctic whales. It might
be done on a regional basis in the North Atlantic. There is no reason why It has to be a purely global regime initially,
but Inevitably the world's interests in these resources have to be respected and I think some sort of International ap-
proach mhat be adopted.

DISCUSSION

Fuliham: I an sure there must be questions. I a going to take the chairman's perogetive and ask the first one.

The reference to this distribution--Dr. Schaefer used the expression "whack up the total" and former speaker*
spoke quite a bit about distribution, my question is, what Rod-like person or group of persons is going to make the de-
cision on this distribution? There is a vague reference to an international body. I think if we referred it to the
international bodies that are currently in existence (which have great difficulty in making fairly small decisions to
sovern themselves), I find great difficulty in projecting beyond then to the oemiscient person or persons who are going
to do this. I would appreciate some enlightenment.

Christy: Let us say, for exam)le, that we are dealing with the whales of the Antarctic through some sort of internation-
al authority that has the fih. to the whale resources and also the krill resources. As a separate point which was
raised earlier let me simply make the remark that we cannot aximile the sustainable yield of both the wholes and the
krill. We can have a Maximum 3-ield from one or the other, or a les than maximum yield from both, The choice should
depend on the relative economic values of the two species.

Now, if we have an Antarctic authority operating and it leases rights to fishermen to operate for the krill
and/or the whales, it would acquire a certain revenue. The only criterion for revenue distribution would be accept-
ability. 1 don't think It would be acceptable for the general support of the United Nations, for example, since this
might support peace-keeping forces. I don't think it could be distributed to individual states very well on the basis
of lerigth of coastline, or population, or need. I do think, however, that it could be turned over to some general p;ur-
pose which would bp acceptable to most nations of the world as a general humanitarian goal, perhaps for the development
of science in the ocean or for che overcoming of protein malnutrition.

errington: In the course of this conference there have been a number of references to the fur seal convention, some
rather favorable ones, that it sete a good example. Mr. Christy has done so but I believe k has drawn an erroneous
clusion regarding the nature of that convention. AA I understand it, in this convention the division of the fur seal
hIdes--the part that goes to Japan and Canada--originally was due to the fact that they were giving up something that they
hd established. They had an established industry and they gave this up; they abandoned the boats and they had to findother jobs for the seal hunters. Now if you change this eand say that the compensation is because they gave up the right
of acces, which they had simply by being a nation, then every country had this right of access and every country would
be entitled to a similar share. I doubt if the parties to the fur seal convention would- say that every country L en-titled to a share of the fur seals simply because of the fact that it is a sovereign nation. If you adopted this idea I
think the fur seal convention might go to pieces. I call the sharing of the fur seals a formula based on historic share
And not on the right of entry.

Christy: Yes, It presumes that the fur seals are indeed the property of the four nations that are signatory to the
agreement. There Is a presumed exclusive right, The fur seal division would never have worked if the parties had an-ticipated other people coming into and participating in the fur seal fishery pelagicaily. Nov what, for example, wouldhappen if the South Koreans, who have--under the current principle of the freedom of the see--overy right of access to
the fur seals on the high sea, chose to exercise this right? What would happen if the Peruv'ansm che to exercise
this right?
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Hrringttt If Korea Came in and got a ahetr I am sure that other countries would consider this a source of incre re-: qutringi no effort at all oeri this idea would spread like wild fire through tile world and everybody would list a piece of
tit and there wouldn't be an), i,tease left for anybody.

Christy: Eactly.

lHerriLgitoun Oh, then you concur this sharing under the fur seal convention is based more on historic sharing in tie

fishery than o the right of entry?

Christyl Are you suggesting that we divite up the ocean on the basis of historic rights?

Merringtoi No. I am simply trying to make .lear that the allusions to the fur seal convention I believe have been
based on an erroneous interpretation of the principle underlying that settlement.

Ques tion [directed to Mr. Christy): How would you propose that licensee be isoued--on what best--if an international
urganisation were to control the entry?

Christy: Well, I propose that the basis for the distr!b~tion and the privilege to operste be an economic one. That it,
through an auction ayaten, Just as we auction rights to explore and exploit nil in our continental shelf we should auction
off the right to fish and this would produce the greatest revenue chat could be gained from this kind of an operation.
Obviously, if this system is indeed operated It will be constrained by the sare kinds of constraints that operate in the
rest of out free enterprise economy whereby certain restrictions are employed to meet certain so-called needs, which pre-
vent us from reaching the full rational econcqic goal. This does not bother me necessarily. If it ia desirable to rc-
distribute incote by employing a labor force inefficiently this does not necessarily bother me if that is whAt society

choosee, so long as society Is aware of how much it costa to do so. bur I would hope that we could begin at least with a
rational economic scheme and then constrain it as society chooses.

Now the second question was with respect to the acceptability of this, I think this is a long-range proposi-
tion. The question of acceptability will be raised when the studies currently heinR undertaken with respect to the North
Atlantic come out and are discussed. That is. initially it may be that the participating natiokis in the %orth Atlantic
fisheries would attempt to, and probably could, divide up the pie through national quota schemes. At the same time this
may precipitate soe kind of discussion from the non-participating nations since they would be precluded ftwn enLry into
that fishery.

HcKarnan: I would like to comment because I see some problems with the logic that chris uses in coming to his conclu-
sions. Pirst, let me gay that I have reached no conclusion in my own mind as to whether this Idea Is a good one or not.

!I do object to the way he reaches his conclusion because he spoke of throe possibilities for some sort of world order,

and I agree with the gentleman behind me that it in important to find some sort of world order. Fxtending the limits of
national jurisdiction is one kind. Chris rejected this; he did not think it was a very viable solution. Larlier in
these aesaions, he said that he did not think that Russia would ever accept it and I mentioned to my legal friends here
that If Russia was the only country in the world that didn't accept it t think that probably soon it would become inter-
national law and they would be forced to accept it.

With respect to his second point about dividing up the resources in the North Pacific or ether parts of the
ocean on the baeis of our history of catch, he used an interesting expression here for discarding it; he didn't think it
"was in the United States inter-est." lie didn't use that same expression in either the first case of extended jurisdic-
tion or the last one. It sera to me that this is a very interesting statement and I wonder why we don't first think
about what is in the long-range United States interest--not short-range, not intermediate-range but in the long-range
United States interest--and from that then couldn't we go forward and decide whether or not extended jurisdiction from a
cotntry situated " we are with a very great coastline with the ocean divided up as he divided it, wouldn't give us
quite an advantage over est countries of the world?

lie also used the term "acceptability," which I also like. Maybe that wouldn't be acceptable, but when the
gantlsm from my right asked him about whether he thought the buuinesa of sharing, of putting the resources in the hands

of an international regime was acceptable, at least to me, Chrt;, you gave a sort of fuzzy answer. I would be inclined
to think that the chances of either of the other two being acceptable are much greater.

On the basic of some historic division of the catch or on the basis of extended jurisdiction, it is probable
that the world, at the present time and In the foreseeable future, would be much more apt to accept either extended jur-
isdiction or some historic division than they would some international body dividing the resources or making them avail-
able under some kind ot a lease basis. Thus. it seem to me thac the direction most desirable from the standpoint of
the United States would be first to identify what is in our own long-range interest, not talk about criteria and not
lumtp so quickly to one particular solution. And then, secondly, attempt to work out some legal regime which would lead
us towards this long-range interest of the , ited States. We might end up exactly where Chris predicts, but it is not
clear to " yet from arguments here or Crutchfield's arguments or any of the arguments that have been put forth yet in
the literature that I have seen, that a good case has been made for any of these systems at the present time.

Christy: I didn't discuss the United States interest with respect to the nation.I lakes approach because I thuught that
the other arguments that have been raied here against it were quite obvious, such as the fact that the fish do not res-
pect boundaries theaselves, or that the division might lead to interminable squabbling, particularly over the rights that
should go with islands such as Bermuds and the Bahesms. I don't think, however, that it would be in the United States
interest ad I can list a few reasons why. One is that it w"uld restrict the freedom of U.S. fishing. Another is that
if there is a tendency, as Wib Chapman has pointed out, for single purpose rights ultimately becoming full sovereignty
this would be militarily a disadvantage to the United States in that it would restrict the Navy's mobility. That is
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speculation to be sure. Then there is a third e"pect of it and that is how you define national or United States inter-
ets. Do we define U.S. interests solely on the basis of the monetary income to the United States or do we take into
consideration the non-monetary apoets am well? Ie there a U.S. interest in achieving soe form of public order through
eow other means than moving out and claiming a vaat area of the Pacific Ocean es ours.

Now you mentioned something about acceptability. I wee quite brief in my remarks because I felt I was present-
ing simply the principle that had to be considared in the question of distribution. With respect to the practical,
pragmatic aspecte of acceptability, I em not at all sanguine that we can achieve thes principles in their entirety but
I think we ought to set them forth and then try to work towards them as fat as we can.

Jackson: I would like vary much to live in a fisheries world such as that ,ascribed by Dr. Christy. However, for a vari-
ety of reasons I rather expect that in the next twenty years or so we will live in a world much nors like the one des-
cribed by Dr. Kasahara. It may be even more chaotic and chngseable and with many extensions of jurisdiction.

When I reflect on the prospects for a supra-national authority which would allocate or auction the right to fish
I remember that neither the United Nations nor any of the UN specialited agencies could exercise sovereignty or infringe
on the sovereignty of member ptates. I think it highly unlikely that all, or even a great majority, of nations dould
transfer to a supra-national authority the present and future rights of access of their cititens to the sea fisheries.

I don't think the heards of destruction are as great as they sometimes are thought to be; within our experience
most fish stocks recover rather well during periods of light or no fishing. The absolute destruction of a stock for all
time is not a particular problem except in a few Liqtances, such am seals and whales.

Christy: Mr. Jackson, I think there is some degree of miainterpretation hete. First, because the present world and the
continuation of the present world we foresee is chaotic, doesn't mean that I would be willing to accept chaos as a desir-
able goal. Second, as to the destruction of etocks I agree with your analysis of it. that we are not likely to destroy
stocks exc-xt possibly for a few species such as the mamals. But I didn't refer to that possibility as being a reason
for establishment of an international approach to the resolution of these difficulties. A supra-national authority may
be an ultImate end eventually but I think we can approach this on a piece by piece basis perhaps beginning, as Dr. Kas-
her& suggested, with the Antarctic whales, or where there is the proble% of congestion and a great lose of economic rent.
Now putting these kinds -" resources within some sort of regional international authority, if you will, does not prevent
any nation from having .,ght of access. It indeed maintains the right of access. What It does prevent is the free
right of access; the p. ''.esa right of access which has been so deatructive.

I would like at tnia time to answer two questions which have been raised. The first question was why should
not history be the criterion for the division of the resources of the see. I suppose Indeed it could be but I - nor
sure that it is to the beat interest of the United State# (to be frank) or in the beat interest of the world coemimty
to make this the principle for the distribution of the wealth of the see. We have, I think, an opportunity to arrive at
some alternative system for the division and what I mm suggeeting is one that I think would be more acceptable and bens-
ficial over the long run.

With respect to the second question of what country would acquire the most licenses, this would depend primarily
on the country's efficiency in the operation of fishing vessels--the cost of labor and capital end the value of the com-
modity. The purchase of the licenses would be made by countries which have the technological efficiency to operate on
the high seas and in this respect It might well be the United States that could take a strong hand and a large share of it.

Kamensga: My view is that if we decide the allocation of rescuTces on some economic basis what will the present develop-
ing countlies say? I think they will raise some political questions on some licensing without auction. I think the de-
veloping countziee could not pay enough money to get the licenses by auction. Prom an economic analysis standpoint it
may be surplus or profits which are gained by tne effective conduct of fisheries, but any country which eants to acquire
food from the sea wants to pay on the basis of politics not of economics. In an auction system no economic principle
will be possible.

Christy: What would be the alternative though if we did not have this? That is, what access would the developing coul-
tries have under the present chaotic conditions? Still a certain aount of capital Is required to participate in the
fisheries. On the other hand, the location of the stock is an Important factor with respect to the efficiency with which
one can operate and it may be in certain instances that the lees-developed countries because of their location may have
a greater efficiency it. operating and could bid more for a right to the resources nearby than some of the more developed
nations. They would be purchasing through this bid the exclusive right to operate that particular fishery and would
avoid, therefore, congestion. As a setter of interest, since Japan ia a nation that does practice a license-limiting
scheme. I would like to get from Mr. Kamenaga some indication of the value of these license$. Now msuch do soe of the
companies pay?

Kmena a: I saem to be against limited entry yet Japen has had a limited entry system for any years. It is quite use-
ful for domestic guidance and administration, but I wonder if it is useful as an international technique. Now you may
ask why it is appropriate for domestic and not for international fisheries. I think that at the present stage of world
politics each country has a responsibility to support its own interests. A sound economy is the responsibility of each
nation.

In answer to your question, in our system the license is free, but it is transferable under some conditions.
Those people who wish to acquire a license by transfer usually pay an emount which varies widely according to the income
or profit of the respective Cisheries. I think in the case of the tuna license it coets about 200.000 yen per one
tonnage.

Christy: It is 200,0o0 yen per one too of vessel? How much is 200,000 yen in dollars?

Kasenaga: About $500 or $600.
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(:rLstyt It Is $O0 por too of vessel and a 1,000 ton vessel is $600,000?

Eesma Tiare are no 1,000 ton boats In Japan. They are usualy 100 tons or 200 toni. The owner would pay $5,000
i the came of a 100 ton boat,

Ch-ietyl For 100 ton it would be $50,000 for the privilege of v orating.

K1weagat That io economically 4s. But It Is a iattar of business between industries,

Christyt But it is a reflection of the value of the property, that is, the tuna property on the high ea.

Questioni Is that for one year?

amnagai the licensing ie usually for five years but it can be renewed for another five years if there iave been no
__ violat ions.

- bristyt The question has ben aked as to the kind of international authority that would be developed: What require-
menut this authority would have and what jurisdiction it would have and how It would he limited or controlled or how it
might be taken advantage of to prevent Its limitation. If, for exapla, you had an intarnational authority for the
whales of the Antarctic it might indeed be made up of the International Whaling Commission, as it now exists. And the
whaling cemission with the incresed authority that would be required of it would be the one that manages the reso' rces
of the Antarctic whale and the krill and would ses to it that the regulations, in the interests of the whaling commission--| and the interests in the development of it, would Indeed be enforced. In this particular case I don't think that enforce-
ment would be particularly difficult. It say be more so in other areas. We actually have the problem of enforcement al-

ready, as we heard from Dr. Al ln, and I think that enforcement becme generally easter when the restriction is on the
amount of effort than it is when it is with reapect to the kin.: of net that is used or the closing of areas or many of
the other thilnge that Dr. Aglan pointed out, If you simply have to count the n-mher of vessels you can do this more

. .. esily than by having to inspect what they are catching and what site,

Questiont Is i not poesible that a eituation could develop in which a state, for reasons far in the future, could by
abiding by the rules and regulations set down by on ioternational organization acquire some form of control over a ape-
cific geographic region, and it then might refuse entry to that ares of ships from another state which might result in a
confrontation of the type which you are trying to avoid?

hrIety: But these are rights solely for fishing.

Question: That is right; and they are solely exercising these rights for fishing.

K"saharai I have no objection to this kind of arrangement being made for some particular type of operation if it could
be done, but even there it would be very difficult. If you propose this kind of arrangement s a worldwide principle
to coetrol high seas fisheries my feeling Is that it is just absolutely impoesib a. I can cite many reasons. To begin
with, In ordur to make this a world order all nations should vest their fishing rights in one organization and I don't
think this can be done. Even if this was done, this organisation would hey trmendous administrative problems. You
would have to hire teoe of thousands of people and the coats would be tremendous and the rents you collect from fisheries
would be dissipated in overheads. You would huve to go to the meer countries and ask for additional donations for con-
ducting administrative work. I would rather see the money dissipated among fishermen. Thirdly, you must realise how
much effort is being made by individual governmenta to enforce the laws and regulations they now have. It would seem
Infeasible to have this all done by one International organization which, by the way, must he controlled by some kind of
a governing council, which would be a political body and would bring in all sorts of political complications.

Fourthly, from the point of view of developing nations this would be a very unsatisfactory arrangement. One
of the main reasons why lees developed countries are doing fairly well in the field of fishing is, as poited out by Mr.
Kemanaga. that they can capture the difference in coat as extra profit and thus expand their tisheries rapidly. In pro-
posing this klud of property rights system you would be denying this advantage to all of these developing nations. If

fishery development had not taken place as yet so that you could start from the beginning it might be &l right but all
these nations now realise that they can develop their fisheries at a fairly rapid rate. Under these circumstances, the
proposed system would be completely unacceptable.

And, finally, there is no way of preventing manopoly of fishing rights, directly or indirectly, by some
nation or group of nations. bo then it wocld become eventually the question of politics and then somehow countries would
have to get together and decide things on a political basis. Now after all this trouble what would you actually end up
with? It would not be so different from what we already have, because there are various arrangements developed in par-

ticular situations--in the North Atlantic, in the Pacific, in the North Sea, etc. As a world order this kind of thing
Is to me not worth considering.

Christyl I think that the difficulties you mention are indeed great. But the difficulties of continuing under the
current conditions are also great. I do not think we can avoid facing up to these difficulties.

*Kmsahara: Yea, we are proposing to face up to these difficulties but in a different way.

Christy: What about the system on the North Atlantic?

Kajahara: We are dealing there with problem under the existing conditions of the region.
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Christy: And if the difficuliles lead to the destruction of the whales of the Antarctic this seem to b, accepted. If
the conditions lead to a continued decline in the catch per unit of effort in the North Atlantic, this is to be accepted?

Kasaharat The whale stock has declined not because of the System. Actually they established rights moReg the whaling
nations which were transferrable. There is nothing wrong with this what is wrong Is that the countries did not agree
to 'Lap down the total hunting efforts and actually the recommendations made by the commission have heen always too
liberal.

Christyz So the rights -ere actually not very meaningful?

Kasahara: This was not the fault of the system itself.

Christyi Well, it was essential to the system that the rights be meaningful, and again in that case they were not.

Kasahara: Back in 1946 we did not have biological knowledge such as we have now.

Christy: Let me ask how you would respond then to the desires of the fishermen of the '|orth Atlantic to restrict the
entry into the North Atlantic fisheries. Whet kind of systam should be developed? What kind of response should be given
to those fishermen?

Kesahara: I think this should depend on the .ishes of the countries fishing there.

Aglen: I was going to say, Mr. Chairman, I wonder if we shouldn't have the exist~ng organizations have a further try.
The first conservation measures to be introduced were the simple one of mesh regulation, and even they took nome tie to
introduce because of the difficulties of persuading fiehermaen to attempt the requirement@. We got them launched, ve
actually increased them in several areas, and now we are coming up against the next problem, that mesh regulation by it-
self doesn't do the trick because of the increasing effort. It is pretty plain now to everybody that in order to retor

e

the stocks in some oreas you need to find an arrangement for reducing effort. It is abundantly clear that when you do
that you get biological gain; then you go on to divide up the effort or the catch whichever way you do it into national
quotas among different countries to get an economic gain.

Now we have only just come to this in the present regulatory projects. There are all sorts of problems Involved,
and whether you do this by regulating effort, or by trying to have the total catch divided into national quotas, is still
a matter of argument. I am quite sure there will be very great difficulties in dividing up a total catch between the
vaios countries, but I am not sure that this . 'l be any more difficult than trying to reach aRrtemnt on some new Sys-
too of vesting fishing right& in a supra-natiorna body. I think this business of dividing up a catch among the count-

ries concerned through a commision will be very difficult, but I don't think it is impossible. It yas done with wholes
(admittedly with only five countries) an.A it took four years to do it,

What I me saying is we mustn't give up hope quite as easily as that, I think although there are difficulties
which are so obvious to some of us at this time, we ought to make it possible for the groups that are involved in these
regulatory bodies to have a stab at doing it possibly on a trial basis for a period. I mean it would have to be on a
trial basis in any case because I don't think at the present stahe we can go for an ultimately desirable stricter con-
trol in some areas than in other areas. But I like to think the advantages to be derived from this, both biological and

economic, will be such that thu nations concered will be able to rise above their own immediate and nationsal interests
cand ome to some kind of agreement between thee. If they can't do that I see very great difficulties ahead, and even

Z greater difficulty in reaching agreement on any other basis until we get some kind of supra-national body that can come
with a big stick and tell nations what they are going to do. Admittedly there is this problem of new nations joining in;
you have a limited catch divided up among the bodies belonging to a regulatory body, and what happens when a new nation
wants to come in? My impression is that in the North Atlantic there has been no holding back by newcomers. They have
stumbled over themselves to come into the regulatory body. The other areas where they haven't got regulations to the
some degree, particularly where there are developing nations concerned, I would hove thought that it indeed might be
cevier sonetimes to settle these questions. If you take the concept of preferential rightu where coastal stated say havs
soe kind of preferntiel treatment, I would have thought that these problems could he solved, too.

Christy: I agree with Dr. Aglen wholeheartedly on this. I think the question is one of what society would want to
accept and I think this would dictate whether it should be a national quota amongst those now participating or whether
some sort of more open regime. Perhaps we could try it initially on the national quota basis. But I think we have to
figure out over the !,,ng run what society wants, defining sociay in tams of those who are going to have an Influence o
the decision.

Aglen: I just want to add one thing. I think that what we have been taiking about so far Is regulation on conservation
grounds; I think that that doesn't meet all the situations that have been mantioned here today, such as, the questions
of the stocks off the United States coast, but I rather fancy that that is not a purely conservation problem. That may
need to be tackled on aoma other basis.

Christy: In terms of my own view and approaches, the major objective of an International regime is that of an economic
one, that of acquiring some sort of property right In the ocean which can thereby be allocated efficiently and permit
efficient development of the ocean*a resources. This to me is the predominant objective; the one that we should really
be seeking. The fact that it dos produce a revenue through this system is a quite secondary point, as I mentioned. We
must try and separate the question of the efficient utilisation of the resources from the second question of the distri-
bution.
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Qustot o All thee discussios people have been referring to and reading conventions relating to the coastal states
14d their proommod rights, without mantioning or apparently considering either the responsibility that goes with those
or with the right or privilqes of non-coastul stamt. 1 think If these are considered they alter the discussion. riret
of all, I thiak the stated which are s eager .o assort their rights over increasingly larger portions of the ocean sea
should bel prepared to asume toeponlibil I ties !or oucb thinga "o the prevention of pollution, the elimination of hatards to

. maviatlltio, proilseional piracy, and a variety of other things, none or which have been mentioned. It reminds me very
web of the discussion of state's rights in the United States whtch seldom brings up the responsibilities of the states.
goemdiy, the landlocked caluntriee certainly have an interest In the products or the results of the exploration and devel-
-emt of the ocean's resources. If we "e sm, and I do, that the global scene t in fact the property of everyone,
everyone includes cotmtries which have no coastllne and even those which have nominal costlines. such as Jordan or the
Coege whicE have only a lew ilse of 1otlino. WIe here all represent countries which have exteneive coastlines; moreover
all of our cointriae have very sophisti,ated technologies and large quantities of capital available for investment, and we
are speaking frM &a very slanted point of view. We acet remember that the total population of the Western peoples con-
stitutes only a very sall percentage of the world's populatin; and it is very easy for us to sit around here and diqcuss
what kinds of relies would be appropriate -ed beneficial tor us but we do have to consider that there are other people
whose voices may be very smll1 and certainly nv't In proportion to their nuilbets and Importance in the world.

Ilfrrinatta: There hals been a lot of discussion in the last hour or two regarding the workability of giving internatinAl
bodies responsibility to supervise oceanic resources. Such supervision involves two things, one Is to collect the know-
led&a required to determine what tegulations to enact and the second Is to enforce these regulations. Knowing the prob-
lam we have with our present international bodies superviain high seas fisheries these two requirements still appear to
be the wet Important problem ahead. From Mr. Christy's later remarks it seems to me that 1f the proper change is made
t i m present intemratioal fisheries regulatory agencies. giving them the authority they need to be effective, they
would to a considerable setent meet the propoeal that he has made. Then as we stand in the world at present our moat
practical pproach would be to seek to get these changes in our present international bodies dealing with fisheries. If
his could be carried Out rapidly enough it would meet the problem. If it is not carried out rapidly enough I think

there wilbe w continuation of the extension of unilateral jurisciction which would aleo resolve the problem to some ex-
toot, Nft If iItwere decided to ignore the viewe and theories of practically all the international fisheries people I
k of anid turn over some ocean resources to a new body I would suggest that prohably Antarcti: whaling is the best one
to try for two reasons, onethe new body couldn't do a much worse job than the one done already and, second, try out this
raw method of handling the problem on a limited scale before extending it to other resources. To restore the blue wisle
will take about fifty years and this ought to give time to work oer and improve the present method,
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JURISDICTIONAL, ADMINISTRATIVE, AND TItICAL PROBLEMS

RELATED TO
ESTABLISI QNT OF CALIFORNIA COASTAL AND OFFSHORE BOUNDARIES

"CAPTER II"

P. J. orti s
Executive Officer

State of C41ifornia - State Lands Comsiion
State Lands Division

A report entitled "Jurisdictional, Administrative, end Technical Problems Related to the Establishment of
California Coastal and Offshore boundaries," was presented at the June, 1966. Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute.
A coatinuing report an these setters is of significance to the conference because the boundary of the territorial seas is
the most londward boundary of the outer continental shelf. This line divides juriediction over all offshore operations,
which mst be conducted ider I.Ldely different statutory authorities. J

The current report ("Chapter II") can be summarited by stating the none of the seven general problem areas re-
ported in 196b tam been resolved with any degree of finality, even as to any one of their numerous components; and, more
aggravating, additional copoentes which require resolution have been identified.

On the poeitive side there is now a pragmatic Interim solution to the problem of jurisdictional classification
of the Ceaornia intra-state air carrier with air routee more than three miles offshore the mainland. lImediately pre-
ceding 4he trial dote on the question of federal jurisdiction hecause the air routes leave and re-enter the state and the
United States, the Civil Aeronautics Board issued a waiver declining to enforce jurisdiction on the airline as an Inter-
state carrier.

In a review by the U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey of the existing tec~'nological Inabilit to demarcate offshore
boundaries with precision, the Survey reported In March. 1967,1 an follows, in part:

"The more one studies tile subject of the boundaries in the sea, the more one is 1m-
pressed with the number of technical questions that arise and the extent of judgment re-
quired. This is not a criticism of the Submerged Lands Act and the Convention. The soot
they can do ie to provide the principles for the delimitation of sea boundaries; they can-
not provide the answer to every technical problem which will arise in laying out sea
boundaries in the presencs of an almost infinite variety of physical features. This will
require agramemnt and cooperation between the State and Federal Government and probably
some litigation."

An existent exaxple requiring study, cooperation, and agreement ie depicted in Fifure 1. In the irmebdiate
vicinity of Point Conception and Government Point, Santa Barbara County, Celifonia, there are 'everal apparent "rocks
awash"--with little agreement between available maps and charts a to their exact positions or c rrect designaticos.
These "rocks awash" constitute "low-tide elevations" ax defined in Article 11 of the Convention

2 
and constitute poinre on

the coastal baseline to be "marked on large-scale charts officially recognized by the coastal Stjie" as specified in
Article 2 of the Convention. The Figure I ap shows that there are at least three different sel ite of existent officisl
depictions of the locations of "rocks ma. " in the area under discussion.

And now--the $64 million qustion: What structures or elements are contained witlhin the outermost permanent
harbor works that form an integral pert of the harbor system within the meaning of Article 8 of the Convention? A opc-
Ifir. problem has arisen at Cerpinteria (agAn In Santa Barbara County. California) by reason of a pier necesaary and
utilized continuously for loading and unlaodi g personnel, machinery, equipment, and supplies for operation of pet©oleus
development platforms alrest three miles offshort, The pier and these platforms are located on oil and gas leases issued
by the state of Csiifornta (Figure 2). The question &a to whether the pier qualifies as a "harbor works," and therefore
as a point on tha coastal baseline, came into isese with the decision of the -zderal government to lease the outer con-
ti.entaL shelf area adjoiuing the state sutmerged lanie. Becaues the dividing line between federal and state juriedic-
tion was, and is, unresolved, the federal lease offer provided:

"As stated on the official leasing sap, the 3-mile limit shown thereomn i approximate only
and doe not necessarily delineate such a line in its true horizontal position. In the event of
a conflict between the official leasing map and the written description, the written description*hall preyer 1." -

Establishing Tidal Datum Lines for Sea boundaries, Paper 67-212, p. 17.

2 Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone.

3 Fdtral Register, Vol. 31. No. 220, 11/11/66, p. 14535.
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The written description specified:

"Tract No. Cal. 293: all those portion* of blok.k 52H 63W and the N1/2 of block
SI34 63W lying se.wrd of a line 3 eoeraphiceal miles distant from the coastline of
SAIIIma (as said coastline in defined in the Sabserged Land* Act of 1953) containing
1995.48 acres more or less." (Underscoring added.)

The area of 1,995 acres includes 31 acres (cross-hatched on Figure 2). This cross-hatched area t California
submerged lads if the coastline Includes the pier as a point on the baseline. The value of this small parcel may be
inferred from the cash bonus paid to the United States by the highest bidder for the award of a lease ou 1.%95 acres-- 7
$21,189,000, or $l".4l8.50 per acre--a United States record.

A second question on baseline establishment relative to "harbor works" has arisen In Texas--but with al" of
the usual potential for setting legal precedents applicable to all coastal states. In ihis instance Texas propoeed to
offer an offshore oil and Sa lease based on locating the state seward boundary by measurement from a base point at the
seaward end of jetties at the entrance to Galveston Harbor. The federal government sought a "otion for Injunctive Ra-
lief and Supplemental Decree as to the Stare of Texas" on the principal cotentions:

1. The 1965 decision in U.S. v. California. defining the coastline in terum of the Geneva
Convention, is inapplicable to Texan because that state's offshore boundaries ore d-
fined historically and not in accordance with the rules of international lw.

2. The structures it question are removed from an actual harbor 2nd, therefore, do not con-
stitute harbor works vithin the maning of the Convention (assuming that it is applicable).

3. The U.S. State Department has taken the position that it will not recognizs piers md
jetties extending more than one ile into the ocean.

No restrainiug order was granted because of agreement by Texas to withhold the lease offer pending judicial determination
of the issues. These issues will be heard by the U.S. Supreme Court assomadly dt-rilg . V all Term this year.

Another proble area was reported last year as a qestion: "If the coastlina includes a breakwater as part
of the 'outermost permanent harbor works,' what is the nature of the transition from the seward and of the breakwater
coastline to the matnland coastlinoe?" This question is uder active consideration because it is no longer academic. The
design of development program for a segment of the state's submerged lands is no, dependent upon the precise establish-
sent of the limits of the Port of San Pedro. Unfortunately (or fortunately), the Supplemental Decree in U.S. v. Calif-
onai.

4 
in January, 1IM6. stated directly:

the limits of the port, east of the eastern end of the breakwater. ere not determined
by this decree."

4382 U.S. 448.
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A OKVWFOPING POLICY FOR IRTMU.NTIOU4AL PISH AIL8

lon, Donald L. cKcernan
Special Assistantfor

Fisheries end Wildlife
to the Secretary

A policy dealing with international fisheries development and conflict cannot be viewed in Isolation from
the broad foreign policy interests of the United States. Yet, while decisions on international fishery questions have
been made contrary to the interests of U.S. fisheries from time to time. it has more often been true that the policy of
the United States in seeking rekolutions to fishery disputes between our fiehermen and the fishermen of other countries
has been designed to protect to the axius, by peaceful meons of course, the interests of United States fishermem.

It seems usefut at this time of great national interest in the expanding us* of the resources of the ocean
to review the way in which this gover nt has approached discusiors in the international fishery field in recent years,
first with a view to examining the effect of this approach on United States fisheries and second to ascertain whether or

not there has ben a consistent development of policy in dealing with these problem. .

This examination is not intended as a declaration of existing U.S. fishery policy, nor is it likely that the
thoughts expressed here by the author will stand for long In the light of the rapidly changing condition of national snd
International fishery affairs.

Before looking at the result of recent international fisheries negtiations, it would seam appropriate to
state our national goals. That is, to ascertain whether or not we have been consistent in dealing with our International
fishery problems. we should state clearly what objective we have in mind. I would think that few would argue that one
way to express our national goal with respect to living resources of the sea is that we want our people now end in the
future to have the maximum oppc.tunity to use the resources of the sees. A secondary objective might well be stated as
wanting to ensure the maximim use of the living resources of the sea for the lasting benefit of mankind.

It doss seen entirely reasonable that the United States government look at the use of world fishery reaourcas
in terms of the benefits to the United States from both a long and short term view. Furthermore, it sam logical to -
pect that in all likelihood other nations are looking at the use of the sea's resources in much the sam way; that is,"
they would like to usa the resources of the ocean to the maximum for the benefit of their people; and we cannot fault that
view.

It is in seeking to achieve these goals by large numbers of nations on a world ocean that still remaina for
the most part open to all, that International conflicts arise between fishermen of nations and between their governuenta.

These conflicts can quite often but not always be expressed in some general form. The most common kind of
conflict arises from competition on the fishing grounds between competing fishermen of one or more nations for the avail-
sble harveat from a comn stock of fish with the consequent threat of over-fLshng and possible depletion of the fishery
resource.

Other conflicts arise from the physical interference on the fishing grounds between vessals and between cam-
peting forma of fishing gear with the consequent lose of gear or equipment. Often the efficiency of one or both parties
is adversely affected by the physical presence of the other. Still another type of conflict occurs vhen vessels of one
country begin catching fish from a stock that has long beon harvested by fishermen of another country. In this case the
traditional fishery Is adversely affected economically, causing complaints from the fishermen who have traditionally
fished the stock. In the last and perhaps the amt comon kind of conflict, the mere presence of foreign fishing vessels
off the coast of a coastal stee raises the specter in the minds of local fiahermen of the loss of their traditional fiab-
aries to foreign fishermen. While the tangible evidence of actual loa is often absent, nevertheless this type of situ-
ation has caused serious difficulties, as witnessed in the long-continuing dispute between the United States and the CrU
countries--Chile, Ecuador end Peru--over the jurisdiction of waters off the coasts of theve countries. In this case. al-
though the motivations are complex and do not entirely rest on the fishery issue, these countries for the moat part catch
little yellowfin tuna, the species most sought by United States vessels. ]ret the presence of foreign vessels off their
coasts causes severe public criticism.

Let us examine more specifically the kinds of International fisheries disputes that the Unted Ststes haa be-
come involved in and see how they fit into a general pattern, if in fact they do.

The fisheries of the United States are and have been mostly coastal fisheries. The yield from off our coasts
and in estuarine waters at the present time amounts to between 80 and 90 percent of the total landed value of the United
States catch. Yet two of our moat valuable fisheries, shrimp and tuna, are to a very significant degree dependent upon
rsourcs found on the high seas off the coaato of neighboring countries. Thus. our ocean fishery conflicts involve us on
one hand as coastal fishermn, defending our traditional fisheries off our own coast, and on the other hand a high ones
fishermen defending our right to 'fish freely on the high ea.

It might appear that the dichotomy of position of U.S. fisheries is impoesible to reconcile. At the ,m
time, the criticism has been heard that the United States solutions to complex international fishery disputes are solely
based on pragatism and that the solutiona have been temporary in nature without any conaistent basis in principle.

It Is obvious from the record that the United States, in trying to follow a policy leading to the goals men-
tioned earlier in this paper, has surely made mistakesi yet. there is a cnslatency to our policy in international fish-
aries affairs that leads back many years. (It is not a coincidence that the two man who have to a considerable degree
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shaped this policy within our goveruet hsve been active participants of both of these Low of the Sea conferences. Of
course I speak qi Dr. W. M. Chapean and William C. Haerringttn.)

As many participants in this conference have mentioned, the United States is a member of several conservation
treaties os fisheries. If you choose to call the FIt Seal Treaty and the International Whaling Conventions fisheries
treaties. then vs are members of might active international fishery conservation convefntions. The purpose of these has
bmn to renolv conservation issues that have erisen when two or more nations, Including our own, have been heavily fish-
lmg or busting cammo stocks of fish or marine nmale, and as a result there has been danger of over-ftshing and deplet-
ioe of the stocks. In some CBSe such an the fur seals, halibut and Framer River sockeve, severe depletion hid occurred
before the Comiaioes Were formed. In other cases, such as the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Convention, Inter-Aerican
"iopical Tns Comeission, and the International North Pacific Fisheries Commission, there was danger of over-rishint which

lod the United States in consort with sams other fishing nations to seek a solution through the formation of a conserve-
. ti covemtion.

At this point it is well to recognize that some economists have been critical of the purely conservation ob-
jective of these fishery conventions. One must agree that it would be desirable to maximite the economic output from
theme fiaheries; however, the bilateral and multilateral fishery conservation conventions collectively have been quite
successful is maintaining viable U.S. fisheries and I for one would be reluctant to set them aside in favor of another
yate

m 
of international control that at the present has not base accepted even for strictly domestic fisheries of the

United States. That Is not to say that the present systems are perfect or even satisfactory for zhe future, but it is to
* asy that they have in a number of respects resolved the problem for which they were designed.

In several instances, through joint research efforts--including of course Independent research by some of the
cmisios--the work of these comissiona has resulted in a larger total average yield and in addition, the preservation
of the resources has bean assured. Several of these comesions have tesolved, for the short and mediump rante span of
time at least, difficult economic and political problems between countries.

For example. the Pacific halibut catch had declined from about 60 million pounds in the early part of the
century to only 44 million pounds before regulation began thirty-seven years ago. Scientific manaemnt of this fishery
by the International Pacific Halibut Comission has rebuilt the stocks to the extent that they have produced on the aver-
age about 68 million pounds annually during the past six yeers. One could also cite the Inter-Merican Tropical Tuna or
the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Comisseione as examples of hilhly successful conservation coeissions that are
accomplishing their objectives year after year.

Some commissions have accomplLhed such less; the Whaling Commission was faced with a wholly unexpected proh-
lee quite outside ie term of reference. In thin case it was not enough to establish that depletion had occurred; it was
necessary then to allocate among several nations, with very large monetary investments in whaling, the very small allow-
able catch. The Commission had no giat trouble deciding that something needed to be done to conserve the Antarctic whal-
tg stock; they also were able to put quite p.ecioe quantitative limits on the allowable catch. Yet the allocation of
this catch among those countries that had traditionally fished the resource for a long time and other countries that had
only recently entered the fishery was a problem of a different order of magnitude. It has only been partially solved to
date.

By confining ourselves primarily to conservation problems, by omitting the more difficult economic problems,

we have been relatively successful over the past twenty years since the wsr in minimizing the effects of rapidly expand-
ing fleets of fishing vessel* of foreign origin fishing in area and on species that had traditionally been fished exclu-
sively by United States or United States and Csnadisn fishermen. The success or failure as the case may be of U.S.
fisheries during the period have not been greatly influenced by foreign competition for the resources. However, in the
past five years, the increase In these foreign fleets off our coast hs brought into sharp focus the potential danger of
serious conflicts between the distant water and coastal fishermen.

Those new problems posed by the rapid increase in foreiAn vessels fishing off our coasts are in their bare

essentials economic in nature and they involve who gets the fish and in some cases who gets the fishing grounds. The
conservation covetlona now in effect wart not designed to resolve these new questions, and it is now quite imperative
that ve find now methods of resolving these now kinds of disputes.

but participation in conservation conventions has not been the only course of action taken by the United
States during the pest twenty years. As these now probleme appeared on the horizon those In this country who were think-
ing about the deficiencies in existing regimes of the sea began to cast about for alternative solutinns. The 1958 and

1960 Law of the Sea Conferinces were to some extent the result of such attempts. In addition the United States hae
helped to strengthen, along with other North Atlantic nations such as the United Kingdom and Canada, the fisheries group
within 7AO. tMany of the people in fisheties--both within government and without--felt that increased kr.owledge of the
ocean, Including increased international cooperation in ocean research, would not only help increase the probability of
achieving our national goals but would provide as well a background of scientific information for resolution of contro-
versies in internattim 

, 
fthery affairs. As a result, domestically the National Academy of Science and the InteraRency

Comittees on Oceanography both began to promote oceon research and internationally the lntergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission wsa formed after much struggle within UNi SCO.

These efforts have not been uniformly successful, but they have served their purpose well and have improved
F our capability of solving, on the bases of improved knowledge of fisheries and the ocean, serious conflicts rhat have

arisen in recent years. In other wordo, they have increased the number of acceptable alternatives to any given problem.

Thus, in smaing up our policy of the past two decades, we ha% "tied through bilateral snd multilateral

fishery convontiL-e to sat up arrangetnts which would ensure the to;ier.4tion of resources of most concern to us, and aT
the sm time we hsve sought to build through the United Motion's Law of the Sea Conferences and through international
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bodies such as PAO, UIMtSCO, and moot recently again the Uitted Nations, devices that might Sore effectively deal with the
complex problems of the future.

Most of these efforts bhe" been helpful, but such mure needs to be does It we are to keep pace with the rapidly
increasing use of ocean reeources by all of eanind,

Successful or unsuccessful as you may think the efforts have boen thus far, there are sme new dimensions that
cannot--in my view--be resolved by present international rules or practices. I have mntioned before In this discussion
that 1 consider thea. problems essentially economic In nature althoughi they manifest themselves In many ways. They artse
in am instances because of the difference in the technological level of the fishing equipment of high soe fishing
nation.; io other case. the sheer numbers of new fishing units appearing on restricted fishing grounds near the coasal
state cause excessiva competition between the fisherman with a concomitant reduction in the catch and income of special
seriousness to the coaatal fishermen who cannot move readily to new fishing grounds.

These problems have &rien on both coast& of the united State. and have caused greet distress a" united
States coastal fishermen. They brought about -n egoflaing reappraisal of this country's long-standing three-nile fishery
limit and resulted in an extension of that limit to twelve mile, only lat year. It hae been alleged that our fisherman
fishing off the Coast@ of several other countries have caused similar problem.

Thus, we siust concern ourselves in the future with this problem. Our coastal fishermen seek sene protection
from what tbey consider unfair and unwarranted competition for a limited catch end fishing space-, a twelve-nile fishery
limit ts not adequate to enaure either to them.

Our long-range fishermen wish to sintain the greateat poesible fishing ores everywhere on the ocean and they
cannot economically operate with vst erea" of the ocean cloeed to their free movement. On the other hood, the long-range
fishermen of the United State. have no need to compete so intensively for fesh stock. found In the water. of the high aeaa
off the Come of foreign countries--nor enter fisheries off foreign coast@ thee ere already being heavily fished by
costal fieherne to the degree that would endanger the livelihood of those fisherman.

Nevertheless, it 1.m my view that emw additional asurancs must be iivea the coastal fishermen beyond thoe
given In the 1958 Convention on fishing and Conervation. They must be assured that not only will the fish stocks of par-
titular concern to them be conserved but that they will have a reasonable opportunity both to participate In the harveat
of thcue resources not now used by them and to take their traditional share of those stock. which they have fished in the
Pat.

Smw few coastal nations are attempting to protect their Intarest3 It the fishery reaourcee off their coasts by
unilaterally extending their fiehery limits beyond any acceptable limit. Such action in the absence of any legal basis is
an unacceptable alternative. Such unwarranted extension. of jurisdiction would serve to met aside vast productive are".
of the ocean and in many coese would allow them to lie fallow and unproductive, thus preventing full development of the
food resources of the world ocea.

it is becoming popular to advocate turning over to the United Nations or Soe other supra-national body title
to the resources of the s"a with the view that this body could license en appropriate number of vessel@ to harvest at op-
time efficiency the food resources of the aea. It is not at &ll clear how this notion can achieve Its $Oalo under such
a systee. Som other objectives ight be accomlished by this move, but I doubt that this nation's fisheries would long
prosper under such a system.

The alternative, it seems to me. is to pursue a strong course of action under the four Law of the Sea Conven-
tions that provide among other things for freedom of fishing and for the conservation of the food resources of the ocean.
To these currant components of our high mss fishing policy I would add some coomideration for the special problem@ of the
coasal state--a coneideration well within the general Intent of the Coeve Convention.. With auch considerations. I be-
leve we could develop a viable system ca~pable of providing batter protection for the coastal fisherman wh~ile shlowing a
resonable a a of the important principle of freedom of fishing on the high seam, thus protecting the rights of our
distant watt .Amen.

It appears to m that such a cysts. will haes considerable general appeal to nations of the world.

All high sa& fishing nations that I know of have problem similar. more or lose, to auts. Thea. nations also
are Interested in pursuing their current distant water fisherie, without constant difficulty or hareassment by coastal
etates. Witnees our recent discussiona with Japan and the u.S.S.R. Agraement wee reached on the bsais of mutual give and
take--with major compromises on both sides, but important principles embodied in the four 1958 Low of the Sea Conventions
were maintained. Where the coastal fisheris of the United States had special problems on the high s" beyond the
twelve-mile contiguous fiahing &one, cooaideration we. given to these problems by the high seo" fiseries. by manem of
these important negotiation., provisions were made for the high seas fisherm to fish stocka not being utilised by U.S.
fisherman even within the contiguous sone of the United State.. Thus, we were consistent in providing the opportunity for
full use of the ocean's food resourcee while resolving to a reasonable degree the problem of the coastal fisherman. I
believe we should seek further agreements of this kind. Furthermore, ouch arrangemnts ought to have broader application
world-wide. For example, they ought to be equally effective with those countris off whose comets our distant water fish-
ameen fish.

It wiil be rememered by those who attended the 1960 Law of the See Conference that the proporcal which came
within one vote of receiving the two-third. majority required for adoption contained a very similar Idea. In that casea
coaatal state, subject to certain condtion., could claim preferential fishing rights in areas adjacent to its contLguom
fishing cone.
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JAPAN'S RJLENYT INTO PELAGIC FISHERIES:
FRM SURI4OER ro THE NORTH PACIFIC FISHERIES CONVENTION, 1945-1952_

Henry H. Esterly
Asociate Professor

NHw York City Comunity College
of the City University of New York

Brooklyn, How York

The right of acces to and exploitation of the resources of the world's oceans is basic in the lw of nations.
From tim to time certain restrictions have been accepted on this freedom. Japan, from surrender in Augut, 1945, until
the coming into force of the peace treaty In April. 1952, was aeverely limited in the exercie. of that right. For nearly
seven years Japanese high see activities were strictly confined to So-called authorized fishing areas, conducted accord- -

Ing to regulations Issued by the Supreme Commander for the Allted Power., $CAP.

During the Ocupation the views of the United States as the principal occupying power managed to prevail. The
coumcil@ of its government favored the gradual return of Jipan to full sovereign participation iv the access to ad the
utilization of the resources of the se according to the law of nations. Other -ccupying powere, especially the Soviet

Union, the Philippines, Australia, "nd Noew Zealand, had contrary views. If these had prevailed, the Japanse would not
have bean permitted the same degree of freedom in reentering Important fishing area@ of the high so" nor to enSgage in
Antarctic whaling.

Prior to World War II the Japanese vere engaged in aquatic activities covering the world's oceans from the
Arctic and Antarctic to subtropical water#, from the Indian Ocean to Argentina. I--diOtely following the close of hoe-
tilities, occupation authorities restricted fishing to within a twelvw-uile umstal boumdary. After several months the
limits were extended out to the 150th parallel, south to 300 North, excluding the Sami and Ityiyus, west to a line bi-
mecting the Sea of Japan, the HacArthor Line. mod no further north than the three-mile territorial water* around PHoksido.
After June, 1946, the area was enlarged further Seat and south into Pacific waters to more than twice the previous eiasa
Finally, by 1949, the Japanese were permitted to fish till further east to the international date line. and, in 1950.
south to the equator. (An accompanying map it-ustrates the successively extended areas.) Whaling operations were first
permitted in coastal waters in September and, by November, 1945, in the Bonin-Volcano Islands areas. During the Sumer of
1946 the first of a series of six annual whaling expeditions to the Antarctic va authoriseo'.

In order to counter allied governments' objections to expanding aquatic activities, which were bune on pr-
war antgonism occasioned by what was considered the ruthless exploitation and contempt for the rights and interests of
others. it was necessary for SCAP to require adherence to certain basic principles. Each area authorization directed the
Japanese to conform strictly to the provisiona of all international agreements to which the United States was a party,
including those relating to Antarctic whaling. Japanese fishing activities -ere further to conform to the policies or
rules governing specific fisheries announced by the United State. or other governments with reapect to coastal fisheries.
Fishing near United States territory or island responsibilities, or near areas under Allied jurisdiction without prior
permission from the country concerned, wee not permitted. Such provisions were designed not only because of strategic and
political considerations, but also as a means of guiding the Japanese toward a more wholesome respect . d observance of
national and international conservation practices.

This aspect of fisheries crtsted a serious dileaa for occupation authorities. On the one hand, Japan had to
fish in order to be able to contribute to her own economic well-being. On the other hand, the resappearance of Japanese
vessels and crew* on the high ses. Sometimes close to territori* limits, aroused all the prewar antipathies, jealousies
and apprehensioni. To some the defeat of Japan was an opportunit) to eliminate an economic rivl; and to subdue a iormer
great power. When discussing the future of Japan in the Far Eate, Coesission. May, 1946, the representative for the
U.S.S.R.. for exmple, proposad that Japan should be permitted to d. melop only such cconomic activity ad a standard of
living not higher than that of the peoples of the territories in the Eastern and Southeastern Asia formerly occupied by
Japan. The PhLlLppiae and Autralian representatives had suggested, apparently in all Seriousness, that fishing be
limited to Japan's coastal and Inland fish culture. In the view of others. Occupation policy should encourage Japanese
aui:horities to mak* the utmost effott to maxi lze production of fishery products, as well s other essentials for a viable
economy. Uppermost in the dilemma over fisheries, however, was the worldwide distrust of Japanese fishermen created dur-
ing the prewar period. One of the fundamental purposes of the Occupation was to overcome and remove the sources of this
distrust.

Under the leadership of the United States, the opposition from allied governmts was gradually reduced. In
response to Allies' request, SCAP maintained as strict control as feasible over pelagic fisheries, The Japanese were en-
couraged to collect statistics and conduct research on specific fisheries with a view toward establishing acceptable con-
eervstion practices. At times, petitions for expanding the fishing area were turned down by SCAP with the explanation
that a program of conservation had not as yet been satisfactorily developed. The government fisheries bureau was elevated
to the status of an agency of the Minietry of Agriculture and Foreasty in 1048, comprised of administrative, production,
and research departments.

The goal of Occupation authorities was to return a new and reformed Japan to full sovereign status by the time
of the peace treaty. Thereupon, tia Japanese would be released from the restrictions on pelagic fisheries which had been
Imposed following surrender. If all the dire predictions made by sons were correct, they oevortheleas would revert to
their old ways of destructive fishing without regard for conservation practices or international agreemnt*. On the other
hand. if SCAP's policies were successful, Japan would enter a new era of international cooperation.

0 This paper was not presented Rt the Conference. The Executive Committes felt that because of the pertinence of the

topic it should be printed In the Proceedinas.
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The final opportuity offered SCAP prior to the return to full sovereignty was the negotiations over an in-
terntional agreement for the North Pacific fisheries. If acceptable conservation principles could be included In such a
convention, they could see ae & guide applied later by Japan In fishery diecuaeione with other coutriee. A fishery
treaty with the United States w" envisaged a the first step. together with support from that country for Japan's access-
ioo to the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling end any other inpliceble conventions on fisheries.

As a result of exploratory conversations between SCAP and the Japanes Ministry for foreign Affairs begt.n in
January, 1950. the Japanese stated that they ware:

"... determined that the poetwar rehabilitation of Japan's fishery industry chall begin by
first &aking Japanese operations conform strictly to internationst lew end conventions,
and international usages, and also by seeing to it that they cooperate honestly in all
international measures for the protection And Investigation of fishery resources."

1

The Foreign Affairs Ministry then went on to state three general views which underlay its policyt (1) Preedom of the
seas regarding ownership and exploitation of resources beyond territorial waters. (2) The preference for a biologlcal
and scientific approach to the problema of sea resources rather than a political one. (3) Interational agrsemnte to
handle areas of controversy.

Early the following year, 1951, Prime Minister Yoehida addressed a letter to Ambassador D"ltes while visit-
ing Japan, stating that his government was prepared to enter into negotiatious for an agreement on fisheries, The an-
nouaiced purpose was to "establish equitable arrangements for the development and conervation of fisheries which are ac-
cessible to the nationals of Japan and ouch other countries which were concerned.'2 The Prim Minister pledged his
government's voluntary action to protect fisheries already conserved by other nations. By the end of the yssr SCAP euth-
orised the Japanese government to negotiate and conclude a fiehing agreement.

In the discussions which followed, the Departmont of State esked for SCAP's views on a list of principles to
be embodied in the proposed fieheries convention with Japan. They wars

"l. A nation should not be excluded from high seas fisheries In waters contiguous to ite
territorial watera or from any fishery in w ich it has developed or maintained sub-
stantial current or recent operations.

2. A nation may agree to walve the exercise of its fishin rights in any high seas fishery
which was charactariaed by all of the following.

A. Harvested primarily by one or more contracting parties;

D. Under active study to deteratne conditions for maximum sustained productivity;

L. Scientifically shown unlikely to produce a sustained increased catch under sore

intensive axploitatLco; and

D. Operating under regulations limiting or controlling fishing operations for con-
servation purpoes.

' 3

By stressing these principles, it was hoped that proper incentive would be provided for developing research and conserva-
tion regulationa for Japan's own offshore fisheries. SCAP's ciments included the suggestion that it should be made clear
that Japan's conftinemnt to the autnorised fishing ares durLn the Occupation should not be interpreted as a renunciation
of interest in other areas. It should be under'.'od also, that Japan would not be barred from any nev fisheries which
might be developed. A convention based on these principles would establish conservation as the basis for abstention or
excluson from a fishery.

It was in accord with these guiding principles that the Japanese goverrmnt and fishinr Industry negotiated
and eventually signed on Kay 9. 1952, the North Pacific Fisheries Convention with the United States and Canada. This
agreement marked the culmination of a program begun by SCAP during the early dayp of the Occupation dasigned to achieve
for Japan reentry in international fisheries on the basis of equality. The Department of State proclaimed in a press re-
lease at the time of the signing that "Japan now becomes a Joint partner with the United States and Canada in cooperative
measures to preserve and perpetuate the fish stocks of the North Pacific." This final achievement had been one of the
conditions for the ending of occupation controls over Japan's high seas fisheries. Just two weeks earlier, the Allied
Supreme Co emander had rescinded he final directive on fishing aras.

The North Pacific Fisheries Convention has not been without controversy. It has been referred to a marking
the bZginninS of a new concept In i. 1ernationa lw by incorporating as one of its main features the principle of absten-
tion. In exchange for abstaining from fishing certain species In the North and Eastern Pacific, Japan was ssured of
American and British support for further development and utilization of fishery resources in other areas. The fisheries
of the Northeastern Pacific could well be left to the Americans end Canadians. Undoubtedly. elsewhere there would be
opportunities for the development of fishery resources under more advantageous conditions.

$ SCAP, Natural Resources Section Files, 410, Item 14.

U.S. Department of State bulletin, Vol. 24 (1951), p. 351.

3 SCAP, Natural Resourcs Section files, 410, Item 8.

4 Shigeru Oda, International Control of See Resources (Leyden: A. W. Sythoff, 1963), p. 70.
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We heave heard a good deal of discussioe during the#* pant four days concerning the physical interface in the
eanie. This is definitional oceeography language which describes soooa where mutually exclueive euvironments meet. In
eekiag to frm prospective institutional arrngement& in the oceans, it sem that lwyers eight nsfully take a page

ftrm Oceanoeraphers, d focus 00 the various socia iterfacee created by conflicting and Inconststent-m-utually exclu-
siew-elate presented by different sere rather than attempting to fit ocean problems into land term such as "sover-
eigpty

.
" "property," and "Jurisdiction." For while these are terms of art which fall fmiliarly on the ear of any lwyer,

they provide eely an illumin of certainty; and continued indulgence in ilusiona may serve to inhibit rather than promote
ratiemal utilitarla inatitutional growth for two primary reasons.

Firat, these concepts developed an a consequence of a feudal seciety and the societal interaction with roe-
poct to ba.-diaeeiemal lnd manel whoec physical characteristics ware understood and well defined. They imply certain
precieely acettainable shared expectation

s 
on the part of those advancing such claims. To Import theme concepts into the

three-dimiemnal world of the oceans where the societal Interaction is best characterized by constantly shifting claim
and rspasme, a tecuslogy expands end assartiona of right proliferate, will result, perhaps inevitably, to obscuring
alternative concepts which Sight be infinitely more appropriate.

orever, term of art such as these carry in their wake epecific and often singularly inapposite legal con-
eequeaee which have no relevancy to the social ordering process in the ocean.

Thum, while Professor Goldie properly reminded u that to a lwyer the Lars "como property" van something
j of a a sequitur, it aeem perfectly posseble that such term may have utility aince they describe the sccial interface

with s eg ree of fidelity. This, one might contend, "epresents a more meaningful beginning than artfully attempting
to dietort formalgied language to embrace social requirements in an entirely foreign setting.

Lmwye r tan contribute to the social ordering talk in this envirommunt best, perhaps, if they are willing to

break with the pet, abandon outworn language, and begin constructing ow concepts which are consiatent vith ocean reali-
ties. Aa analogy is euggested by the work of Grutlus. Faced with a theocratic tradition end the entirely logical axten-
lion of sovereignty in the guise of s.alv cm, Grotiuo rocagnised the larger, quite inconsiatent, claim presented by
an espamnding technology and the rise of uddle-clu merchant Adventurere, and he Invented an institutional doctrine which

I t this societal ned. Mad he ben inhibited by a narrow reading (or, a DePat suggeeste. any reading) or precedent; or
if his Inquiry had been reetricted out of we for the papal theocracy, the development of the formal doctrine of freedom
of the seas might have taken an entirely different course. but Grotium had pointed the vey, and slowly but surely, the

world followed.

Vhe societal requiremt in the ocean Is infinitely more complex than Grotis could possibly have envisioned;
and we Iseyore must find ways to preserve chose concepts which have continued utility, while at the em time suggesting
now pathways to meet the increasing demands of technology end the human requirement. We cannot make this contribution by
turning thi clock back three and one-half cencuries by drawing upon wooden concepts much as "sovereignty." "property." or
"Jurisdiction." We coo only move forward by inventing new concepts designed to meet the needs of the twentieth century.

4 This paper was not prevented at the Conference but ws approved by the Executive Committee for inclusion In the Pro-
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A HYPOTHETICAL DIVISION OF THE SEA FL6

(after M O ANd r VI)

This map is an illustralaio of how the sea floor might Iok
if it tuere divided along lines efluidistant ffrorn the closest points

of adjacent or opposite constal states a~nd islands. Proposals for

such a division hare been made as a basis for establishment of the
exclusire rights that will be necessary for the encouragement arid

admini:Iration of the exploitation of deep sea minerals. The pro.

posals are based on the open.nded criterion of exploitability, (is

expressed in the, (,enra Convention on tht Continental Shelf. These

proposals ignore the widely held belief that art extension of rights

must be limited by some concept of proximity.

Precision of lines is impossible because of the scale of the

map, the questiontble status of island,%, the lack of defined base

lines, and the distortions of the projection. But precision is not

important because this malp is designed simnply to illustrate the

rerY considerable difficulties of this (or ans other) schunme for

diriding the sea floor among coastal states.

600 Dcernber 19, 1967 Francis T. Christy. Jr. and

HIenrY IIerfindahl
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